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ABSTRACT

The Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program is proposing the use of a dense,

bentonite clay-based material as one of the engineered barriers in its deep geological

disposal concept. This barrier mater¡al, known as the butfer, is expected to limit watel

movement to and contaminant migration away from the disposal vault, The density of the

buffer is such that there is little free pore space available for waler oI contaminanl

movement. Under conditions of low regional hydraulic gradient the mass transport in the

buffer is largely a diffusion-driven process and the validity of the Darcian flow model for

flow through a porous medium is in question.

Thermal expansion testing was conducted to determine the nature of the water associaled

with quartz sand, illitic clay, bentonitic clays and sand clay mixtures, These tests found

little evidence for lhe presence of a structured water component in sand and illitic

systems. However, benton¡te clay exhibited considerable evidence of a structured water

component, especially in low density systems.

The influence of initial degree of saturat¡on, back pressuring, permeant salin¡ty, flow

direction, bacterial activity, and hydraulic gradient changes on the flux measured were all

examined and found to be insignificant in densely compacted bentonites. Evidence of

changes in the hydraulic character of illitic clays and low density (<1 .O Mg/m3) bentonites

were found. These gradienl-dependent changes may be associated w¡th the presence of

weakly bonded water layers which can be sheared by elevated hydraulic gradients.

Dense bentonite, and sand-bentonile specimens showed no evidence of changes in their

hydraulic character as a result of changes in any of the above conditions. The hydraulic

conduclivity of dense bentonite-based malerials was found to be approximately that

predicted using the Poiseuille equalion for flow through capillaries.

These dala provide confidence in the etficacy of using contaminant transfer models which

assume the butfer barrier to be a porous medium having very small and unilorm pores.

Only low density bentonitic barriers are likely to be affecled by the presence of strucluled

water components and changes in the ground water environment.
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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

a cross-seclional area of tubular-shaped pore

A cross-sectional area

C" shaPe coetficienl

CEC cation exchange capacity
:

, CFU colony forming units of bacteria

' d half d¡stance between clay particles

d' etfect¡ve half dislance between parallel particles

di distance occupied by immobilized water

D dieleciric constant of fluid

, Opl- Diffuse Double Layer model for water sllucture in clay-water systems

i OLVO model describing part¡cle interactions as a sum of attractive and repulsive forces

, (ch. 2.3.6)

: e void ralio

E,(r)' the electric field strength at a distance r lrom the nucleus of the ion specified.

F force applied

F flux (quantity/unit time)

, S gravitational constant (9.81 m/s'?)

ì e " specific weighl of soil particles, varying subscript denotes specific soil components

ì Cn'" specific weight of soil particles in a specific sand-clay mixture

i ¡ grad¡enl

i In applied hydraulic gradient

ì ¡" threshold gradient for flow initialion

io" osmotic/chemical gradient

' i" critical gradient for flow

i"n hydraulic grad¡ent at which a change in hydraulic conductivity occurs

: j number of monolayers present on a clay surface

, t< BolEman constant (1 .38 x 1 0'16 ergfK)
: k, kn hydraulic conductivity

. K permeability coetficient

i m pore shape factor

mc mass of clay



m! mass of sand

mw mass of water pÍesent in a specimen

n porosity

r'ìo electrolyte concentration in bulk solution

nr fractional volume occupied by solids

ñg fraclional volume occupied by gas

nw fractional volume occupied by liquids

n*', n"r porosity available for flow (effective porosity)

N flow index

NMR nuclear magnetic resonance

P dry mass ralio of clay to sand in a mixture

9, Q¡ flow rate (volume/unit time)

Q flow volume

R radius of a tubular flow channel

rp average pore radius of a soil

Rh hydraulic radius of a pore channel

S degree of saturation

So specilic surface area of clay (m'?lg)

S"n effeclive spec¡fic surface area of mineral particles

Sb exposed specific basal surface area per gram of clay

SHM Surface Hydration Model for m¡neral-water interaction (Sect¡on 2.3.5)

SRB sulphate reducing bacteria

t time

T pore tortuosity

T temperature

ur total of attractive and repulsive forces in DLVO model

uA attraclive (van der Waals) force used in DLVO model

uR repulsive forces generated by overlapping double layers in DLVO model

rrB Born repulsive energy, used in DLVO model

v valence of ions in solution, flow velocity

V,"" average fluid velocity

vh mean effective flow velocity of fluid

v' etfective fluid velocity

xvt



V volume

V" volume of solids

Vr spec¡f ic volume of water

Vr' normalized specific volume of water (Chapter 5)

wc grav¡metr¡c moisture content at saturation of clay portion (%)

Fo coetficient of thermal expansion of bulk water

P- coeflicient of thermal expansion of free water

P*' normalized coetficient of thermal expansion of free water

Ê" coefficient of thermal expansion of slructured water

Ê" coeff¡cient of thermal expansion of crystalline (ice-like) water

P- coetficienl of thermal expansion for mineral(s)

T¿ dry bulk density of a soil

yc etfect¡ve clay dry density

e unit electron charge (4.8 x 10'10 esu)

11 fluid viscosity

rl' flow index (a shear-rate dependent variable)

p* density of liquid water

p" densiÇ of clay particles

q slip (shear) plane of water

A potential

A rate at which fluid is sheared

ç¿c critical shear rate for flow behaviour

o shear stress

oo initial yield stress in a fluid

<ra Bingham yield stress

1lr thickness of the double layer

a inner Helmholtz plane

p unit we¡ghl



1.0 INTRODUCTION

Clay-based barriers to the movemenl of water and contaminants have seen increasing use

during the past decade. They are required to perform reliably and predictably for

decades, and in some proposed applicalions for centuries or millennia. Such barriers are

expecled to lim¡t advective flow in such a way that contaminant movement is controlled

by diffusion. ln designing a diffusion-controlled barrier system the engineer is required to

understand mineralogy, chemistry, physics and hydraulics. When dealing wilh the very

low rates of mass transport that are involved, it is necessary to re-examine many ol lhe

long-accepted models for flow and mass transport in earthen materials. Whete simple

models for flow through porous media are often adequate for coarse grained nalural soils,

they may be inadequale for use in engineered mater¡als under the low hydraulic gradients

that exist in most applications. The thesis examines the applicability of the most

commonly accepted models for flow through porous media to results obtained in an

extensive program of laboratory test¡ng.

The need for "impermeable' barriers to water and contam¡nant movement are particularly

crucial in the conceptual designs being developed for high level nuclear fuel waste

disposal. The concept being examined by the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management

Program (CNFWMP) includes the use of clay-based materials to act as barriers to

contaminant migration. These barriers are needed to ptevent or delay any escape of

radioactive mater¡als or decay products from a disposal vault. A sufficiently long isolation

lime to allow the natural decay of the radioactive waste malèrials is central to this disposal

concept.



The Canadian reference concepl for nuclear fuel wasle disposal involves emplacemenl

of waste conlainers in boreholes drilled in the floor of rooms constructed at depths of

sOOm to 1000m in the crystalline rocks of the canadian shield. lt includes the use of a

compacted clay-based "butfer" material to fill the annulus between the waste conlainer

and the surrounding granitic rock mass. The buffer must support the waste container,

conduct heat away from the heal-generating waste container, and provide an ability for

the system to self-seal while maintaining a low hydraulic conductivity and ditfusion

coefficient to limil the movement of radionuclides.

A range of candidate clays has been examined to establish their potential for use in the

buffer material. The montmorillonilic clays of the smectite family of layer silicates have

shown the greatest potential for successful applicat¡on. Much work has been done over

the past 40 years on the behaviour of these clays. However most of this work has been

on slurried or low density material and so has been more theoretical than of pract¡cal use

in the nuclear waste isolation application. One of the primary reasons for the lack of data

on the hydraulic behaviour of dense smectites has been the technical difficulty in actually

measuring llow through them. These materials commonly exhibit hydraulic conduct¡vities

(k) in the order of 1O'10 m/s to 10'14 m/s, and typically, the hydraulic gradients used to test

such materials have to be much higheì than encountered in practice.

Bentonite is the name used both as a generic label for monimorillonite-type smectitic clays

sold commercially as sealants and binders, and for a specific variety of swelling clay

mineral first identified at Fort Benlon Texas. For the purposes of simpliciÇ, unless

required for purposes ol specific reference, the gener¡c term bentonite will be used

throughout this thesis when discussing montmorillonite-type clay minerals.



Although the actual data base on the gener¡c behaviour of bentonitic clays is limited, it is

accompanied by an elitensive literature that encompasses a range of opinions regarding

the physics and chemistry of bentonile-water systems. Literature abounds with theories

and models for fluid movement through clays and bentonite-water m¡xtures. Many of the

models and theories represent contradictory explanat¡ons for the same observed

behaviour, or are based on elitensions of behaviours observed in low density slurries.

Much of the l¡terature describes attempts to appfy classical models for fluid flow in

granular media to fluid flow through dense, saturated clays. Little data is available on

water movement or ¡onic ditfusion through dense, bentonile clay-based mater¡als exposed

10 very low regional ground water gradients. A paper by Neuzil (1986) provides an

excellent review of the lest¡ng that has been conducted to obtain hydraulic conductivity

values. This summary shows clearly the lack of data available for materials of hydraulic

conduclivity less than 10'10 m/s using applied hydraulic gradients of less than 100 (Figure

1 .1). This low hydraulic gradient condition is of particular interest in the Canadian nuclear

luel waste management program. The lack ol data is the result ol technological

limitations, and the demanding t¡me requirements for such tests. For most researchers,

one to two years duration for each lesl is an impract¡cal application of laboralory

resources and too expensive to undertake. Due to the particular sensitivity of the high

level nuclear waste managemenl research program, the resources needed to conduct

such tests have been made available ior this doctoral program.

This thesis presents results of a study of the hydraulic conduction behaviour of clays

tested under a range of densities, hydraulic gradients and back pressure condilions. The

physical nature of the water associated with densely packed clay particles and the
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movement of this water through salurated clay soils is also investigated. The results

obtained are compared to a number of flow models, including the Darcian, Poiseuille,

Kozeny-Carman and Buckingham-Reiner models. The potential for non-proportional flux-

gradient relationships, critical gradienls, and threshold grad¡ents below which flow w¡ll not

occur must be known if selection and development of water movement models are to be

achieved.
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2,0

2.1

CLAY MINERALOGY, WATER STRUCTURE AND CLAY.WATER BEHAVIOUR

Structure and Sources of Surface Charge in Clay M¡nerals

The minerals present in a soil are arguably the most important parameter in determining

the ultimate hydraulic performance of a barrier material. Their size, shape, orientation,

and electro-chemical properties all combine to determine lhe manner in which water, other

permeant, or solvated ions will be transportêd through the soil.

The mineral composit¡on of the materials investigated as part of this thesis include quartz,

illite, and montmorillonite. Feldspar, chlorite and kaolinite clay minerals as well as gypsum

have been idenlified as minor components in some of the mineralogical analyses. A

detailed presentation of the results of mineralogical analysis of the materials tested ¡s

presented in Chapter 4.2.

Quartz is a silicon dioxide (SiO.) which is linked in a framework of SiOl tetrahedra (Mason

and Berry 1968). The feldspar group of minerals are continuous three-dimensional

networks of SiOl and AlOo tetrahedra with posit¡vely charged sodium, potassium, calcium,

or barium in the interstices ol the negatively charged tetrahedra (Mason and Berry 1968)

As lhese minerals are generally electrically neutral internally they carry only weak surface

charges which are Iead¡ly satisf¡ed by water molecules. Quartz and feldspar are primary

minerals and so they are typically larger in dimension than the secondary clay minerals

such as illite, kaolinite or smectite. As a result they have a much lower specific surface

S (m'/S) than clay minerals and hence a proportionally lower potential etfect on pore fluid

slructure and behaviour.



carbonates and sulphates can be present eithef as individual particles or as coatings on

olher particles (Yong et al. 1 992). Carbonates such as calcite (cacoJ, magnesite

(MgCOJ, or dolomite (Ca,Mg(COJ.), and sulphates (gypsum (CaSOo2HrO) have been

idenlified as minor components in the benlonite deposits of canada and the united states

(Quigley 1984; Dixon and Woodcock 1986; Oscarson and Dixon 1 989). Gypsic, and

carbonale minerals are most commonly found in arid or semi-arid regions as they are

relatively soluble in water or acidic env¡ronments. They are therefore much more

susceptible to dissolution when placed in an environment where there is a considerable

volume of fluid which is not calcium or magnesium saturated. This means that hydraulic

conductivity testing of calcareous or sulphate-containing soils must have either very little

pore fluid exchange or must involve so much flow thal all the readily soluble material is

removed.

Clay minerals are weather¡ng or alteration products of primary minerals such as, feldspar,

mica, pyroxenes or amphiboles (Yong et al. 1992). As primary minerals weather, the

weathering products can recryslallize to produce small particles composed of alternating

sheets of silica tetrahedra (Figure 2.1), aluminum or magnesium octahedra (Figure 2.2)

and in some cases oxides of iron or potassium.

Figure 2.1 shows an idealized slructufe for letrahedra that w¡ll bond to form a sheet

structure. This idealized sheet is 4.93Å (0.493nm) thick in clay minerals. The volume in

the centre of the tetrahedron is 0.55Å (o.O55nm) in radius, permitting a 0.05nm radius

silicon atom to fit without causing structural dislortion (Yong and warkentin 1975). The

silicon ion has a valence of +4 and the oxygen has a valence of -2. As each silicon has

one bonded oxygen, and shares lhree others to form lhe SiO, chain, the unit cells have



a net negat¡ve cha[ge of -1. When the top oxygen is allowed to take on a hydrogen atom

(valence +1), a neutral hydroxyl unit is formed and the un¡t cell becomes net neutral in

charge (Yong and Warkenl¡n 1 975).

á-i\T Eydroxyls

ÀluD.i,nlrl0

Magnesiu¡fl,

Figure 2.1
Schematic of silica tetrahedral Unit

Figure 2.2
Schematic of Octahedral Unit

Under ideal conditions, the octahedral sheet in clay minerals is composed of ioined units

where an aluminum atom is placed equidistantly from six hydroxyls in an octahedral shape

(Figwe 2.2, Yong and warkentin i szs¡. fn" hydroxyls are shared by two aluminum

atoms to torm 0.505nm thick sheets of hydroxyl ln a closely packed structure. ln reality

only about two thirds of the aluminum locations are occupied by aluminum. Othêr sites

are commonly occupied by magnesium, iron or other atoms which can fit into the 0.061nm

radius octahedral space wilhout comPletely disrupting lhe layer structure. These spaces

can also be lett unfilled, resulting ¡n the generation of a strong net negative charge within

the octahedral sheet. Clay minerals with two thirds of the octahedral s¡tes filled are known

as dioctahedral clays and when all or nearly all are filled they are tr¡octahedral clays (Yong

and Warkentin 1975)



The manner in which octahedral sheets are arranged and bonded conlrols the specific

clay mineral formed (Figure 2.3). As a result of isomorphous substitut¡on w¡thin the

octahedral layer, a charge imbalance is generated. The resulting negative charge

expresses itself on the surface ol the clay parlicle as a negative face charge (Yong and

Warkentin 1975). The layer silicates (phyllosilicates) are among the most highly charged

mineral particles present in a soil. The magnitude of the charge depends on the structute

of the layer silicates, the specific cations in lhe crystal latl¡ce and the size of the particles.

The building blocks for the creation of clay minerals, namely the tetrahedral silica sheels,

and the octahedral aluminum sheets are found in lhree basic layer comb¡nat¡ons, The

clay types are defined by the number of each layer type present in the basic unit of the

clay. The specific clay mineral families are presented in Figure 2.3 and in Table 2.1.

Kaolinite Chlorite Montmorillonite

Figure 2.3 General Structural Arrangement For Clay Minerals
(Atter Yong et al. 1992)



Kaolinite is composed of alternating silica and alumlna sheets, each sheet sharing a plane

ol oxygen aloms, making this a 1:1 layer clay, between these layers the tetrahedral and

octahedral sheets in adjoining layers are slrongly hydrogen bonded (Yong and Warkentin

1975), The strong hydrogen bonds prevent the kaolinite crystal from hydrating and

expanding under most conditions, Multiple layers tend to accumulate, lsading to formation

of relatively large particles (70 to 100 layers th¡ck) (Yong and Warkenlin 1975). Kaolinite

particles have low specific surfaces and cat¡on exchange capacities relative to most other

clay minerals (Table 2.1). The kaolinite unit layer is 0.713nm in thickness. As it is

relatively stable, it will not show changes in unit cell dimension as the result of hydration

or glycolation. This produces a strong and permanent x-ray diffraction pattern of peaks

at 7.13Å (0.713nm), 3.56Å (0.356nm) and 2.37Å (0.237nm) (Yong and Warkenrin 1975).

A Vpical x-ray ditfract¡on pattern generaÌed by kaolinite ¡s presented in F¡gure 2.4.

lllite is composed of an octahedral alumina sheet sandwiched between two silica sheets.

The octahedral and tetrahedral sheets share oxygen aloms, resulting in the formation of

a four oxygen thick layer between these sheets. The unit cells are 9.98Ä (1 OÅ) thick and

are bonded together by potassium ions. Potassium ions fit into the ditrigonal spaces

present in the silica sheet neutralizing the negative charges caused by aluminum

substitution or empty sites w¡thin the octahedral layer (Yong and Warkentin 1975). Under

ideal conditions these potassium ions co-ordinate with 12 oxygen atoms, six from each

unit layer of illite. This is a relatively stable bond and hence illite does not readily expand

when it is chemically pure.
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Figwe 2.4 Typical X-Ray Diffraction Patterns For Clay Minerals
(From Yong et al. 1992)

lllites found in soil tend to be less strongly ordered or struclured, and have lewer

potass¡um ions present in lhe interlayers than the¡r structural equivalent in rock (muscovlte

or biotite). This leads to weaker bonding between the layers and the presence of other

ions such as calcium, magnesium or sodium to balance lhs surface charge requirements.

The resull is a mineral which can expand to some degree given the right environmental
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circumstances. lllite therefore shows properties such as specific surface, and cation

exchange capacity (CEC) which are intermediale between low activ¡ty kaolinite and high

act¡v¡ty bentonite clays (Table 2.1). lllites, being relatively stable, tend to exhibit a stable

x-ray diffraclion pattern and are little affected by hydration or glycolation. A typical x-ray

diffraction pattern presented in Figure 2.4 shows strong peaks at 1OA (1 .Onm), 5Å

(o.snm), 3.34 (o.33nm) and 2.54 (o.25nm),

Table 2.1

Mineral Groups,Chemical Compositions and Physico-chemical Properties
(Afier Yong et al. 1992)

Montmorillonitic clays are similar in general composition to ill¡te, having an alumina sheel

located between two tetrahedral silica sheets. ln montmorillonites, isomorphous
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subst¡tution, typically magnesium for iron within the octahedral layer, leads to high surface

charges. The specific ions substituted dictate the exact minelal type generated, the

intensity of surface charge and associaled cation exchange capacity, and specific surface,

The main difference between ¡llite and montmorillonites is the lack of potassium ions to

bond the unit cells together. Water can easily enter between the layers, leading to

disaggregaiion and expansion of the clay in an attempt to decrease the intensity of the

repulsive forces between the adjacenl negatively charged clay faces. This tendency to

dissociale provides a simple means for identifying the montmorillonite family of clays.

Oven-dried clay will show a first-order ditfraction peak at 1.Onm, an air-dry clay will have

a first-order ditfract¡on peak at approximately 1.4nm, representing 1.Onm of mineral and

o.4nm of surface-bound water. By replacing this surface water with various organic liquids

the amount by which the clay platelets will expand can be controlled. Glycerol is among

the most commonly used fluids. lt results in 1.77nm spacing, 1.onm of clay and 0.77nm

of glycerol, (Yong and Warkenlin 1975). ln general, as is shown in Table 2.1, smectitic

clays such as montmorillonite and vermicul¡te have the abil¡ty to dissociate, exchange

cations, and change volume, and so are classified as high activity clays. They have a

conespondingly higher CEC and specific surface than illite or kaolinite.

2.2 Mineralogical Characterization of Clay Mater¡als

2.2.1 X-Ray Diffraction Analysis

Figures 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 present the x-ray ditfraclion traces obtained for the clays

examined in this thesis and they can be compared to those for reference clays presented

in Figure 2.4.1able 2.2 presents a summary of the most important x-ray diffraction peaks

observed for minerals believed to be present in the soil materials examined. Mineral

12



identification was accomplished by matching the strong peaks listed in Table 2.2lor each

mineral, This is particularly important as a number of the minerals examined have some

peaks which occur at or near the same angle. No attempï is made to quantify the various

minerals present in the specimens, such a task would nol be particularly useful as the

best that could be hoped for from such an exercise would be a semi-quant¡tative

evaluation. The purpose of these lests was simply to identity the minerals present in order

to conlirm that the materials are what they were supposed to be: an illitic clay, and

bentonite (montmorillon¡te). The slrongest of the peaks detecled by the x-ray analysis

were identified and labelled, minor peaks can be identified using the data provided in

Table 2.2.

X-ray diffraction analyses were conducted on both untrealed random powder and

glycolated specimens using a Rigaku Rotoflex x+ay diffractometel equipped w¡th a 12 kW

rotating anode Cu-K" x-ray source with a diffracted beam graphite monochromator.

Comparison of the patterns obtained (Figures 2.5,2.6,2.7) lot xray diffraclion analyses

to the reference traces (Figure 2.4, and Table 2.2), shows that the materials examined are

not mineralogically pure clays. The materials examined in this thesis are commercial

products such as would be encountered in an actual appl¡cation and so the presence of

minor components are to be expected.

13



l able 2.2 X-Ray, DTA and TGA Values for Soil Minerals
(Adapted from Yong et al. 1 975)

Mineral Strongest X-Ray Peaks
(Cu-K" Radiation)

(Degrees 2e)

Strongest DTA Peaks
endothermic exolhermic
r fc) r cc)

Kaolinite 12.4, 20, 24.5, 34, 38.4 80*
550-600 950-980

Chlorite 6.2, 12.5, 18.4, 34, 35.3 600-650 840-900

Clay Mica
(lllite)

8.8, 17.7, 19.6, 26.8, 29.4 1 00*
570-580 approx.900

870-880

Benton¡te
(air dried)

Glvcolated

4.5-9.2 (Broad peak)
7.1 , 10, 19.2, 2A.7, 34.4

5.2, 15.5, 19.7,26.1,31 ,9

185*,235* 940-1000
690-700
860-880

Vermiculite 6, 12.3, 19.3,24.7 150-200

Gypsum 11.6, 20.6, 28.8, 30.8, 47.3 1 60-190
180-210 370-380

Calcite 29.4,39.5,47.3 900-930

Dolomite 39,6,41 .1,50.7

QuarÞ 20.4, 21 .1 ,26.6, 50.2 573

Feldspar 13.4-14, 27.8

* Peaks resulling from loss of adsorbed water layers

Definition of Svmbols used in x-Ray Diffraction Traces

Q = Quartz
F = Feldspar
C = Carbonate
l= lllite
Chl = Chlorite
S = Smectite (Montmor¡llon¡te)
l\Chl = Mixed layer clay lllite/Chlorite
S\l = Mixed layer clay Smectite/lllite

14
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F¡gure 2.5 X-Ray Trace Obtained For lllitic Clay Material
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Figure 2,6 X-Ray Trace Obtained For Saskatchewan Bentonite Clay Material
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Wyoming Bentonite
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Figure 2.7 X-Ray Trace Obtained For Wyoming Bentonite Clay Material

The untr€aled illitic clay specimen showed clear illite, chlorite, quartz and feldspar peaks,

with traces of kaolinite, dolomite and calcite (Figure 2.5). To better deline the mineralogy

of the specimen, a glycolated specimen was also analyzed. Glycolation is a commonly

conducted treatment to assist in determining the type of clay minerals ptesent in a

specimen. The presence of ethylene glycol causes the spac¡ng between the ¡ndividual

platelets of swelling clays (d-spacing), to change, lhe amount of change will depend on

the specific clay mineral present. These changes in the d-spaclng result in a shitt in the

x-ray diffraction patterns obtained. ln non-swell¡ng clays, such as illite and kaolinite,

glycolation will not change the platelet spacings. As none of the x-ray peaks shitted or

changed significantly, on glycolation of the illitic clay specimen, it can be concluded that

there is little or no swelling clay material present. Hence, the general classification of lhis

material as an illitic clay is appropr¡ate.
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The Saskatchewan bentonite (F¡gure 2.6) shows a pattern associated with a lower pur¡ty

montmorillonitic clay, likely an interstratified montmorillon¡le-illite, montmorillonite-chlorite

type, or perhaps a Calcium-rich clay material (the presence of Ca in the exchange sites

on lhe particle surfaces can affect the d-spacing of the clay platelets). The presence of

these features is evidenced by the slightly shifted peaks at approximately 8" and 5" in the

powder and glycolated specimens respectively, when compared to the traces obtained for

the Wyoming bentonite. The Saskatchewan bentonite also shows the presence of illite,

quartz, feldspar, chloriÌe and calcite.

The Wyoming bentonite specimen (Figure 2.7), exhibited a pattern which is quite typical

of a high quality commercial bentonite (Dixon and Miller 1995) (Quality generally being

def ined as the swelling volume change of the clay). The montmorillon¡te clay peaks

dominale the pattern but are also accompanied wilh traces of quartz, feldspar, illite, and

chlorite, Once glycolated the peaks obsêrved (Figure 2.6) show a clear shitt as the d-

spacing of the clay has been altered by the glycol replacement of water.

Based on these x-ray diffraction tests it might be expected that the Wyoming bentonite will

behave much as a "pute" montmorillonite clay and exhibit the physical and chemical

properties appropriate 1o such a malerial. The Saskalchewan bentonite is of lower "purity"

and so its physical character¡stics are likely to be intermediate between those of the

Wyoming benlonite and the illitic clay. The physical and chemical propert¡es of these

materials are presenled and discussed in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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2.2,2 Dillercntial Thermal Analysis and Thermo-G ravimetric Analysis of Clay

Materials

A second technique often used to determine the minerals present in a soil is Differential

Thermal Analysis (DTA), lt is conducted in conjunction with Thermal Gravimelric Analysis

(TGA) and is normally known as D¡fferential Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (DTGA). A

specimen of clay or soil is heated and the specimen is mon¡tored for the heal energy

required to raise the temperature of the specimen and the change in mass of the

specimen with increasing tempeÍature. when a temperature is achieved where the

mineral loses water or undergoes a phase change, the change in phase for the liquid or

solid will either generate or require heat and the mass of the specimen will change. A

heat adsorplion, such as is required to vaporize water, is an endothermic reaction which

is recorded on a stfip recorder. Likewise, an exothermic reaction which occurs at higher

temperature, (such as when a phase change occurs in the rnineral) is recorded as an

exothermic peak on the same slrip chart. lable 2'2 tabulates the index peaks for

reference minerals. The procedures required forthis analysis are described by Yong and

Warkentin (1975), Bish and Dutfy (1990), and van Groos and Guggenhe¡m (1990). These

techniques will provide a rough measure of the amount of various minerals which are

present. However, when a highly mixed system ¡s tested, the p[esence of overlapping

peaks makes the results more diflicult to inlerpret'

Figure 2.8 presents typical DTA traces produced by ureference" minerals, and Figure 2.9

presents the lfaces obtained for the materials actually used in this thesis. The DTA

results shown in Figure 2.9 support the interprelation previously provided for the x-ray

ditfraction analyses (Figures 2.5 through 2.7). comparison of the DTA traces measured

to ,'reference" traces and the peak localions idenlified in Table 4.2 indicates that the
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Wyoming bentonite used in this project conlains only minor quant¡ties of other minerals.

The Saskatchewan material is clearly bentonitic but contains quantities of other minerals

(indicated by endotherm valleys at 450" C and 750"C). Figure 2.9 shows that the illitic

clay is a mixture of lll¡te, chlor¡te, or mixed layer illlte-chlorite (low tempetature endotherms

in the 90o - 105oC w¡th a hump at 100"C). The endotherm around 500'C is caused by lhe

dehydroxylation of the interlayer hydroxide sheet of chlorite or illite-chlorite. The high

temperature endotherm near 690"C is caused by a high degree of Mg substitut¡ng lor Al

in the octahedral sheet of the Wyoming bentonite, and to a lesser extent the

Saskatchewan benton¡te and the illitic mater¡als.

Montmo¡illoniæ
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I(goli¡iæ
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Figure 2.8 Typical DTA Plots For Clay Minerals
(from Wilson 1987; van Olphen & Fr¡piat 1974)
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Figure 2.9 DTA Plots Obtained For Clays Studied

Figures 2.10 and 2.11 respect¡vely present TGA traces for reference minerals (excepting

illite) and the actual materials examined in this thesis. The lrace that r€cords change in

mass with increasing temperature presented in Figure 2.11 shows that the illitic and

benton¡tic clays experienced weight changes at approximately the same temperature as

the reference minerals. However, the slope of the illitic clay trace indicates there may be

more than just illite present in this material. Beyond that general conclusion, not much

informat¡on is generated by th¡s trace. The bentonitic materials show the general pattern

of a montmorillonite clay but, as with the illitic clay, they show ditlerences in the shape

and length of lheir slopes. Once again lhis indicates that there are materials present other

than montmorillonite. ln particular, the Saskatchewan benlonite shows a larger than

typlcal weight loss at low temperature and a lower than expected loss at elevated
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temperature. This perhaps indicates a lower content of montmorillonite, or the presonce

of mixed layer clays.
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Figure 2.10 Typical TGA Traces Obtained For Reference Clays
(from Bish and Dutfy, 1992)
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2.2.3 Summary of M¡neralogical Analyses

Mineralogical analyses have established lhat the materials used in this research project

represent examples of two very different clay minerals. Table 2'3 presents a summary

of the results obtained lor x-ray ditfraction, DTA and TGA tests conducled as part of the

malerial characterization process.

The illitic clay examined in this thesis and whose mineralogy is summarized in Table 2'3

is composed of low surface charge illitic clay minerals and contains some low surface

charge impurities which are unlikely to affect the chemical or hydraulic behaviour of the

clay,

Table 2.3

MATER¡AL

Summary of Mineralogical Studies

X.RAY DIFFRACTION ANALYSES DTA and TGA ANALYSES

Dominant
M ineral
Present

Notable
Quantity
Present

Traces
Present

DTA
S hows
To Be
Dominanl

DTA
Shows
To Be
Present

TGA
Shows
To Be
Present

lllitic
Clay

lllite Chlorlte
lllile
Ouartz
Feldspar

Dolomite
Oliv¡ne

lllite Quartz
Chlor¡te
Calcite

lllite

Sask.
Benlonite

Smeclite Mixed
Clay
Quartz
Feldspar
Chlorite
lllite

Calcite
Dolomite
Oliv¡ne

Benton¡te lllite
Chlorite
Gypsum

Bentonite
llliÌe?

Wyoming
Benton¡te

Smectite Chlorite
lllite
Quartz
Feldspar

Kaolin¡te
Olivine
Calcite

Bentonite lllite
Chlorite

Benlonite
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The bentonite materials are notably different from one another. The Wyoming bentonite

is a high-quality commercial clay, composed of monÌmorillonite and only small quantities

of other minerals. lt ¡s expected that this clay behaves as closely to a "pure" bentonite

as is possible when using natural materials. Such a clay with its high surface area

(Section 4.2.4 presents data on surface area), and high surface charge could potentially

influence the structure of the assoc¡ated pore fluid. The high negat¡ve surface charge

could induce water (a dipole) to reorient to try and satisfy the charge present on the clay

surfaces. The influence of surface charge on water struclure is discussed in Section 2.3.

The Saskatchewan bentonite is a lower "purity" smect¡te clay, likely consisting of a mixed

system of interlayered montmorillonite and olher clay minerals. This material, while still

exhibiting a high surface area and a s¡gnificant swelling capacity (Section 4.2.4), may have

a lower overall influence on the pore water than the higher surface area V1tloming malerial

(Seclion 2.3),

When considering the use of clays with high surface charge as barriers to contaminant

movemenl it is important 1o establish whal role this surface charge and resultant water

structuring will have on mass lransport through the clay. Following sections of this

chapter discuss the nature of wateI, ¡ts structure, and the likely interaction between the

mineral and fluid componenls.
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2.3 Water and Clay . Water lnteractions

2.3.'l Models for Water Structure

Before deviations from normal water behaviour can be assessed, it is necessary to

understand what normal water is. As the result of its molecular struclure, each water

molecule has four places available for bonding with other molecules. There are therefore

five possible states of molecular slructure possible for each water molecule, ranging from

no bonds, to all four possible bond s¡tes occupied (Griolheim & Krogh-Moe 1954 and

Frank 1972). From this slructural basis, a var¡ety of models have been developed to

describe the physical, chemical and thermal behaviour of water.

Frank (1972) presented a review of the behaviour of pure water, based on the bond-state

(also known as significant slructure) model. water seemed to conlain no significanlly

different density or specific volume domains larger than could be associated w¡th short-

range ordering of the water structure. He postulated that mutual stabilization of adlacent

bonds which were favourably or¡ented could occur. This could produce associalions

between bond formation and bond breaking wh¡ch, interacl¡ng with thermal fluctuations,

would result in the existence in liquid water of "flickering clusters" of slructure (Figure

2.12).

using the Flickering Gluster model fof stfuclure, Frank (1972) proposed that cond¡tions of

thermal fluctuation could permit local formation of a group of mutually reinforcing hydrogen

bonds. The detailed geometry of each waler cluster this produces would be ditferent

depending on the momentary locations of the molecules within that region. under the

most favourable condilion (the lowest energy state achievable), there would be the
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formation ol the largest possible number of bonds, and the production of an open,

tetrahedrally bonded region of low (ice-like) denslty,

OXYGEN

LIOUID WATER

Figure 2.12 Models for Water Structure (from Gray €t al. .1990)

From lhe significant structure modEl comes the mhcture model for water structure. This

model pictures water as a mixture, not of two kinds of species (bonded and unbonded),

but rather of 5 kinds based on the number of potenlial bonding positions actually utilized.

Frank (1972) employed this concept to account for the dielectric dispersion properties of

water, A 3- or 4-bonded molecule could not rotate, a O-bonded one could rotate about all

three axes, and intermediately bonded molecules could rotate about one or two axes,

depending on what state of bonding existed.

Grjothelm and Krogh-Moe (1954) employed the mixture model to simplify water structure

into thr€e basic structures. The first type of structured watêr occurs at low temperatures.

A dense quarÞJike structure where all potential bond sites are occupied ls used to

account for the high density of water near lhe freezing point, as compared to the density
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of ice. At temperatures somewhat higher than the freezing point, an lce-like structure is

predom¡nant. At even higher temperatures the usual close packing of normal liquids was

seen as being prevalent. These authors concluded that the total volume of a fixed mass

of water (v) at a given temperature w¡ll be altered if bonds are formed or broken, the

efiecl being proportional to the number of bonds. From their tesls and others reviewed

by them in their paper, Grjotheim and Krogh-Moe (1954) concluded that water in the

temperature interval from 25oC to gOoC appears to have an average coordination number

oi sligh¡y more than two. This would mean that about half the possible number of

intermolecular bonds were broken. This partially slructured fluid will be called "free waler"

in this thesis.

Another commonly referenced conceptual model for waler structuÍe is the continuum

model. This model conceplualizes water as a conlinuous medium where all water

molecules are bonded togelher. The existing bonds do not break and reform, they simply

lengthen, shorten or bend in response to changes in thermal environment (Kell 1972).

This model predicts a near-linear thermal expansion response to changes in the thermal

conditions, and that a direct relationship exisls between temperature and structure, ln

many ways this model is similar to the ice-like struclure for watef at low temperature

described by Grjotheim and Krogh-Moe (1954) and presenled in Figure 2.12. As it is

based on a linear thermal response model, rather than changing the basic structure, th¡s

model is potent¡ally useful in describing the behaviour of water close to the surface of

charged minerals.

Based on these studies of water structure, il is important 1o consider models for water

behaviour which are intermediate to those of ice-like and lree water behaviour reported
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in l¡terature, This is particularly relevant when consider¡ng the structural and behavioral

changes resulting from the charged surfaces of clay platelels.

2.3.2 Clay-W ater lnteraction

The progression from describing and modelling a water-only system to mixed clay-water

systems contain¡ng electrolytes, makes the development of models to describe behaviour

difficult. Accounting for the influence of a surface charge on the mineral faces is jusl the

first step in understanding the very complex interact¡ons in a clay-water system. Added

to the surface charge effecl is the need to accounl for the influence of ions in solut¡on and

sorbed to particle surfaces. There are also many potentials which may exisl across a

specimen, all of which may affect water struclure and movement.

A number of models have been proposed to describe the interacÌion between the wate¡

and mineral components in clay-water systems. lt is generally accepted that some

quanl¡ty of water is actually slructurally bonded to the sur{ace of highly charged clay

platelets (Guven 1992a), The role of mineral charge and structure on the water

associated with smectite minerals has been discussed in considerable delail by Guven

(1992a). ln fine-grained mater¡als such as smectites, a general relationship was

developed to prov¡de an approximation of the number of layers of adsorbed water and the

density of lhe waler presenl on the surface of smect¡te minerals (Guven 1992a). The

relationships developed in Equations 2.1 through 2.5 take into account possible var¡at¡ons

in the number of individual crystals present in each quasicrystal (package of unseparated

basic mineral platelets), as well as the number of layers of water present:

m*=S¡dtp*
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m" = S¡ doo, p. /2 (2.21

where dool is the unit layer thickness of the ¡ndiv¡dual crysÌals (0.96 nm), Sb is the exposed

spec¡fic basal surface area per gram of clay, dt is the thickness of a monolayer of water

(assuming normal density of liquid water a single water layer is approximalely 0.25nm

thick), p" is the density of liquid water, p" is the density of the mineral, m* is the mass of

the water component and mc ¡s the mass of the clay component (Guven 1992a).

For a single (mono) layer of water on the surface of a specimen consisting of

f ully dispersed clay, Equalions 2.1 and 2.2 can be simplified.

m"/m" - 0.2j (2.3)

where iis the number of monolayers of water present on the surface of lhe particle.

Under conditions where the clay is not entirely dispersed, Equation 2.3 can be altered to

give a more general solution where the number of sil¡cate layers (n) in the quasicrystal is

taken into account.

mJm. - 0.1 ((n+ 1)/n))jp* (2.4)

ln a system where the number of silicale layers are significant (>10), then the relalionship

in Equation 2.4 can be simplified lo prov¡de a general equation for estimating the quantity

of water which will be present.

(2.5)
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All the models try to account for changes in molecular ditfusion, hydraulic flow through

mineral-water systems, and swelling behaviour in terms of water slructure or lack thereof.

The nature and extent of water structuring in mixed systems has been inferred from a

variety of studies on mineral-water systems. These include, thermal expansion, water

density analyses, rheological testing, ¡sothermal compressibiliÇ, and changes in ditfusion

with specimen density.

The literature indicates that water assoclated with charged surfaces of clay particles is

more highly slructured and perhaps of a different density than that ot free water (Miller

and Low 1963; Yong and Warkenlin 1975). Anderson and Low (1958) reported that the

density of water associated with benlonitic clays is much less than that of free water.

However, a number of other researchers including Mitchell (1976) have suggested that the

density of water associated with bentoniles ¡s h¡gher than that of free water. The density

decrease reported by Anderson and Low (1958) was reported to exlend as far as 6 nm

from the particle surface. Although no mention of water density changes was reported,

LuÌz and Kemper (1959) reported structured water to exist to more than 1 0 nm from the

mineral surface in sodium benÌonite, whereas structured water seemed 1o exist only to

1 nm in calcium benlonile. The density of this water was reported to decrease as the

surface of the clay particle was approached. A decrease o1 2o/o lo 3% in the density was

reported at a dislance of approximately 1 nm from the clay surface. Lutz and Kemper

(1958) described the water in clay-water systems as hav¡ng a 'broken down ice structure"

in which there is a tendency for each water molecule to bond ilself tetrahedral¡y to four

neighbouring wale¡ molecules. The bonds are continually breaking and reforming so lhat,

on the average, each molecule is bonded to less than four neighbours and has other
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neighbours at longer distances. This is equivalent. to the m¡xture model for water

previously discussed by Grjotheim and Krogh-Moe (1 954).

2.3.3 Glay-Water-lon lnteraction and Resultant Water Structure

The presence of surface charges on clay part¡cles, especially clays such as bentonite, can

have a significant effect on the structure of the pore water and the distribution of ions

within the solution. As discussed previously, bentonites are negatively charged as the

resull of isomorphous subslitut¡on within their mineral lattices (Mitchell 1976; van Olphen

1977, Yong et al. 1992, Guven 1992a). This results in repulsion of solution anions and

attraction of the cations, leading to a double layer of calions associated with the clay, an

inner positively charged calion layer and an outer negat¡vely charged region. As the result

of the e)dremely small pore sizes in clays and lhe presence of high surface charges, clays

can exhibil behaviour sim¡lar to that of a semi-permeable membrane (Mitchell 1991).

Such a membrane may mean that certain ions, depending on their size, may be excluded

from pore spaces smaller than a certain size. This will result in the generation of high

osmotic potentials and the through flow of water may be in¡tiated by mechanisms olher

than pore pressure ditferences across the soil. This is discussed in greater detail in

Sect¡on 3.4 of this thesis.

When ions are added to the water, it's loosely co-ordinated structure is disrupted and a

closer packing (increase in density) of the water molecules results. Anderson and Low

(1958) proposed lhal a 'broken down ¡ce structure" is stabilized by the polarizing inlluence

of the negatively charged clay surface, or by hydrogen bonding to this surface (known as

Epitaxy). This stab¡lized structure is not r¡gid but is a more regular ordering of the water

molecules. This represents an apparent combination of both the continuum and mixlure
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models for waler. It permits both a stabilized continuum-type structure and the making

and breaking of bonds between water molecules which is the basis of the mixtu¡'e model.

As this new model permits the making and breaking of bonds (not allowed in the

continuum model), it is most properly classified as a modified mixture model for water.

This type of structure should result in changes in boÌh the mass transport properties of the

system, and the lheÍmal expansion for clay-water systems as bonds are formed or broken.

Using this modified mixture model for waler, structural types can be separated into three

lorms, free, structured and crystalline. The importance of these structural types is

discussed in subsequent sections in this chapter and then the role of water structure in

determining the rheological properties of water in mixed clay-water systems is discussed

in Chapter 3. The structure of water will also have a major impact on the thermal

expansion character¡stics of mixed mineral-water systems (Chapter 5).

2,3,4 D¡ffuse Double Layer Models for lon Dlstrlbut¡on ln Clay-Water-Electrolyte
Systems

A number of models are commonly used to lry and explain the nature of the mineral-lluid-

ion interaction and ionic distribution in clay-water systems. The best known of the models

developed to predicl ionic concentration al various distances from the surface of a

charged surface are the Diffuse-Double-Layer (DDL) models. The best known of these

models, known as the Gouy-Chapman model provides a means of accounting for ionic

mobility in solution (Mitchell, 1976). Equation 2.6 presenls the basic formulation of this

model.

1/r = (DkT/8rnoe'?f)1P
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where, 1/K is the thickness of the double layer (actually the centre of gravity of the diffuse

charge is located at a distance x=1/r from the particle surface), D is the dielectric constant

of the medium, k is the Boltzman Conslant (1.38 x 10'15 ergfK)' T is the temperatule in

oKelvin, ¡ is the value pi (3.141569), no is electrolyte concentration in the bulk solution, e

is the unit electron charge (16 x IO'20 coulomb or 4.8 x 10'to esu) and v is the valence of

the ions in solution. The 1/r parameter is based on the assumption that the electr¡cal

potential associaled w¡th a particle surface decreases exponentially w¡th distance.

It is recognized that the Gouy-Chapman equation does not truly represent the conditions

aclually present in a clay-water system. The equation does provide a means of estimating

the thickness of the diffuse layer and the influences of surface potential, pore.solution and

temperature on the diffuse double layer thickness (Mitchell 1 976).

As there is only a limited quantity of water percolaled through the tests conducted as part

of this research proiect lhe variables in Equation 2.6 should nol changer and so the

double layer thickness should remain constant. Percolation of excessive amounts of low

ionic slrength water through the high salt content benlonite specimens (details of the pore

lluid composition are provided in Section 4.3 of this thesis) would result in changing the

parameters D, n. and ultimately v as the more mobile monovalent ions are flushed from

the system. Changes such as these have the polential to alter the porosity available for

advective f low. 

.

The Gouy-Chapman model has been found to be inadequate to allow accurale prediction

of ion distributions in most systems. Because it assumes a number of severely limit¡ng

parameters (Table 2.a) a number of modifications have been made to the originally
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developed relalionships (Guven 1992a). Modification of the original model includes

incorporation ol factors to limit the shortcomings betlveen the theory and experimental

results identified in Table 2.4. The most importanl of the modifications made was

accounting for the real size of the ions which are surface bonded and the adsorption of

ions at the part¡cle/solut¡on interface (Guven 1992a). This adsorbed (Stern) layer then

allowed a modified Gouy-Chapman lormula to be used to predict ionic dlstribut¡ons within

the diffuse region of the double layer.

Table 2.4 Limitations of the Ditfuse-Double-Layer Model

1. lon size is ignored. lons are assumed to be point charges
which are ind¡fferent to the particle surface.

2, The structure and electrical properlies of water molecules
were not considered at all. The solvent has a fixed dieleclric
constant.

3. The surface charge was assumed to be uniform, a smeared
charge was coupled with a uniformly decreasing magnitude
with distance from the surface.

4, Hydration of ions and clay surlaces were ignored
5. The statistical basis used to delermine ion distribution was

unrealislic and resulted in much too high concentrations being
calculated for the surface ions.

Extensive discussions on the surface charge sources, magnitudes and locations in clay-

water-ion syslems have been presented by Yong et al. (1992) and Guven (1992a). These

authors both present mod¡lied ditfuse double layer models which include a rigidly bonded

Stern waler layer and attempt to account for ionic complexes in solution. The counterions

(ions which balance the surface charges of the clay minerals), were visuallzed as forming

three types of complexes with lhe react¡ve sites on particle surfaces (Figures 2.13 and

2.14). These complexes were as follows:

"a) lnner-sphere complexes in which the counter ions are directly bound 1o the

surface without a solvent molecule linking them," (Figure 2.134),

.t.,



-b) Outer-sphere complexes which contain at least one solvent molecule between

the counterion and the surface" (Figure 2.138), and

"c) The ditfuse ion swarms consisting of hydrated ion clusters that move (ditfuse)

parallel to lhe surface." (Figure 2.14)

(Guven, 1 992a)
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(A) lnner Sphere Complex
Cations bonded directly to mineral surface
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(B) Outer Sphete Complex
1 or more waler layers belween calions
and minerâl surtace

Figure 2.13 Potent¡al lon Arrangements at the Particle-Water lnterface
(Yong et al. 1992)

A detailed derivation of a modified Gouy-Chapman model forthe electrical double layer has

been presented by Sposito (1992). ln his discussion of the Gouy-Chapman theory he

presents evidence of, and arguments for, the presence of quasicrystals which are generally

perceived to form in solulions where divalent cations are present. These quasicrysials are

composed of stacks of cations four to seven layers in thickness which have been solvated
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by six water molecules in an outer-sphere surface complex structure These hydraled

cations (also referred 1o as counterions) provide an electrostatic binding mechanism lo hold

the clay layers together.

The quasicrystal concept also provides a means by which a port¡on of the total porosity

of the clay can be defined as being unable to conducl water in a normal Newtonian

manner. Newton¡an flow is the condition where a consÌant, linear relationship exists

between rale-of fluid-shear (velocity) and the shear stress (pressure ditference across

fluid). Rheological models are discussed in greater detail in Section 3.1 of this thesis.

It has been noted in the literature that quasicrystals can form using monovalent calions as

the bonding ion (Sposito 1992). The monovalent calion mechanism for quasicryslal

formation is believed to be active only in relatively dense (non-slurry) clays (Sposito 1992).

It is dense clays which are examined in this thesis and so this monovalent mechanism may

be of significance ¡n atfecling water structure and movement.

The model for a multilayer clay-water interface presented in Figure 2.14 consists of several

regions (Yong et al. 1992; Guven 1 992a), and these include;

1. The cr-, (inner Helmholtz) plane is mainly oriented water dipoles on

the clay surfaces. De-hydrated counterions may also ex¡st between

this plane and the surface. These molecules and ions represent the

inner-sphere or bonded layer of the clay particle. This is also

known as the Stern water layer.

2. The p-plane represents the first layer of hydrated ions.

3. The D-plane is the beginning of the diffuse double layer, and may

coincide w¡th the outeÊHelmholtz plane.
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a. The (1/r) plane is located somewhere in the diffuse region, where

the potential (ç) drops to a value of (tpote). l/r is the thickness

of the double layer and e is the electron charge (1 ,602x1 O'le C).

5. The Ë-plane is the slip (shear) plane which separates the section ol

the double layer that moves with the clay particle, or alternat¡vely

the porlion of the double layer which does not take part ln normal

flow. This plane is located somewhere in the diff use layer,

probably close to the (1/r)-plane

O Bara côuntãr.toñs

@ wa.rror"*t"

Q er," 
"oions

@"ro,**,r.,"n

Figwe 2.14 Theoret¡cal Distr¡bution ot lons at a Charged Surface
(Guven 1992a) a) Model for multilayer configurat¡on at clay-water interface

b) Decay of surface potêntial (çJ in interface region

The diffuse double layer model presented in Figure 2.14 calls for the counterions of the

inner-sphere to be immobile and located on the q-, (inner Helmholtz) plane. The distance
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they extend outwards is determined by the radii of lhe dehydrated ions. This model

provides for the existence of an ordered layer between the particle surface and the ditluse

double layer (Guven 1992a). Figure 2.14 presents a conceptual diagram of the nature of

the DDL d¡stribution of pore fluid ions. The fluid-solid interface consists of an electrical

double layer (EDL), composed of a row of negat¡ve charges on the particle and the first row

of positive charged ions (cations) in solution. Neighbouring particles possess similar

charges and therefore net unit repulsive forces are developed between them. These forces

are related to particle spacings, pore fluid chemistry, temperature and external loading.

Any change in these parameters can result in changes in the EDL and any structured water

associated with it.

The highly structured region of the double layer is normally defined as including the c- and

B-planes and is believed to extend approximately 0,S nm (2 waler layers thickness),

(Guven 1992a). olher researchers have found evidence that the hydration forces can have

effects on the pore fluid at distances as great as 2.5 nm (lo water layers th¡ckness), lrom

the surface (Pashley and lsraelachivili 1984a, 1984b). This would quantify the diffuse layer

as existing between 0,5 nm and 2.5 nm (some 2 to lo water layers out from the m¡neral

surface).

An extensive region of structured wateÍ can have a significant impact on the behaviour of

dense clay materials. ln dense systems where the clay platelets or quasicrystals are

present in a homogeneous structure there may only be a limited amount of water in the

syslem which is other than stern or B-plane water. ln addition to the influence of the

space available between clay plalelets, there is a signif¡cant influence Írom the type of

hydrated calions present in solution. As shown in Table 2.5, a hydrated calion can occupy
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a very significant portion ol the pore space available, and may exhibit a range of field

slrengths. Likewise, changing the pore fluid chemislry can increase the ease of water

movement if a small size hydrated calion is available to replace a larger complex that was

previously associated with the particle surfaces. An example ol such a ionic replacement

would be potassium (K' ) replacing sodium (Na* ).

Table 2.5 The size of solvated ions and their charge strength

lon lon-Solvent
Distance (r)'

(nm)

Li* 0.208
Na* 0.235
K- 0.273
Cs. 0.309
Mg*t 0.205
Ca*2 0.239
sr'z 0.253
Al*3 0.190
cr 0.321
l- 0.356

Hydrated Field Strength
Radius- E,(r)'
(nm) (10'qr'm'1)

(.73-1.0) 3.33
(.56-.79) 2.61
(.38-.s3) 1.93

1'51
(1 .08) 6.8s
(0.96) s.04
(0.96) 4.50

11 .97
1.40
1.14

where r = r, + r* with r* = 0.14 nm for the radius of water molecule, ri = ion radius,

and field stienjih E,(r)' is the electric field strength at a distance r from the nucleus of the

ion specified.
'(From Guven 1992a) - (From Mitchell 1 976)

2.3.5 Surface Hydration Model for M lneral'Water'lon lnteraction

A model known as the surface Hydralion (sH) Model which also models distribution of ions

and water molecules in the vicinity of charged clay surfaces has been presented by Low

(1987, 1992), Viani et al. (1987) and others. The sHM for bentonite-water-ion syslems

does not credit the double-layer forces present in these systems for the repulsive forces

developed. lnstead the repulsive forces are attributed to an epitaxial structure developed
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outwards from the clay surface. Epitaxy is the development of an aligned molecular

struclure which fits the template provided by the point charges on the mineral surface. A

series of oriented layers of water develop outwards from the mineral surface. The polar

nature ol these molecules result in repulsive forces that extend much farther from the

mineral surface than predicted by the trad¡tional doubleJayer model.

using data from pressure-moisture content experiments Low (1992), concluded that the

hydration shells around clay particles are ditficult to displace when they are as much as

2nm ¡n thickness. such a distance equates to 8 water layers, or approximately 3 hydrated

cation layers (Based on hydration ion sizes given in Table 2.s). This was interpreted as

being inconsistent with the double layer theory but could be explained by the repulsive

forces generated by the formalion of hydration envelopes surrounding the clay platelets.

These envelopes possess greater integr¡ty as the particle surface is approached. This

results in step-like energy barriers when partÌcles are separated by less than approximately

1.5 nm spacing, not the smoother relationship predicÌed by the double layer theory (Low

1992). This type of model was supported by results obtained by lsraelachvili and pashley

(r983). They observed alternating minima and maxima in the energy - spacing relationship

as the spacing changed by approximately 0.25 nm (the diameter of a water molecule).

The DDL and more specifically the sH model for the sorption of water molecules by clays,

particularly bentonite has been described as proceeding in two types of active cenlres

(Erish and Tret'Yakova 1970),

¡) through co-ordinalion around sorbed cations and,

ii) as result of ¡nteraclion with oxygen ions of the silicate layers
with formation of hydrogen bonds.
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When there are only a few molecular layers of water on the particle surfaces, most of this

water ls in inlimate associalion with the pore water ions. Under some conditions the

structufe of the pore fluid may be more significantly affected by these mobile cations lhan

il is by the pÍesence of the charged mineral surfaces (Oster and Low, 1963). When there

is more water present (lower densities) the ions can dissociate further flom the clay

surfaces, With the movement of the ions into solution, it is possible for the surface charges

to exert a greater influence on the structure of the pore water. The water structure close

to the mineral surfaces of such low density systems may therefore be more structured and

rigid. As a result low clay content (low density) systems may exhibit much different

behaviour than is observed lor bulk, unstructured water (Oster and Low 1963). At higher

densities the cations will be forced into closer association with the clay surfaces and so

may act to prevenÌ the development ol a structured water component between parallel clay

platelets. ln such cases, the pore water may behave in a manner similar to that of bulk,

unstruclured water.

2.3.6 The DLVO Theory for Wãter Structure

The DLVO theory is based on the work of Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO).

It is presented in detail in papers by Derjaguin and Churaev (1974) and Guven (1 9924).

This model describes particle interactions in a dispersion as thê sum of contributions from

repulsiveforces generated by overlapping double layers of adjacent particles (u^), attractive

(van der Waals) lorces (u^) and the Born repulsive energy (u") (Equalion 2.7).

(2.7)Ur=U¡*ue*tJe
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The van der Waals forces are an attraction between particles resulting from attractive

interaction between atoms and molecules. lt is inversely proportional to the second power

of the ¡nlerpart¡cle distance. This means in practice that van der Waals attract¡ve lorces

can only be effective over a distance of up to 1.0 nm (Guven 1992b). Born repulsive

energy ¡s the result of interaction of the electron clouds of the surface atoms and the ions.

This force is inversely proportional to the tweltth power of the inlerpart¡cle separation

(Guven 1992b). The purpose of this model is to provide a predictive tool to determine at

what interparticle distances a suspension will be stable. The ranges ol the minimum

energy condition will permit a slurry to be tailored to require the m¡nimum energy input to

induce movement or slability. The DLVO theory is based on the Gouy-Chapman equation

lor the ditfuse double layer and so has the same l¡mitations as the original DDL model

(Table 2.4). This is especially important in terms of the lorces relating to the hydration ol

ions and clay surfaces, as well as the molecular structure of the double layer (Pashley

1981a,b; Guven 1992a). The swelling pressure (net repulsive force generated between

parallel clay platelets), developed by benlonite clays based on the DLVO theory has been

found to significantly under-estimate lhe values actually measured (Low 1 987, 1992).

The DLVO model, the Double-Layer, and Surface Hydration models are of limited use in

predicting the rheological properties of the adsorbed, structured or double layer water ¡n

denser systems, They do however provide an indication of the likely magnitude and rigidity

of these regions of somewhat "altered" water. Table 2.6 provides a brief summary of the

reported extent of structured fluid in high surface activity clays such as bentonite.
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Table 2.6 Distance Over-Which Hydration Effects are Evident and, Numbe[ of
Hydrated Cation Layers Required to Occupy This S pace.

Note: The thickness of a water molecule is between 0.25nm and 0.28nm
H subscript stands for Hydrated lonic Complex
* Refers to the very tightly bonded layers
** Refers to watel rigidly adsorbed to clay surface (Stern Layer)

2,4 Water Structure and Thermal Expansion of Clay-Water Systems

: g.sed on lhe modified mixture lheory for water structure described in the preceding

1 ""ctions, 
it can be postulaled that the measured thermally-induced expansion of an entire

: clay-water system should be lower than the sum of the theoretical expansion of its

i 
.omponents. The lower volumetric expansion is expected because lhe water is at least

, p"rtially structured and ¡ls thermal expansion would be proportionally lower than that of free

, water.

The coetficient of thermal expansion (pJ of the fluid portion ol such a compos¡te system

can be described by the relationship presented in Equation 2.8.

Data Source Hydrated Layer
Thickness (nm)

#
Layers
Water

Layers
Na*t

Layers
K-"

#
Layers
Ca",

Anderson & Low (1 958) 6 21 4 3

Lulz & Kemper (1958) 10 35 7 lt

Pashley & Ouirk (1989)* 2.5 9-10 <2 <3 1

Guven (1992a)** 0.5 2 .25

Low (1 992)* 2 7-8 <2 2

F" = r(þ-' þ", FJ
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where Pb is the bulk thermal expansion coefficient of the lluid and, 8", p" and pc are the

thermal expansion coefficients of free water, structured water, and crystalline (ice-like)

water respectively. This bulk fluid coefficient is not a constant but will change with the

changing proportions of the various forms of system water. lt ¡s therelore possible to infer

water structure from observations of volume change in clay-water systems,

Clementz and Low (1976) and Ruiz and Low (1976) tested very low density bentonite-water

systems to determine their thermal expansion behav¡our at temperatutes ranging from ooo

to 25"C. They found that the thermal expansion behaviour of the systems was measurably

lower than that of a wateronly system. The findings were ¡nterpreted as evidence of

epitaxial water structure associated with the clay particles. ln addition to the ¡ssue of the

nalure of water slructure itself, there is the question of water struclule changes occurring

as a result of changes in tempe¡atuÍe. As with the models for water structure, the role of

temperature changes on the thermal expansion coefficient is still uncertain, Mitchell (1976)

used the Gouy-Chapman equation previously presented as equation 2.6 (and reproduced

below), to show that the double layer should not be affected to any appreciable extent by

temperatule.

1/r = (DkT/8rnoe'?f)'1l'? (2.6)

Equation 2.6 predicts that increaslng temperature w¡ll result in increased double'layer

thickness and decreased surface potenlial if the surface charge is constant. However, this

is not an entirely representative condilion (Mitchell 1976). lncreasing temperature also

resulls in a decrease in the dielectric constant (D) ofthe water, This decreases the product

DT in EquaÌion 2.6 by less than 10 % over a temperature increase lrom 0" C to 60" C

(Mitchell 1976). A slighl change in DT should not greally alter the double layer of the clay
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and soil water properties should be relatively constant throughout this range of

temperalure. Hence, the thermal expansion coefficient of clay-water systems should be

predictable using a sum-of-componenls model, regardless of ambient lempelalure. ln

contrast, Morin and Silva (1984) found thatfor high porosity clays, increasing lemperature

affects the thermal expansion of the system. They found that increasing the temperature

compressed the thickness of the difiused double layer, decreased the ionic concenlration

and led to the eventual breakdown of the adsorbed water. This would result in a change

¡n the thermal expansion behaviour from a lower-expansion composite system, to a free

higher-expansion water, and likely a more mobile lluid, This aspect of waler structure and

behaviour is parlicularly important where the banier will ultimately experience elevaled

temperature.

Baldi et al. (1988) conducted high temperature and pressure tests 1o determine the thermal

expansion properties of low porosity smect¡te-water and illite-water systems. They

observed a reduction in the thermal expansion coefficient of waler for the temperature

range of 40"C to 100oC, which averaged 40% of the free water value. This observed

behaviour supported earlier work of Derjaguin et al. (1986) who reported that reduced

thermal expansion occurs. Derjaguin et al. (1986) reported thatthe deviation inthethermal

expansion behaviour of water from that of free water seemed to disappear at approximately

90"C. Their tesls were performed us¡ng a fine mixture of silica gel and titanium oxide. ln

a later paper, Derjaguin et al. (1987), reported a gradual disintegration of the structure of

adsorbed water beginning at approx¡mately 70oC.

The modified mixture, epitax¡al and DLVO water structure models described above all

assume lhat water will be influenced by charged mineral surfaces. The presence of an
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imposed structure to the water component suggests that a finite stress may be required to

d¡srupt the structure or shear the waler in close association with the particle surface. ln

such a situat¡on, water in such a clay-water system should behave as a Bingham fluid. A

Bingham fluid is one in which a measurable sÎ¡ess must be applied before Newlonian flow

is initiated (see Section 3.1 for a detailed discussion of rheology). This type ol fluid flow

would result in a threshold gradienl and perhaps a critical gradient for flow through the soil

as water is gradually sheared away from the particle surfaces.
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3,0 RHEOLOGY, POROSITY AND FLUID FLOW: A REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This chapter provides a review of basic rheological principles and relates them to the

movement of water through soil malerials, particularly through soils containing clay particles

with high surface charges. For the purposes of this thesis rheology is defined as the flow

behaviour of the waler component of clay-water systems. Any invesligation of the

rheological properties of water or other fluid as they move through soil materials requires

an understanding of the fluids involved as well as the amount of and structure of the pore

spaces available for through-flow, Understanding of both of these aspects is particularly

important when considering clay soils where the properties of the percolating fluid and pore

space available for flow may be atfected by the electro-chemical properties of the soil.

Once a basic understanding of the rheological propert¡es of the water phase is achieved,

and porosity available for llow is determined, it should be possible to identify devialions

from lhe water llow behaviour predicted using conventional models. Chapter 3 presents

a review of rheology (Section 3.1), porosity (Section 3.2), commonly used flow models

(Section 3.3), influences of soil structure (Section 3.4) and a brief review of the opinions

found in the l¡terature regarding water flow through clay soils (Section 3.5)

3.1 RHEOLOGY AND FLUID FLOW IN POROUS MEDIA

The movement of fluid through a porous medium requ¡res that the fluid in the pore spaces

be sheared. ln an aqueous system the shearing of the fluid is normally described in terms

of lhe laminar flow model. Laminar flow describes the movement of an inlinite number of

layers of water of infinitesimal thickness. These layers move by gliding past each olher

along the same plane (Figure 3.1), but no mixing occurs between neighbouring layers.
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Water can also move by turbulent flow. Turbulent llow occurs predominantly ¡n very coarse

granular soils where the particle diameter exceeds approximately lmm (Hough 1969). ln

most soils this type of flow is unlikely to ex¡st and ¡n the materials examined in lhis

research proiect the particle size is certainly less than 1mm. Hence, laminar flow

behaviour is assumed to be occurring in all the specimens examined in this thesis.

LAMINAR
FLOW

a=#
(shear rate)

Figure 3.1 Conceptual Model For Laminar Flow (Guven 1992b).

The laminar flow model can be used to describe two types of lluid movement, Newtonian

and non-Newtonian. The Newtonian flow model is used to descr¡be lluids where a linear

relationship (defined by the shear viscos¡ty (internal friction), r¡), exists between shear rate

(ç¿) and shear stress (o), (Equat¡on 3.1a).

o=t1 Q (3.1a) (Guven 1992b)

This relationship plots as a stra¡ght line which passes through the or¡gin of a shear slress -

shear rate diagram (Figure 3.2). Th¡s equat¡on can also be modified using an exponent¡al

relalionship to empirically account for the llow behav¡our of non-Newtonian fluids (Eq. 3.1b)

o=oo * q'l)N
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where oo is the initial yield stress, r¡' is a variable viscosity term which will depend on the

system studied and, N (flow index) is a variable which describes the character of the fluid,

N=1 for a Newton¡an fluid, N>1 for a shear thickening fluid and N<1 for a shear thinning

fluid, as described in Table 3.1 below.

The viscosity (r¡) of a Newtonian lluid is a constant for a given temperature and pressure,

and is nol affected by shear rate or shearing time. Bulk water is classified as a Newtonian

fluid which makes flow modelling fairly simple. Non-Newtonian flow describes any flu¡d

whose movement cannot be described using the definition (3,1a), provided for Newtonian

fluids. Table 3.1 presenÌs the shear rate - shear stress relationships exhibited by the

var¡ous types of non-Newtonian fluid flows and their unique characteristics (Guven 1992b).

Flow in these non-Newtonian fluids has been classified into four basic flow patterns,

Bingham, Plastic, Shear Thinning and Shear Thickening (Figure 3.2). ln these flow

characterizations a number of parameters (N (flow index), 1' (plastic viscosity) , o" (initial

yield stress)) are used to account lor the differences in the properties of these fluids.

Table 3.1 Types of Non-Newtonian Flow Behaviour

1. Bingham Flow (ldeal Plastic Flow): requires a finite shear stress to
be applied to initiate f low. Once this stress ¡s exceeded the
lluid exhibits a linear o/Q relationship and a constant viscosity r¡0,

o= ('B + lPr o (3.2)

2. Plastic Flow: Similar to Bingham flow excepting that ¡t displays a
non-linear initial portion, characterized by an initial calculated yield
stress (oJ and a critical shear rate Ç2" above which linear o/Q exists.

3. Shear-thinning flow: Exhibits a nonlinear o/Q relationship. lt may

have an initial yield stress (oJ, and exhibits a flow behaviour
index (N) of less than 1.0. This type of behaviour has been observed
in high clay content smectite suspensions or al high shear
rates (Guven 1 992b).
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+. S hear-thickening llow: These materials exhibit a nonlinear o/O
relationship with a llow index N > 1. This type of llow is often
called dilatant flow. Fluid viscosity increases with increasing
shear rate and/or time.

Figure 3.2 Shear Rate - Shear Stress Relationships For Fluids (after Guven 1992a)

Swartzendruber (1961) observed that there was "no qualitative change in the type of curve

as one passes from the shear rate - shear slress graph .,. to the flow-velocity - hydraulic-

gradient graph" (Figures 3.2 and 3.3 respectively). The measurement of fluld flow through

porous materials is typically expressed in terms of flux (volume per unit time per unit cross-

sectional area of soil), orflow velocity as afunction of the hydraulic grad¡ent applied across

the specimen, This means thal the flux-gradient relationship lor a Newtonian fluid is a

straight line which passes through the origin. Non-Newtonian fluids will also exhibit the

same shape for a llux-hydraulic gradienl graph as they exhibited for plots of shear-rate vs

shear stress (Swarlzendruber 1962a), Other types of flux-gradient relationships can
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therefore be related to a change in the structure of the pore fluid, as is permitted by the

modified mixture model for water structure presented in Section 2.3.3.

o 4i.13

HYDRAULIC GRADIENT, i

Figure 3.3 Flux - Gradient Relationships Possible For Fluid Flow Through Glays
(after Swartzendruber 1962a)

swartzendruber's (196f) correlation of the shear stress - shear rate and the hydraulic

gradient - Flux relationships assumed that the shear rate of the water (o) is proportional

to the flow rate through the specimen (Flux, F). Additionally, the shear stress (o) applied

to the pore fluid is assumed to be proport¡onal to the hydraulic gradient (i) (Figure 3.3).

The rheological parameters of initial yield stress (oJ, extrapolated yield stress (oJ and

Bingham yield slress (o") presented in Figure 3.2 are therefore equ¡valent to the threshold

gradient (iJ in a Flux-Grad¡ent plot (Figure 3.3). Likewise the critical shear rate (OJ would

be relaled to the critical gradlent (iJ.

The relationships established between llux and shear rate, and shear stress and hydraulic

grad¡ent provide a good basis for examining the behaviour of a fluid which is known to be

Newtonian (water) in the presence of clay parlicles containing high surface charge. Any
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deviations Írom Newtonian f low behaviour would mean lhat lhere are mechanism(s) present

which have altered the structure and behaviour of lhe pore fluid. With this in mind it is

poss¡ble to compare of the shape of flux-gradient plols for soils of various compositions and

dens¡t¡es. lf the straighl-line relationship is not observed to pass through the origin then

it is possible there has been a change in the structure of the percolating fluid.

A number of attempts have been made to develop numerical relationships for modelling

and predicting fluid behaviour ¡n non-Newtonian materials. Guven (1992b) proposed a

series of equations for use in modelling non-Newlonian flow. A lransfer of energy is

assumed to occur in these fluids and so Equation 3.1 is modified by replacing shear stress

(o) with a Force per un¡t Area term (F/A), and shear rate (A) with a change in velocity with

change in fluid layer thickness (dv/dy). This produces a general equation for non-

Newtonian flow (Equation 3.3) (Guven 1992b).

(F/A) dv/dY = r¡(dv/dY)'?

Since dv=dx/dt and Q =dv/dy

(3.3)

(F dx/d0/A dY = r¡ÇJ2 (3,4)

Since (F dx) is equal to change in energy (ÄE) and (A dy) equals change in volume (ÁV)

as described in Figure 3.1 , Equation 3.4 can be rewr¡tten as an energy-volume relationship.

(^E/dt)/^V = na'? (3.5)

Equation 3.5 can be further developed to account for energy losses and non-Newtonian

llow. This was described by Guven (1 992b);
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"The lett side of the equation" (Equaiion 3.5) "represents lhe rate of energy dissipation per

unit volume of the fluid; it is the energy needed to sustain the flow at a rate dvidy. The
rate of energy dissipation is directly proportional to the product of the square of shear rale
and the viscosity coetficient. The lotal dissipated energy can also be expressed as the
product (oA) by replacing 11 with o/ÇJ. As long as the flow is the only mechanism of energy
dissipation, the ratio o/ÇJ will remain constant, with the proportionaliÇ constant being 11.

However, energy may be also dissipated by other processes during the flow; for example,
additional energy may be needed for breaking up clay flocs or stretching the links between
lhem. Under these conditions, the linear relationship between o and ç¿ is lost. The flow
then does not display a constant shear stress/shear rale rat¡o (o/A) and its viscosity may
change with the prevailing shear rate and/or shear t¡me. Neu/ton's flow Eq. 1" (Equation
3.1 ) 'thas been modified by an exponential o/QN relationship (power law) to empirically
account for the flow behaviour of such dispersions:"

o= oo+n'QN (3.6)

where N is the flow behaviour index, oo is the initial yield slress and f is a shear rate

dependent variable often called the consistency or plastic viscosity. While this equation

can be useful ¡n describing the flow through ideal systems where all the parameters

affecting flow are known, it is of limited use in explaining the flow through dense clays

where unknown sources of resistance to flow are present,

The inability to deal with the unknowns present in a real syslem containing many unknown

inlluences on the slructure and behaviour of the permeant can be seen in the types of

systems chosen by many researchers for study. Much of the l¡terature related to the

rheological characterization of water-clay mixtures deals with the flow of clay suspensions

rather than the movement of water through dense clays. While this literature does not

provide data on the nature of movement through dense clays it provides valuable

information on nature of pore fluid in a loose system. Guven (1992b) reported thal

suspensions containing h¡gh concentrations of benton¡te clay often exhibit shear-thinning,

These materials have a flow index (n) in the range of 0.5 to 0.9 (see Equalion 3.6), which

decreases wilh increasing degrees of flocculation (Guven 1 992b), This implies there is
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some change in the structure of the suspension which persists over a wide range of shear

rates. This means that changes are occurring in the structure of the suspension with

changing shear rate. Such changes can be the result of changing clay particle

arrangemênt, or changes in the amount of free waler available to act as a lubricant in the

shearing process. While these results are interesting and may have application in more

dense clay-water systems, care should be exercised in applying the behaviour of fluids in

a clay suspension to the behaviour of fluids in a dense so¡|. The reasons for taking such

care in the application of informat¡on provided by clay suspensions become evident ¡n

Seclion 3.2 and Chapter 5 of this thesis. ln these sections the potential impacts of

relatively minor changes in system chemistry and interparticle spacing on the structure of

the pore fluid are discussed.

3.2 Poros¡ty and Pore Volume Available For Flow

The porosity of a soil is the single most important parameter influencing the abil¡ty of a soil

to conduct water, Porosity (n) is a measure of proportion of the soil not occupied by solid

part¡cles and is commonly derived by calculalion of the Íractional volumes occupied by

solids (n.), liquids(Ç andgas(nn). ln afully saturated system the parameter nu becomes

zero and the calculation of the remaining fractional volumes can be accomplished using

Equat¡ons 3.7 and 3.8.

n" = yolG"

n", = 1 - n" = 1- (T/G.)

(3.7)

(3,e)
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where Td is the dry bulk density (Mg/m3) of the soil and G" is the specific weight (Mg/m3)

of the soil particles. The porosity parameter has been used in the Kozeny-Carman

equalion for prediction of water flow lhrough soil. The Kozeny-Carman model is presented

in Section 3.4.3.

ln clays with high specific surface areas, the potential for at least a port¡on of the pore

volume to be occupied by structured water has led to the development of a parameter

defined as the etfect¡ve porosity (n"n), (Gray et al. 1984) or the porosity available lor flow

(n"'), (Yong and Warkentin 1975). This parameter reduces the porosity by an amount

proportional tothe volume occupied by sùuctured water. Forspecimens composed of clay

only, the effective porosity can be described by determining the space between parallel

clay platelets (2d) and reducing th¡s distance by the amount occupied by strongly bound

water. The remaining space is the efiective distance available forflow (2d'). Equation 3.9a

is the simplified equation for calculating the d-spacing present between parallel platelets,

d=v*/s (3.9a)

Where, V* is the volume of water (m3), present ¡n a satulated specimen hav¡ng a total

volume of 1 m3. For sand-clay specimens, the volume occupied by non-clay components

is not included in lhe calculation of total specimen volume. The parameter S is the surface

area of the solids portion of the specimen (m'?) ¡n the 1 m3 specimen.

d = t(1/rJ-(l/GJl [103/so] (3.eb)

The d-spacing defined in Equation 3.9b is measured in nanometres (1 O€m), lc is the

effective clay dry dens¡ty (g/m3) and G" is the specific weight of the clay mineral particles



(g/mt¡, So is the specific surface area of the clay (m?g). The effective clay dry density was

delined by Gray et al. (1984) as the mass of the clay portion of a specimen divided by the

volume occupied by lhe clay and voids. The mass and volume occupied by the non-clay

solids a¡e considered to act as inert components of the system and so are not included in

calculating the density of the specimen.

To determine the effective half distance available for flow (d') between parallel particles,

the distance occupied by immobilized water (d,) is subtracted from the total d-spacing.

d'=d-d, (3.10)

The portion of the pore water which is completely immobilized is commonly assumed to be

the Ste¡n water layer (see Figures 2.13 and 2.14). The thickness of this layer is believed

to be between 0.1nm and 0.4nm (Yong and Warkentin 1975; Cheung et al, 1987).

W¡th the determination of a range of values for d', the effective porosity of a specimen can

be estimated. For a pure clay specimen, the effective porosity is defined as,

n"n = 1" So d'

where,.y" is given in units of g/m3, So in m'?lg, and d'in m.

(3.11)

Cheung et al. (1987) discussed the importance of the particle spacing and observed that

if 2d' < 0.25nm (size of one water molecule), water cannot flow between the platelets. lf

this reduction in water available for flow occurs, then the distance between the parallel

plates can be reduced to a distance of 2d'. This will cause a reduction in the size of the

inlernal porosity (porosity within a group of parallel clay platelets) and may force all flow
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10 go through the larger pores located between the micro peds ¡n the clay rather than

through the soil as a whole. The reduct¡on in the surface area available for flow means

that the etfective surface area (S"' ) of the clay will be reduced. lf the micro peds are

composed of an assemblage of individual clay platelets (say 5 platelets/assemblage), the

effective surface area of the specimen is only about 1/10 of the sum of the areas of the

individual particles since the internal porosity is not available for flow (Cheung et al. 1987).

This possibility means thal effective porosity may not completely describe the nalure of the

pore space available for flow since water movement does not occur through any pores

where the spacing 2d' is less than the size of a water molecule. Flow Ìs channelled

through the few remaining pores where sutficient space remains for advect¡ve movement.

lf the pore space available for llow is determined by the average d-spacing (actually d'),

then there may be a number of clay densities where changes in the nalure of fluid flow

occurs. ln an ideal system the average interparticle spacings need to remain some

multiple of 0.25nm. lf the densiÇ is such that this requirement is met, then the pore space

available for unaffecled flow will be minimized as most of the water is associated (bonded),

with the particle surfaces. lf the density state ¡s not such that a whole number of water

layers can be present betvveen the platelets, the clays will form a system where the

maximum number of waler layers will be formed. The excess porosity may be present as

either unattracted water on the outer surfaces of the particle or a few more highly spaced

plates within the specimen. ln either of these cases, this un-bonded or more weakly

assoc¡ated water will be more easily sheared than the water present between the rest of

the clay platelets. A further examination of the role of poros¡ty and the effective porosity
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parameter in the prediction of the rate of water movement through clays and clay-sand

materials is presented in Chapter 8.

Theor¡es and Models Usêd to Describe Fluid Flow ln So¡ls

One of the commonly accepted relationships used in predicting advective groundwater flow

is Darcy's Law. Other models for predicting water flow through porous media ¡nclude the

Poiseuille, the Kozeny-Carman, and Buckingham-Reiner equations. Desp¡te the common

usage of these models they all have practical limitations which l¡mit their appl¡cability to

natural systems and materials. Much of the difficulty in using these relationships has been

attributed to natural soil anisotropy (Sect¡on 3.5), and the presence of non-hydraulic

(chemical, thermal, electrical or other) grad¡ents in soils. Such gradients have been

repeatedly reported in the literature (Low 1961 ; Miller and Low 1 963; Li 1 963; Bolt and

Groenevelt 1969; Law and Lee 1981; Desaulniers and Cherry 1989; Sri Ranjan and

Gillham 1991; Sri Ranjan and Karth¡gesu 1992; Karthigesu 1994). Sections 3.3.1 through

3.3.5 present the basic models for flow thorough a porous medium and discusses the

strengths and weakness of these models, particularly when they are applied to clay so¡ls.

3.3.1 The Darcy Equation

The Darcy Equat¡on, or "Law" was developed in the 19th Century by D'arcy (1856). The

name Darcy is commonly used in l¡terature when refening to lhis work and this is the label

given lo this relationship in lhe remainder of this thesis excepting when making direct

relerence to the originator of this relationship. This equation is based on an empirical

relationship found for the flow of water through sand and gravel. D'arcy (1856) found that

the mean effect¡ve llow velociÇ of water (v) is directly proportional to the flow rate (qJ and



the applied hydraulic gradient (iJ (Equations 3.12 and 3.13). Hydraulic gradient (iJ is

defined as Âh/Àl (change in hydraulic head divided by the flow distance through specimen).

Hydraulic head is the ditference (in metres) between the waler potenlial on lhe inflow and

the outflow surfaces of the soil column. While Darcy's law is suitable for predicting flow

through sands and gravels, it is recognized as inadequate 10 describe the flow of fluids

through low permeability clays under low applied hydraulic conditions. The basic

relalionship developed by D'arcy is well known and is the basis for most of the models for

predicting water flow (Yong and Warkentin .l975; Olsen 1965; Mitchell 1976, 1991 ; Olsen

and Daniel 1981 ; Lambe and Whitman 1979). While the symbols used by lhese authors

vary, the relationships presented are the same. For the purposes of consistency, the

symbols used by either Yong and Warkentin (1975) or Mitchell (1976) have been adopted

for use, where appropr¡ate, in this thesis. The basic equations which are used to describe

Darcian flow are presented in Equations 3.12 through 3.f 5 (Yong and Warkentin 1975).

and

vn = Q/At= knin = ¡n6¡76¡

9¡ = k¡i¡A

(3.12)

(3.13)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the specimen normal to the direct¡on of flow and Q

is the quant¡ty of flow measured over time increment t, The hydraulic conductiv¡ty, kh (or

k as it is normally expressed for fully saturated specimens), is the flow veloc¡ty term

normalized to a flux at a hydraulic gradient of 1.0.

Equations 3.12 and 3.1 3 can be more clearly expressed ¡f the properties of the f luid llowing

through the soil can be defined, leading to equations 3.14 and 3.15.
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v¡ = Kpgi/r]

K = kn/p

(3,14)

(s.1 5)

where p is fluid specific we¡ght, I is lluid viscosity, K is permeability, g is the grav¡tational

constant. The permeability K, is a coefficient (expressed in units of length'?) which

excludes the etfect of permeant v¡scosity (4) and the fluid unit weight (y) on the flow

velocity. lt is commonly lhought of as a measule of the geometry (area and tortuos¡ty) ol

the channels available for flow by any permeant, including water.

Table 3.2 presents the basic assumpt¡ons for the application of the Darcy equation and

compares these w¡th lhe conditions believed to exist ¡n three different soil materials. The

table provides a good indication of the polential shorl-comings of using the Darcy equation

to estimate flow through clays, and in particular through soils containing clays with a high

surface charge.

Table 3.2 Basic Assumptions For Application of Darcy's Law

Validity of Darcian Assumptions in:

Requirement For Darcy's Law SAND ILLITE BENTONITE

1) lsotropic Soil Structure Ex¡sls Yes

2) Fluid Viscosity is Constant Yes

3) Fluid Density is Constanl Yes

4) Soil Fabric does not Change Yes ? ?

5) Laminar Flow Occurs Yes ? ?
6) Absence of Non-Pressure Gradients

and Counter-gradients Yes ? ?

No No

Yes ? No?

Yes ? No?

No?
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While Darcy's equat¡on for flow through a porous medium was found to be adequate for

the measurement of water flow through most granular soils it was soon determined that this

"law" had some serious limitations (King 1898), King (1898) was one of the first to report

deviations from Darcian flow behaviour. He observed that for clayey materials there was

a tendency for hydraulic conductiv¡ty to increase with increasing hydraulic grad¡ent. A

large number of researchers have also observed deviations from the Darcy equation for

flow in soils other than sands and gravels. The apparenl limitations of the Darcy equation

has led to the development of a large number of flow models, including the Poiseuille and

Buckingham-Reiner equalions presented in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.

3.3.2 Po¡seu¡lleEquation

The Poiseuille equation provides the starting point for most attempts Ìo describe water llow

through soils (Lambe and Whitman 1979; Mitchell 1976, 1991;Yong and Warkentin 1975).

This equation was developed to predict the average fluid flow through a tubular capillary

with circular cross-section. ln ¡ts s¡mplest form iÎ can be expressed by Equation 3.16.

vave = pwR2iÞ/81 (3.16)

where v,"" is the average fluid velocity, R is the Ìube radius, p* is the mass density of the

permeating water, ih is the hydraulic gradient and r¡ is the water viscosiÇ, Modification of

this basic equation begins with recognition that the size of the pores may varyr and so an

average size must be used. The average pore size is accounted for using the hydraulic

radius (R), which for a circular tube flowing full is defined in Equation 3.17 (Mitchell 1 976).

Rn=nRzlznq=Rl2
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From this, the Poiseuille equation can be used to eslimaÌe flow rate (q) through a tube.

q = p*Rn,ina/2rl

where "a" is the cross-sectional area of the lube.

not ideal tubular capillariesr a shape coetficient

prediction (Equation 3.1 9).

(3.1 8)

However since the pores in a soil are

(C") is used to modify the flow rate

q = c"p*Rn'indn (3.19) (M¡tchell 1976)

Equation 3.19 can be further developed to account for parameters such as degree of

saturation (S), specific surface of the soil particles (SJ, void ratio (e), total cross-sectional

area (A) of the specimen and Volume of particles (V"). On completion of these

subslitutions Equalion 3.19 can be expressed as,

q = c"V"zp 
",etstinA 

/ (qs.'?(1+e)) (3.20) (Milchell 1976)

Parameters such as degree of saturation (S), and Shape Factor (C"), for fully saturated

materials have established values (Mitchell 1976). Saturalion is 1 .0 in a fully saturated

specimen, and C" = 1/m1{ (Mitchell 1976). The "m" is the pore shape factor (approximalely

2.5) and the tortuosity lactor T is used to account for the fact that the pore paths are not

stra¡ght. The tortuosity factor is defined as being the rat¡o of the effective flow path and

the thickness of the test sample and is generally defined as being y'2.

The Poiseuille equation is normally only taken as a starting point in the development of

predictive equations. lt is often combined wilh an assumption that the Darcy equation for

flow is correct and then developed into relalionships such as the Kozeny-Carman equation

presented in sect¡on 3.3.3, (Kozeny 1927; Carman 1941).
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3.3.3 The Kozeny-Carman Equation

The Kozeny-Carman Equation for watel flow is a relalionship which combines Darcy's law

(Equation 3.13) and the Poiseuille equalion (Equation 3.20),

For a fully saturated syslem, kh=k, pe=1 , V¡=1, S=1, tortuosity T= ,/2, and w¡th a pore

shape factor m (m=2.5), the Poiseuille equation can be expressed as equation 3.21

(Lambe and Whitman 1 979).

t=pe'/(mfr1S"'(1+e)) = c.pe3/(Ììs"'?(1 +e)) (3.21) (M¡Ìchel¡ 1976)

or in terms of porosity (n),

Darcy's Law 9 = k¡iA

Poiseuille Equation q = C"V"'poetStinA / (4S"'?(1 +e))

k = C"pn"/mfS"t(1-n)'

ln terms of permeability (R;

(3.13)

(3.20)

(3.22) ffong & Warkentin 1975)

(3.23) (Mitchell 1976)x = klip = e3/(m1€s"'?(1+e))

The coefficienls T and m used in Equations 3.22 and 3.23 assume a porous medium of

approximately uniform pore sizes.

Equations 3.21 through 3.23 have shown that the Kozeny-Carman equation can be

expressed in terms of either porosity (n) or void ralio (e). The shape factor (C") has a

relatively narrow range of commonly accepted values (0.5 for circle, 0.33 for a strip, 0.56

for a square shaped pore slructure). Yong and Warkentin (1975) recommended the use

of an average C" value ol 0,4. This provides a calculated k which should be w¡thin 25 %

of the values produced using the e)dreme values of C" and so is assumed to be more

representalive of the variability of natural materials.



Even though the Kozeny-Carman equation for flow is commonly recognized as one of the

best models available for predicting the hydraulic conductivlty of soils, its applicability is

severely limiled (Scheidegger 1960; Yong and Warkentin 1975; Mitchell 1976; Cheung et

al. 1987; Yong et al. 1992). Equations 3.21 through 3.23 are recognized as be¡ng

generally valid only for materials where there is,

a) relat¡vely uniform particle size,
b) no soil structure or fissuring,
c) laminar f low of liquid through pores,
d) Darcian flow behaviour,
e) an absence of long and short-range forces of interact¡on

These limitations to the application of this equation mean that it can only be applied for

mater¡als such as gravels, sands and perhaps coarse silts. The slructure and anisotropÌc

fabric of mosl clays v¡olale the basic requirements for the application of the Darcian,

Poiseuille or Kozeny-Carman equalions.

3.3.4 B u ck in gham-Relner Equat¡on

A number of relationships have been developed which attempt to account for some of the

limitations of the Darcian and Kozeny-Carman equations. Of these relationships, one of

the best known is the Buckingham-Reiner equat¡on fo¡ flow. Swartzendruber (1962a)

presented a model which attempted to account for non-Newtonian behaviour of water in

clay soils. The water in clay-water systems was assumed to be Bingham in nature (Figure

3.3). An assumption of Bingham behaviour means that there is a critical hydraulic gradient

which must be exceeded before water flow will occur (Swartzendruber 1 962a). This

relationship between applied gradienÌ, critical gradient and the resultant watel llow velocity

through a clay soil (Buckingham-Reiner equation) is presenled in Equation 3.24.

v = (R'?pgi/sïì) (1 -+i ¡3i+1 l3(iJi)a)
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where p is the fluid density, g is gravitational acceleration and the value determined for the

threshold gradient (iJ uses a capillary tube model where the yield stress of the fluid is

directly related 1o the capillary radius (Equat¡on 3.25).

i. = zoJpg1 (3.25)

where R is the capillary radius and oo is the yield stress of the fluid.

The character¡stic behaviour described by Equation 3.24 ¡s presented in Figure 3.3 as the

Bingham material. This equation reduces to the Poiseu¡lle equation (Equalion 3.16), when

T=0 and io=O . This model does not reject the Darcian model for flow but considers Darcy's

law to be a special case. Swartzendruber (1962a) also described the flow behaviour of

clays as becoming more Newtonian as the salt concentration of the pore fluid increases.

This supports the model for the struclure of clay-water systems presented in Chapter 2

which predicts that cations can act as water structure-breakers in clay soils at high density

or high cation concentrat¡on. The Buckingham-R einer equation represents an attempt to

use rheolog¡cal models to develop a numer¡cal model for use in predicting water flow

through active clay soil. The applicability of th¡s relalionship to flow of water through

dense, high-activity clays is examined in Chapter 8.1 .

3.3.5 Comparison of Four Models For Pred¡ction of Water Movement

Sections 3.3.1 through 3.3.4 have presented four lechniques which have been developed

to try and provide a quantitative lool for use in predict¡ng the advect¡ve transportalion of

water through a porous medium. Each of these models has attempted to account lor
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different parameters present in a polous medium in order to generate a workable

"predictive" tool.

The Darcy equation is the simplest of these four equations. lt attempts only to accounl for

potential changes in lhe viscos¡ty of the permeant and applies an empirical equation to a

set of physical measurements in order to generate a relationship to predict advective flow

under a different set of env¡ronmental condit¡ons (T, i, fluid density/viscosity).

The Poiseuille equation is the basis for most fluid mechanics. lt works with water flow

lhrough a c¡rcular, water{illed tube. The material parameters are all known before the

solution is generated and it provides an est¡mate of the lube's (in this case a capillary in

a porous medium) abil¡ty to conduct the permeant. ln this type of solution a number of

material parameters must be known or assumed, the most important of which are the

hydraulic radius (Equation 3.17), and the specific surface area of the soil particles. From

these measured (or estimated) properties it is possible to est¡mate the advect¡ve transport

through a porous medium without conducting any physical measurements. Unfortunately,

as discussed in Seclion 3.3.1 it has some sêvere limitations, especially when it çomes to

the effects of pore size variability and particle spec¡fic surface on the results obtained. The

presence of only a few larger than estimated capillaries can have a considerable inlluence

on the measured advective flow versus that predicted. Appendix C provides a number of

numerical solutions made using the Poiseuille equation and compares them 1o the

measurements actually made for sand, illilic clay and benlonitic clay specimens. A detailed

comparison of predicted advecl¡ve flow and that measured is provided in Chapter 8.
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The Kozeny-Carman equation for advective flow is an attempt to build on the Poiseuille

equation and account for a few more of the physical parameters which are present in a soil

material, namely pore shape and the recognition that pores in soil materials are not straight

circular tubes and that some degree of tortuosity exists in the flow palh, Appendix C also

contains solutions for the Kozeny-Carman equation for mater¡als lhal were well

characterized and whose advective transport characterist¡cs were actually measured.

Detailed comparison of measured and predicted advective transportat¡on of water is

provided in Chapter 8 of th¡s thesis.

The Buckingham-Reiner equalion is an effort to further develop the Poiseuille and Kozeny-

Carman equations. This equation prov¡des a means of accounïing for potentially non-

neMonian flow in the pores of a soil. Seclion 3.3.4 presents the solution of the equation

developed to predict non-ne\¡/tonian flow through a porous medium.

The chief limitation of applying the Poiseuille, Kozeny-Carman or B uckingham-Reiner

equations can be summarized as being the result of two limiting assumptions.

1) Uniform Pore Sizes of very accurately known dimens¡on

2) Uniform particle size of the porous medium and hence an accurately known

surface area for these particles.

Despile these limitations these relationships remain the best techniques available for

providing a prediction of the ability of a porous medium to transmit a fluid. A major

component of this research project is to determine whether il is possible to use any ol

these lechniques to provide an estimate of the rate at which a fluid can pass through dense

clays. The influence of so¡l structure and other paramelers on the movement of water

through soils will be discussed in greater detail in subsequent sections of thìs chapter.
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3.4 lnfluence of Soil Structure on Water Flow

Lambe (1958) provided a good general review of potential effects on the structure of soil

and the movement of water through these soils. ln Lambe's (1958a,b) papers, soil

structure was defined as result¡ng from the physical arrangement of soil particles and the

eleclrical forces acting between particles. This section focusses on the influences of soil-

slructure on mass transport through dense clays, particularly how it may atfect the

identification of non-Darcian flow behaviour.

The ways in which soil structure affects mass transport through soils are numerous and

include lhe following.

1. Presence and stability of soil colloids. These materials can be transported

through the soil and may block, or be removed from narrow pore passages in soils. This

can be a significant influence on fluid movement. These colloids can result in changes in

the soil pore size distribution, or flow path lortuosity.

2. Soil particle orientation. Preferential or aniostropic flow may be induced if the

soil particle arrangement results ¡n an anisotropic soil fabr¡c. The flow rate will be greatest

along the direction of lowest tortuosity. This can result in an inaccurate estimation of llow

velocity when mater¡als are tested at inappropriate orientations. This is particula¡ly relevant

in natural soils which may have significant structural or¡entat¡on.

3. Particle s¡ze and shape. As with particle orientation, this will effect the type of

flow path available to conduct the pore fluid. The smaller the size of the soil part¡cles, the

smaller are the passages available tor flow (Mesri and Olson 1971; Wìtt and Brauns 1983).

Boìh these papers discussed the role of the size of clay part¡cles on the pore size, and the

[esulting value of k that will be measured. The smallest particles, smect¡les, were
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observed to have the lowest k. lllite and kaolinite clays, composed of particles which are

progressively larger than smectites, exhibited hydraulic conductivities some 200 and

20O,OOO times higher lhan smect¡le, for the same clay density (Mesri and olson 1971).

Differences in the measured k were atlr¡buted to the particle size. Decreasing particle size

results in an increase in the effecl¡ve length of the passage through which water musl

move (\Mtt and Brauns, 1 983). This is in essence the tortuosity factor ¡n llow measuremenl

used in the Kozeny-Carman Equat¡on presented in Seciion 3.2.3.

Secondary soil structures have also been recognized as influencing fluid flow. Soils may

be composed of several levels of organizâtion and struciure. The finer particles in the soil

may actually be micro-peds of differing part¡cle-size orientation than the overall soil. This

type of micro-ped structure has been described by Gray et al. (1985), (Figure 3.4a) and

Yong et al. (1992), (Figure 3.4b). such a soil structufe will result in three potential levels

of f luid flow:

1) Flow occurring through the soil macro-pores,

2) Flow through the pores within the micro-peds and,

3) Flow between the clay platelets within the micro-ped.

The fluid flow through each of lhese pore types represents increasing levels of tortuosity.

As a result, the flow velocity through each of these components will differ. This variation

of lhe flow velocity through various sub-structures wlthin the soil is particularly important

when considering the influences ol changing clay density or increasing compactive effort.

With increasing compactive effort and increasing soil dens¡ty comes a decrease in the

number of, or the size ofthe macropofes available to conduct flow (Garcia-Bengochea and

Lovell 1981). The micropores within the individual micro-peds will remain relatively
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constant unlil the macropores have been collapsed by soil compaction. On elimination of

macropores, the flow through the soil unit will be controlled by flow through the micropores

within the individual micro-peds and between the individual clay platelets. A study by

Oliphant and Tice (1985) found that flow in silty material is highly channelled, indicating that

the macropores are the dom¡nat¡ng factor in determining flow through low activ¡ty materials.

ln their study, Oliphant and Tice (1985) also reported that the pathways taken 10 conduct

the water through benton¡tic clays did not appear to change with dens¡ty. These lindings

support a structural model for bentonite which predicls that there will be a few macropores

available in dense, saturated and volumetrically stable benton¡te soils.

M¡croped showing preferred
particle orienlation

lnter p ed
void s

Gray et al. (1985) Yong et al. (1 992)

Figure 3.4 Pore Structure Within A Clay Soil

4. The lype of consolidation or compaclion used to densify a soil has also been

Ieported to influence k. There is a considerable body ol data available which shows Ìhat

the so¡l stÍucture in compacted soils w¡ll be afiected by initial (moulding) moisture content
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and the compactive etfort applied to the soil (Figure 3.5). Soils densified using a low

moulding moisture content and\or a low compactive effort will generally exhibit a more

isotropic (random) soil particle arrangement (Lambe 1958a; Harrop-Williams 1985). Such

soils will be more likely to contain larger pores and exhibit a wide range of pore sizes. ln

contrasl, a higher moulding moisture content and/or high compactive etfort will generally

result in a more parallel particle arrangement (anisotropic soil structure). These soils will

contain a smaller average pore size and exhibil a narlower range of pole sizes. Such

differences in so¡l structurewill afiect the manner in which water flows through soils (Lambe

1954, 1958a,b; Mitchell et al. 1965; Boynton and Daniel 1985). This does not necessarily

mean that Darcy's law is invalid, lt does mean that the Darcian flow velocity, will be

different with ditferent f low path orientations.

Hjgh Coopåct¡vê Efior¡

MOLDINGWATER CONTEN.I:------Þ

Figure 3.5 Effects of Compaction and Moisture Content on Soil Structure
(atter Lambe 1958)

With all these potential physical influences on the hydraulic conductivity of soils it is

particularly important to limit potential sources of physical variation in the preparation of
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specimens for laboratory testing. While many of the described influences can be extremely

important in controlling the flow rate through natural clay soils, they are less critical in an

engineered barrier where the material effects and structural variability commonly found in

nature can be eliminated or at least controlled. For the purposes of lhis research project,

standard lechniques for the preparation and tesling of the clays were developed to limit

these structural influences (Chapler 7.2).

3.5

3.5.1

Coupled and Non-Hydraulic Causes of, and lnfluences on Fluld Flow

lntroduction

Over the past 30 years considerable controversy has existed regarding the validity of

Darcy's Law in clay soils. Much attention has been on non-mechanical inlluences on flow,

and the structure of water in low density non-swelling and swelling clays (see papers by

Low 1976a,b, 1979; Olsen 1965, 1985; Barbour and Fredlund 1989; and Mitchell 1991).

A number of possible explanations for Non-Darcian flow in clays have been idenlified.

These include, thermal, chemico-osmotic and electr¡cal gradienls.

The preceding sections of Chapter 3 have presented basic relationships and physical

mechanisms that can affect fluid flow in materials such as sand and silt. These

relationships are not necessarily valid for finer grained clay-based materials. Mass

lransport can also be the result of gradients other than hydraulic Aradients across

specimens. Non-linear flow, eilher as a direct or coupled process has been well

documented in the literature (Barbour and Fredlund 1989; Mitchell 1 991 ; Quigley et al.

1987; Brandon and Mitchell 1989; Sri Ranjan and Gillham 1991).
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Table 3,3 presents the range of parameters affecting mass transport through so¡ls,

particularly highly charged clay soils. of the 16 sources of direct or coupled llow identified

in this Table several are not relevant to most laboratory testing conditions. lsothermal

laboratory tests will eliminate the temperature gradient, or thermally induced mass

lransport. This eliminates cells 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10 and 14 from Table 3.3. ln a cell

constructed of an electr¡cally conductive material such as steel (as were the permeameters

used in this research), ¡t is nol possible to maintain an eleclrical gradient across the

specimen. Any current or electrical gladient would be grounded through or neullalized by

flow through the cell walls. This grounding or short circuiting through the cell wall

eliminates cells 3, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 in Table 3.3 from the l¡st ol potential

sources of direct or coupled flow in this projecl.

Table 3.3 Sources and Types of Direct and Coupled Flow Phenomena
(Adapled From Mitchell 1991)

Flow (J) Gradient

Hydraulic Head TemperElur€ Electricai chemicel
Concentration

Fluid Hydraulic:
Darcy's Law ('l)

Thermo.osmgsis
(2',)

Electro.osmosis (3) Chemicai Osmosls
(4)

Hêat lsothermal
Heat Transfer (5)

Thermsl conductioni
Fouriers Law (6)

Peltier Etl€ct

Ø
Dufour Effect

(E)

Currsnt Streaming Polenüal
(s)

Thermo-€lectricity;
S€eb€ck E fect

(1 0)

Elêclric Conducüoni
Ohm's Law

(11)

D¡ffuslon &
Membrane

Potentiels (12)

lon Streaming Current
(13)

Thsrmal D¡tfusion of
Eleclrolyte:

Soret Effect (14)

Electropho16sis
(1 5)

D¡ffusionl
Ficl(s Law

(1 6)
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On elimination of the potential etfects of electrically and thermally induced flow, three

potential mechanisms are left in Table 3,3 which inlluence mass lransport and hence the

fluid displacements measured in this project. These influences are; Cell 1 - Hydraulic

Conduction (Darcy's Law), Cell 4 -Chemical Osmosis and Cell 16 - Diffusion (Fick's Law).

Darcy's Law and its associated equations has already been discussed in Chapter S.1 and

is the principal focus of this thesis. Chemical Osmosis and Ditfusion are briefly discussed

in Section 3.5.2.

3.5.2 Chemical Diffuslon and Osmosls

Diffusion is the movement of ions or molecules through a soil as the result of differences

in the concentralion of these molecules. Diffusion ¡n clay soils can, if the concentration

differences of charged ions are great enough, result in chemical osmosis across the

specimen (Mitchell 1991). These mechanisms for flow can be significant in systems such

as clays where there is a low hydraulically-induced tÍansportation rate. Osmosis is a

mechanism whereby molecules will try to move from areas of high concentration to areas

of low concentration in an etfort to reach a concentration balance. ln a system composed

of highly charged clay part¡cles, there can be an exclusion (full or partial), of certain sizes

or types of ions and molecules Írom the interparticle regions of the soil. This results in the

generation of an osmotic potent¡al, which means that the soil will exhibit semi-permeable

membrane behaviour. Waler may move wilh or aga¡nst hydraulic pressure gradients in its

effort to establish an osmotic balance.

The osmotic and diffusive mechanisms for inducing mass iransport are particularly

important when a region conlaining a high concentration of an ion, for example in a landfill

or other waste isolation lacility is hydraulically connected to a region of low concentration.
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Considerable work has been done on this mechanism for mass transport by researchers

such as Kemper and Rollins (1966), Bolt and Groenevelt (1969), Elrick et al. (1976)' Marine

and FriE (1981), Barbour (1987) and, Barbour and Fredlund (1989). These authors all

agree that chemical osmosis can be an important mechanism in soil consolidation (Barbour

and Fredlund 1 989), waler flow through clay soils (Kemper and Rollins 1 966) and the

generat¡on of anomalous hydraulic heads (Marine and FriE 1981).

There is evidence in the literature which indicates that the hydraulic pressure-head

generated by osmotic forces can be significant. This pressure-head is a measure of the

etfectiveness of the clay as a semi-permeable membrane. The lerm commonly used to

quantify the effectiveness of the clay as a semi-permeable membrane in preventing ion

movement while allowing water to pass through it is Osmotic Efficiency (Mitchell 1991).

A membrane of 100% efficiency would prevent any ionic transfer across the membrane and

as a result the full osmotic pressure difference would be generated between the regions

of high and low ionic concentration. The ability of an actual membrane to prevent ion

transfer is normally somewhat less than perfect, hence osmotic efficiency is typical¡y

expressed as some o/o ol lull etficiency. As the efiiciency of the membrane decreases so

does ils ability of the maintain the pressure difference between the two flu¡ds. When the

pressure difference exceeds the etficiency of the membrane it will allow some ionic leakage

between lhe reservoirs.

Olsen (1969) reported osmotic pressures of 40 cm of water for kaolin (a 5% osmotic

etficiency) while Kemper and Rollins (1966) and Groenevelt and Elrick (1976) reported

osmolic efficiencies of up to 90 % for bentonite - saline solution systems. This means lhat

very high osmotic pressure heads are possible in bentonite clay systems, as has been
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estimated by Mitchell (1991), (Figure 3.6), This type of osmotic pressure model has been

used to explain anomalous hydraulic pressure heads (790kPa to 1 300 kPa), for natural clay

shale deposits (Marine and FriU 1981).

ln situat¡ons such as those present under waste isolation conditions, lhe ionic

concentrations inside the repository would be greater than on the outside. ln such a

s¡tuation the osmotically driven flow would be from the outside to the inside (Mitchell,

1991). This can have a number of potential influences. Firstly, the rate of contaminanl

release may be reduced and secondly, there may be anomalous pressures generated in

the water within the soil unit.

100000

0

0.001 0.01 0.1 1 't0
Concenlration Difference, (mol/l)

Figure 3.6 Theoretical Values of Osmotic Pressure as a Function of Concent[at¡on
Ditference Across a Clay Liner For Different Values of Osmotic Etficiency
(from Mitchell, 1991)

Recent work by Oswell (1991) reported the presence of locked in pore water pressures in

compacted bentonite-sand specimens. These pressures were evident when triaxial
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specimens had their externally applied pore water pressure shut off, and the internal pore

pressure was subsequently monilored. These locked in pressures are believed 1o be lhe

result of osmotic potential differences present in the specimens. Due to installation and

test procedures, the salt concentration in the pore fluid at the centre of the specimens was

higher than in lhe fluids at either end ol the specimen, so the osmotically driven pressure

gradient would have been inwards. As the applied pore water pressure was decreased

lhe internal pore water pressure would only have decreased to the point at which the

osmotic etficiency of the specimen became the controlling leature in pore pressure, The

result of this was a total stress whìch exceeded the sum of the swelling pressure and

applied pore water pressure. ln anotherseries of tests Oswell (1991) prepared specimens

where a pore waler pressure gradient was maintained across the specimens despite a

cessation of the shearing. These specimens, which originally had a 2OO kpa pressure

difference between their lop and base had their top and bottom drains closed and were

allowed to sit and equilibrate. A difference ol approximately 50 kPa was observed in the

pore pressu¡e monitored at the top and base of the specimens examined. lt should be

noted that the pore pressures recorded in Oswell's (1 991) research were monitored

immediately above and below the top and bottom filterstones respectively. The pore

pressures w¡thin the specimens were assumed to be proportional to these external¡y

measured values. These data show that the mechanism causing this pore pressure

difference acted through both the micro and macro pores which are present. The low

pressure ditference which was maintained across these specimens was somewhat lower

than might be expected in a bentonitic material. ln a buffer material, the sand matrix is

part¡ally interconnected and may prov¡de a pathway which allows much of the osmotic

pressure potential of the bentonite clay to be elim¡nated by water flow along sand particle

contacts.
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Chapter 4 will show that Saskatchewan or Wyoming benton¡te clays wilh a density of 1,25

Mg/m3 will have an initial internal po¡e fluid ionic concentration, expressed as [Na-] of

approximately 4 mol/|. lf a specimen is ¡nitially percolated with deionized water starting at

one end, this will mean that large concentrat¡on differences will exist in the pore fluid.

Based on theoret¡cal osmotic pressures within a clay soil (Figure 3.6) and assuming an

osmolic efficiency of 90% for benton¡te (Kemper and Rollins, 1966; and Groenevelt and

Elrick, 1976) it should be possible to estimate the maximum osmotic pressure generated.

The potenlial osmotic pressure generated in such a system appears to be in the order of

5000 kPa (Table 3.6). This means that it is theoretically poss¡ble for a locked in pore water

pressure of 5000 kPa to be present if the pore waler pressure exceeded this value at some

point in the history of the specimen. As the salinity of the pore fluid gradually decreases

through diffusional movemenl, there would likely be corresponding reduct¡on in the osmotic

pressure within the specimen. The time required for ditfusionally driven reduction of the

pore fluid salinity to equal that of the surrounding fluids is unknown, but is likely to be long,

The influence of these "locked-in" pressures is potent¡ally significant. lf a specimen has

experienced a high pore water pressure at some poinl in its history, the pore spaces where

such pressures existed may not be available for flow al lower pore pressures. These

pressur¡zed pores are basically occluded or "dead" porosity which do nol take part in the

hydraulic conduction process. lf this occluded pore space is available only for flow at

higher pore pressures and hydraulic gradients, then the porosity available for flow at lower

pore pressures and gradients should be smaller. This change in available porosity should

be reflected in a decrease in the hydraulic conductivity of the specimen. This situation

should be maintained until the osmotic pressure is once again exceeded by the hydraulic

pressure, at which point the effect¡ve porosity should inclease. For a specimen having an
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initial pore fluid salinity of approximately 4 moVl, an osmot¡c pressure of 5000 kPa (510m

water head) could be expected. lf this specimen were 20mm in length, a gradient

exceeding 25,000 would be necessary before the enlire porosity became available for flow.

It is also possible for the influence of chemical osmosis and diffusion to be masked or

increased by chemically-induced changes in soil slructure. The diffusional flow of ions into

or out of a high activity clay such as benlonite, can result in changes in the so¡l,s

microstlucture. The micro strucÌure may alter towards dispersion (a breakdown of the

micro peds or particle aggregations), or flocculation (the formation of new and stronger

interparticle connections). As the soilstructure changes, so does its osmotic etficiency and

hence the magn¡tude of the effects of chemical osmosis and diffusion. This situation

should only be significant in systems where the soil structure is loose enough (has

sufficiently low density), to perm¡t particle reor¡entation. ln densely compacted systems this

reorientat¡on should not be possible so the osmotic etficiency of the soil should remain

relalively constant provided signilicant chemical concentration changes have not occurred.

ln testing for mass transport through clays, there are two commonly accepted means of

limiting the effects of chemical changes on the flow of water lhrough clay soils. The first

is to limit the volume of fluid displaced through the specimen and thereby l¡m¡t the etfects

of chemical changes on osmotic processes, That is, the osmotic and chemical gradients

are kept conslant. Alternatively, enough fluid musl be percolated lhrough the specimen to

eliminate the effects ol changing chemical gradients.

The need to minimize effects of changing chemislry on the measured flow rate is difficult

to rationalize, and numerous attempts have been made to specify the minimum number ol
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pore volumes that must be percolated through a specimen before steady-state flow

condilions can be defined. Authors such as Peirce and Whitter (1986) for example have

recommended that a significant volume of permeani be percolated through clay soils to

ensure that steady-state llow has been achieved.

The very low hydraulic conductivity of compacted bentonite clays (<10'10 m/s), and the

potent¡al influences of applied hydraulic gradient on soil struclure and porosity available for

flow make a minimum pore volume specif¡cation impractical in the present study. A

detailed discussion and description of the test¡ng procedures used in this thesls is

presented in section 6.2, but it is useful here to outline how the foregoing discussion has

influenced the test program. Hydraulic testing was conducted in a manner which limited

the total displacement through the specimens to less than o.s pore volumes. The testing

was done in such a manner that the applied hydraulic grad¡ent was increased and

decreased on a number of occasions in the course of testing. This meant lhat any

significant changes in the osmotic gradients present w¡th percolation would be identifiable

as inconsistent flux-gradient data and considerable scatter in the plot of this data.

Limiting total displacement through the specimens also limils the ability of the permeant to

flush ions from the specimen and lhereby generate a chem¡cal gradient. Large volume

fluid reservoirs were used for both inflow and outflow to ensure that the composition of lhe

fluid was the same on both sides of the specimen. Each of the tesls that have been

conducted took approximalely g months to complete, and in some cases, lhe test duration

exceeded 18 months. At the end of several tests, the specimen was sectioned to

determine the quantity of soluble material still presenl and if there was any discernable

chemical gradient across the specimen. Chapler 4.3 presents the results of these tests.
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3.5.3 Non.Osmotlc Counter-G radients Resulting From Mineralogical Alteratlon and
Changing Thermal Conditions

A paper by Graf (1982) discusses a combination of mineralogical, osmot¡c and chemical

processes which can be particularly important in fine-grained hydraïed clays, such as

bentonites. ln his paper Graf (1982) rev¡ews the data of a number of reseaÍchers and

presents a case for the generation of hydraulic overpressuresr lhat is, the development of

pore waler pressures in excess of those which would be developed simply by the

hydrostalic or thermal history of the mater¡al, The most commonly attributed mechanisms

causing the presence of, or eventual generation of excess pore water pressures are;

1 . rapid sedimentation of f ine-grained malerials
2. lateral tectonic compression
3. aquathermal pressurizing (Barker 1972)
4. dehydration of gypsum and/or clay minerals.
5. locked in hydraulic pressures (Graf 1982, Oswell 1991)

The first mechanism is not applicable in an engineered material. The other four

mechanisms have the potential to be active in engineered barriers, particularly for deep

geological disposal sites where bentonite-based clay barriers and heat generating wastes

are present.

Lateral tectonic compression could occur during a tectonic episode or could occur as lhe

result of glacial loading of an overlying geological medium of low porosity and permeability.

This loading could result in the compression of the stratum ¡n question and the pore waÌer

pressure can increase as this loading occurs. Subsequent unloading of the slratum may

not be accompanied with a relaxation of the compressed material and the pore water

pressure may remain locked-in at levels higher than can be attributed to current lithostatic

or hydrostat¡c stresses. This is a process which occurs over the geological time-scale and

so is not a factor which will effect labo¡atory measurements of flow through clays.
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The concept of aquathermal pressur¡zaÌion was inlroduced by Barker (1 972) and describes

the increase of pore pressure in an isolated volume of fluid as it moves downwards in the

geothermal column. With increasing temperature comes rapid increases in the pore water

pressure which would be generated by the thermal expansion of the rock and the water

components. ln an open hydraul¡c system, pressures generated by thermal expansion are

dissipated by draining of the excess pore water volume. lf however, the surrounding or

confining geological units are of very low permeability, the drainage of excess pore water

volume will be delayed or prevented. Hence, the pore water pressure present in such a

material will be much higher than can be accounted for with knowledge of the current and

pasl lithostatic or hydrostatic conditions. As with lateral tectonic compression, this

mechanism occurs over geological time and will not influence laboratory testing.

Graf (1982) identifies dehydration of smectites and gypsum as being the most important

mechanism for creating excess pore pressures. Dehydration of gypsum will result in a 10%

increase in the molar volume of the system and in a closed system will generate

considerable pore pressures. The effect of dehydration of smeciiles (including benton¡lic

clays) is more ditficult to determine. 11 ¡s uncertain whether smectite-water volume

increases or decreases on dehydration, Anderson and Low (1958) and Martin (1962)

reached opposite conclusions. Also significant is the role of mineralogical alteration of

smectite to mixed-layer and ultimately to illitic clay. lt has been predicted that the

conversion of intellayered illite:smectite (80:20 overall) would release approximately 1 5.5

volume oó of water (Perry and Hower 1972). The conversion of smectite to illite is a very

slow process unless there is a slgnificant supply of poiassium (K-) (Hower et al. 1976 and

Boles and Franks 1979) and so the excess pore pressure generat¡on may occur over a

very long period. lf the surrounding medium is capable of dissipating the excess pressure
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then the clay unit may not exhibit a significant change in pore pressure. Once again the

gradual nature of mineralogical dehydration and diagenesis means that these processes

will not affecl the measurement of hydraulic conductivity in laboratory experiments.

The densification of clay-based hydraulic barrie¡s involves compression or compaction.

Dur¡ng compaclion, clay is exposed to stresses which may be higher than will be presenl

in the environment into which the barrier is placed. As a result the clay can in principle

have initially higher pore water pressures than the surrounding geological medium. ln a

high density material of very low hydraulic conduct¡v¡ty, this locked in pore pressure may

not be able to dissipate. An inability to dissipate excess pore pressures may be caused

by the presence of a critical hydraulic gradient for flow. Until the pressure ditference

between the points in the medium exceeds this gradient, flow w¡ll not occur, Alternatively

the pressurized pore fluid may be located in hydraulically occluded pores. This can

happen when lhe clay packets or particles surrounding these pores are so tightly packed

that flow of water between the occluded pores and the hydraulically active pores is not

possible. Such pores could only become depressurized when the pressure in the

hydraulically active porosity exceeds the locked-in pressures. This could cause the clay

particles to strain enough to connect the occluded pores to the rest of the soil porosity.

The magnilude and likelihood of lhis eftect is unclear, and in any case would be unique

since each soil has a unique compaction history and microstructure. This process is one

which might occur in laboratory testing but there is no etfective way to pred¡ct or accounl

for its presence.
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Accounting for such mechanisms in hydraulic conduclivity modelling is unlikely to be

successlul, since these processes violate one of the basic assumptions of most models,

that the hydraulically active porosity remains constant.

3.5,4 lnfluence of Bacterial Activity on Water Movêmènt

The presence of bacteria in natural soil materials is an unavoidable s¡tuat¡on, The role of

these organisms in the movement of water or other permeants in so¡ls is both complex and

conlroversial. Quigley et al. (1987) observed a pore-size reduclion near the interface of

a bentonitic liner and domest¡c landfill, as well as elevated bacterial act¡vity at this ¡nterface

relat¡ve lo that observed in the liner itself. Bacteria require void spaces sutficiently large

to permit their growth, water, a food supply, suitable pH, oxygen (aerobic bacÌeria), or lack

of oxygen (anaerobic bacteria), suitable temperature and other less clearly defined

conditions. Under a given set ol environmental conditions there is almosl always one or

more species of bacteria which are able to surv¡ve if not thrive, ¡t is therefore ¡mportant 10

establish the impact of biological activity on lhe movement of water and contaminants

through clays.

Ditferenl bacteria have the ability to preferentially sorb a large variety ol elemenls or

compounds and can move these materials considerable distances if there is a pathway

available for the organism to move. Bacter¡al act¡v¡ty can also have a positive role in

lim¡ting contaminant migration by relarding the movement of contaminanls through a soil.

As a result of their relatively large size (0.2flm to 1o¡Jm, (lpm = 1000nm)), these organisms

tend to grow along interfaces (for example of cracks and fissures), where there is sutficient

space for them to grow and thrive. This can result in the format¡on of bio-films that can

coat the interface surface and plug the larger passages through which contaminants can
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travel, thereby reducing the rate of contamínant díspersion. Contaminant sorption by

micro-organisms also results in an increase in the effective size of the contaminant, since

not only the contaminant but the entire organism must move for transport 10 occur. lf the

dimensions of lhe available pore passages are smaller than the contaminant-containing

organism, then the movement of the contaminant through the soil will be greatly retarded

or perhaps even prevented.

The clays and clay-sand mixtures examined in this project are all relat¡vely dense to very

dense. Table 3.4 shows the relationship between average clay platelet spacing, density

and the approximate size of soil bacteria. Since the size of healthy and stressed bacter¡a

are often significantly different, and the range of sizes possible for such organisms is

considerable, only an estimate of lhe size range can be made. The bacteria observed in

the clay systems tested as part of this thesis ranged from 0.1!m to 1ollm in smallest

dimension (100nm to 10,000nm). A more detailed presentaÌion of actual counts and types

of bacteria observed in clay specimens are presented in Section 4.3.2. fhe comparison

of pore size to olganism size presented in Table 3.4 assumes the presence of uniform

pore-sizes, an unlikely condition, but it does provide an approximate measure of the sizes

involved and the likelihood of bacterial movement occurring.

Table 3.4 Clay-Density, Pore-Size and Biological Organism Size Comparisons
Clay Density Porosity d-Spacing Total Distance Organism

(lJ (n) Size (d¡ameter) Diameter
(Mgi m3) (nm) (nm) (nm)

0.75
1.00

1.31
0.86

1.25 0.560 0.60
1.50
1.75

0.736
0.648

o.472
0.384 0.22

1.72 >1000

0.42 0.84

2.62

1 .20

>1000

>1000
>1000
>1000
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ll is clear lrom Table 3.4 that the¡'e is l¡ttle chance of an act¡ve biological organism being

able to passively move through the pore spaces available in a system having an etfect¡ve

clay dry density exceeding 0.5 Mg/m3. lt is still possible that these organisms could grow

along the interfaces between the specimens and their confinement or to d¡splace particles

to cause openings greater than were initially present. ln both cases they could generate

a bio{ilm which would further limit or prevent pore fluid movement through the clay. A

biofilm would be expected to take some t¡me to develop and would vary with the health of

the general biological population. A biofilm might then be detected by a lime dependent

change in the flux passing through the specimen under a g¡ven gradient, The pore size

distribution in a clay or clay-sand mixture will have considerable influence on the ult¡mate

ability of the soil to conduct waler. The pore-size distribution of clay and clay sand

mixtures, and the possible influences on biological movement and water movement are

presented in Chapter 4. Section 7.5 discusses the likely influence ol bacterial acl¡vity on

the results of this thesis.

3.5.5 Composite Relationsh¡p For Calculaling Water Flow

Based on the influence of osmotic and pressure gradients in clays, the movement of water

through a specimen can be represented by an equation that sums the act¡ve influences on

mass transport (Mitchell 1991). As the key parameters likely to affect llow through dense

clay soils are hydraulic head, chemical osmosis and diffusion, the flow of water through

fine-grained soils can be expressed as Equation 3.27.

Flow Rale, q = (kn(i*+iJ)A (3.27)

where kn is the darcian hydraulic conductiv¡ty, i* is osmotic/chemical gradient, in is the

pressure induced gradient, and A is the cross-sectional area of the specimen.
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ln order to study the structure ol water associated with clay particles and establish how this

affects through-flow, it is important to keep the io" parameter low or at least constant

lhroughout the testing process. To accomplish this, it is importanl to limil the volume of

fluid percolated through the specimen. Small flow volumes will minimize changes in pore

fluid and reservoir chemislry and so the osmotic/chemical gradients across the specimens

should be almost constanl.

lf non-hydraulic gradients across a soil are acting in the same direction as the hydraulic

gradient (i" + i"" > iH), the F vs i relationship predicted us¡ng the Darcian flow model should

underpredict the measured flux. This would plot as a line with a gradually ¡ncreas¡ng slope

which would cut the y-axis at some posit¡ve value (Figure 3.7). As the applied hydraulic

gradient becomes large relalive to the non-hydraulic gradient, the flux-gradient plot should

approach the slraight.line relationship expected of a Newtonian fluid (Figure 3.7). lf the

non-hydraulic gradient(s) act against the hydraulic gradient, (i" + io" < i"), a gradually

increasing f vs i slope will be observed as i increases. This line would cut the x-axis (Flux-

axis), at some positive value when the applied hydraulic gradient is zero. Ultimately as

non-hydraulic forces become second-order influences, a slraight line relationship which

approaches thal of the Darcian flow model should be observed (Figure 3.7).

These flux-applied hydraulic gradient relationships are based on a number of idenl¡cal

assumptions regarding the soil. Principal ol these assumpt¡ons is that the porosity

available for flow must be a conslant. This does nol allow for unconnected porosity

changes or changes ¡n the quantity of water available for flow with changing applied

hydraulic gradient. As a result, most models used to predict lluid flow are inherently prone

to inaccurately predict the llow through soils where changes in fluid structure, llow path or
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porosity available for flow occur. The ability of these models to predict flow through a

number of different soils ¡s tested in Section 7,1 of this thesis.

Figure 3.7 lnfluences on the Shape of Flux-Gradienl Relalionship

3.6 Wãter Flow in Soils: A Summary of Current Views

3.6.1 Plotting of Flux - Hydraulic Grad¡ent Data

The ultimate test of the validity of the Darcy or any other model for fluid movement is the

ability of the model to predict the hydraulic gradient versus the flux relationship for a

specimen. Two w¡dely used plotting methods to evaluate deviations from the Darcian flow

model are;

1) Flux or flow velocity versus hydraulic gradient,

2) Log llux versus log hydraulic gradient
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A plot of measured flux (or flow velocity) versus hydraulic grad¡ent such as was presented

by Yong and Warkent¡n (1975) should provide a measure of any threshold or critical

gradients. Changes in hydraulic conductivity are delected as changes in the slope of these

plots (Figure 3,8). While significant changes in the slope of this line are readily detectable,

it is possible that slight changes in the flux-grad¡ent relationships may nol be readily

detected, particularly if a wide range of gradienls or fluxes are recorded.

Concave or convex flux-gradient relationships in a normal linear plol have been reported

repeatedly in the l¡terature. The reasons suggested for these deviations have been

discussed previously. They range from soil fabric effects (Section 3.4), the presence of

osmotic forces (Section 3.5.2), equipment limitalions (Section 6.1.3), to real changes in the

structure and behav¡our of water in clay-water systems (Sections 2.2 and 2,3).

Darcian Flow
F=Q/A=ki

v<.F=k(i_b)
where Þic

i = Crfical Gradient
c

io= Tfueshold Gradient

Hvdraulic Gradient__9

Flux-Hydraulic Gradient Relationships Typically Reported
(after Yong and Warkentin 1 975)
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The shapes of potential deviations in the shape of the llux-gradient plot are presented in

Figures 3.7 and 3.8. Figure 3.8 simply represents two ol the special case rheological

models shown in Figure 3,3. The classical Darcy model for Newtonian water llow thlough

a porous medium calls for a straight-line relationship passing through the origin of the

graph. Observed deviations lrom this behaviour have been the cause for much of the past

century's debate over the applicability of the Darcy relationship.

lf the flux-hydraulic gradient plot ¡s a straight line intersecting the gradient axis in a location

other than the origin, th¡s intersect is defined as the threshold gradient (iJ required to

initiate flow. The hydraulic gradient at which darcian flow behaviour begins in a flux-

gradient relationship which is not a straighl-line plot at low gradients, is defined as the

Crilical Gradient (iJ for f low.

The second technique for presenting flow data is to plot the hydraulic flux versus hydraulic

gradient in log-log space. Plotting of the flux-gradienl relationship in log-log space has

been done by Sri Ranjan and Karthigesu (1992), Sri Ranjan and Gillham (1991), Dixon et

al. (1993a) and Karthigesu (1994). This technique presents data ¡n a manner which

facil¡tates the identification of changes in the flux-grad¡ent relationship. A plot of the

measured flux versus applied hydraulic gradient should plot as a straight line which has a

slope of 1 .0. (Figure 3.9). Any change in hydraulic conductivity will result in a vertical shift

in the location of this line. This technique provides the clearest display for examining

hydraulic conductivity over a wide range of gradients and emphasizes the location of any

critical gradients for changes in flow behaviour. However, a log-scale plot does not provide

a visual means for detecting the threshold gradienls defined by conventional means (zero

flux occurs at a gradient equal to zero). These plots are based on the assumption of the
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validity of the darcian flow model, A shift in the locat¡on of the line is interpreted as a

change in the pore space available for flow. lf such a shift occurs and provided that no

further changes in the pore volume available for flow occurs, then the new flux-gradient

relationship will again be a straight line with a slope of 1.0 which is offset from the initiaj

line. The hydraulic conductivity k, of a plot such as that shown in Figure 3.9 is calculaled

by either extending the plotted lines backwards (or forward) to the po¡nt at which it cuts the

hydraulic gradient of 1.0. The flux at this gradient is defined as the hydraulic conductivity,

Alternatively, any value of the flux localed along the regions showing Darcian flow

behaviour can be divided by the hydraulic gradient applied to obtain th¡s measured flux.

Darcien Row at H¡gh Po.GiV

Slope = t

4- Rori as Porosi$ Chång€s

Q*_?*"¡* Oo* at Lo$€r Porosity

; slop€=1 :

Hydraulic Gradient (Logscale)

Figure 3.9 Plot of Log-Flux versus Log Hydraulic Gradient

ln order to generate a good estimate of the poiential changes in the hydraulic conduclivity

of a soil specimen both of these plots should be used . The linear plot provides a visual
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recoÍd of lhe presence of threshold and or cr¡tical gradient(s). The log-log plot provides

a sensitive means to detect subtle changes in the pore space available for flow.

3.6,2 Classificalion of Flow Behaviour Observed in Solls

The possible var¡at¡ons in the shape of a plol of flux-hydraulic gradienl plots are numerous

and have been discussed in Section 3.6.1. When dealing with a large number of tesls it

is easier if the shape of the plots can be classified as to type for easy data tabulation and

subsequent comparison. The data collected as part of this thes¡s represents some 50+

tests and so a classification procedure has been developed for use in presenting the

results. As discussed in Section 3.6.2, there are two means of presenling the flux-hydraulic

gradient data, log-scale or linear-scale. As a result of the two plotling techniques there are

two sets of flow-type classifications which have been defined, one for linear and one for

log plots. Figure 3.10 presents the flow-type classifications delined, These definitions are

used in Chapter 7 to classify the flow behaviour observed in sand, illite and bentonite

materlals,
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3.6.3 Review of Opinions on Darcy's Law

The behaviour of water at low grad¡ents (<100) is of most pract¡cal importance in civil and

geotechnical engineering because ¡t is in this range of gradient that most nalulal systems

operate. Many researchers have invest¡gated the movement of water through compacted,

fine-grained soil materials in efforts to determine lhe valid¡ty ol the Darcian flow model.

These invest¡gators have obtained a wide range of results, ranging from complete

agreement with the Darcy flow model through to the types of deviations in flow behaviour

oullined in the preceding sections. There is no clear precedent for deciding in advance

how the sand-bentonite mixtures or highly compacted bentonites proposed for used in the

Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program will behave. This forms the

justiflcation for this research program,

Table 3.5 illustrates the wide range of views on the subjecl of Darcys law and the

meaning of deviations from its predictions. The remainder of th¡s thesis presents the

results of studies to examine the validity of these suppositions and to determine the

controlling influences on the behaviour of compacted bentonite clay materials. Chapter

4 descr¡bes the mineralogical, chemical and physical properties of the clays examined in

th¡s study, Chapter 5 describes the results of a thermal expansion study, intended to

qualitatively determine the structure of water near the surface of clay particles. The data

presenled in Chapters 4 and 5, along with the review of literalule presented in Chapters

2 and 3 provide a foundation for the deta¡led investigation of the hydraulic behaviour of

soil materials presented in Chapters 6 and 7.
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Table 3.5 Darcy's Law: Results of Experimental Studies On Very Fine Grained
and High Act¡vity Clays

RESEARCH FINDINGS AND OPINIONS OF RESEARCHERS

1) Darcy's FIow Equation is Valid For Most Soils
j

, Olsen (1960, 1965), Chan & Kenney (1973, 1974), Smiles (1978), Mitchell (1976),
i Tavenas et al. (1983), Peterson & Kelkar (1 983), Matyas (1 967)

: 2) Non-Darcy Flow is the Result of Equipment Limitat¡ons

Olsen (1 960, 1965)

, 
a) Non-Darcy Flow is the Result of BacÌerial Act¡on

: Gupta & Swartzendruber (1 962)

.

: 4) Non-Darcy Flow is the Result of Osmosis, Reverse Chemical Osmosis and Counter-
: Gradients

Kemper (1960), Olsen (1969, 1985), Kemper and Rollins (1966), eraf (1982), Barbour and
Fredlund (1 989)

: 5) Non-Darcy Flow is f he Result of Complex Coupled Processes

i Kemper (1960), Bolt & Groenevelt (1969), Kemper and Rollins (1966), Olsen (1985),

Ì 
nroenevelt & Bolt (1969a,b)

: O) Non-Darcy Flow is the Result of Water Structuring and Chemical lnfluences

i Low (1960, 1961), Swartzendruber (1962a,b, 1968), von Englehardt & Tunn (1955),j Henniker (1952), Sri Ranjan and Karthigesu (1992), Karthlgesu (1994)

'' 7) Non-Darcy Flow is the Result of Experimentally-lnd uced Changes in Soil Structure,
: either chemical or physical in nalure.

' Terzaghi (1 925), Lutz & Kemper (1959), Martin (1962), Mitchell (1 976), Miller & Low
(1963), Hansbo (1960, 1973), Mitchell and Younger (1967), Garion & Swartzendruber
(1975), Pane et al. (1982)



4.0

4.1

MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION: PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Exper¡mental Program

The materials examined in this thesis have a wide range of physical and chemical

properties. ln order to establish what type of materials were being studied, a

comprehensive series of characterization tests were conducted. Knowledge of the

physical, mechanical and chemical properties is essential for developing an understanding

of the behaviour of water as it percolates through soil mater¡als. These data, together with

the mineralogical analyses presented in Section 2.2, provide a basis for material

comparison and ensure there is no uncertainty regarding the specific clays examined.

The materials selected for examinat¡on are; (1) rounded silica sands with a narrow range

of particle size, (2) crushed illitic shale, and (3, 4) two commercially available sodium

benlonite clays. Details of the particle size distributions of these materials are provided

in Table 4.1 . These mater¡als are expected to exhib¡t a wide range ol mineralogical,

physical, mechanical and chemical propert¡es. The fact that these three mater¡als are very

different mineralogically was established in Section 2.2 and so their examination prov¡des

opportun¡ties Ìo exam¡ne lhe etfect of mineralogy on hydraulic behav¡our. This chapter

presents the results of tests to determine the physical characteristics (Section 4.2.1),

mechanical properties (Section 4.2.2), pore structure (Section 4.2.3) and the chemical

properties (Section 4.3.1) of the clays. As each of these mater¡als contain at least some

water soluble maler¡als and this has a potential to influence their hydraulic behaviour, the

nature of this componenl is examined in Section 4,3.
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4.2 Phys¡cal and Mechanica¡ Characteristics

4.2.1 PhysicalProperties

Characterization tests were conducted to determine potential influences on the hydraulic

characteristics of the soils examined in the testing program.

Table 4.1 presents some of the basic physical properties of the materials examined.

Material characterization involved the following physical tests; particle size analysis,

consistency limits determination (fiquid l¡m¡t and plastic¡ty index), and free swell capacity.

Much of this information has already been published in reports and papers (Gray et al.

1984, 1985; Dixon and Gray 1985; Dixon and Woodcock 1986; Dixon et al. I984, f985,

1992a,b, 1993a,b; and Dixon and Miller 1995). A summary of the results is presented

in Table 4.1 .

Table 4.1 Physical Properties of Soil Materials lnvestigated

Not Conducted, test is not appropriate for lhis mater¡al
Volume occupied by 'l gram ot dry so¡l when allowed to swell to its full potential
in 50 cm3of a 0.15 Molar solution of Nacl (Dixon et al. 1992a)

Matel¡al Sand/SiVClay
Content

ASTM (1 ee2)
Technique

(% Mass)

Sand/SilVClay
Content

Laser Siz¡ng
Techniq ue

(% Mass)

Liquid
Limit

(%\

Plastic¡ty
lndex

Moisture
Content

For
Ma)(imu m

Compacled
DensÍty

(v"')

Free
Swell

Volu me

1cm3/o)

Silica Sand >921<810 NC NP NP NC <1

lllite 18150132 2181117 31 11 14 <1

Na-benton¡te
Saskalchewan
Wyoming

<31201>77 <1180120
<1184116

257
537

208
496

10 >9
13

Sand/Bentonite
50/50 Mixture szl9l39 50140110 120 100 10 5

NC
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The consistency limits (Liquid Limit and Plastic¡ty lndex) of the mater¡als examined show

that they range from a non-plast¡c sand, lo a low plasticity lllite and finally to high and

very high plasticity Saskatchewan and Mfoming bentonites respectively. The particle size

gradations of these materials also represent a wide range of sizes, from lhe pure sand

specimens through to the clayey-silt illite and the silty clay bentonite mater¡als. The sand

and coarse silt sized materials were dry sieved or wet sieved, as was appropr¡ate, based

on the specifications of ASTM standards (ASTM 1992). The liner silt and clay size

materials were analyzed using both the hydrometer test for chemically dispersed, fine-

grained soils (ASTM 1992) and using a laser light technique to determine the particle size

d¡str¡bution in clay materials (Dixon and Miller 1 995). The results for the particle size

analyses conducted using the ASTM technique are presented in Figure 4.1 . The results

for the particle size analyses conducted using lhe Laser Light technique are presented in

Figure 4.2

lllite

RBM

Sask. B€nt,

20
0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1

Parllcle Slze (mm)

Figure 4.1 Particle Size Distribution Obiained Using ASTM Techniques
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Figure 4.2 Particle Size Distribution Obtained Using Laser Light Technique

The laser l¡ght particle sizing was conducted using clay specimens suspended in a

solution of sodium hexametaphosphale for 24 hours pr¡or to testing. This particle sizing

device takes a small sample of the dispersed clay and further suspends the clay in a large

volume of water (approximately 0.19 in 0.25L). The resultant solution is ultrasonically

dispersed and a laser light is passed through the resultant solut¡on. The diffraction of the

beam passing through the suspension is used to calculate the diameter of the particles

in solution. As with the tradilional hydrometer test for fine-grained materials (ASTM 1 992),

this techn¡que assumes that the particles are spher¡cal rather than platey. Advantages

of the laser technique for analyzing benton¡les are numerous and include,

- speed, test duration ¡s 5 minutes versus several weeks using a hydrometer

- the etfects of thixotropic gel formalion in the particles is avoided

- a negligible temperature effect on fluid viscosity and denslty due to short test time

- since the tesl is automated many of the potential sources of reading inaccuracy

are eliminated.
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As can be seen in Table 4.1 and F¡gures 4.1 and 4,2, the hydrometer results can be

sign¡ficantly different than those obtained us¡ng the laser technique. The differences are

less significant for non-swelling clays such as the illitic clay than for bentonite materials.

Laser particle sizing shows that the two bentonite materials examined in th¡s program

have similar particle size distributions, w¡th approximalely 8Oo/o of lhe material being silt-

sized (2ym to 76l,lm) and the remainder be¡ng clay-sized (<zljm). Very little sand-sized

(>76ljm) material was found in the bentonite samples.

A much higher proportion of coarse material (silt) was recorded for bentonite specimens

tested using the laser technique. The ditferences ¡n the results are attributed to the

development of large hydrated clay flocs in the settlement columns used lor hydrometer

tests. These large, lower density flocs settle at slower rate than is predicted using the

assumptions of spherical mineral particles. As a result of the larger, slower settling flocs,

the results of particle-size analysis ¡nterprets this material to be fine-grained and a high

clay content is calculated. The laser technique w¡th its ultrasonic bath prevent the

formalion of such large flocs. Hence, the sizes delermined by the laser system are

probably more representative of the actual part¡cle sizes present.

ln most situations, clays will not consist of the dispersed and fully hydraled particles

analyzed using the hydrometer and other types of particle size tesl. Commercially

purchased clays are normally composed of small aggregates (micro-peds), which are

actually composed of a number of individual clay plalelets. These micro peds were

created by the dry¡ng and mechanical crushing of the clay shales which are the parent

mater¡als for commercial clays. Clay shales were formed in marine environments and so

these parenl materials are typically highly anisolropic. The crushing process w¡ll reduce
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the average particle size cons¡derably but not to the po¡nt of completely disaggregating

the clay. Mixing of commercially purchased clays with other soil mater¡als or with a sand

and then compacling these mater¡als w¡ll not alter the basic anisotropy of the individual

particles. The clay micropeds will continue to exist within the soil matrix and so lhe

compacted soil will be composed of a compacled mass of anisotropic particles. This type

of strucluring was described by Gray et al. (1985) and results in an overall isotropic

behaviour for the soil but on the microscopic level the soil would remain composed of

anisotropic micropeds (static compaction in a rigid mould may produce anisotropic stress-

strain behaviour, Graham et al. 1989). Such anisotropic soil substructure will likely have

an impact on the conduction of water. As has previously been discussed in Sect¡on 3.4,

water may be channelled through the limited number of macro pores formed between the

micro peds.

Measuremenl of the free swell potential of clays may provide an indication of the potenlial

for the clay particles and micropeds to hydlate and fill pore spaces of a soil. Since

bentonite clay particles are best able to hydrate and disaggregate, the volume ultimately

occupied by a swelling clay may provide an indication of both the benton¡te content and

pur¡ty of the clay, Soils containing mixed layer clays such as montmor¡llonite-illite,

montmorillonite-chlorite or other combinalions of clay units should have a lower free swell

capacity than a pure montmor¡llonitic clay which is fully dispersed and hydrated.

As was expected for non-hydrating minerals, the sand and illitic clay materials showed

no measurable volumetr¡c swelling capacity, (Table 4.1). The two bentonite materials

examined bolh showed a high free swell capacity. The lower free swell volume of the

Saskatchewan bentonite might be attl¡buted to the presence of more non-clay components
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and the presence ol mixed layer clays in the Saskatchewan materlal (Chapter 2,2). This

explanat¡on for var¡alions in free-swell capacity was studied in considerable detail by

Resche (1991) and, D¡xon and Miller (1995) and found 1o be inadequate to explain the

differences between the behaviour of very similar bentonite materials. Dixon and Miller

(1995) examined the mineralogical composition, physical properties of, free swell capacity,

hydraulic conduct¡v¡ty and swelling pressure developed by 16 d¡tferent bentonite clay

specimens. These materials were collected f¡om bentonile producers from Canada the

USA and Japan. lt was lound that the free-swell capacity of benÌonite clays cannot be

predicted based on apparent mineral pur¡ty, or any other index property.

4.2.2 Mechanical Properties

The compaction curves presented in Figure 4.3 can provide useful inlo¡mation on the

mechanical behaviour and sensit¡v¡ty of clays and sand-clay mixlures to changes ¡n the

moisture content and type. Gray et al. (1985), Dixon and Gray (1985) examined the

compaction properties of most of the materials examined in this thesis.

ln these papers ¡t was found that:

1) mixing sand w¡th clay will increase the density attainable by compaction
(Figure 4.3),

2) water type has little influence on the compaction densiÇ attainable for benlonite
clay-sand mí)Íures,

3) bentoniteisand mixtures (clay contenÌ >25%) showed little effecl of compaction
moisture content on lhe compact¡on density attainable until nearly saturated.
(Figure 4.3).

The compaction behaviour presented in Figure 4.3 for sand-bentonite mixtures containing

greater than 50% (by dry mass) of clay is similar to that reported by Gray (1972) and

Pusch (1983). Compaction lrials were conducted using both Wyoming and Saskatchewan
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bentonites and the results obtained were essenlially identical. As a result only the set ol

data obtained using the Saskatchewan benton¡Îe ls p¡,esented in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3 Compaction-Moisture Conlent Relationships For Clays and Clay-Sand
Mixtures (from Dixon et al. 1985)

The dry density-water content relationship observed in Figure 4.3 is attr¡buted to clay-

water interaction. The waler associated with the clay particle surfaces is assumed to be

strongly bonded to the part¡cles and hence have a higher viscosity than free water. The

compaclion curve is interpreted as showing thatthe compaction energy applied to systems

containing more than 5go/o clay was insufficient to oveÍcome the shearing resislance of

the bonded water. Once sand content exceeded approximately 50 % the compaclion

curves obtained for sand-bentonite mixtures indicate that the applied energy was sufficient

to overcome the shearing resistance. There may also be a more efficient d¡str¡bution ol
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compaction energy at higher sand content (D¡xon et al. 1985). Compact¡on curves for

illitic clay and sand- illitic clay mixtures showed none of the evidence of a h¡gher viscosity

water phase observed for the benton¡tic materials. This has been ¡nterpreted as meaning

that there is little or no change in the structure of water (Chapter 3), in illitic clay-water

systems and that the applied energy is sufficient to overcome any shearing resistance of

the water component.

4.2.3 Measured Pore Size Distribution ln Compacted Specimens.

Central to the study of the movement of fluids, contaminants or biological organisms is an

understanding of the poros¡ty of the soil. Sections 3.2 through 3.5 have already

discussed lhe roles of surface charge, structured water and mechanical compact¡on on

the pore space available for flow. Recently, Choi and Oscarson (1994) have measured

the pore s¡ze distribul¡on in compacted bentonite, while Wan (1994) has measured the

same parameters for a sand-benlonite (50/50 sand/bentonite (RBM)) mixture. These data

provide valuable information on the nature of the porosity available for the movement of

water, contaminants and perhaps bacteria. The size of the pores available for flow in

compacted clays may have a very significant impact on the ability of these mater¡als to

act as semi-permeable membranes and thereby limit contaminant migrat¡on, and maintain

pore pressure differences within and across the soil.

Choi and Oscarson (1994) investigated sodium saturated and calcium saturated

Saskatchewan bentonite. These clays were produced by replacing all the exchangeable

cations present w¡lh either sodium to generate a sodium benton¡le, or calcium to obtain

a calclum bentonite, These materials were compacted to a dry density ol 1.3 Mgim3.

These clay specimens were salurated with either a solution of 0.1 Molar NaCl or 0.05
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Molar CaCl. to produce clays conlaining only one type of exchangeable cation, These

specimens were then gradually dried (to minimize disruption of pore structure during

drying), using a series of chambers. Each successive desiccation chamber had a lower

relative humidity. Following the drying these specimens were examined by mercury (Hg)

inlrusion porosimetry to a maximum pressure of 414 MPa. At th¡s pressure the Hg should

be able to enter pores w¡th a diameter as small as O.OO36!m (3.6nm). The results

obtained indicate that 2oo/o to 257" of the porosity of these materials were smaller than

0.0036¡rm (the amount smaller is unknown). This portion of the porosity was present as

smaller pores, occluded pores and otherwise immobile water.

ln addit¡on to the limited porosity available for Hg displacement, the poros¡metry tests

established that the pore sizes present in ihe sodium bentonite, calcium benton¡te, RBM

and illite were limited 1o a few narrow size ranges. sodium bentonite compacted to a dry

clay density of 1.3 Mg/m3 contained pores in the 0.OO36pm to O.036gm (average O.01gm

(1Onm)) range and little of any larger size (choi and oscarson 1994), calcÌum bentonite

showed a bimodal pore size distribution with pores in the o.oo36!m to 0.036!m (average

0.01gm) range as well as at 0.100pm (Choi and Oscarson 1994). Choi and Oscarson

(1994) attr¡buted the bimodal distribution observed in the ca-bentonitê to the presence of

lwo pore types, interparticle pores (formed between micropeds when the clay is

compacted) and smaller intraparticle pores (w¡thin exterior outlines of individual particles)

The RBM tested by wan (1994), exhibited a trimodal s¡ze distr¡bution with pores in the

same range as was observed for the ca-bentonite as well as at the size range of s¡,lm to

50gm. (Two sets of specimens were tested, compacted to (1) 1.41 Mg/m3; and (2) 1.6e

Mgim3, bolh were compacted a117.6% gravimetric moisture content. The illitic specimens

were compacted to 1.84 Mg/m3 and 2.Og Mg/m3 and had the maiority of their pores in the
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.02¡.rm to 1.O¡lm range. The data presented in Figure 4.4 show examples of the type ol

porosity distributions observed for all four materials studied.

Ca B€nlonite

Na Bentonit€

RBM
+-
lll¡te

0

0.001 0,01 0,1 1 10
Pore Diameter (¡.rm)

Figure 4.4 Pore Size Distribution Present in Na-, Ca- bentonites and the RBM
(After Choi and Oscarson 1 994; Wan 1 994)

Four further porosimetry analyses were conducted on sodium benton¡te specimens tested

as part of the hydraulic conduct¡v¡ty sludies described in Chapters 6 through 8. These

specimens had dry clay densities of 0.59 Mg/m3, 0.76 Mg/m3, and 1.18 Mgim3. The two

specimens with density 1 .18 Mg/m3 exhibited similar pore size distribution to the higher

density sodium bentonite specimens described above. The two lower density specimens

exhibited a different type of pore sÌructure. ConsisÌent with the higher density specimens

a major portion of the pores ranged from 0,0031m-0.04jm however, a second pore size

was also observed in these specimens at 50!m-150¡lm. lf this large pore mode is real
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rather than an art¡fact of the lesting procedure it can have a considerable impact on the

hydraulic behaviour of low-density bentonites. The larger pores, if interconnected, can

provide a preferenlial pathway for water transportation, contaminant movemenl and

bacterial migration. The significance of a large-pore component is discussed in Chapter

I with reference to the hydraul¡c behaviour of these materials (presented in Chapter 7).

The cause of the largest pore size found in the RBM is uncertain. These large pores

may be induced by the compaction process, or by the interaction of rhe sand and clay

particles during the compaction process. Alternat¡vely they may simply be the result of

desiccation cracks or small pull-oul craters (small pores created as the result of small

sand particles being pulled from the specimen surface), created during the preparation of

the buffer specimens for porosimetry testing. The later explanat¡on is supported by the

lindings of Dixon et al. (1993b) who observed that RBM materials initia.lly prepared at

sign¡ficant moisture content can exhibit considerable shrinkage (zo/o to Bo/o\, and notable

cracking during the desiccation process. Add¡tionally, further work by wan (1994) has

found that lhe presence of this large pore size was present irregardless of initiaj

compaclion density and drying technique. The paper by choi and oscarson (1994) did

not provide any measurement of the drying shrinkage while wan (1 994) reported that

shrinkage induced by drying resulted in approximately 6% shrinkage for a specimen

initially compacted 1o 1.68 Mg/m3 at a gravimetric moisture conlent of 1z.go/o. lf however,

the largeÍ pore size observed for the RBM is present in saturated materials, it could have

a signif¡cant etfect on the hydraulic behaviour of this material. A large pore mode might

provide preferent¡al flow paths for waler and contaminants through the banier. The

significance of this large pore mode is discussed in detail in Chapter 8.
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The results of porosimelry tests on bentonite clays w¡th dry densities greater than 1.18

Mg/m3 indicated that there are some pores of O.Oigm and a limited number of others

which reached 0.10!m average diameter. These pores are large enough to contain

unstruclured water but should be much too small for an act¡ve bacterium to occupy

(minimum bacter¡um size is approximately 0.1¡rm, Section 3.5.4). The data from the RBM

and low density bentonites are somewhat less conclusive regarding the potenlial to

contain bacleria, lf the larger pore size of the RBM (sl,fm to 150¡.rm) observed by Wan

(199a) is actually present and ¡nterconnected in a hydrated buffer, it might be possible for

some biological intrusion to occur in the butfer. Such an intrusion could be in the form of

bacterial movement through the specimen, or biofilms could form on the outer surfaces

of the specimen. Biofilm formation could resull in these pores becoming unusable for

waler movement and retard the movement of contaminants (Stroes-Gascoyne and West

1994). lf biofilm generation in the specimens tested in this thesis were a significant issue,

it should be detectable as a time-dependant reduction in the flux which can pass through

the RBM. This reduction would be observed as the bacterial materials gradualfy filled and

plugged the macropores.

As bacterial growth has the potent¡al to affecl water flow through clays, time dependent

changes in the flux observed under constant gradient conditions were examined. Typical

results obtained in these flux-time tests are presenled in Figure 4.5 and they show that

thele were no consistent time-dependant changes in the hydraulic conductivity lhrough

either the clay or RBM specimens despite lesting times as high as 1 0500 hrs (438 days).

A detailed examination of the flux-hydraulic gradient performance of all these materials

is presented in Chapter 7. The lack of systemalic change in the hydraulic conduct¡v¡ty of

these specimens means that despite the presence of significant biological aclivity in the
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pore lluid above and below the spec¡men there was no significant reduction in the ability

of fluid to move through compacted clays. The question of bacterial content and activity

is examined later in Section 4.3.
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Figure 4.5 Change in Hydraulic Conduct¡v¡ty with Time in Compacted Clays

4.2.4 Propertles Associated W¡th Surtace Chem¡stry

The surface chemislry of clays is ditficult to establish, partially because of the very small

particles involved and partially due to the complexity of the systems involved. Clay

materials are typically composed of plale-like particles which may be singular or may be

present as particle aggregations which may or may not be hydrated. The cryslal structure

of clay minerals is variable, with differing surface charge intensity potentially exisling at

different locations along the surface of each clay platelet (resulting from isomorphous
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lattice substitutions or empty lattice s¡tes (Section 2.1)). The surface properties of clay

minerals are usually related to a measured physical surface area per unit mass of dry clay

(m'zlg) or, the ability of the clay to sorb and release cations (Cation Exchange Capacity

(CEC)), expressed as meq/1 009 of dry soil. Table 4.2 presents a summary of the material

characterist¡cs which are closely associated with the surface chemistry of the minorals.

lable 4.2 Surface Chemistry Propert¡es of Soil MaÌerials lnvest¡gated

Property S¡lica
Sand

lllitic
Clay

Sodium
Bentonite

(Sask.)

Sodium
Bentonite

lWvomino)

SandiSask
Bentonite
Mixtu¡e

Spec¡f¡c Weight 2.66-2,70
(2.6sr

2,7 4-2.79
(2.7sr

2.71-2.91
(2.84)¡

2.84' 2.75.

Specific Surface (m'?lc) 43-81 519€31 750 250-315

Cation Exchânge
Capacity (meq/100s)

'10-15 ? 1-A2 35-45

Dominant Mineral(s)r Quartz lllite BentonÌte Bentonile Quarlz-
Bentonite

Dixon 1989) * For details see below

Specific Weight (G), is a measure of dens¡ty of the solids port¡on of a soil (weight of

solids/weight of same volume of water). The specific weighl of a soil considers only the

mineral component and does not include any mass or volume occupied by waler or voids.

While the measurement of G for minerals which do not have a hydrated component is not

difficult, the presence of water layers around or within the minerals makes determinatioh

of the mineral specific weight ditficult. The spec¡fic weight of soil minerals is also affected

by the type of minor components present, making it difficult to attain accurate

measurements. For most applications an estimate to within O.O5 is adequate, howevet

in high surface area materials such as bentonites this leads to considerable uncertainty
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in the actual porosity, and therefore to the difficulty in defining the pore space available

for conducting fluids.

The specific weight of bentonilic clay is reported in the literature 1o vary from

approximately 2.4 lo 2.9 with the majority of lilerature report¡ng the G calculated from

crystal structure as 2.7 (Lambe and Whitman 1979) to 2.8 (van Olphen and Fr¡piat 1974).

Data on the specific weight of illitic clays is less variable with a range ol 2.7 to 2.9

reported in the literature. Low values for G reported in the literature can be attributed 1o

the presence of one or more layers of adsorbed water being included as part of lhe

mineral phase. The presence of adsorbed waler layers is the result of tesling oven dried

clay materials (dried at 11OoC as defined by ASTM (1992) standards). These clays are

not ent¡rely dry, they still contain measurable quantities of water, in the form of water

adsorbed to the mineral surtaces.

Thermal Gravimetric Analyses, presented in Section 2.2.3 showed that there was a

mo¡sture content of approximately 3 o/o by dry weight (weight atter drying to 700"C)

present in both bentoniles and illites after drying at 1 1 0"C. lllitic clays lost this water

beginning at approx¡mately 400"C but the magn¡tude of the loss was equivalent to that

observed for the bentonite clays (Figure 2.9). While dried illitic clay will regain little of the

moisture content lost by oven drying, bentonite clay can gain 1Oo/o, or more, (by dry

weight) of moisture directly from the air.

It is essential that the influence of water structuring in bentonite clays be examined in

terms of the absolute moisture content present, lf the specific weight of the clay (GJ, is

adiusted to account for the presence of this structural water, the value will increase from
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the 2,75 commonly reported for oven (1 10"C) dried material to approximately 2'84 Íot

completely dehydrated clay. As the adsorbed water component is important when

determining the influence of surface charge on water structure and pore space available

for llow, the higher of these G" values is more appropriate for use in calculalions involving

porosity. The values of specific weight selected for use in the calculations for illitic and

bentonite clays used in th¡s thesis are 2.75 and 2.84 respectively.

The specific surface (SJ, and cation exchange capacity (CEC) of soil materials are also

means of predicting the likely behaviour of clays. Calion exchange capacity provides a

measure of the ability of a soil to exchange cations in solution with cations held on the

surface of the mineral component. The specific surface of a soil is the exposed surface

area of the mineral particles per gram of dry soil. As the materials used in this thesis

have very little organic material (Oscarson and Cheung 1983) the CEC and So measured

are functions of the minerals present.

The GEC and So values measured for the materials examined are indicative of three very

different types of soil (Table 4.2). First, the silica sand is a coarse-grained low surface

area mineral with little or no CEC, indicative of a very low surface charge. Second, the

illitic clay is relatively coarse-grained, but because of its tabular form and degree to which

it has been ground it has a measurable CEC and S". Finally, the bentonilic clays

represent very fine-grained part¡cles with a high surface charge and hence the high CEC

and S.. The Saskalchewan and Wyoming bentonites exhib¡t notably different CEC and

So values (Table 4.2). The differences can be attributed to the presence of large¡'

quant¡ties of non-bentonite minerals and mixedlayer clays in the matelial lrom

Saskatchewan.
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The Free-Swell, CEG and So data obtained fo¡ these materials suggest strongly that if

water structure and mobility is atfected by surface charged mineral particles, the Wyoming

and Saskatchewan clays would be the materials where this would be most evidenl.

Materials such as illitic clay and quartz sand are less likely to affect water stlucture, since

they have low surface area or CEC, With the establishment of the nature of the surface

activities of the materials examined In this thesis it w¡ll be possible to discuss the lesults

of hydraulic conductivity tests in terms of the differences in the surface chemistry.

4,3 Pore Fluid Chemistry and Bacter¡ology

4.3.1 Pore Fluid Chemlstry

The pore fluid chemistry of clay-water systems can affect the mass transport properties.

As was discussed in Chapters 2,3 and 3.5, the presence of ions, particularly calions, can

have a significant etfect on the pore water structure and mass transport, The clays and

sand materials examined in this thesis were examined to determine the quantity and type

of soluble compounds available,

An analysis was f¡rst conducted to determine the approximate quantity and composilion

of the soluble salts present. This was accomplished by placing approximately 2.5 grams

of dry soil ¡n contact wilh 250 cm3 of deionized water. This mixture was vigorously

shaken for one minute initially and this mixing was repealed approximately 10 more tìmes

over a 48 hour period. The resultant suspension was then centrifuged to separate out the

solid and liquid portions. The supernatant liquid was microfiltered and submitted for

chemical analysis to detelmine the quantity of Na-, K', Ca'2 and Mg*? cations and Cl',
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SOo.'2 and CO.'2 anions present as readily soluble componenls (Table a.3). The high

Mg'2 content apparently present in the soluble ion analyses is more likely the result ol

ultra-fine particles of clay which passed through the filters used. The Mg is most likely the

st.uctural Mg present w¡th¡n the clays. This inlerprelation is supported by the apparently

higher Mg content in soluble salts analyses than is present as exchangeable Mg.

Table 4.3 Soluble and Exchangeable lons Present in Clay Materials

The data presented in Table 4.3 provides an indicalion of the total amount of readily

soluble material present as well as the total quanlity of exchangeable cations present, nol

iust those which are readily put into solution during the percolation process. These data

provide a means of determining the effect of fresh water percolation through compacted

clay. lt will now be possible to estimate the proporlion of the soluble salts remaining in

lon lllilic Clav Saskatchewan Benton¡te Wvomino Bentonite

Solubl€
lon Contont

Exchangsable
Cation Contênt

Solubl€
lon Cont€nt

Exchãngêabl€
Cat¡on Contênt

Solubþ
lon Contsnt

Sodium (Na.)
(meq/kg clây)

7.7 453 214 492 177

Potassiu m (K)
(meq/kg clây)

10 26 4.4 9.8 2.9

Calcium (Ca-)
(meq/kg clay)

6.6 3s0 32.5 285 21 .5

Magnesium(Mg-J
(meq/kg clay)

b.t 52 126 46 104

Chlorine (CI)
(meo/ko clav)

3.2 18.7 2

Sulphate (SO.'J
(meq/kg clay)

5.6 176 64

Carbonate (CO.''?)
(meq/kg clay)

12.5 20.5 7S

Total 30.4 881 377 832.8 306
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a specimen at the end oftesting and to determine what, if any chemical grad¡ent has been

induced by water percolation through the clays examined.

Table 4.3 also clearly shows that the content of soluble salts in the illitic clay is low (30.4

meq/kg). This is approximately one tenlh the soluble ion content of the benton¡tes. The

Saskatchewan bentonite has the highest content of soluble material with 377 meq/kg, with

the Wyoming material having 306 mêq/kg.

The high soluble salts content of the bentonite clays have the potential to induce chemical

grad¡ents across these so¡ls. ln an attempt to limit the influence of such a gradient, the

specimens were all prepared with e¡ther deionized waler or a brine solut¡on known as the

Standard Canadian Shield Saline Solution (SCSSS) as the initial pore fluid. To minimize

the influence of salt movement into or out of the specimens, large reservoirs of the same

fluid as was used to prepare the specimen were located at either end of the specimen.

ln some longer term tesls, the reservoir fluid was replaced and the cell base was flushed

with the same pore fluid as was initially used in specimen preparation. This was done to

ensure that any chemical gradients formed by the dissolution of pore fluid salts, diffusion

ol salts, or the flushing action induced by through flow of permeant was limited,

Previously, Saskatchewan bentonites have been studied to determ¡ne the type of soluble

salts present and the rate at which they are removed by percolation w¡th deionized water.

Oscarson and D¡xon (1989) and Oscarson et al. (1990) examined soluble salt removal in

unprocessed and intact specimens of sodium benlonite clay shale from Saskatchewan.

Water was percolated parallel or normal to the bedding planes of this clay-shale and the

effluent was period¡cally collected for analysis (Figure 4.6).
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Unprocessed bentonits specimens which were percolated along their bedding planes

exhibited the most rapid removal of their soluble salts. Specimens percolated normal to

the bedding planes showed a very much lower rate of leaching. These

percolation/leaching tests were conducted unlil between 3 and I pore volumes had been

flushed through the specimens using high hydraulic gradients (typically 1500 to 3000).

Even with high volumes of pore fluid having been passed through the specimens, only

about 50 % of the soluble salts identified as being present in these materials we¡e

removed at the end of testing (Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6 provides support to the interpretation previously presented regarding the source

of the apparenlly high Mg-'?content ¡n the processed bentoniÌes. This ionic content is the

result of damaged clay crystals. Tests to determ¡ne the Mg-'?content of the unprocessed

Saskatchewan bentonite conducted by Oscarson and Dixon (1989) found that the Mg*'?

removed by percolation with deionized water was very limited (Figure 4.6). Likewise, the

removal ol sulphate from the unprocessed benton¡te specimens was much lower than was

observed for the processed clay, This reduced removal may indicate a time-dependence

of sulphate removal rather than a llushing action. lf the sulphate is removed by bacterial

action, the limited removal by percolation of intact clay, relat¡ve to that achieved by limited

percolation of fresh water through processed clay has two possible explanations. First,

there is no significant bacterial aclivity within the intact clay, thereby limiting sulphale

removal, whereas the processed malerial has enough internal bacterial activity to reduce

the sulphate content. This explanat¡on is not consistent wilh the porosimetry results

presented previously which indicated that there were insutfic¡ent pore spaces of adequate

size in 100% clay specimens to allow bacter¡al intrusion and activity.
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The second possible explanation for the sulphate removal observed in Figure 4.6 is

related to the tesling lime. The intact specimens were Ìesled over a relatively short time,

while the processed materials were tested over a much longer time. lf removal of the

sulphate by bacteria is time dependent and related to chemical ditfusion from the

specimen, then greater depletion in the processed materials is expected.

It will be shown later that the hydraulic conductivity of the specimens of unprocessed and

¡ntact benton¡tic clay-shale specimens of I.2 Mg/m3 dry density were measured to be in

the order of 10'r2 m/s. This value of k is not dissimilar to those measured for processed

bentonitic clay (Oscarson et al. 1990). lf the data obtained by testing natural bentonitic

shale mater¡al is used lo estimate the time required to establish both a constant rate of

flow and chemical equilibrium stale in densely compacted bentonites, it would be

impossible to complete a tesl in less than several decades.

To determine the actual chemistry within the clay specimens following waler percolation,

a number of bentonite specimens were selecled for sectioning and chemical analysis. At

the end of hydraulic conduct¡v¡ty testing these specimens were carefully extruded from the

sample holder and then sliced to provide 3 to 5 sections for chemical analysis. Each of

these sections were then oven dried to determ¡ne their mass. Then 2.5 g, or less of these

subsamples were placed in 100 cm3 of deionized waler per gram of clay, and were

prepared in the same manner as was used to delermine the initial chemical composition

of the clays (Table 4.3).

The results of the two chemical analyses of the sect¡oned clay specimens are presented

in Table 4.4. These data show that there is no clear chemical gradienl created across the
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specimen, although there is an apparent reduction in the ionic concentrat¡on present in

the clay closest to the inflow and outflow reservoirs for all the cations excepting Na. ln

all but the specimen ol 1 .14 Mg/m3 density it appears thai the sodium ions are gradually

being flushed through the specimens in the densest specimen.

The only consistent trends in ionic concenlrations observed in Table 4.4 are found in the

anion concentrations. There is a very clear reduclion in the sulphate conlent of these

specimens. At the end of testing, the sulphate content (aclually the total sulphur content

expressed as sulphate), is only a small fraction of its original level. The highest remaining

sulphate contents were observed in the regions closest lo both the fluid reservoirs.

Depletion was nearly complete in the central regions of the clay specimens. Also

observed was an overall increase in the carbonaÌe content of the clays, with concentration

increasing as the outflow end of the specimen is approached.

One explanat¡on for the sulphate and carbonate concentrations observed is microbial

activ¡ty. Biochemical gradients may cause the sulphate initially present in the specimens

to diffuse outwards and 1o be metabolized by bacter¡a present at the interface of specimen

and the filter stones. The sulphur associated with this bacterial action is sutficient to

provide higher sulphate concentrations at the ends of the specimens (because total S is

expressed as SOo'?). However, this is still at considerably depleted levels relative to the

inilial internâl concentrations (the remainder having been lost as H.S,*"¡). The additional

sulphate may have been transported inlo the reservoirs, either by baclerial action,

diffusional or adveclive transportal¡on. The apparent removal of the sulphates lrom the

core of the specimen can be interpreted as indicating a limited bacterial population w¡thin

the specimens. An active bacterial population throughout lhe specimen itself should
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metabolize the sulphur and would tend to limit redistribution since a sulphate gradient

would not occur because SOo would be used up throughout the specimen. The presence

of very small residues of the original sulphur content can be interpreted as indicating that

little biological activ¡ty is occurring within the specimen. The elevated carbonate

concentrations observed may be byproducts of the respiratory processes carried out by

the bacteria. The actual results of bacterial invest¡gations of clay specimens are presented

in Section 4.3.2,

The bacteriological explanation provided for the anion distributions shown in Table 4.4 are

speculative in nalure but would result in the dislributions observed. Significant bacterial

populations would need to be present for the type of ionic redistribution observed to have

occurred. To tesl this explanalion for the chemical distribution observed, samples were

taken of the fluid present at the upper and lower surfaces of four specimens and bacterial

counts were made. These specimens had been tested as part of the hydraulic

conductiv¡ty test¡ng program described in Chapters 6 and 7. The bacterial counts were

made to provide an indication of the type and relative health of the microbial population

at or near the surface of bentonite specimens. Sect¡on 4.3.2 and Table 4,S presents the

results of bacterial analyses.

Tests lo determ¡ne pore waler chemistry showed that pore lluid equilibralion will take an

extremely long time and/or requ¡re the movement of a considerable number of pore

volumes of permeant. As these opt¡ons are not feasible given the very low permeability

of the materials examined, efforts must be made to limit the potential for chemical

changes within lhe specimens dur¡ng test¡ng. This was accompl¡shed by minimizing the

volume ol permeant passing through the specimens, Minimizing the generation of
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chemical concentration gradients is accomplished by use of a displacement measuÍ¡ng

system which is capable of measuring very low displacements and allowing very long

duration tests to be conducted at low applied hydraulic gradients (Sections 6.1 and 6.2).

T able 4.4 Analysis of Soluble Salt Content Remaining at the End of Hydraulic
Conductivity Testing

Wyoming Bentonite: 1.14 Mg/m3,
lonic Conlenl Rema¡nino efler 1 -i

Wyoming Benlonite: 1 .34 Mg/m3,
lonic Contenl Remaining atter 1.25 Pore Volumes of Fresh Water Percolation (meq/kg soil)

lon lnitiâl
Conc.
in Clay

Clay at
lnflow
End

Lower
M¡d

Mid Upper
M¡d

Clay al
Outf low

End

Outflow
F luid

lonic Gontent Remaining atter 1.25 Pore Volumes of Fresh Water Percolation (meq/kg soil)

D¡stance From lnflow (mm)

1 .52 5.03 8.60 '10.17

Na 'I 94 172 162 '151

K 1.5 1.6 <l 1.7

Ca 54.t 64 75

Mg 213 204 249 148

ct 4 2.2 1.5 2.2

so. 62.2 4.7 1.2 16

co" 89.6 111 118 123

Distance From lnflow (mm)

2.50 6.70 s.66 12.O4 13,17

Nâ 194 106 145 149 177

K 1.5 1 t.1 1.4 2

Ca 54.7 40 66 65 54

Mg 213 129 205 200 154

ct 4 1.3 1.2 1.4 3.8

So. 62.2 24 5.2 1.4 20.2

Co" 89.6 70 103 '121 134



The procedure adopted for testing the hydraulic properties of bentonit¡c specimens

minimizes, so far as is possible, ionic advection and allows t¡me for pore fluid ions to

ditfuse with¡n each specimen, minimizing the magnitude of the chemical gradients within

the specimens, Most of the hydraulic conductivity tests conducted as part of this research

prog¡am involved total pore water volume exchanges of less than 0.75 pore volumes, and

many had less than 0.1 pore volumes (See Section 6.3 for data on permeabil¡ty testing),

This means that less than 15 % of lhe soluble salts are likely to have been flushed from

the soil (with the possible exception of sulphate) wilh no discernable chemical gradient

having been developed across these specimens. These data provide confidence in the

abílity to conduct hydraulic conductivity tests on compacted benÌon¡te clay specimens

without inducing large chemical gradients across the specimens. The role of bacterial

aclion on the measured hydraulic properties has been examined in Section 4.2.3 and an

actual bacterial analysis is presented in Section 4.3.2.

4.3,2 Bacteriological Characterlstics of Bentonite Specimens

Four specimens were sampled 1o determine the type and distribution of bacteria

associated with bentonile and benlonite-sand materials. These specimens had been

installed for durations ranging from 390 days to 450 days pr¡or to their dismantling and

sampling for bacleria. The first two specimens were tested under anaerobic condilions.

They were sampled to detelmine the nature of the bacterial population present in the

water above the interface between the spec¡men and the filterstones. One of these

specimens had been percolated with distilled and deionized (DD) water and the other with

a br¡ne solution. The results of these analyses are presented in Table 4.5. The third

specimen was a clay specimen which was tested under aerobic conditions and was then

tested lo determine the bacterial populalions in the fluid at lhe outflow interface. The
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specimen was also sampled to try and determine the type and size of the bacterial

populations presenl at the surface and the core of the specimen. The final specimen was

a bentonite-sand material which had been tested under anaerobic conditions and was

sampled and tested in the same manner as the third specimen. The results of bacterial

analyses on the third and fourth specimens are presented in Table 4.6.

Table 4.5 Bacterial Populations Present at the Surface of Compacted Bentonite Clays

Location
Bacterial Populations Present in Bacteria/cm3 of Fluid

Bacteria Type
AO IRB SRB SLYM

DD Water at lnflow 3.13x105 NM NM NM
DD Wate¡ at Outflow 5.64x106 2.s0x105 2s00 2.80x105

Saline Water at Outflow 2,84x103 O O 0

Note: AO = Total Bacterial Count, us¡ng Acridine Orange (AO) Staining
IRB= lron Reducing Bacteria SRB= Sulphate Reducing Bacteria
SLYM= Slime Bacter¡a

The AO counts presenled in Table 4.5 represent a total counl of both living and dead

bacteria, The plate counts presented in Table 4.6 are of living and viable bacteria.

However, the plate counls generally only represent f¡om 1o/o to 10% of the total bacteria

actually present. This is a result of the inability to grow the entire range of bacteria in a

single artificial growth medium (Stroes-Gascoyne 1994).

The plale counts presented in Table 4.5 indicate the presence of a healthy and thriving

bacterial populat¡on in the anaerobic fluid associated with the bentonile specimen

percolated with distilled and de¡onized water. The Sulphate Reducing Bacteria (SRB)

counl is considerably higher lhan is normally found in groundwater env¡ronments (Stroes-

Gascoyne and West 1994) and could result in metabolizat¡on and reduction of the
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sulphate content of the system, as was observed in the chemical analyses presented ¡n

Table 4.4. The somewhat lower bacterial population at the inflow is likely the result ol a

smaller space at inflow end of the specimen lor the bacteriato grow (the design of the cell

is presented in Chapter 6). The data in Table 4.5 also show a much lower baclerial

population is present in a highly sal¡ne environment. Although lower in absolute count,

the numbers presented for the tolal population in this saline solution are indicative of a

relat¡vely active bacterial environment.

Previous paragraphs descr¡bed baclerial action in water-filled regions immediately above

and below the specimens. ln contrast, Table 4.6 presents results of measuring the

bacterial populations aclually within and on the surfaces of a compacted bentonite clay

and a clay-sand m¡xture. These specimens were tested us¡ng the same type of

permeameter used for testing the specimens presented in Table 4.5, excepting that the

outflow lines (at top of specimens), exited to a fluid reservoir which was open to the

atmosphere. This means that the specimen was aerobic (at least at the outflow end)

The data presented in Table 4.6 generally show a reduced bacterial content (both aerobic

and anaerobic) in the central regions of the specimens. This could be expected as the

oulermost sect¡ons include the interfaces between the specimen and the filterstones which

are the reg¡ons most favourable for bacter¡al growth. There is also a higher concentration

of anaerobes and SRB bacter¡a in the base of the specimens, relative to lhe concentration

at the top. This can be attr¡buted to the more anaerobic conditions which would be

present furthest away from the oxygen source (outflow end of specimens) (Hamon, 1994).

These data show that there are bacteria present and alive in all regions of the specimen

but not their relative health or ability lo move within the specimens. The relat¡ve scarcity
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of bacteria in the central regions of the specimens may be an indication that these

organisms do not move readily through these materials or that they don't have the space

needed to multiply and grow. Alternatively, the bacteria recorded as being present in the

central regions may be those ¡nit¡ally presenl in the soil prior to ils compaction. These

organisms may or may not have been active in the soil during the test.

Table 4.6 Bacteriological Characterislics of Bentonite Clay and Bentonite-Sand
Specimens

Material Location Plate Counts (cFu/cm3) CFU/cm3
Aerobic Anaerobic SBB

Note: CFU - colony forming units (usually 1 bacter¡um/unit)

The data presented in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show lhat there is considerable bacter¡al action

in the interfacial regions of bentonite and benÌonite-sand specimens. This type of activity

was likely present in all lhe specimens examined in the course of hydraulic conduclivity

Bentonite Clay Aerobic (1 .1 0
Mg/m3)

Waler Above
C lay

79300 'f 3400 0

Upper
Quarler

35000 '| -35x107 79

Upper
Middle

156000 3.11x106 1s8

Lowèr
Middle

1120 1 .67x103 100

Lower
Ouarter

307 1.73x1 O7 250

Bentonite-Sand
Aerobic (1 .68/1 .22 Mg/m1

Waler Above
Clay

5.33x 1 03 1s800 79

Top Layer 9.80x105 2.19x10s 7g

Mid
Specimen

600 4920 79

Bottom
Layer

6900 1 .29x1 oo 158
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investigations, However, the results presented in Figure 4.5 indicated that there was no

clear time-dependent change in the hydraulic properties of compacted bentonitic materials.

This inlers that baclerial aclivity is not a dominat¡ng influence on the llow of water through

the specimens examined in this thesis.

Since chemical and biological influences on the movement of water through the

compacted clays examined in this thesis are apparently limited, it is possible to move

forward to laboratory investigalions of the actual structure of the pore water in these

syslems (Chapter 5). Once the actual water structure in these soils is established

experimentally, it w¡ll then be possible to examine and interpret fluid movement through

compacted clays under conditions of low applied hydraulic gradients (Chapters 6 and 7).
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5.1

s.0 THERMAL EXPANSION TESTING

Purpose of Thermal Expansion Testing

Literalure which predicts and reports variations in the structure and behaviour ol wate¡ in

clay-water systems was reviewed in Seclions 2.2 and 2.3. To estimale the influence of

water struclure on water flow through a clay, it is necessary to determ¡ne the amount of

structur¡ng actually presenl. Direct measurement of lhe slruclure of water in compacted

clay-based materials is e)dremely difficult as it deals with atomic and molecular levels of

measurement. A number of techniques have been developed which alfow estimates ol

the magnitude of water structuring in compacted clays. Two of these techn¡ques are

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) (or associated high energy physics-based

techniques) and thermal expansion testing. NMR has typically been used to look at

slurries or clay suspensions and has not been used to examine dense clays. Thermal

expansion testing has been used on slurries and dense soils (but not benlonites) to

esl¡mate the degree of water structuring present. Because there was no ready access to

NMR equipment and no evidence that the NMR technique could be used successfully, the

technique selecled for the research described in lhis thesis was theÍmal expansion testing.

Thermal expansion testing assesses deviations from the theoretical thermal expansion,

(or contraction) of the water portion of clay-water systêms. The thermal expansion of bulk

(Íree) water is well documented and can be obtained from the literature. As with the water

component, the thermal expansion of the mineral component of clay soils can be

calculated using published values. What is missing is ¡nformat¡on on the thermal

expansion of combined clay-water systems. For a given temperature increment, the
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volume change calculated for the water phase can be added to the volume change

calculated for the mineral phase, The resulting theoret¡cal volume change can then be

compared with measured volume change. Any discrepancies between these two separate

estimates of volume change can be attributed to differences in the thermal expansion

properties of structured water associaled with clay particle surfaces.

The compacted densities of the so¡l-water systems examined here are higher than any

previously published results from mineralogically similar systems. As a result there is no

data available to permit comparison of the results. The tests were conducted al high back

pressures (1 .5 MPa), thereby ensuring full specimen saturation. Deviation from the

thermal expansion predicted using theoretical values can be used to suggest an

appropr¡ate slructural model (or models) for the water phase. The selected model(s) can

then be used in interpreiing the results of the hydraulic conductivity testing in Chapter 7,

with the objective of developing a comprehensive model for water structure and water

movement in clay soils.

c,¿ Measurement of the Thermal Expansion of M¡neral-Water Systems.

5,2,1 Calculation of Thermal Expansion

Calculation of thermal expansion of mineral-water systems requires careful defining of the

parameters used, The most importanl of these are the coefficients of thermal expansion,

p* and p. for the water and mineral components respeclively.
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The thermal expansion properties of water are well known (Table 5.1 (Weast 1976)). The

specific volumes (V.r) of water initially of unit volume at 0"C and then heated are presented

in Column 2 of Table 5.1 and in Figure 5.1. From the specific volumes of water, the

coefficients of thermal expansion (p*) , can be calculated (column 3 in Table 5.1), (Weast

1976). The coefficient p* is defined as the thermally-induced volume change (dVr) per

unit volume of water (at 0'C), per incremenl in temperature dT, fC¡). The "Global" B*

values obtained from Weast (1976) are the average thermal expansion coeff¡cients for the

temperature range of 0"C to the specified temperature. For example the p* calculated for

waler at 50'C is the total change in specific volume (dVr) occurring as the result of a

temperature change from 0"C to 50oC (column 2 in Table 5,1) divided by the temperature

change (oC). These "Global" coefficients represent the average thermal expansion value

for the entire temperature change considered rather than incremental changes resulting

from small changes ¡n system temperature. This means that signif¡cant changes in

thermal expansion behaviour occurring over a narrow range of temperature may be lost

as the result of the averaging done in this technique,

Two modifications have been made to the definitions commonly used in calculating

specific volume (Vr) and the thermal expansion coetf¡cient (p*) of water, These

redetinitions simplify the computation of pore fluid volume changes in tests on clay - water

systems but do not alter the volume changes obtained for a given temperature change.

The first modification defines the specific volume of water (Vr') as 1 .0000 at 25"C, this was

lhe starting temperature in the test program. The second modilication uses an average

(p*') coefficient lor each 1OoC increment in lemperature. The result of these modificalions

on the resullant specific volume of water is presented in Figure 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Coefficient of Volumetric Thermal Expansion For Free Water

12
Specilic

Temperature Volume
VT

fc) (m3/Mg)

345
Global Adjusted Adjusted
p" Spec, Vol. p"'
(x1o€) Vr' (x10€)

(m3/m3/"c) (m3/Mg) (m3/m3/"c)

0
25
30
40
50
60
70
75
80
90
100

1.00
1.00643
't.00943

1 .01 541
1.02288
1.03140
1.041 11

1.04596
1 .05154
1.0627
1.07s01

0
257
314
38s
457.6
523
590
612.8
640
696
750.1

0.9936
1.0000
1.00298
1.0477
1.01 65
1.02s0
1.02969
1.0395
'I .04036
1.0563
1.0686

595
ÃoÃ

645
78s
e78
937

1067
1067
1119
1158

1.08

1.06

20 40 60 80
Temperature, (oC)

Figure 5.1 Specific Volume Calculated Using Conventional (Ê*) and the Adjusted (p"')
Coefficients of Thermal Expansion

o 1,04
E

õ
f,t.oz
oo
CLØ1
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The B*'values presented in Column 5 of Table 5.1 were calculated us¡ng the incremental

technique for handling changes in temperature. This technique was presented by Dixon

et al. (1993a). lt allows a greater degree of data resolution than was possible in the

analysis reporled by Gray et al. (1990). The coefficient p,,' is assumed Ìo be a constant

within each temperature range lisÌed in the table.

The technique of using the p*' coefficients to estimate the volume change of the fluid

porlion of a specimen over a temperalure change from say 25"C to 75"C sees volume

change calculated as a series of steps. The first is a soo step from 25oC to SOoC us¡ng

Bw' = 595 x 1O€ m3/m3/oo The next step ls the 1O degree step from 3OoC to 4OoC using

Pw = 645 x1 0€ m3/m3/oc for the volume initially present at 30"C. The third step is the 1 0"C

step from 4O0C to SOoC using p* = 785 x 1O{ m3/m3/oo for lhe volume initially present at

40"C. This process is conlinued until the final ¡ncrement from 70'C to 7S"C is calculated.

Use of such stepped p",' values also facilitates identification of changes in thermal

expansion behaviour with temperalure change. Provided that the pore lluid behaves as

a "pure" waler, the same volume change is predicted us¡ng either technique (Figure S.1),

Table 5.2 presents the thermal expansion coetficients (pJ, for the minerals known to be

present in the clays lhat we¡e tested. The range of p, values for these materials is

relatively narrow, and so even large inaccuracies in the assumed composition of the

specimens will have only a small efiect on net thermal expansions. Comparison with

Table 5.1 shows that the thermal expansion coetficient for water is 10 Ìo 70 times higher

than that for the minerals examined. Such differences in the p values for the mineral and

fluid components mean thal the calculaled volume changes for the whole specimen are

relat¡vely insensitive to assumptions made about ¡ts mineralogy. The large differences
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between the thermal expansion coefficients for the water and minerals also mean that

volume changes are dominated by the volume straining of the water component. Volume

changes of the mineral components are second-order faclors in the volume straining of

the total specimen. Hence, any ditferences in the thermal expansion properties of bound

water associated with mineral surface acliv¡ty (ln contrast with the water), will not be

masked by difficulties in determining lhe quantitative mineralogy of the specimens.

Table 5.2 Thermal Expansion Coefficients For Minerals

Mineral Temperature
fc)

þ'*10"
(m3/m3/"c)

Quartz

Feldspai
llliÌe-
Kaolinite-
Montmorillonile'
Water
lce

57.6
38

11.3-17.5
22-28
24-34
<39
750
52

20-50
50-100
20-100
25-600
25-400
25-400

0-100
<0

Source: 'Skinner (1966); " McKinstry (f96s); * Michet (1978)

5.2.2 Equ¡pment Util¡zed and Technique Adopted to Measure the Thermal
Expansion of Mineral-Water Systems.

Two rigid-walled cells of the type shown in Figure 5.2 were constructed and used to

measure the thermal expansion of mineral-water systems, In order to measure changes

in specimen volume, the cells were designed to allow fluid to escape while the specimens

were heated. The volume of the expelled pore fluid was monitored, to determine

thermally-induced volume changes in the specimen. High pore water pressure (1 .5 MPa),

was maintained throughout all testing, including calibrations, to ensure lull specimen

saturation and prevent steam generation. To maintain a conslanl temperature and limit
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lemperature grad¡ents across the spec¡mens, the outs¡de of each cell was wrapped with

heater tape and insulated (not shown in Figure 5,2), Temperatures were monitored and

conlrolled using 2 thermocouples installed on the outer wall ol the cell and in a

thermocouple mounted in a well ¡nside the p¡ston.

Temperatures within the cells were increased in increments of approximately 5oC, unt¡l the

maximum test temperaÌure of approximately 1 00"C was reached. After each increment

of temperalure, constant lemperature was maintained until expulsion of pore fluid ceased.

After achieving maximum temperature, the specimen was cooled ¡n steps of 5"C and lhe

accompanying lluid movement into the cell was measured.

DESIGN DETAILS

f . Hydreulic Fluid Suppty
2. 1/8' Stainless Steel Tubing
3. Thermocouple Well
4. LVDT Seel
5. Piston
6. Threaded Sleel Rods
7. Pressure Aclivstod Seels
8. Top Cap
9. Specimen Sleeve

10. Sintered Stainl€ss Steel Filter Stones
11. Bottom Plale
f 2. Eottom Water Une
13. Grooved Weter Flushing platên

Figure 5.2 Thermal Expansion Cell
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For each temperature change, calculation was made of the corresponding volume change

lhat could be anticipated from the volume of solid particles and waler present at the

beginning of that increment using the corresponding thermal expansion coetficients (p.

and p*'). These calculations were made using the assumption that the water was all

"free" water. Only the fluid and mineral mater¡als actually in the cell at the beginning of

each 5"C temperature change are considered as participat¡ng in the thermal

expansion/contraclion process. The adopted lechnique allows water to enter or leave the

system while retaining the physical dimensions of the specimen. This measurement and

calculation procedure was used to avoid inducing cumulative volume-change errors. Any

volume lost through expansion is not available for any subsequenl volume expansion

during the heating portion of the cycle. Other assumplions lead to errors in estimating

the expansion which should occur.

Calibration of the cells was conducted using well characterized materials (Ouartz sand

saturated with deionized and de-aerated water). The properties of these materials are

laken from Weasi (1976); Skinner (1966); and McKinstry (1965). Calibration was done

in two steps. One, the thermally-induced volume changes for the quantities of quartz

sand and free water present in each cell were calculaled using l¡terature-deÍ¡ved

coefficients of thermal expansion (Tables 5.1 and 5.2). Two, a thermal expans¡on lest

was conducted using these materials in the test cell.

Several heating and cooling cycles were conducled during each calibration test on the

cells. Cycling of the temperature checked the reproducibility of the readings and the

calibrations developed for each cell. ln order to compare Ìheoretical wilh measured

changes in water volumes, the mineral comPonent (dV,"") was sublracted from the total
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measured volume (dvror). This generated a "measured" change in pore water volume

(dV") which could then be compared to the change in pore water volume predicted using

literature coeff icienls of thermal expansion for water. Differences between the measured

volume change and theoretical volume change for each cell were used to determine a

correction for the cell, which takes account of the effects of thermal expansion of the cell

and ils components. The two cells were calibrated sepa¡ately and had slightly different

calibrations. Results are presented in F¡gure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 Thermal Expansion Properties of Water Associated with Quartz Sand

The data obtained, as well as the besl fit line through these calibration data for quartz

sand are shown in Figure 5.3 . The data presented in this figure show lhe average value

obtained as well as the bounds of the readings. These data show that lhere is some

scatter of the measured thermal expansion coefficient of the water (þ"') from the predicted

values. This scatter can be used to establish the limits of accuracy of the equipment and

90403020
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the techn¡que used for reducing the results.

B*' coefficient must exceed more than .0001

considered as being outside the range of

corresponds to approximately 1 0% at 90" C.

Figu¡e 5.3 establishes that deviations in the

lrom the theorelical B*' before they can be

variability of the measuring device. This

Once the calibralion factors had been eslablished for the cells, clay specimens were

installed and back pressured, Volume changes induced by heating or cooling ot the

specimens were then measured and used to determine the thermal expansion coetficient

for the pore water component.

5.J THERMAL EXPANSION TESTS

5.3.1 Test Results

As mentioned in the preceding section, thermal expansion testing began with examination

of water-saturated quartz sand specimens. Figure 5.3 presented the results of six tests

on quartz sand specimens used for cell calibrations. Following development of the

calibrations, three illitic clay specimens were tested. The results of lhese tests are

presenled in Figure 5.4, together w¡th the best fit line for the water component measured

in quartz sand specimens.

Table 5.3 shows values of the ratio of p*' (measured) to P,,' (calculated) for each 10"C

temperature change. For each temperature, the calculated volume change for the mineral

componenl (dV-,") was subtracled from the total d¡splacement measured (dVror). This

generated a "measured" change in pore water volume (dV*) which could be compared to
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corresponding volume pledicled using the values of p*' in Table 5.1 for the thermal

expansion of water. The theorelical thermal expansion coetficient (p*') has been

precalculated for each pre-defined temperatule range (Table 5.1). The measured change

in pore water volume (dV), for each of the temperature increments listed in Table 5.1 and

then a "measured" B*' calculated by dividing dV, by dT. lt will be remembered that any

deviation in the p*' of less than 10% at 90" C cannot be separated from uncertainty in the

calibrations.
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d 0.0012
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'./ 3

lllite 1.28 Mglm

3
lllite f .66 Mg/m

3
lllile 1 .86 Mg/m

,/

50 60 70
Temperature, (oC)

Figure 5,4 Thermal Expansion Coetficient of Water Associated With lllitic Clay

The lhermal expansion coefiicients (B*') measured for the pore water in illitic clay

specimens were of similar magnitude to those for the quartz sand-water specimens (Table

5,3), ln Figure 5.4 all three illitic clay specimens w¡th exhibited straight-line relationships

which roughly parallelled the predicted p*' - T relationship for bulk water. These data

indicate that the water in these spec¡mens is no more slructured than "free" water. There

1009080403020
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is an apparent trend towards increasing thermal expans¡on coeffic¡ent with increasing

compacted density, but this is a weak relationship given the limits of measuring accuracy.

Table 5.3 Percentage of Predicted Pore Water Thermal Expansion Coeflicient
Developed by Mineral-Water Systems.

(Measured F*TOalculated P*) * 1 00% For Po¡e Water

TEMPERATURE RANGE fC)
Mater¡al 25-35 35-45 4s-55 55-65 65-75 75-8s 85-9s 95 95-100 100+

Quartz g4 1O2 100 109 97 109 108

90 89 9s 97 94

68 83 I01 116 102

68 106 '117 f 0s 113

58 60 77 63 68

83 80 77 69 67

70 62 75 67 73

70 70 71 72 73

57 84 88 79 81

84 66 76 73 64

97 88 96 86 81

NM NM NM

NM 103 NM

117 NM NM

NM 115 NM

77 NM NM

70 NM NM

68 NM NM

74 84 104

79 NM NM

83 93 88

78 78 117

lllite

1.28 Mg/m3 74 I 01

I .ô6 Mg/m3 83 97

1.86 Mg/m3 96 58

Na-Bentonite

0.21 1 Mg/m3 47 54

0.234 Mg/m3 'lO7 71

0.309 Mg/m3 64 78

0.341 Mg/m3 58 73

0.354 Mg/m3 70 88

0.780 Mg/mr 88 75

1.054 Mg/m3 111 117

NM = Not Measured

Thermal expansion coefficients were also measured for the pore water components of

seven bentonite specimens. Six of these specimens, (lested at lemperatures from 25oC

to 90oC), exhibited p"' values which were consistently lower than those of bulk water

(Figure 5.5, Table 5.3). These coefficients appear to be related to clay density, wiih the

lowest expansion coetficients for a particular lemperature usually being observed for the

lowest density systems.
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Figure 5.5 Thermal Expansion Coetficient Of Water Associated Wilh Bentonite Clays
(From Dixon et al. 1 993)

The densest bentonile specimen examined (1.05 Mg/m3), exhibited a P*' -T relationship

that generally followed the prediclions for bulk water until the temperature exceeded

approximately 70"C. Between 70"C and 95oC this specimen exhibited a lower p*' than

was predicted for bulk water. At approximately 100oC the measured thermal expansion

coefiicient increased significantly and actually exceeded the value predicled for bulk water.

Three of the bentonite specimens were tested (with back pressures of 1.5 MPa) al

temperatures above the 100"C limit originally planned for this study (Figure 5.3). They all

exhibited sharp increases in P"' at approximately 95"C which continued at the highest

temperatures examined. The remaining four benlonite specimens examined had

maximum testing temperatures of 95oC, and so any change in the shape of the p*'- T plot

at higher lemperatures was not recorded for these spec¡mens,
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5.3.2 lnterpretation of Thermal Expansion Measurements

As discussed ¡n the preceding seclion, the thermal expansion properties of the quartz

sand-water specimens were defined from the literature as the sum of the two componenls,

These data were used to develop calibration factors for the thermal expansion cells used.

This technique pelmitted the cells to be calibrated to allow thermal expansion coetficients

to be measured to with¡n 10% of the theoret¡cal values (Table 5.3).

Over a portion of the temperalure range examined, the three illitic clay specimens

exhibited values of p"' that were slightly below predicted values of bulk water. At higher

temperatuÍes, the values of p*'for illitic specimens were slightly higher (5% to 15%), than

were predicted in Table 5.1 . This suggests that the major¡ty of the pore water in the illitic

systems has the structure of free water but at lower temperatures there may be some

weak structuring. There is apparently a tendency for p*' coetficients for a given

temperature to increase with increasing clay density. However, the magnitude of the

deviations Írom the predicted p"' coetficients are only slightly larger than the values

recorded for the quartz sand - waler specimens.

Tests on benton¡tic clays measured B*'values as much as 40 o/o lower than would be

measured for bulk water. These data support the suggestion by Anderson and Low

(1958) thal the presence of charged particle surfaces increases the proportion of

structured water, and decreases its average density. There is also an apparent trend for

the magnitude of the p*'devialion at a given temperalure to decrease with increasing clay

density. Reasons for this trend are uncertain, but a possible explanation may be found

in the work of Osler and Low (1963), referred to in Section 2,3.5. ln this model, the water
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in dense clay-water systems is less structured than in lower density systems. These

differences in water structure with changing clay density were attribuTed lo the presence

of cations which break down the structure of water. At higher clay density, cations are in

close associalion with the clay surface and act to prevent water structuring in the clay

interlayers (Osler and Low, 1963). Us¡ng this concept, the thermal expansion of the pore

water of dense bentonite clays should be closer to that of bulk water. Lower density

specimens would contain structured water and would thereby exhibil measurable

dev¡at¡ons lrom the predicted thermal expansion. The data presented in Figu[e S.3

support these predictions.

The behaviour of the three bentonites tested at temperatuÍes exceeding g5oo also

confirms the results reported by Borsetto et al. (f986), Baldi et al. (1988) and Derjaguin

et al. (1986;1987). These researchers all reported changes in lhermal expansion of pore

fluid at elevated temperalures. These changes were attributed to destructuring of wate¡,

at temperatures exceeding approximately 90"c, and predicted that fluid destructuring

would be accompanied by an increase in p"' . The data obtained in this study indicate

the presence of pore fluid structuring at temperatures lower than approximately 90"C,

Once th¡s temperature is exceeded, destructuring of the fluid begins.

The program of thermal expansion testing suggests, as expected, that quartz sand and

illitic clay have l¡nle or no bonded or struclured pore water, Hence, these materials can

be expected to behave like true porous media and so should conduct waler in accordance

with Darcian flow rules. ll is possible there may be some weak water structuring in dense

illitic clay systems at temperatures below approximately 50oc and this might be reflected

in some deviations Írom ideal Darcian llow at very low hydraulic gradients. Low-density
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bentonitic clay specimens exh¡bited significant reduct¡ons in the thermal expansion

coefficients of their pore water. The pore water appears to be a structured material and

so may not exhibit the Newtonian fluid behav¡our required for the application of lhe DaÍcy

equation. The measured thermal expansions suggest that few of the required condilions

for the validity of Darcy's law (Table 3.2) are appropriate in bentonilic clays and that

deviations from this relationship might be expected. The apparent destructuring of pore

fluid al elevated densities and temperatures suggest that measured deviations from

Darcian flow behaviour might be most pronounced in relatively low density specimens.

ln contrast, the hydraulic behaviour of dense bentonites may well be Ðarcian in nature,

though of course the absolute values of hydraulic conduct¡v¡ty may be very low.

This informat¡on on the possible water structur¡ng in clays provides a conceptual

framework for the examination of the hydraulic behaviour of compacted sands and clays

presented in Chapters 6, 7 and 8.
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6,1

6.0 HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT. EQUIPMENT AND
TECHNIOUES

A Review and Discusslon of Current Technology

6.1.1 lntroductlon

Sources of inaccuracy in the measurement of hydraulic flow and their influence on efforts

to measure flow through low permeability soils have dominated discussions on the valid¡ty

of the Darcian flow model. Discussion has been particularly intense on techniques used

to measure flow through low permeability materials while applying low hydraulic gradients.

There are almost as many opinions on what lechnique is best for testing as the large

number of researchers l¡stèd in Sect¡ons 3.6.3, 6.1 .4 and in the l¡st of references provided

w¡th this thesis.

As complete specimen saturation is a requirement of any study of the validity of the

Darcy equation, techniques used Ìo achieve this condition have been the topic of

numerous studies. Section 6.1.2 presents and discusses a number of these salurating

techniques. Along with the development of the technologies to saturate and then measure

water movement through these soils (Sections 6.1.2 and 6.1.3), has come lhe recognition

that there are limitalions to lhe accuracy in the readings obtained using these techniques

(Seclion 6.1 .4).

Just as importanl as ensuring that the specimen is saturated and selecting the most

appropriate equipment to measure flow, is establ¡shing when steady-state flow has been

achieved. Seclion 6.1.5 rev¡ews the literature available and procedures recommended to

ensure that steady-state flow has been achieved during testing. On complelion of the
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reviews presenled in Sections 6,1.2 through 6.1.5, the information available is summarized

and the technique selected for use in this thesis is justified (Section 6.1.6).

6.1,2 Techniques Used to Ensure Specimen Saturallon

Preparalion of specimens for hydraulic conductivity lesting will almost inev¡tably result in

lhe presence of entrapped air. Unless the specimen is actually formed by consolidation

from a slurry and then installed in a cell submerged under water, some degree of air

entrainment is unavoidable. As slurry preparation and submerged construction is

impractical or inappropriale for most s¡tuat¡ons, (especially in clays having a high swelling

capacity), alternative means have been developed to install near-saturaled specimêns and

then force the spec¡men into a slate of complete saturat¡on.

The most commonly used techn¡que to achieve saturation is lo form the specimen as

close to saturation as is practical and then use water under pressure (referred to a back

pressuring) to force the remaining air ¡nto solution (Mitchell et al., 1965; Lowe and

Johnson, 1960). lmmediately following this back pressu¡ing, a substant¡al hydraulic

gradient is typically applied in an effort to circulate the dissolved air - water solution oul

of the specimen and replace it with deaerated pore fluid. This approach is described in

considerable detail by Black and Lee (1973) who include a discussion on the time required

to accomplish this saturation. This type of saturation process can be undertaken on any

specimen, provided the specimen volume is kepl constant and a source of pressurized,

deaerated water is available.

There are certain limitations to using the back pressuring technique to achieve specimen

saturalion. The applicalion of pressure to the pore spaces of a specimen can lead to
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straining of the soil fabric as the pore fluid forces its way through the specimen and inlo

entrapped air pockets. This may cause lhe generation of macro or micro channels which

can allow easier water conduction through the specimen. The applied back pressure

musl, in most low permeability materials, be maintained for the duration of the test. Any

reduction in back pressure can lead to dissolved gases coming out of solulion, crealing

new voids and potent¡ally acling as obstacles to fluid movement. Depressurizing the

specimen can also induce specimen strain as the pore volume increases.

Triaxial or llexible walled permeameÌer specimens are commonly tested for degree of

saluration by use of a'B-test" (Lee et al. 1969; Skempton I9S4). This test involves

increasing the confining pressure on the specimen and monitoring the pore pressure

response through the closed end drains in the specimen. Assuming the validity of the

effective stress concept, the change in the total stress of lhe specimen should be exactly

equal to the change in the water pressure. ln the "B-test", large changes in the confining

pressure can result in macroscop¡c strains and/or microstrains w¡thin the soil, Such

strains could change the so¡l fabric, and hence the hydraulic behav¡our ol the specimen.

The time required to saturate a specimen will vary w¡th the amount of pore air present, the

pressure applied, and the rate at which the pore water can enter the specimen to dissolve

and remove the entrapped air (Braden and Sides 1967; Lee et al. 1969). Black and Lee

(1973) provide a good review of this technique and discuss their attempt to develop a

time-based criterion for defining specimen saturation. This study concluded that saturation

was potential¡y a slow process and it might be appropriate to accept some degree of

unsaturalion in triaxial tesl¡ng rather than wait lor'full" saturation to be achieved.
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A test similar to the -B-test" can be conducted on specimens which are rigidly confined,

An increase is made in the pore water pressure at one end of an undrained specimen and

pore pressure transfer (PPT) is monitored at a pore pressure transducer mounted on the

other end of the specimen. Allernatively, th¡s test can be conducted by monitoring the

total stress of the specimen in a cell where no drainage is allowed. The time required for

either the pore pressure or the total stress change to equal the change in applied pore

pressure provides a measuÍe of how close the specimen is lo full saturation. A specimen

wilh air voids present should exhibit a slower rate of pressure transfer than a salurated

mate¡¡al with its very low compressibility. As in the "B-test", the PPT test can, ¡n extreme

cases, induce macroscopic compressive strains or induce microfabric strains as the result

of pore pressure application on an unsaturated material. Both of these techniques have

the same basic limitations, they are subjective and they have the potential to induce

specimen strain,

Considerable discussion of the significance of the strains induced by testing techn¡que to

the subsequently measured hydraullc conductiv¡ty of soils is present ¡n the technical

literature (Edil and Erikson 1985; Mclntyre et al. 1979; and Pane et al. 1982). lt is

generally agreed that straining is most significant to the hydraulic performance of malerials

which eilher have a brittle micro or macro-structure, or where changes in stress were

appl¡ed rapidly or on one end only. More elastic or plastic materials (such as bentonites)

may nol be as severely affected by microslrains.

6.1,3 Determlnlng Steady-State Flow ln Solls

ln the interests of developing standardized techniques for use in testing of clay liners,

considerable effort has been expended in trying to deline when saturation is achieved
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(Section 6.1.2), and when flux through the specimen is constant. Researchers such as

Pierce and Witter (1986), Anderson (1982) and Zimmie (1981) have all attempted to

develop empirical techniques to define when steady state flow is reached. pierce and

Witter (1986) called for one to five pore volumes to be passed through the soil and

constant k to be recorded before assuming specimen saturat¡on is achieved. This type

of criterion may be appropriate for the relatively high hydraulic conductiv¡ties they

examined (approx. 1 O6m/s). However, a material of hydraulic conductivity of 1 0'rzm/s

would require an unacceptably long lime to meet these requirements. There would also

be an additional risk of inducing significant changes to the pore lluid chemistry as the

result of such extensive flushing.

An example of the time scale involved in achieving a fixed number of pore volumes

displacement can be illuslrated using a l omm thick specimen of 1.25 Mg/m3 sodium

bentonite. Testing of this material using a hydraulic gradient of 1oo (assuming the validity

of the Darcian flow model and lull saturation), would require approximately 1,157 days (3

years) to transmit one pore volume of fluid. This type of flow test would not allow

examination of the etfect of very low grad¡ent, or changing hydraulic gradients on flow

through this material in a practical time lrame.

wilh the impract¡cality of using a preset number of pore volumes to determine steady-state

flow, it has been necessary to develop alternative techniques to examine the hydraulic

conductivity of clays. Techniques typically used to measure very low flow rates have been

described by Dixon et al. (1987,1992a,b), Sri Ranjan and Karthigesu (1992), and Haug

and wong (1992). These techniques generally involve construction of nearly saturated

spec¡mens. The specimen was then either percolated until enough fluid had been added
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to fill the gas-filled pore spaces or, the specimen was back pressured to dissolve out any

air. The specimens were then percolated unl¡l steady-state flow is achieved'

Test¡ng conducted in this lhesis involved either monitoring of inflow only, or both inflow

and outflow. Monitoring continued until the flux into and out of (if both inflow and outflow

we¡e monitored) the specimen was constant. lf the inflow was the only displacement

mon¡tored, lhen percolation was continued unlil the llux was constant for an extended time

period (more than 10 days). The details of the techniques used in this thesis are

presented in greater detail in Section 6.2.

6.1.4 Measurement of Saturated Hydraul¡c Conductivity

A large number of inherent sources of uncerrainty and error in the results of hydraulic

conduclivity testing have been reported (Edil and Erikson 1985; MclnÇre et al. 1979;

Olsen 1965; Olsen and Daniel, 1981 ; Pane el al. 1 982; Pierce et al. 1987a,b; and

Tavenas et al. 1983). Table 6.1 presenls the most commonly reported soulces of error

or inaccuracy in the measurement of wateÍ movement through soils. The causes of

inaccurate flow measurement range from improper sample preparation and installation

through to chemical and biological act¡v¡ty. The key to proper hydraulic conductivity

testing is recognition of potent¡al sources of inaccuracy in the measuremenls made and

then taking the steps necessary to avoid inducing these sources of error. The information

presented in Table 6.1 was used in the planning and conduct of the experiments

presenied in this thesis.
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Table 6.1

Error Source

Poteñtial Sources of Error in Hydraulic Conduct¡v¡ty Measurement

Etfect on Flow

lncomplete S aturation-occluded pores reducing volume available for flow
-ditficulty in determining steady-state (SS) flow
-extending time required to achieve SS flow

ln low activity clays
-increasing k as the specimen salurates,

ln high activity clays (bentonites)
-decreasing k as osmotic suction forces decrease and saturation is

approached.

Flow Along Cell Walls-Especially ¡mportant in low activity soils

Line Leakage

-flow along the interface is higher than flow through core so
higher average flow values measured

-significance depends on the cross-sectional area

-Depends on location and magnitude of leak;
-inaccurate displacement readings occur.

Air Bubbles in System-Air lock in systems with low applied gradient
-lnaccurale displacement measurements
-Temperature changes can result in bubble volume changes

Very High Gradients -Flow channelling through or around specimen
-Pressure induced strain of specimen
-Particle reorientation or erosion due to high flow velocity

Membrane Leakage -lnaccurate displacement measuremenls
-Changes in specimen chemislry
-Specimen straining

Specimen Strain -Changes in soil fabric and slructure
-Generation of strain-induced hydraulic gradients

Non-Uniform Samples-Preferenlial flow and inabiliÇ to reproduce resulls

Voids Within Sample -ln small specimens they can result in higher k
-Voids can collapse, result¡ng in fabric changes

Smear Zones -Reduce specimen entry porosity and hence limit flow giving a
much lower Ìhan aclual value for k
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Table 6.1 (Continued) Potential Sources of Error in Hydraulic Conductivity Measuremenl

Error Source Effect On Flow

Alterations in clay chemisÌry
ln low activiV soils

-Soil fabric changes can occur, result of changes depends on the
particular chemical change occurring

-Fissuring and flow channelling may occur
-Fabric cementation or de-cementation, resulting in a weaker,

stÍonger, more brittle or less brittle soil
ln high activitv soils

-Can be significant, especially in low density systems
-Can cause specimen slra¡n
-etfecls already mentioned for low activity soils

Micro-Organism Growth
-Can block pores and restrict flow, or form biofilms on ends

restricting water entry to soil, thereby lowering measured flux.
-Can generate chemical gradients across soil

Meniscus Eff ects in Capillary Tubes
-Meniscus lriction can increase resistance to flow through tubes,

resulting in a flux which is a function of equipment not the soil.

Temperature Variations
-Thermal expansion or contraction of specimen can result in

displacements which are not a function of gradient.

Stress Changes -Volume strains and associated labric changes

Flow Direction -Should noÌ affect measured flux
-Can result in changes in soil fabric due to particle movement under

applied gradient

The results of exper¡ments on mass transport of waler through clay soils have been

reported for many decades, As lechnology has improved, so has the range of materials

whose mass lransport properties can be reliably measured and reported. The equipment

and techniques described in the l¡teralure fall into the following four general categories;

i) rigid-walled, constant volume syslems with eiÌher, a constant hydraulic head

(gradient), or a falling hydraulic head,

ii) rigid-walled, constant volume systems with a fixed flow-rate.
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iii) flexible walled systems where the specimen volume is controlled by adjusting

confining p¡,essures and applying a predetermined hydraulic gradient,

iv) r¡gid-walled consolidation cells, where consolidating specimens are tested

using either a f¡xed or falling hydraulic gradients.

Each of these techniques is briefly discussed below. They are then critically compared

and their applicability to the testing of swelling soils with very low hydraulic conductivity

is discussed.

The ability to accurately monitor flow through specimens may be influenced by specimen

size, and the influence of scale is typically associated with the possibility of higher llow

rates along the so¡l-permeameler wall interface. There are also reports of potential

volumetric stra¡ning as the result of applying back pressure to rigid wall systems (Edil and

Erikson 1985; Pane et al. 1982). lt should be noted lhat these observations were for low

activity clay materials at intermediate densiiies, Swelling clays should not have these

limitat¡ons, any channels opened as the result of wall inegularities or applied pore

pressures would rapidly hydrate and swell to block such channels. Such clays are

basically self-sealing. The ultimate flow rates measured for specimens originally having

intenl¡onally induced gaps, fissures or voids were found to be equivalent to those of

initially intact specimens (Dixon et al., 1993b). Trials were also conducted on bentonite

specimens ranging from 32mm to 100mm diameter in an effort to detect any size-

dependent changes in the measured fluxes. These tests found no distinguishable

differences in the flux-gradient behav¡our which could be afiributed to cell diameter,
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Rigid-Walled. Fixed -Volume Permeameters: Constant and Falling Head Designs

Specimens tested using these permeameters are rigidly conlined to ensure volume

straining does not occur. This type of tesling is amongst the most common and popular

as it requires "uncomplicated" equipment with a minimum of strain and flow moniloring

dev¡ces. Specimens are typically l¡gidly confined in a cylindrical sleeve with filters on the

ends to ensure uniform wetting and drainage paths. The ends are also rigidly constrained

and rigid filter stones are fitted to provide uniform wetting and drainage surtaces. ln most

relatively high permeability materials this technique provides a quick and consistent means

of determining hydraulic conduct¡vity. A simple schemalic of this type of test ¡s presented

in Figure 6.1. There are two maior varieties of rigid-walled tests, thê falling head and the

fixed head.

Falling head permeab¡lity tests have a preset initial hydraulic potential (head) ditference

applied across the specimen. The hydraulic head difference is allowed to decrease as

water flows from the inflow reseruoir through the specimen and into the outflow reservoir.

The hydraulic gradient applied is defined as the difference in lhe hydraulic potentials of

lhe inflow and outflow reservoirs, divided by the specimen length. For each time period

where displacement was measured, the hydraulic gradient is assumed to be lhe average

of the potenlial at the beginning and the end of the Incremenl, divided by the specimen

length. The volume d¡splaced during this time increment is used to calculate the hydraulic

conductiv¡ty of the soil.

The falling head technique, while the simplest to conduct, has a number of l¡mitations,

It assumes thal the flow through the specimen is Darcian in nature and so the average

hydraulic head is representat¡ve of the flow occurring at both the maximum and minimum
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hydraulic gradients present during testing. Additionally, this technique only works

effectively when the head change and volume displacements are large enough to be

mon¡tored accurately. Associated with the measuremsnt of head and displacement is the

need to ensure thal evaporative volume losses from the reservoirs are minimized or

prevented.

Optional
P¡essu¡e
Supply

Permeant
Reservoi¡

a
I ryor"oti"
I HeadV- ¡=

Outflow to
Measuring Device

ã
I sp""im.o

I 
Lenerh,L

þ

Figure 6.1 Falling Head Permeability Test Using a Rigid Walled Cell: Basic Design

It is possible to use lluid reservoirs with large volumes (especially large diameters) and

sensitive displacement gauges to minimize any head changes while monitoring small fluid

displacements. ln such a system, the hydraulic head will vary by only a few millimetres
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over the course of the entire test. This means that the hydraulic gradient was for all

purposes a constant, This technique has been used by a variety of researchers to

measure flow through low permeability clays (Sri Ranjan and Karthigesu 1992; Karthigesu

1 994; Dixon et al. 1986, 1987, 1993a). Hydraulic conductivities as low as 1 0'14 m/s have

been reported by Pusch (1980a,b) and Bucher et al. (1 986) for materials tested using this

technique.

The constant head permeability test ¡s virtually identical to the falling head test, except that

the pressure gradient across the specimen is kept constant throughout the test, This

constant gradient is commonly achieved by using over-flowing inflow and outflow

reservoirs. ln this technique a supply of water is supplied to a reservoir at a rate slightly

higher than the specimen w¡ll transmit the water. The surplus fluid will overflow the

reservoir and be lost to the inflow reservoir. Likewise, the outflow reservoir is initially

filled to the preset level and the outflow from the specimen will overflow this reservoir,

thereby ensuring that the outflow pressure is kept constant, ln this manner the applied

hydraulic gradient is kept constant. There is a ditficulty in using this technique when very

hlgh gradients, or back pressuring are used since lhe overtlow systems must be

maintained at elevated pressures. Alternat¡vely a bladder-type system can be used to

ensure that the hydraulic head is kept constant desp¡te relatively large fluid movements.

Rioid-Walled. Constant-Volume and Constant-Rate-of-Flow Permeameter

A modification to lhe traditional constant-head hydraulic conduct¡v¡ty test was the

development of a constant-rate-of-flow lest¡ng technique. ln this technique, a metering

pump is used to inject water at a constant quanlity per unit time. This flow rate (flux) is

maintained, regardless of the pressure gradient developed across the specimen which can
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be measured using pore pressure transducers mounted at each end of the specimen.

Alternat¡vely, a differential pressure transducer can be used to measure the pressure

ditference across the specimen. This technique has a number of advanlages to the other

rigid-walled testing technlques since it does not require any special displacemenl gauges

or fluid reservoirs. Hence, the conslant-tate-of -f low permeameter has lewer connections,

less tubing and a lower number of potent¡al sources of leakage. This technique has been

used extensively ¡n testing low permeabiliÇ materials where the flux attainable using

traditional pressure supplies is at, or below, the normal level of detection for displacemenl

monilor¡ng devices. Suitable equ¡pment has been described in considerable detail by

Olsen (1966), Olsen and Daniel (1981), Olsen et al, (1985) and Pane eÎ al. (1982). A

schematic of this type of permeameter is presented in Figure 6.2.

Outflow to ConstaDt
P¡essu¡e Reservoir

Differential
Pressure
T¡ansduce¡

^ 
2-Way

W velve

Figure6.2 Rigid-Walled, Constanl-Rate-of-FlowPermeameter: BasicDesign

Ope¡
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While the conslant-rate-of-flow technique has a number of advantages over the falling or

constant-head permeameler, there are a number of significant limitations to use of lhis

technique. Olsen (1985) usedsmall specimens (l O cmz cross section, 7.7cm lengÌh) and

the minimum displacement rate measured using their metering pump was 1.0 x 1o'12 m3/s,

This displacemenl rate translares to a minimum flux of 1.0 x 1O'e m3/s/m2, and so for a

specimen with a k of 1 0'r2 m/s (similar to the maler¡als studied in this thesis), the minimum

hydraulic g¡,adient which can be generated is 1000. Olsen et al. (1985) reported that a

metering system which was capable of supplying water al 1O'13 mt/s was being developed.

This still means that the minimum gradient would be approximately 100. lf the specimen

cross section were increased to as much as 78.5 cmz (1OOmm diameler) the minimum

gradient attainable would be approximately 12.7. This places the min¡mum gradient well

above field condilions and lim¡ts the usefulness of this technique in studying flow through

malerials of very low hydraulic conductiv¡ty (<1 O'1'?m/s).

Flexible Walled Permeameter

Flexible walled permeameters have been used for a number of years, commonly in

association with triaxial compression test¡ng of materials, The equipment used is much

the same as that used in confined, drained triaxial tests, excepting that the top and bottom

drainage reservoirs are separate and held at different pressures. This induces a hydraulic

grad¡ent across the specimen and the flow rale across the specimen can be monitored

using traditional displacement gauges. This technique has been used successfully in

relatively short duration permeability tests on materials of moderale lo low hydraulic

conductivity (1 o€ to 1 o{t m/s) (Edil and Erickson 1985 ; Haug and Wong 1 992; Haug and

Sauer 1993). However, such permeamelers have not been used for very long term

testing ol high swelling capacity spec¡mens with very low hydraulic conduclivity.
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The general setup for a flexible walled permeameter is presented in Figure 6.3. The

advantages, disadvantages and limitations of this type of device are discussed in

considerable detail by a large number of researchers including, Black and Lee (1978),

Daniel et al. (1984,1985), Bowders (1987), Boynton and Daniel (1985), Carpenter and

Stephenson, (1986), Edil and Erikson (1985), Haug and Wong (i992), Haug and Sauer

(1993), Mclntyre et al. (1979), Olsen and Daniel (1981), Olsen et al. (198S), peirce et al.

(1986) and Tavenas et al. (1983). Most of these researchers prefer the use ol a flexible

walled permeameter, but Bowders (1997), Daniel et al. (1985), Edil and Erikson (.1 9BS)

and Peirce et al. (1987b) found that the results obtained using a flexible walled

permeameter are essentially lhe same as those obtained from a rigid walled permeameter.

This conclusion was stressed as being particularly valid when testing is done at low

hydraulic gradients (Edil and Erikson 1 985). At high hydraulic gradienls the flexible walled

permeameter was preferred to the rigid walled since water channelling between the

specimen and the cell wall was seen as a potential mechanism which could atfect flow.

Cell ?¡essu¡e
Cont¡ol

To O¡úlow Me¿suriDg Device ¡u uuw r¡çd¡unug ¡Jev¡ce

& Back p¡essu¡e Oo¡t¡ol & Illlow prÊssu¡e Cotrhol

Figure 6.3 Flexible Walled Permeameter: Basic Design (after Haug and Sauer i993)

To ID¡oc, Meásu¡iDg Device
& Illlow PrÊssu¡e Cotrhol
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The flexible walled permeameter has some limitations in its application to testing very low

permeability materials, particularly ¡n terms of potential sources of leakage. (Tavenas et

al. 1983). Membranes are not completely ¡mpermeable and so lor long durat¡on tests,

diffusion into or out of the specimen can become significant. Membranes are also subjecl

to chemical attack or mechanical failure if left for long time periods, There is an

additional complication in using this techn¡que for benlonit¡c mater¡als, the cell must be

able to provide the 1 MPa to 2 MPa confining pressure needed to prevent specimen

swelling (clay densities > 1.3 Mg/m3 would require even higher confining pressures). This

means that testing of bentonites would require special friaxial cells capable of providing

high pressure confinemenl. The permeant reservoirs for these systems musl also be

pressurized and capable of maintaining a small pressure gradient across the specimen.

Consolidalion Testing to Determine Hvdraulic Conductivity

Consolidation testing is still widely used to obtain a measure of the hydraulic conductivity

of a soil. This technique was presented by Terzaghi and Peck (1 976) as one which could

use the measured rate of clay compression, and hence the drainage rate, to calculate

hydraulic conductiv¡ty. Th¡s procedure uses specimen strains to calculate flow, and so is

not appropriate for use in determining lhe mass transport properties under low hydraulic

gradients. Slraining of the soil skeleton during the consolidation process v¡olates one of

the basic requirements of Darcy's law (Table 3.2), that the soil fabric not change during

the testing process. As a result, this technique is nol appropr¡ate for use in examining

the performance of swelling clays under cond¡t¡ons of low applied hydraulic gradient.
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6.1.5 Selection of Peimeameter Type For Use ln Testing Dense Clays
Hav¡ng a Hlgh-Swelling-Capacity

The majority oi literature dealing with measuremenl of hydraulic conductiv¡ty in clay soils

focusses on materials of low swelling capacity and relatively high hydraulic conductivity.

For these materials it is generally accepted that eilher rigid-walled or llexible-wall

permeameters will produce comparable results (Bowders1987; Daniel et al. 1985; Edil and

Erikson 1985 and Pierce et al. 1987a). However, if there are special environmental

concerns (aggressive chemicals, high back pressure) flexible walled systems have some

limitations. Constant rate of flow devices have certain advantages in terms of ease ol

measuring displacemenl and determining the hydraulic gradient. However, this device is

limited in terms of lhe minimum measurable hydraulic conductivity and the hydraulic

gradients generated are h¡gher than are required for this thesis,

The final consideration in the process of selecting the most appropriate type of

permeameter for use in this project was the nature of the mater¡als being ¡nvest¡gated.

The swelling clays examined ¡n this research program contain a considerable contenl of

soluble and potenl¡ally corrosive salts (Section 4.3.1). Additionally, the low hydraulic

conductivity for these mater¡als had already been established (k<10'1' m/s), and as a

result the time required to complete each test was known to be in the order of 6 to 18

monlhs. A flexible walled system therefore contained a larger number of potential sources

of time-dependent leakage or failure owing to the membranes used to confine the

specimen. A rigid walled permeameter system was simple to construct and contained a

lower number of potential sources of mechanical failure.

After considering the opt¡ons available for Ìhe design and operation of permeameters, a

rigid-walled permeameter and a near-constant-head pole pressule source was selected
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as the best compromise of reliability and accuracy. A system ol ten stainless steej

permeability cells, complete with stainless steel tubing was designed and built lor use in

this research program. Such systems provide the best combination of ability to resist lhe

aggressive nature of the pore fluid present while maintaining a nearly constant hydraulic

gradient across the specimen.

6,2 Equipment Design

6.2.1 lntroduction

The review of potential permeamerer designs presented in sect¡on 6,.f suggested that a

rigid-walled permeameter was the most appropriate for use in measuring flow through

dense, low permeabiliÇ, swelling clays. Specifically, the permeameter needed lor this

proiect had 10 meet the operational requirements presented in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2 Requirements of Permeameter Fo¡ Use ¡n Tests Conducted at Low
Hydraulic Gradients

'l) Withstand high internal stresses (swelling pressures)

2) Resist attack by saline pore fluid

3) Maintain anaerobic conditions

4) Maintain stable pressure gradient

5) Apply a wide range of pressure gradients

6) Apply no or high back pressures

7) Measure very small pore fluid displacements

8) Exhibit no, or very low leakage for long durat¡on tests
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These requirements led to the design and construction of several sizes of permeameter

cells, briefly described by (Dixon et al. 1987, 1992a,b), and a displacement gauge capable

of measuring very small rates of flow.

6.2.2 The AECL Permeameter

To meet the lesting requirements outlined in Table 6.2, special permeameter cells,

displacemenl gauges and flow controls were developed. All the tubing and non-glass

mater¡als used in the system were sta¡nless steel. This was to limit the effects of

aggressive pore fluid, to limit tubing strain due to pressure and to prevent water ditfusion

through the walls of the tubing. The steel tubing allows very high back pressures or

gradients to be applied to the specimens without concern for system leakage or failure.

This type of permeameter has previously been used in studies of lhe etfective stress

concept and were found to operate reliably at applied pore pressures as high as 10 MPa.

They can withstand at least 14 MPatotal internal pressure (Graham et al., 1986). Although

capable of operating at these pressures¡ the cells were typically operated at eithe¡.a

nominal back pressure (10 to 20 kPa), or at 1.5 MPa, These back pressures were selected

to allow comparison of the effect of back pressure on lhe measured hydraulic conduct¡vity

ol swelling clays. The results of these compar¡sons are presented in Chapter 7,

Four different sizes of cell, of two basic designs were consÌructed with internal diameters

of 32mm,50mm, 75mm or 95mm. The cells were capable of holding specimens of 5mm

to 60mm in height. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 provide schematics of the two basic cell types used

in this research. The particular cell selected lor use in each lest was selected on lhe basis

of the estimated minimum flux (flow volume per second per unit cross-sectional area of

specimen), which would be measured in the course of testing. For test¡ng at low hydraulic
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gradient, the larger cells had sutficient cross-sectional area to permit the small fluxes

present to be detected w¡th the displacement gauges available.
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Figure 6.4 Design of Cells Used in Hydraulic Conductivity Testing (g2mm & SOmm
diameter Cells)
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Figure 6.5 Design of Cells Used in Hydraulic Conduct¡v¡ty Testing (75mm & 95mm
diameter Cells)
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The gauges used in conjunction with the permeameters had one of two possible volumes,

e¡ther 2.0 ml or 3.5 ml (with 0.005 ml resolut¡on). lt was important to match the gauge

capacity and the cross-sectional area of the cell with the expected flux through each

sample prior to specimen construclion, This ensured the best selection of displacement

capacity and minimized the number of changes in gauge flow direction. Fluid reservoirs

with large capac¡ty were used to minimize changes in applied hydraulic gradient with time.

Typically the fluid level in the reservoirs varied by 2mm to Smm for each gradient

examined. The reservoir levels were rout¡nely monilored throughout the lests and were

adjusted as necessary to minimize the etfects of changing fluid levels on hydraulic

gradient. such a variability in the fluid level represented a variation in lhe applied gradient

of 0.2 to 0.5 for a 1omm long specimen (magnitude decreased w¡th increasing spec¡men

length). This magnitude of reservoir level change was typically observable only when high

lluxes were occurring, and the reservoir levels were nolably lowered by this displacement.

Tesls conducted at lower hydraulic gradients typically showed reservoir level changes of

less than 2mm (gradient change of <0.2). These gauges were under the same pore

pressure as the specimen 1o prevent any etfects of fluid degassing or gas compression

or expansion w¡th¡n the specimen.

The displacement monitoring systems were constructed using stainless steel componenis

and a high pressure glass tube was installed to perm¡t monitoring of fluid movement.

Displacement was monitored by recording the location of a volume of coloured paratfin

oil visible through the glass tubing. As water moved into or out of the specimen the oil

was displaced and this displacement was measured using a graduated volumetric scale

mounted behind the glass tubing. These gauges were constructed in a manne¡ which
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perm¡tted the direcÌion of oil movement to be reversed without interfering with water

movement into and out of the specimen or disrupting the established hydraulic head.

Two basic displacement gauge orientations were developed for use in this research

project. The differences betw€en these tlvo systems resulted from the inherent limitations

of using a single type of gauge to measure flow at low hydraulic grad¡ents. A number of

systems were constructed with the displacement gauges mounted so that the oil level was

measured as upwards or downwards displacement (Figure 6.6). These systems were

used for materials where the hydraulic gradients examined exceeded SO, These gauges

were used for two reasons. First, the rate of flow at high gradients was considerable and

a vertically mounted gauge was less likely than a hor¡zontally mounted gauge to exhibit

a breakup of the oil column when the llow rate was high. The second reason for using

these gauges at higher appl¡ed gradients was that rhe paraffin oil used to monitor

displacement has a lower density than water (0.876 versus 1.oo), and so w¡ll influence the

hydraulic pressure actually applied to the specimen.

The effect of the length of the column of paraffin o¡l on the hydraulic gradient applied to

the specimen can be estimated. The maximum length of lhe paraffin column is o.3gm and

0.57m for the 2ml and 3.5m1 gauges respeclively, and this could then be used in

calculating the buoyant forces present. At full extent, the buoyant force of the oil is

equivalent to 0.047m to 0.062m (Îhe ditference in the density of the fluids over the length

of the column). This buoyanÌ force translates to a maximum change in the hydraulic

gradient actually applied to the specim€ns of 1.0 to 6.2, depending on the part¡cular

specimen being tested. As the oil pos¡tion was continuously monitored, it is possible to

apply a correction to the hydraulic head to account for the effects of this force. At higher
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hydraulic gradients (>200), the significance of this etfect became negligible and gradient

corrections were not applied to the data.
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Figure 6.6 Displacement Gauge Used For Testing Hydraulic Conductivity at Applied
Gradients Exceeding 50

For specimens tested at low hydraulic gradients (<50) a second type of displacement

monitor¡ng system was ulilized. Flow through these materials was measured using

horizontally mounted displacement gauges (Figure 6,7). This orientation minimized the

influence of buoyant forces of the oil in lhe gauges to a maximum of 0.004m. This

represented an induced gradient variability of less than 0.35 (for a 1cm thick specimen).

The actual variability of the hydraulic gradient caused by oil buoyancy was usually
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considerable less than this worsl-case value. As the measurement of the applied

hydraulic head in these systems was critical to the determination of the hydraulic gradient,

glass tubes were mounted in parallel to the main fluid reservoirs. These tubes allowed

direct and accurate measurement of the water levels at the inflow and outflow reservoirs

thereby ensuring thatthe desired hydraulic gradient was the same as was actually appl¡ed

to the spec¡men.
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Figure 6.7 Displacemenl Gauge Used To Monitor Flow At Low Applied Hydraulic
Grad¡ents

ln tests where there was either a need for back pressure or the applied gradient exceeded

approximately 150, the permeant lluid reservoirs were pressurized by use of an inerl gas

(Argon). Argon minimized the oxygen content ol the system and induced an anaerobic

(low oxygen content) enviÍonment within the system. Anaerobic conditions also limited
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the growth of many of the aerobic bacteria and algae which could adversely aflect the

displacement monitoring system, thereby limiting some of the potential difficult¡es outlined

in Table 6,1. This method of fluid pressurizing does not prevent the growth of anaerobic

bacter¡a or other biota which prefer an oxygen depleted environment. The potential

influence of these bio-organisms on flow through these clay soils has previously been

presented in Sections 3.5.4 and 4.3.2, Anaerobic conditions w¡thin the specimen also

simulate the conditions which are likely to exist in the deep geological environment

following the resaturation of a nuclear fuel waste disposal vault (stroes-Gascoyne and

West, 1 994).

6.2.3 Oualification of the AECL Permeameter Systems

As was outlined in Table 6.3, one of the key requirements of the permeameters used in

this project was that they operate reliably lor extended times. prior to each test, the

permeameter to be used was inspecled and leak tested. lf leakage was detected the

system was repaired or, if the leakage source could not be found, the system was either

rebuilt or the leakage rate was calibrated into the displacement calculat¡ons. ll the system

developed a leak ¡n the course of testing, the leaks were either repaired and the system

leak tested prior to test resumption, or the test was terminated. Al lhe end of each test

the system was rechecked to ensure no leakage had developed in the course of the

experiment, or that the previousfy determined leakage rale had not changed,

While no system was ent¡rely leak proof, trials on these permeameters measured very

small displacemenÌs, which expressed as a hydraulic conductivity equ¡valent, were much

less than 10-1s m/s. Most ol the hydraulic conductivities measured in this research were

in the range of 1O'r0 to 1 O'13 m/s, which puts the leakage at less than I % of the measured
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hydraulic conduclivity. Leakage at key interfaces within the cell (between the sleeve and

end caps, or the sleeve and piston), and within the displacement monitoring system (the

seals between the glass tubing and the mounting blocks), was minimized by the use ol

O-ring seals. At the end ol each test these O-rings were visually inspected, if they

showed any. indication of deformation or damage they were replaced.

ln the course of this research there were only three occasions where uncontrollable cell

leakage was detected and on a few olher occasions small leaks were detected in f¡ttings

on the displacement gauges. The weakest po¡nts in lhe entire system were found to be

Ìhe slems of the pin valves or around the swage fitt¡ngs used to join the components of

the system. Such leaks or failures were typically only detected in systems that had been

in service for Ìhree or more years and resulted from repeated pressuriz¡ng and

depressurizing, or corrosive attack by saline pore lluids. These leaks could usually be

corrected without terminating the test, either by tightening the appropr¡ate ioint to reseat

the fitting or, replacing the aflected portion of the tubing.

The two most important factors inlluencing the pore fluid displacement readings were

found to be air pockels in the displacemenl gauges and vaÍ¡at¡ons in the laboratory

temperature. lf the gauge blocks were not coÍrectly deaired small air bubbles could be

left behind in some of the drainage lines. These bubbles did not directly affect the flow

measurements but changes in the applied gradient resulted in changes in pore waler

pressure and as a result these bubbles would expand or contract. Such volume strains

were reflected in the gauge readings, ev¡dencing themselves as sudden volume changes

on application of a new gradient. Another source of reading variability was the effect of

laboratory temperature variations. ln a tightly sealed system, such as lhese
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permeameters, changes in the ambient temperature resulted in expansion or contraclion

of the cell and its contents. These volume changes could be detected in the displacement

gauges and if temperature was not held stable, could have made interp¡.etation of the data

difficult. This effect was noted prior to the commencement of the thesis research and was

addressed by moving the laboratory to a localion where temperature could be more

carefully controlled. The laboratory temperature was targeted to be within 1.5 0c of 20"c.

Based on the pw values presented in Chapter s (F* = 1.7es x 10€ m3/m3/"c), a g"C

change in the temperature of a water saturated specimen would result in less than

0.001cm3 change in the specimen volume. This displacement is based on a gsmm

diameter by 20mm high specimen (142m1, rhe largest used in this thesis) compacted to

a dens¡ty of 0.5 Mg/mo (the lowest used in this rhesis). such a specimen would have the

highest potential for volume change with temperalure change (volume water = I 
.l7ml,

volume solids = 25ml), since it conlains the highest water content,

The accuracy of displacemenr mon¡tor¡ng gauge readings was 0.oosmr , some five times

higher than the thermally-induced change in the volume of the pore lluid. Hence, this

temperalure conlrol should have induced no measurable volumetr¡c fluctuation and so a

Soc range In room temperalure was deemed suitable for obtaining ,,constant,, temperature

flow measurements.

All the bentonite clay specimens tested in this project were statically compacted direc y

into the tesl cells using a vert¡cal ram to compress a premeasured mass of mater¡al lo a

preselected volume. This technique ensured a good bond between the specimen and lhe

cell wall, thereby minimizing the potent¡al for leakage along this interface. lt is recognized

thal this techn¡que has the potent¡al to induce preferential particle orientation especially
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at higher degrees of compaction (Gray et al. 1984, 1985) and may induce some

anisotropy in the stress-strain behaviour of bentonite-sand specimens (Graham et al.,

1986). However, based on a compilat¡on of the swelling pressure - clay density data

available lrom their own tesls and literature Gray et al. (1984, 1985) determined that the

labric of compacted bentonile specimens produced by stal¡c compaction was ¡sotropic to

clay dry densities approaching 1.6 Mg/m3 and was nor not¡ceably affected by the moisture

content at the time of compaction. Since the density of the benton¡te mater¡als examined

in this thesis did not exceed 1.5 Mg/m3 an assumption of fabric isotropy is iustifiable.

Seclion 7,4.4 presents the details of trials which confirmed that the initial degree of

saturation did not effect the ultimate hydraulic conductiviÇ of these specimens.

For the sake of consistency and ease in describing the results of hydraulic conduclivity

testing, a set of definitions was developed for the direction of llow and the "inflow" and

"outflow" di¡ections. The standard manner of water percolation was from the cell base to

the top ol the cell. Flow in this direction was defined as being positive, while flow from

the top to the bottom of the cell was defined as negative. The hydraulic head difference

(and hence gradient), was defined as being positive when the fluid pressure at the cell

base exceeded that at the top of the cell. A negative hydraulic head difference (and

hence gradient), was defined as being a condition where the fluid pressure at the cell top

exceeded that at the base, These conventions were maintained throughout the entire

testing program and permitted plotting of 'reversed" llow direction, The significance of

these sign conventions becomes clear in Seclion 7.4 where the results of testing are

presented.
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To further check the operation of the displacement measurement system used in this

thesis, lhe llux-gradient relationships developed using this permeameler design were

compared with lhose obtained using an independent laboratory and a different operator.

This check was conducted using the displacement moniloring system established al the

Agricultural Engineering Dept. at the University of Manitoba (UM) in 1992 and

subsequently used by Karthigesu (1994). Two illitic clay specimens were first tesled at

Whiteshell Laboratories (WL), where the testing for this thesis was conducted. The cells

w¡th the specimens still inside were then transferred and tested at UM. The operator at

the UM had no knowledge of the results obtained at WL and only when all testing was

completed were the results compared. The results of this comparison were published by

Dixon et al. (1992) and provide confidence in the reproducibility of the tests conducted

using the permeameters used in this research.
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7.O

7.1

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY TESTING

Selection of Test Condltions

An amb¡tious series of hydraulic conductiv¡ty tests was planned and conducted for th¡s

project, To a previously existing data base of hydraulic conduclivity tests conducted by

this researcher, and data obtained from literature sources (100 tests), a new set of tests

was conducted to prov¡de a complete range of density and hydraulic gradient conditions.

Tssts done previous to this project were largely performed using high hydraulic gradients,

lypically in excess of 1000 and in some cases as high as 200,000 (see for example

Weslsik et al. 1982, 1983).

The hydraulic conduct¡v¡ty tests conducted for this project consisted of 3 specimens of

silica sand, 9 specimens of illitic clay, 24 specimens of sodium bentonite and 3 specimens

of sand-bentonite buffer. ln addition fo the hydraulic conductivity data obtained for the

bentonite and buffer materials, a further 11 bentonite-sand specimens and 11 bentonite

specimens had been tested earlier by the author as part of other research projects (D¡xon

et. al, 1987). These earlier tests werefound to contain data (obtained at applied hydraulic

gradients > 1000), that have been included in the thesis to provide a broader data-base

for behavioral comparison.

Silica sand specimens were included to validate the permeameter design for lhis project

by confirming the Darcy equation in a material which is known to exhibit Darcian llow

behaviour. Details of the tesl procedures and resulls are presenled in Sections 7,2 and

7.3 respectively.
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lllitic clay specimens provided the first test of the abilily of the permeameters to measure

low flow rates and provided a check on the llux-hydraulic gradienl behaviour of dense, but

low surface area clay materials, A lotal of I illitic clay specimens were formed and

lested. The dry densities of these specimens ranged from 1.6 Mg/m3 to 2.1 Mg/m3 . This

range was selected to sludy the influence of decreasing porosity on the rate of water flow

through these clays.

The majority of the specimens composed of 1OOlo bentonite clay were constructed from

BaraKade Standardo benton¡te, produced by Bentonite Corporation, or Civil Engineering

Gradeo bentonite, produced by Canadian Clay Products lnc.. A few specimens were

construcÌed of other brands of Wyoming benton¡te. Work by Dixon and Miller (1995)

established that these materials were ol similar mineralogical, swelling and hydraulic

characler and would produce hydraulic data which was indistinguishable from other

Wyoming bentonites. A range of specimen densities and initial degrees of saturat¡on was

studied. Clay density varied from 0.55 Mgim3 to 1.46 Mg/m3, and the initial degree of

saturation ranged from less than 5% (oven-dry state) to g¡eater than 907o. As with the

illitic clay, a range of initial density and degree of saturation was selected to determine the

effect of iniÌial moisture content on the ultimate llow behaviour of compacted bentonite

specimens. While most of these specimens were prepared using, and percolaled with,

distilled deionized water (DDW, 3 of the tests were conducted using SCSSS brine

solution as lhe conditioning and percolat¡ng fluid. This brine simulates the ground water

compos¡tion found at 1000m depth in a granitic pluton wilhin lhe Canadian Shield (Dixon

and Woodcock, 1986). lt contains such a high concenlration of cations (Na, Ca, Mg) and

anions (Cl and SOo) that the difiuse double layer (DDL) should be minimized (see Section

2.3.4). Any observed changes ¡n the flux-hydraulic grad¡ent relalionship for specimens of
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equal density but differing pore fluid composition could be attributed to the effects of

changes in water struclure. Delails of the melhod used to prepare and test bentonite clay

specimens are provided in Section 7.3.2, and the results of these lests are presented in

Secl¡on 7.4.

Three specimens composed of equal dry weight proport¡ons of silica sand and sodium

benlonite were also examined in fhis project, and the results combined w¡th data

generated by eleven previous tesls on bentonite-sand mixtures. This mixture of equal

dry weight proportions of sand and bentonite clay is the reference buffer material (RBM)

proposed for use in the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program's

(CNFWMP) conceptual disposal vault. The physical, mechanical and hydraulic properties

of this material have been examined extensively by Gray et al. (1984, 1985), Cheung et

al. (1985, 1987), Oscarson and D¡xon (1989), Oscarson et al. (1990), Dixon and Gray

(1 98s), Dixon and Miller (1 99s), Dixon et al, (1984, 1985a, 1 987, 1992a,b, 1 993b, .l994a),

Graham et al. (1986, 1989), Radhakrishna and Chan (1985), and others. Early in the

butfer development program it was determined that when the bentonite content exceeds

approx¡mately 25% by mass, the swelling pressure and the hydraulic conductivity are

largely conlrolled by the clay portion (Gray el al. 1984; Dlxon et al. 1 987). This clay

content has been expressed as the effeclive clay dry density (ECDD, 1J (Gray et al.

1984, 1985). Equation 7.1 presents the means by which the Tc of a sand-bentonite

mixture ¡s calculated.

y.=(m,r(V.'-(mJc.)) (7.1)
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where m" is the initial dry mass of bentonite, V, is the total volume of the specimen, m.

is the dry mass of the sand component and G. is the specific gravity of the sand.

Osca¡son and Cheung (1983), suggested that the mass diffusion coetficient is highly

dependenl on the effective poros¡ty parameter (n"n), described below. As menlioned in

Section 3.2, Cheung et al. (1987) predicted that the thickness of the bound-water layer on

a Na-benton¡te platelet would be between 0.l nm and 0.4nm (averaging 0.25nm, or one

water layer). Previously Pusch (1980b), estimated that the thickness of mechanically

stable water layers on the surfaces ol clay platelets would be in the range of o.snm to 1.0

nm (2 to 4 water layers). The structure of water associated with clay surfaces was

discussed previously in section 3.2. li was decided to use the bound-water layer

thickness provided by cheung et al. (i987) to develop an expression for effective porosity

in clay-sand systems. The presence of a single bound-water layer is a more conservative

assumption as it allows a larger porosity to be available for flow.

Data from the RBM and other clay-sand specimens have been examined to establish the

validity of using the y" and n"n parameters for predicting pore fluid flow under conditions

of low applied hydraulic gradient, Calculated values of the 1" and n"n parameÌers are

presented Seclion 7.2. Based on the relationships developed to describe n"r , d and d'

in pure clays (Equations 3.7 through 3.11), it is possible to eslimate the effective porosity

available for flow in clay-sand mixtures by use of Equat¡on 7.2.

n"n = 1 - Td [(1/G,b,)+(0.1sP/(1+P))] (7.2)
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where G,nn is the average specific weight of the mixlure, and P is lhe mass ratio of clay

to sand in the mixture. The specific surface measured for Na-bentonite was presented

in Table 4,2 and is assumed to be 600 m37g. The sand is assumed not to absorb water,

The value of n"n is always less than the absolute porosity (n) given by the Equation 7,3.

n=1-y¿/G-r (7.3)

Pusch (1980b) reported results from a limited number of tests that examined lhe effects

of changing hydraulic gradient on the Darcian hydraulic conductiv¡ty of dense bentonites.

He reported that dev¡ations from Darc¡an llow behaviour occur¡ed with changes in applied

hydraulic gradient and predicted that increasing hydraulic aradients would result in

increases ¡n the hydraulic conductivity. His conclusion was that mosl flow occurred in

regions further than 1 nm from the part¡cle surfaces. This means that the etfective porosity

parameter would not be a constant and so should not prov¡de a means for predicting the

hydraulic behaviour of bentonitic soils. ln conlrast, the same type of bentonite was

studied by Bucher et al. (1986) who observed no significant changes in hydraulic

conductivity wilh changing hydraulic gradients. Detailed analysis of the applicability of

using the n"n and'y" parameters for describing the hydraulic performance of bentonite

clays and clay-sand mixtures is presented in Sections 7.4 and Chapter g.
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7.2 Specimen Preparation and Testing Procedures

7.2.'l Silica Sand Specimens

Sands were tested primarily to confirm the accuracy of the permeameters. lt can be

expected lhat clean, uniform sand w¡ll exhib¡t Darcy-type flow (yong and Warkentin i975).

Three ditferent sizes of rounded sand were examined in this thesis. These sands were,

(1) a 20-40 mesh (95% by weight sized between O,g4mm and 0.42mm diameter),

(2) a 40-70 mesh sand (95% by weight was sized between O.42mm and O.21mm
diameter), and

(3) a 70-140 mesh sand (95% by weight was sized between 0.21 mm O.lOSmm
diameter).

These samples were installed in the cells by displacing water in water-filled sleeves wilh

clean, wet sand, followed by tamping and vibrating lhe emplaced malerial to densify the

sand and release entrained air. A hydraulic gradient was then applied across the

specimen and flow was monitored until the flux was constant, The applied hydraulic

gradient was increased in a stepwise fashion until the maximum llow raÌe through the

gauges was reached (approximately 1 ,S x i 0€ m"7s¡. When the maximum achievable

hydraulic gradient was achieved, the hydraulic gradient was decreased and the flux was

again measured. This was done to ensure that there was no hysleresis in the results

obtained. At the end of testing, the spec¡men dimensions and mass were determined and

the sand density was calculated. The results of the testing of these sands are presenled

in Section 7.3.

7.2.2 lllllic Clay Specimens

Six specimens of illitic clay (LH|O2A;B;C and LH|O3A;B;C) were constructed by statically

compacting the clay using a hydraulic ram. The specimens we¡,e constructed to a range
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of in¡tial moisture contenlsr (oven dried through to g0% of saturation). These conditions

we¡.e used to determine whether initial moìsture content had any influence on the ultimate

hydraulic conductivity of the clay. A further three specimens (LHl01A;B;C) were produced

by consolidation of illitic clay slurries using a dead weight load frame. These spec¡mens

were consolidated until the desired densities were obtained. The consolidation cells used

in lhis process were specially designed to f¡t the base and top caps used in the

permeability cells. At the end of consol¡dation, the specimens were transferred directly

into the permeability testing systems without the need for furthe¡ Ìr¡mming. This technique

avoided the possibility of specimen disturbance.

The rale of water movement through these clays limited the maximum hydraulic gradient

that could be applied to 125, and usually the applied hydraulic gradient was considerably

less than 100, The ¡nitial hydraulic gradient applied to the illitic clays was fairly low (2 to

10). When the flux through the specimen stabilized for a particular hydraulic gradient, the

head was increased until the max¡mum attainable tlux was reached. The applÌed

hydraulic gradient was then decreased in a step-wise manner until the hydraulic gradienl

appl¡ed was lower than that initially imposed on the specimens. This was to examine

whelher there was any hysteresis in the llux-hydraulic gradient behaviour for the clay.

Hysteresis in the plot would ¡ndicate that there had been some fundamenlal change in the

hydraulic behaviour of the soil, perhaps as the result of incomplele saturation or fabric

changes resulting from water percolation. Al the end of each test the specimen was

measured while still in the sample sleeve. lt was then extruded, weighed and oven dried

to obtain final masses and moisture contents. The results of these tests on illitic clay

materials are presented in Section 7.3.
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7.2.3 Benton¡te Clay Specimens

Two distinctly different groups of bentonite clay specimens were examined, though bolh

were prepared ¡n the same way. The f¡rst group consisls of a large number of specimens

tested prior to the ¡nitiation of this doctoral research (file names varied but are presented

in Appendix A). They were tested at substantially higher hydraulic grad¡enls than the

second group of specimens prepared specifically for this projecl, and were generally not

back pressured. However, they do provide a large body of data on hydraulic flux -

hydraulic gradient behaviour at high hydraulic gradienls. The later tests are d¡fferentiated

from earlier tests by their File Names beginning with MICG, BARCG or RBMLH. Many

of these specimens were back pressured to approximately 1500 kPa prior to hydraulic

testing. This was done to determine what, if any, influence the absolute pore water

pressure had on the movement of water.

As with the illitic clay specimens, the bentonite specimens were initially exposed to a low

hydraulic gradient and flow was allowed to equilibrate at that gradient. This process often

took several months. Hydraulic gradients were then ¡ncreased in a step-wise manner unt¡l

the max¡mum desired gradienl was achieved. At each step the flux was mon¡tored until

a constanl-rate-of-f low was observed. On completion of monitor¡ng at the maximum

applied hydraulic gradient, the gradient was decreased ¡n steps to examine whether

hysteresis was present in the flux-hydraulic gradient plot. The minimum hydraulic gradient

used was differenl lor each specimen and was controlled by the magnitude of llow through

the specimen and the ability of the gauges to accurately measure the displacemenls

occur¡¡ng.
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ln the course of testing, a number of the bentonile specimens were observed to exhibít

non-Darcian flow behaviour when low hydraulic gradienls were applied. Details on these

lests are presented in Section 7.4. A number of other specimens were also tested under

condilions of reversed flow direction. The hydraulic head on the outflow end of the

specimen (top), was elevated so that the hydraulic head at the top of the specimen

exceeded the head at the base. Such a hydraulic head should result in a reversal of flow

direction and ultimately in a llow rate equal in magnitude to that observed previously for

upwards llow under the same gradient. Any change in the flux-hydraulic gradient

relationship wilh change in flow direction would indicate a change in the structure of the

soil. This would make interpretation of flux-gradient relalionships of little value since the

soil had somehow changed in the bourse of testing, Possible mechanisms involved in

creating such a s¡tualion were discussed in detail in Section 3.4. Results of the tests

conducted for this purpose are also presented in Section 7.4.

The effect of pore fluid composition was studied by building and percolating a number of

specimens using the SCSSS brine, as defined in Dixon and Woodcock (1 98S). These

tests are identified in the dala tables presented in Section 7.4.4 (Tables 2.4 and 7.S) and

Appendix D. These tests prov¡ded a means of estimating the effecl of pore fluid

composition on the fluid movemenl and the results are pressnled in Section 7.4.4.
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7.3 HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES OF SAND AND ILLITIC CLAY SPECIMENS

7.3.1 Ouartz Sand Specimens

As mentioned previously, quartz sand specimens were tested to establish the validity of

the Darcian llow equation and idenlify lhe maximum flow rate attainable using lhe water

displacement gauges constructed for this project. The gauges proved capable of

measuring water displacement rates of 1 .5 x 1o{ m37s. This maximum measurable flow

rate was achieved in the sand specimens at an applied hydraulic gradient of less than

four. Plots of the flux versus applied hydraulic gradient presented in Figure 7.1 (normal

scale) and Figuje 7.2 (log-log scale) show that the quartz sand specimens exhibited

Darcian behaviour.

Tables 7,1 and 7.2 present the material properties and summarized results of regression

analyses on the quartz sand specimens. Detailed results of these tests are provided in

Appendix A1 . Table 7 ,2 contains the results of a regression analysis of each of rhese sets

of data. Regression analyses were conducted in two ways. ln the first, the data were

forced to fit a line running through the origin (o,o) in a linear plot and the correlation

coefficient (R'?) was determined. The second technique involved a regression analysis

where the intercept on the flux axis was calculated rather than being forced through the

origin. The regressions generated coetficients that included the standard Error of y

Estimate (deviation of Flux values ÍÍom a perfectly linear relationshlp) and the standard

Error of the coefficients (error est¡male of the hydraul¡c conduct¡vity values generated by

a linear regression). Definitions of these parameters, as defined in Borland, (1993) are

presented in Appendix B. use of these statistical parameters permit the range of possible

values for the x-intercept and hydraulic conductiv¡ty to be determined.
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Table 7.1 Properties of Quartz Sand Specimens

Table 7 .2 Stât¡st¡cal Anatysis of Hydraulic Behaviour ¡n Quarlz Sand Specimens

The data for quartz sand specimens confirmed the ability of the permeameters lo monitor

specimens having high tlow rates. The data also confirmed the ability of the

permeameters to detect Darcian flow in a material where it is known to exist. On the

strength of these results ¡t was reasonable 1o extend the testing program into the less

permeable illitic clay specimens with confidence that any observed deviations from

Darcian flow would not be f he result of the permeameter itself .

File
Name

Dry
Density

(Me/m1

Porosily

(n)

I

Bange
lnitial
Satn.

(%\

EOT
Sâtn,

(/"\

#
i's

Testêd

Log
Plot
Flow
Code

Linear
Plot
Flow

Code

20-40 FS 1 .67 0.370 2.1 lo 4.2 100 t00 5 2 3

40-70 Fs 1 .70 0.3s9 0.29 to 3.92 100 100 7 2 3

70-l40FS 1 .76 0.3 36 0.30 to I .81 100 100 14 2 3

Flle
Name

Dry
Density
(Mg/m1

Porosity
îett

X

lntcpt.
(i")

Statisl¡cal
Range For

x-lntcpt.
(Gradienl)

R,
Hydraulic

Conductivity
(x10'5 m/s)

Forced Fit To Darcv's Law

20-40FS 1 .67 0.370 0 +-0.14 .9815 4.84+-0.10

40-70FS '1.70 0.359 0 +-0.20 9950 2.52+-0.05

70-140FS 1 .76 0.367 0 +-0.11 9269 1.95+-0.06

Begression With Calculâted x-lnlercept.

20-40FS 1 .67 0.370 o.32 0.23 to 0.46 .9918 5.37 +-.28

40-70FS 1.70 0.359 -0.12 -0.l4 lo -0.26 .9974 2.42+-.O7

70-140FS 1.76 0.336 0.06 -0.05 to 0.16 .9308 2.1O+- 16
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7.3.2 lllilic Clay Specimens

A total of 9 specimens of illitic clay were tested to delermine the flux-hydraulic gradienl

of clay materials having a relatively low surface area (Table 7.3). Three of these

specimens (LHl01A,B,C) were tested using materials consolidated from slurries and then

back pressured to approximately 500 kPa prior to testing. Back pressuring was done to

ensure saturation and to examine the effect of pore pressure on the ultimate hydraulic

behaviour of these specimens. Three other specimens (LHl02A,B,C) were statically

compacted and then back pressured (to 500 kPa) prior 1o tesling. The final three

specimens (LHl03A,B,C) were slatically compacted and tested without back pressure.

Plots of hydraulic flux versus applied hydraulic gradient obtained for these ill¡tic clay

specimens are presented in Figures 7.3 through 7.11. ln some cases the flux was

monitored at bolh ends of the specimen. ln such specimens the data obtained from

monitoring the inflow and outflow was plotted using separate symbols (Figures 7.6,7.7,

7.8). The similarity of these results provide confidence in the measurements obtained for

specimens where flow displacements were monitored at only one end of the specimen.

Table 7.3 presents the ¡nitial and end-of-test properties of the illite specimens while Table

7.4 presents the stalist¡cal analys¡s of this data. lncluded in Table 7.3 is the Flow-Type

classification for each of the tests and was obtained using Figure 3.10 as the basis for

comparison. The various types of fluid flow possible were discussed and defined in

Seclion 3.6. The original data used in the plotling of flux-hydraulic gradient relationships

are presented in Appendix A2

Of the nine illitic clay specimens examined in this thesis and presented as Figures 7.3

through 7.'l 1, seven exhibited some degree of non-Darcian flow behaviour at low hydraulic
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gradient. The two remaining specimens (LHl02C and LHl03A, Figures 7.8, 7.9), showed

no evidence of non-Darcian behaviour and exhibited a highêr than usual degree of data

scatter, particularly at lower hydraulic gradients.
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Table 7.3 lnitial and End-of-Test Properties of lllitic Clay Specimens

File
Name

Dry
Density

lM o/m1

LHIOlA.

LHIOl B.

LHtol C'

Effective
Clay Dry
Density
lMo/m1

LHto2A"

62

LHIOsA-

65

LHt03C.

Porosity
n

77

I .62

LHt02B"

.81

I .65

LHI03B-

.44

'I .77

LHt02C"

0.4f 1

Range
of
i

.84

I

Note: - 
Specimens consolidaled from slurries and back pressured to 5OO kpa." Specimens compacted and lested under 500 kPa back pressure'- As defined in Sect¡on 3.6

'Specimens compac{ed and lested without back pressure
*.Transitional Hydraul¡c Gradient (grad¡ent at which a change ¡n hydraulic conduc-tivity was noted)

.81

0.400

.93

I .84

0.3s6

.96

0.4 to 37.5

1 .44

o.342

2.03

lnilial
Sat.

(%)

1 .1 to 20.9

I .93

0.331

End
of

Tesl
Sat.
(Y"l

2.4 lo 35.4

1 .96

0.331

2.03

O.'l lo 28.7

# Pore
Vols.
lnto

Sample

0.298

100

0 to 64.1

o.247
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Table 7 -4 statistical Analysis of Hydraulic Flux - Hydraulic Gradient Test Results

F¡lo

Name

LHIOlA.

LHIOl B.

(Hlsh l)
(Low l)

Clay
Density
lMo/m3ì

LHlol c'

(Hish l)
(Low l)

LHlozA" (H¡gh D

(Low i)

t.62

PorosÌty
lnl

(Hlsh l)
(Low i)

Dala Regrsssion W¡th A Forcod
Fit to Darcian Flow

1.65

LHlo3At I all

0.4f 1

X-

¡ncpt
t¡-t

LHlo3c' (H¡gh l)

(Low ¡)

1.77

0.4

LHlo2B" (H¡gh D

(Low i)

Slalistical
Range of
X-¡ncpt.

I

1.81

o
o

0.356

LHl03B' (High i)
(Low i)

1

o
0

.44

+-0.6
+-O.Ol

o.342

R-
Squared

(Ft")

LHrozc" (ArD

(Hish ¡)

(Low ¡)

1.84

o
o

+-1.8
to

o.33t

1

' Note:' speclmens consolidated trom slurr¡os and baqk pressured to 5oo kPa.* specimens compacled and tested at soo kpa back pressuro'speclmens compacted and tssled wilhout back pressure lD - lnsuffcient Data lor statisticd anålysis

.93

0.9959
0.9934

0
0

o.331

Hydraulic
Conduct¡vity

(k), (m/s)

+-1.5
ID

1 .96

o.9469
ID

0.29A

o

+-2,3
+-0.9

2.O3

o
o

3.5x10'ro
g.5xl o'rr

0.985s
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o.2a7

+-1,2

X-
incpt
t¡-l

Rogression W¡th Calculat€d xlnlercept

4.1x 1Oio
3.ô(101o

0
0

0-89A4
0.8984

+-8.1
+-0.5

o.26.2

o
o

1.4x10'ro
l.oxloro

o.24
o.04

0.9965

Statistical
Range of
Xjncpt.

+-2.9
+-1.4

o.a221
0.9831

0
0
0

1.3x1oto
3.6'x1otl

o.4
ID

+-9.5
+4.9

-0.4 lo 0.9
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0.9811
o.75e1

l.1x1o'!o

1.7
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+-3.6
+4.6
+-3.8

R-
Squared

(R1

-1.6 to 2.1
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z.ext o"
2,7x1o11
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o.3
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-.05
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5.7x10'rr
l.l x l o-rr

0.9344
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0.6
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-1.2 lo 1.3

'l.Ox 1 o-r'
1.0xt O't
8-7x1o t2

-f.48
-0.19
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1t
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o.4
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-5.4
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6.3 to1a.7
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0.8260
0.9979
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3.9x1orr

-3.2 lo 3.9
2.21o A.2
-14.6 to -2.6

0.9828
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1.1x1 o to

S.lxlort
2,6'x1o't I

0.93A+
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5.2x1o rt

2.9x1olt

0.91 t 6
o.9174
0.5534

7.4x1 o rr

7.gx1o't2

1.1x1orr
1.3x1orr
5.5x1012
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(Density = 1.84 Mg/m3 ; Static Compaction; No Back pressure)

Devialions from Darcian flow are shown most clearly in plots of log flux (m3/mrls), versus

log hydraulic gradient, and this format was chosen to present the bulk of the hydraulic flux

- hydraulic gradient data in this chapter. Each of Figures 7 .g 10 Z .Z , 7 .10, 7 .11) show two

distinct flux-gradient relationships thatare each Darcian in nature. Between each of these

relationships is a "transitional " region that perhaps indicates a change in the porosity

available for flow. The observed changes in hydraulic conductivity were lhe same whether

the gradients were being increased or decreased. Examples of the independence.of the

flux to changes in hydraulic gradient are presenled in Figures 7.6,7.7,7.9 and 7,.1 O where

the inc¡ement number is printed in assoc¡at¡on w¡th the data poinls.



The transitional gradients can therefore be considered reversible and there is no influence

of flow direction or past gradient history on the hydraulic conductivity observed. This non-

Darcian flow behaviour results from one ol two possible mechanisms, either by fully

reversible alteration of soil structure or some type of reversible change in the structure of

the pore fluid.

Two potent¡al mechanisms can be used to attribute the observed changes in hydraulic

conduct¡vity to changes in the soil fabric. These are,

(1) wate¡ channelling along the cell wall or,

(2) changes to the pore slructure wilhin the specimen.

For either of these explanations to be valid, channels must immediately and completely

revert to their initial state when the gradient is reduced. lt is dificult to conceive fully

reversible channelling of water along the walls or within illitic (non-swelling), specimens.

More likely, channels once open should remain at least partial¡y open. The specimens

in Figures 7.3 through 7.11 werc all compacted directly into, or were consolidated ¡n the

same cells that were later used for hydraulic conductivity test¡ng. This should have

ensured a tight bond between the cell wall and the specimen and would have limited the

potential fo¡ wall channelling, especially under lhe relatively low hydraulic grad¡ents thal

were used. Water channelling is therefore not likely. No visual evidence of channels

could be obtained because extrusion from the cells caused damage to lhe clay sÌÍucture

at the clay-waÌer interface.

A second possible explanat¡on for the observed hydraulic behaviour is the presence of

reversible changes in the pore volume available for flow, This would indicate either a

compressible component in the specimens, or a quantity of structured water which only
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becomes available for flow when a specific (transitional) hydraulic grad¡ent is exceeded.

Three of the spec¡mens were consolidated from slurries and then back pressured

(LHl01A,B,C; Figures 7.3, 7.4,7.5), so they should not have contained any compressible

air pockets. Likewise, the second set of three specimens (LHl02A,B,C; Figures 7.6, 7.7,

7.8), we¡e back pressured to ensure water saturat¡on (zero air content), prior to tesling.

Five of these six specimens exhibited changes in their hydraulic conductiv¡ty in the course

of testing. These specimens eliminate the argument of incomplete specimen saturation

as being a cause of changes in the hydraulic conduct¡v¡ty. This leaves only the

explanation of changes in the pore volume available for flow causing of the observed

changes in hydraulic conductivity.

Table 7,3 also shows the hydraulic gradients at which the changes in the hydraulic

conductivity of the specimens apparently occurred. lt is interest¡ng lo note in Table 7.3

that lhe hydraulic gradient at which the hydraulic conductivity changes, ¡s apparently

related to the specimen densiÇ. Karthigesu (1994), called this gradient rhe ',transitional,,

gradient, (l"n). That is, the hydraulic gradient at which the enlire cross-sectional pore area

becomes available for the transportation of water. Karthigesu's results are discussed in

more deta¡l chapter 8. As density increased in Table 7.3, so did the transitional gradient.

This indicates that denser illite specimens required higher shear stresses to liberate

structured water attached 1o the surfaces of lhe clay particles. However, the hydraul¡c

gradients at which changes occurred in the pore space available for flow are low relat¡ve

to the gradients commonly used in hydraulic conduct¡vity testing. These low transitional

grad¡ents can be attributed to weak structur¡ng of the pore water closest to illitic clay

particles, structuring that can readily break down once sutf¡c¡ently high hydraulic aradients

are applied. Once the translt¡onal gradients were exceeded, the water would be kept in
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a free, or unstructured state (Chapter 2). Similar behaviour was observed by Karthigesu

(1994) in clay - sand mixlures with less than 10 7o bentonite. The hydraulic behaviour

in bentonit¡c systems is presented in Section 7.4.

Figure 7.12 presents the observed relationship between clay density and hydraulic

conducl¡vity at hydraul¡c gradients both below and abovelhe lransitional gradient. A clear

ofiset was observed between the hydraulic conductivities above and below the transitional

gradient. The data shown in this figure includes the k calculated by forcing the data

through the origin (Forced), and that produced w¡thout forcing a fit (No Constra¡nts). As

can be seen in this figure it is the gradient applied which is the controlling factor in the

hydraulic behaviour, not the manner in which k was calculated. Section 8.1 discusses the

significance of the observed offset as a function of porosity and eflective porosity.
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Figure 7.12 Clay Density Vs Hydraulic Conductivity For lllitic Clays
(High i = GradienÌ above the transitional gradient)
(Low i = Gradient below the transitional gradient)
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7.4 Behaviour. of Bentonite Clay and Bentonite - Sand Specimens

7,4.1 Test Condltions

The bulk of the research focused on water flow through benton¡te-based materials. The

basic flow behaviour of 49 bentonitic specimens is examined in Section 7.4.2 (evidence

of Darcian behaviour) and Section 7.4.3 (evidence of non-Darcian behaviour). lnitia.l

saturations ranged from oven dry (nominally 0% saturation) to near saturated (>90%).

Like the illilic clays dìscussed in the preceding section, this variety of initial conditìons was

¡nvestigated 1o determine if any influenced water flow through the material in a significant

way. The results ol an invesligation of lhe influence of initial degree of saturation are

presented in section 7.4.4 as are the results of a study on the role of pore fluid salinity

on measured hydraulic conduclivity. The specimens were tested undertwo pore pressure

conditions, one at 1500 kPa back pressure, and the other which applied only atmospheric

pressure. The results of back pressuring on the ultimate hydraulic behaviour is also

presented in Section 7.4.4. As w¡th the ill¡tic specimens, a number of specimens had the

direction of flow reversed in the course of tesling and a number of specimens had fluid

displacements monitored at both ends. where flow displacements were monitored at bolh

ends of the specimen, they are plotted as separate data po¡nts to prov¡de an ¡ndication

ol the consistency of the measuring technique. Results of rhe ¡nvest¡gation of the effect

of changing flow direction are presented in Section 2.4.8. Finally, Section 7.S discusses

the role of bacterial act¡v¡ty on the results of hydraulic conductivity testing.
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7.4.2 Evidence of Darc¡an Flow Behaviour

Of the 49 bentonite or bentonite-sand specimens included in this project, 31 were tested

at grad¡ents which were lower that 1 00, 24 were tested at gradients less than 50, and 1 I

at g¡adients less than 10. Specimens whose hydraulic gradient range included values

less than 10 covered lhe complete range of densities and initial degrees of saturation

examined ¡n the program. Tables 7.5 and 7.6 summarizes their hydraulic properties.

Of the 49 benton¡lic clay and clay-sand specimens examined in this portion of this thesis,

33 exhibited hydraulic gradient - hydraulic flux behav¡our that could be described as

Darcian in nature. F¡gures 7,13 through 7.18 present examples ol the data obtained in

these tests. No transitional gradients sim¡lar to those present for ill¡lic mater¡als were

observed in these specimens. A summary of the results is presented in Tables 7.5 and

7.6, and a full compilation of the daÌa is provided in Appendix 43. ln a number of cases

initial plots of the measured llux versus applied hydraulic grad¡ent data indicated that

threshold gradients might be present. However, statistical analysis of each set ol test data

showed that the statistical range for the x-intercept for mosl of these regressions included

the origin. The llow-type classification of these specimens are presenled in Table 7.5 and

correspond to the definitions presented in Section 3.6. The significance of these data is

discussed in Chapter 8.
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Table 7'5 lnitial and End-of-Test Properties of Benton¡te Clay and Benlonite Glay - Sand Specimens
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Table 7.6 statisticar Anarysis of Hydrauric Frux - Hydraur¡c Gradient Test Resurts

Regression Une Forced Through Zero (Darcian) No Constrainls ou Regression Analysis
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7.4.3 Evidence of Non-Darcian Flow Behav¡our

A number of the specimens exhibited one of two non-Darcian behaviours, for example

those specimens plotted as Figures 7.19 through 7.23, and those plotted as Figures 2.24

through 7.26. These two basic data patterns were observed in the i 4 specimens which

did not exhibit Darcian flow behaviour. The first type had a t¡ansitional gradient in log-log

space similar to that seen in some illite specimens, and a bi-linear plot in arithmetic-space

plots. These plots corresponded to Flow Type 2 in a log-space plot and Flow Type 4 in

a linear plot (Table 7.5, see also section s.6.2 and Figure 3.10 for definitions). These

specimens exhibited normal Darcian flow over quite a wide range of increasing hydraulic

gradients and then exhibited a sharp change in their hydraulic conductivity at lhe

transitional gradients. once the transitional gradient was exceeded, the flow behaviour

was again Darcian, butthe hydraul¡c conductiv¡ty had increased. The second type of non-

Darcian flow behaviour observed was a straight-line "Darcian" plot in log-log space, but

linear plotting of the data in arithmetic space produced a threshold gradient (regression

line did not intersect origin).

of the seven specimens which exhib¡ted a transitional gradient, five were the lowest

densiÇ materials investigated in this thesis (density O.55 Mgi mo to 0.76 Mg/m3 ). The

tests on these low density bentonitic materials are presented in Figures 7.1 9 through 7.23.

These specimens showed shitts in the Darc¡an flow relationship at low hydraulic gradients

(similar to the illitic clay specimens discussed ¡n section 7.3). This behaviour can be

atlributed to the specimens undergoing changes in the pore space available for flow when

an increase in applied hydraulic gradient exceeded a transitional gradient (as descr¡bed

by Karthigesu (1994) for low benton¡te content spec¡mens). Karthigesu (1994) reporled

lhe presence of similar transitional gradienls in specimens hav¡ng effect¡ve clay dry bulk
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densities of 0.14 Mg/m3 (5% bentonite clay by dry weight proportion) and 0.27 Mg/m3

(1 0% bentonite clay by dry weight proportion).

The Darcian hydraufic conductlv¡ty of the five low densiÇ bentonite specimens examined

approximately doubled when the lransilional gradient was exceeded. As was the case

w¡lh the illilic specimens exh¡biting transitional gradients, the change in ,'k', was found to

be reversible, that is, independent of whether the gradients were increasing or decreasing.

This reversible transition is shown, where appropriate in Figures 7.19 through 7.23. This

means that the changes in flow were not lhe result of change in soil structure or flow path

which are generally believed to be non-reversible, but must be caused by some other

mechanism, such as lhat described in Section 7.3.2.

Two higher density specimens (1.06 Mg/m3 and 1.96 Mg/m3), also exhibited transilional

gradients and non-Darcian flow in both log-scale and linear plots. These data are

presented in Appendix 43. These two specimens were lested at a smaller number of

hydraulic gradients (7 and 6 for the lowe¡ and higher density specimens respeclively) than

the specimens prev¡ously pÍesented. Most ol the other tests involved 1 o to >20 diferent

hydraulic gradients. The limited number of gradients examined make it difficult statislically

Io separate the behaviour into two separate regions of behaviour. The first of lhese two

specimens (BARcG0l BB, 1.06 Mgim3), exhibited inconsistent inflow behaviour throughout

the course of testing and only the outflow data was used to define its flux-gradienl

behaviour. The poor quality of the data make it inappropr¡ate to consider this specimen,s

behaviour as being due to any intr¡nsic material property. Specimen SHC25 (1.96 Mg/m3),

was tested at very high hydraulic gradients and a transitional gradient was apparently

observed at a very high gradient (approximately 10,000). lt may be in the denser (>0.76
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Mg/m3¡ materials that t¡'ansitional gradients exist at very high gradients but rhis was not

evidenced in other specimens tested at similar gradients.
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Figure 7'23 Hydraulic Flux Vs Applied Hydraulic Gradient For specimen BARcGoi c
(Density = 0.76 Mg/m3; Static Compact¡on; i50O kpa Back pressure)

The remaining 7 specimens which exhibited non-Darcian flow behav¡our had',threshold"

grad¡ents which were oulside the statistical range calculated for the specimens (see Table

7.6), and no transitional gradients were observed. The presence of threshold gradienrs

implies that quite large gradients were required lo cause flow, and indeed reverse flows

(against the direction of hydraulic gradient) were apparently observed. These reversed

flows could not be related to spec¡men density, back pressure or initial degree of

saturation. Figures 7.24 through 7.26 present plots ol the flux-hydraulic gradient data

oblained lor three of these tesls.

The reason for this reverse-flow behaviour is uncerlain. suggested possib¡lities include,

some form of unidentif¡ed chemical or biochemical gradient which acts in opposition to a

base-to-top flow, or inaccuracies in calibrating pressure tÍansducers, Despite considerable

at
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effort, neither of these poss¡bilit¡es can be confirmed as the sourc€ of these deviations

from Darcian flow behaviour. No way has been found to predict or quantify chemical or

biological mechanisms present, and there appears to be no consistent relalionship

between the th¡eshold gradients and any measured material paramele¡s. As all

specimens were tested in the same style of permeameter, any chemical or biological

mechanisms should have been active in all the specimens tested, not iust these few. The

transducers used to measure the hydraulic heads applied to these specimens were all

calibrated prio¡'to test initiation. Errors made ¡n obtaining the transducer calibrations are

possible and would explain the inconsistent manner in which the th¡eshold gradients were

present. However, given that transducer calibration ¡s a rouline part of the laboratory

operation, it appears unlikely that this would be the cause of the very large threshold

gradients observed, The problem remains unresolved.

As there was no cons¡stent pattern of occurrence of threshold gradients rather than

trans¡lional gradients, and no definitive explanation fo¡ such behaviour, it was decided to

treat them as scatter in the data obtained. The hydraulic conduct¡v¡ties determined for

these materials are independent of the observed threshold gradients, and so they can be

used in examining relationships between density, porosity, and hydraulic conductivity

(Chapter 8).
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Figure 7.26 Hydraulic Flux Vs Applied Hydraulic Gradient For Specimen BARcGo3D
(Density = 1.25 Mg/m3 ; Static Compaction; 1500 kpa Back pressure)

7'4.4 lnfluence of lnitial Degree of saturation, pore Fluld compos¡t¡on and Back
Pressure on water Flow Through Benton¡te and sand-Bentonlte Mater¡als

A series of tests was conducted to determine the influences of, (l) initial degree of

specimen saturation, (2) pore fluid composition and, (3) back pressure on the hydraulic

performance of bentonite specimens. These tests are important as they assisl in

identifying whether these parameters could have induced changes in the hydraulic

performance of the bentonitic specimens.

As outlined in Tables 7.5 and 7.6, specimens were tested with initial degrees of saluration

varying Írom 0% (oven dried) to greate¡.than 9o%. This was done to examine the effect

of ditfering saturations on flow rates through benton¡te-based mate¡ials. Figure 7.zZ
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presents the results of the hydraulic conductivity measurements versus clay density. As

in the ill¡te results shown in Figure 7 .12, hy ùaulic conductivity decreases with increasing

clay density. Ditferent symbols in Figure 7.22 indicate the in¡tial degrees of saturat¡on.

This ligure shows no clear relationship between initial degree of saturation and hydraulic

conduct¡v¡ty for these mater¡als.
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Figure 7.27 lnfluence of lnitiar Degree of saturat¡on on the urtimate Hydrauric
Conductivity of Bentonite and Bentonite-Sand Specimens

The lack of discernable differences in the hydraulic conductivity of specimens having

widely different initial degrees of saturation indicate there are no significant differences ¡n

the overall soil structure of these spec¡mens. This is consistent with the model presented

by oliphanl and rice (198s) who determined that flu¡d flow in clays, and in particular,

bentonites, is largely controlled by conduction through a very limited number of channels

through macro pores (chapter g gave a more detailed explanation of this behaviour),

oliphant and rice (1985) found that changes in density induced lit e change in the
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pathways taken 10 conduct the water through benton¡tes, a finding supported by this study.

The small number of macro pores through which wateÍ can flow was not influenced by the

initial degree of satuÍation. This can be accounted for by assuming that there is little in

the way of true macro pores in any of these materials, the bulk of the po¡'osity is taken up

by discontinuous micro pores within individual peds, and spaces between the individual

clay platelels.

The benton¡te clays used in these tests were no, 
"oroo."o 

of individual platelets. The

clay rrparticles. are actually anisotropic micro peds which have been packed into an

essentially isotropic macÍostructure (as presented in section 3.4). Following full hydration,

the soil remains isolropic on lhe specimen scale while retaining its an¡solropic

microstruclure. At very high degrees of compaction where the micro peds are actually

broken down, it m¡ght be expected that init¡al degree of saturalion can begin to become

significant to the hydraulíc conductivity measured.

The influence of pore fluid chemistry on hydraulic conductivity was also examined In lhree

specimens. Figwe 7.28 shows data from these tests plus data reported previously by

Dixon er al. (1987), lt separates data from specimens rested us¡ng saline permeant lrom

those tesled using a distilled and deionized water. Th¡s figure also includes data from

Pusch 1 980a,b, Bucher and Speigl 1984, Bucher et al, 198S, peterson and Kelkar 1 983,

Westsik 1982,1983, Radhakrishna and Chan 1995, Couture and SeiE 1989, Wheelwright

et al. 1981 and Wood et al. 1982).

Cheung el al. (1987) predicted that a clay density <i .25 Mg/ms is required befo¡e an

effective porosity ¡s available for flow or influence of pore fluid chemistry occurs (section
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2.3.4). ln general, this idealized model is valid only in a fully dispersed system with

parallel clay platelets. Regression analysis of data shown in Figure 7.28 suggests that

the boundary at which adveclive flow beg¡ns to be influenced could be reduced to perhaps

1.00 Mg/m3 from the 1.25 Mg/m3 proposed by Cheung et al. (1987). Specimens having

densilies greater than about 1 .O Mg/m3 exhibit the type of adveclive flow expected of a soil

system in which much of the porosity is unavailable for flow, and only the small remainder

is composed of unstructured water in pore spaces which are unaffected by ditfuse double

layers. lt is this remaining porosity through which most of the advect¡ve transportation

occurs.
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Figure 7.28 lnfluence of Pore Fluid Salinity on Hydraulic Conducl¡v¡ty of Benton¡te

Figure 7.29 shows results of tests to examine how back pressure influences the hydraulic

behaviour of bentonit¡c specimens. The results show that there is no systematíc

difference in the hydraulic behaviour of these clays that can be related to initial degree of
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saturat¡on. Studies of the influence of time on measured flow rates (Figure 4.7) indicated

that any occluded or blocked pores are not likely lo become active flow paths. This

means that the exislence of a limited degree of unsaturated porosiÇ will not alter the

results of studies on the influence of hydraulic gradient on lhe movement ot water through

these bentonitic specimens,
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Figure 7.29 lnfluence of Back Pressure on Hydraulic Conductiv¡ty of Bentonite

From investigations into the influences of initial degree of saturation, back pressuring and

pore fluid composition, ¡t can be concluded that none of these parameters are likety lo

significantly alter the pertormance of these materials at clay dens¡ties >1.0 Mg/m3. Asthe

canadian Nuclear Fuel waste Management Program's (cNFWMp) Disposal concept calls

for the use of butfer materials compacted to a clay density >1.2s Mg/m3 it is unlikely lhat

hydraulic performance of this barrier will be influenced by these parameters.
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At low clay densities (<1 Mgim3), it is likely that pore fluid compos¡tion will influence the

hydraulic performance of specimens. At these densities there is a well developed diffuse

double layer surrounding the platelets and ionic concentration could become a factor in

determining the porosity available for advective flow. The presence of an e)atensÌve

double layer in low density bentonite specimens is supported by the trans¡tional gradients

shown ¡n Figures 7.19 through 7.23. These gradienls are interpreled as being the result

of an increased porosity available for flow following increases in hydraulic gradient.

section 8.1 discusses the porosity and effeclive porosity parameters as they relate to the

materials examined in this thesis. section 9.2 will then compare the results obtained in

the laborãtory portion of this thesis to the results predicted using existing models for

adveclive flow.

7.4.5 lnfluence of Changing Flow Direction on Hydraul¡c Behaviour

six of the specimens were tested with reversals in the flow direction included in the range

of conditions imposed. These changes in the direction of frow were, (i) to examine the

possibility of other non-hydraulic gradients that might influence the flow of water through

dense bentonires and, (2) to study the possibility of soil fabric changes occurring as the

result of a reversal in flow direction.

The hydraulic gradients applied to these specimens were incremented until the desir€d

maximum hydraulic grad¡ent was achieved. Gradienls were then reduced to zero and

eventually reversed. The magnitude of the reverse gradient was incremented until it

reached the maximum value in the other direction. Finally the direction was again

reversed to establish reproducibility of the initial flux-gradient relationsh¡p. Figures 7.30
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through 7.32 present the results from three of these specimens. These figures also

include the increment number for each stage of the test

All 6 tests exhibited consistent flow behaviour, with Darcian flow behaviour being present

in most tests, although several showed lhe p¡'esence of threshold grad¡ents. Changes in

the direction of water flow had no noticeable influence on the flux-gradient relalionship,

indicating that the soil fabric was not affected by changes in flow direction.
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Figure 7.30 . lnlluence of Change in Flow Direction on Bentonite-Based Materials
(BARCGO2BB; 0.99 Mgim3; Slalic Compaction; 1500 kPa Back Pressure)
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7.5 Bacterlal Activity and lts lnfluence on the Results of Hydraulic
Conductivity Testing

As discussed in Sections 3.4.4 and 4.3, lhere are a number of potent¡al influences of

bacterial activity on the lotal flux through clay soils. The tests described here were all

very lengthy (durations up to 25 months, and were originally thought lo be relat¡vely lree

of bacterial activity. There was no supply of oxygen to the specimens, argon saturated

fluids were used as the permeants, and a food supply sufficient to support a significant

bacterial population was not believed to be present. However on dismantllng, specimens

from tests lasting longer than 4 months which had been percolated with deionized water,

exhibited a strong sulphurous smell and contained black residues ar the spec¡men - filter

paper - filter stone interfaces. Additionally, nearly complele degradation was observed of

the filter papers used to separate the filter slones from the specimens. ln contrast,

specimens constructed and tested using a brine solution (scsss, 7ogll dissolved salts)

exhibited none of these features. The filter paper was intact and no discolouration was

observed at the specimen{ilter stone interface.

The black residue present al the top and base of the specimens rapidly disappeared when

the dismantled permeameters were exposed to air. This indicates the presence of an

anaerobic sulphide precip¡tate being oxidized. The sulphide precipitate was most likely

formed through bacterial action producing sulphide from sulphate. The specimens were

all carefully examined to determine the distribution of the suspected anaerobic bacter¡al

growth. ln none of the specimens were any darkened areas observed in any location

other than at the surface of the ¡nterface bêtween the specimen and the filter stone.

Towards the end of the research it was realized that the filter papers used between the

specimen and filter stones were not inert materials but were composed of cellulose. This
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prov¡ded a carbon source for anaerobic bacte¡.ia present in an otherw¡se carbon-poor

system. There was also plenty of water and growing space at these interfaces (but not

inside the specimen). The bacler¡al populations measured ¡n these specimens were likely

considerably healthier than they would be in a carefully controlled emplac€ment

env¡ronment in which a food supply could be denied by limiting the amount of carbon

introduced. Previously, section 4.2.3 established that inlluence of bacterial aclion on the

hydraulic performance of these materials was not detectable. That is, there was no

plugging of the pores, only growth on the top and base of the specimens, This provides

added confidence of the ability of bentonites to perform adequately in a disposal vault

environment.

The large diflerences between the vitality of the bacter¡al populat¡ons in the lwo ground

water environments (section 4.3.2), may reflect positively on the conditions anticipated in

a nuclear fuel waste disposal vault. The ground water in a disposal vault located soom

to 1000m depth in the canadian shield will not be fresh, and is likely to be moderately to

highly saline (stroes-Gascoyne and west, r994). Bentonite clays also have a very high

soluble salt content (section 4.3 of this thesis), and so the pore fluid will be saline.

Hence, the activity of the anaerobic bacterial population may be severely restricted ¡n the

vicinity of the butfer simply as the result of the chemical environment. An additional

factor ¡n this entire system is the presence of a high radíation field, originating Íiom the

waste containers. This field is sutficient to virtually sterilize the region immediately

surrounding the waste containers (Stroes-Gascoyne et al. 1994). ln this case, the

radiation field and the small size of the pores present in the hydrated regions of the butfer

should prevent bacter¡al penetration into the region of the wasle container unt¡l

Íesaturation of the buffer is complete. At that t¡me any desiccalion cracking which
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occurred prior to resaturation of the butfer will have disappeared as the result of clay

swelling. This will leave an intact buffer with pore sizes that are too small for bacterially

induced movement to occur in the regions immediately adjacent to the waste containers.

Data in F¡gure 4.5 (Section 4.2.3) showed no consistent changes in the hydraulic

conduct¡v¡ty of these specimens with lime, and in Section 7,S, it was found that hydraulic

gradient also has no effect. As bacterial activ¡ty at the ends of the specimens was

significant, it might be expected that time-dependent changes in hydraul¡c conduct¡v¡ty

might be observed as biojilms were deposited on the surfaces, potentially blocking water

flow into the pores. This was not observed. However, the potential for biologically-

induced osmotic or chemical gradients across the specimens is real. lt would appear that

while such action did apparently result ¡n substant¡al chemical concentralion changes

within the specimens (Table 4.4 in Section 4.3), the influence of this process on the

movement of water through these materials was minimal. This conclusion ¡s supported

by the Darcian flow behaviour of the majority of the specimens. lf the bio-chemÌcal or

osmotic aradients were driving the system in any specilic direction, it should have been

evidenl by the presence of clear threshold gradients throughout the range of materials

examined. This was not the case, and lhere was little evidence for such a feature in

these mate¡ials. only at the lowest densities examined was there a consistent deviation

from ideal Darcian flow behaviour, and at the lowest gradients examined the threshold

gradient approached zero. As the presence of non-Darcian behav¡our was dependent on

applied hydraulic gradient rather than time, the presence of biofilms or other biologically

driven influences would not seem to be significant in lhese syslems.
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The influence ol bacterial activity on the hydraulic conductivity of these specimens tested

has been found to be small or insignificant, although it is recognized that further work

should probably be sone on this topic. lt is therefore now possible to examine the tesl

results in a framework that cons¡ders the phys¡cal nature of the pore fluid as the

determining factor in advect¡ve transportation. Chapter I discusses the results presented

in this chapter and puts them into a conlext which includes the models lor water structure

presented in Seclions 2.3, 2.4 and Chapter 5. lt also develops a framework for predicting

advective flow in clays and clay-sand materials of various compositions and densilies.
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8.0

8.1

8.1,1

POROStTY, EFFECTIVE POROStTy AND MEASURED ADVECTTVE
FLOW lN CLAYS: ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Poros¡ty, Effect¡ve Porosity, and Measured Flows

Poroslty Parameters ¡n Sand and lll¡tic Systems

The results of measuring the hydraulic properties of quarÞ sand materials were presented

in Section 7.3.1. Sand has a very low specific surface area (SJ, ffable 4.2) and so it has

very little or no measurable quantity oi slructured water. lt was expected that sands would

exh¡bit Darcian flow behaviour, and this was indeed observed (Figures Z .1 and 7 .2).

comparisons of hydraulic conductiv¡ties measured in sand specimens with those predicted

using the Poiseuille and Kozeny-Carman Equations (Sections 3,3.2 and 3.3.3

respectively), provides a useful initial examination of the appropriaÌeness of using these

equations to predict the hydraulic performance of soil mater¡als. lt was found that the

Kozeny-Carman equation comes closest to fitting the dala obtained by laboratory testing

(Table 8.1). The measured data fall within an order of magnitude of predictions generated

using the Kozeny-Carman equation and in one of the cases, the data match the prediction

(Table 8.1). As the density of the sand increased the calculated and measured data

comes closer to matching the Kozeny-Carman predictions. The Poiseuille equation

consistent¡y predicts values much higher than lhose measured.

While it may be noted that hydraulic conductivity is a parameter which varies over several

orders of magnitude and some degree of deviation can be expected between calculated

k and measured k, the agreement between calculated and measured data is not as close
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as might be hoped. However, the results are conside¡ed reasonable given the

assumptions for surface area, particle shape and part¡c¡e size that must be made before

the equalions can be used. A full discussion of the inherent limitat¡ons of the Poiseuille

and Kozeny-Carman equat¡ons was presenÌed in Section 3.3.5. Sample calculalions for

these equations are presented in Appendix C.

Table 8.1 suggests that use of the Kozeny-CaÍman equation to predict the hydraulic

behaviour of clean, uniform and well characterized sand can provide results that are

generally similar to those found using the laboratory equipment and lechniques developed

in lhis laboratory testing program.

Table 8.1 Calculation of Hydraulic Conduclivity in Sand using lhe Poiseuille and
Kozeny-Carman Equations

Surface area of Sand = variable'
Unit Weight of Sand = 2650 kg/m3 Water Viscosity= O.OO1 kg/s/m

Sand
Density

(v)

lko/m3)

Porosity

(n)

Surface
Area

(s)

lm2/m3)

Pore
Radius

(R)

(m)

k
Poiseuille

(m/s)

k
Kozeny-
Carman

(m/s)

k
Measured

(k)

(mis)

1 670 0.370 9.0x1 03 6.5x10{ 3.2x1 0{ 5.3x10< 4.8x.l06

1700 0.359 1 .7x1 0a 3.4x105 8.5x10{ I .4x1 0{ 2.5x1 O5

1760 0.336 4.0x1 0a 1 .3x1 O{ 1.2x10a L95x10€ 2.0x10{

'varies from 6.5 to 22.6 m?ikg, depending on part¡cle sizes present

lllitic clay specimens exhibited ditferent f lux versus hydraulic relationships than were

observed for the quartz sand. Section 7.3.2 showed that eight of the nine specimens

tested exh¡bited a reversible transit¡onal gradienl (Table 7.a). lt was then determined
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(Figure 7.12) that the difference betrveen the k's measured at ',high,' and "low', hydraulic

gradients was consistent throughout the range of densilies examined, This was initially

considered to potenlially result from a constant quanlity of structured water assoc¡ated

with the clay surtaces when zero or low hydraulic gradient was present. Once the

transit¡onal gradient was exceeded some of th¡s water was mobilized for flow and

increased flow rates became possible through newly enlarged flow passages. Hydraulic

conduct¡v¡t¡es measured for illit¡c mater¡als, and predicted using the poiseuille and Kozeny-

carman equations are presented in Table 8.2. The limited range of porosity studied

necessitated plotting the laboratory data in a semi-log format (Figure 9.1).

Table 8.2 calculation of Hydraulic conductivity of lllitic clay using the poiseuille
and Kozeny-Carman Equations

Surface area of clay = 6000 m'?lkg;area = 6000 Densily of lllite= 2750

C lay
Dènsily

(r)

(kg/m3)

Total
Porosily

(n)

Surface
Area

(s)

(m'im1

Using n
Measured

(k)
(at high D

( nds¡

Measured

(k)
(at low i)

(nds¡

Pore
Radius

(m)

k
Poiseuille

(r'{s)

k
Koz.-Car

(tnls)

I 620 0.411 7.3x1 0? 9.6x 1 O'å 7.5x10n1 1,â10'r' 3.5x10n0 9.5x10¡r

1ô50 0.400 7 .4x1o7 9.Ox10'o 6.5x10n1 1 .lx l 0'1t 4.1x 1 0''o 1 .5x 10'rr

1770 0.356 8.0xf 07 7.0x10'e 3.7x10r1 6.1x10''? 1.4x10''o 5.9x1 O'1r

1810 0.342 8.1x107 6.4x10'' 3,1x10'1' s.Ox1O'" l.3x l0'10 3.6x10'tl

1 840 0.331 8.3xl 07 6.0x10'3 2.7x1041 4.3x 1 0n z 1- lxl O'ro

1 840 0,331 8.3x107 6. Ox 1 O'e 2.7x1a41 4.3x10¡'? 7.6x1o'tt 2.4x10¡1

1930 0.298 8.7x1 07 4.gx1o'e 1 .7x1ont 2.8x1O'12 5.3x10'1t 3.Ox1Onr

I960 0.287 8.8x1 07 4.6t10'€ 1.4x10'" 2.4x10n2 5.7x10'tt 1.1x10'1'

2030 o.262 9.1x107 3.9x1o''g 9.8x f 0¡2 1 .6x10'''¿ 1.Ox1ont 8.7x 1 0¡ 2
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Figure 8.1 Poros¡ty versus Hydraulic Conductivity Relationship for lllitic Clays

Table 8.2 also shows that neither of the numerical solutions provided good predictions for

hydraulic conductiv¡ty (k), at elevated hydraulic gradients. The poiseuille equation came

closer to matching the data obtained by laboratory testing but the match was not

particularly good, especially for flow measured under conditions of "high" hydraulic

gradient.

Laboratory measurements of k lell into two well defined and parallel linear relationships

(in Log-Log space), for results obtained above and below the transit¡onal gradients (Figure

e.1). only the densest of the 9 specimens listed in Table 8.2 had a hydraulic conductivity

which deviated s¡gnificantly from these relationships. This high density specimen had a

hydraulic conductiv¡ty which was similar at high and low applied hydraulic gradients. The

hydraulic conduclivity measured for this high density spec¡men closely approximated the
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prediction for flow generated using the Poiseuille equation and the line through the

remainder of the data generated lrom specimens tested al gradients below the transitional

gradient. This fit may be the result of a reduction in the number of macro-pores presenl

once high density is achieved. A reduced number of macro-pores would result in a

greater influence of the smaller pore spaces on the measured hydraulic conductiv¡ty, and

hence a closeÍ match to one of the primary conditions required for the Poiseuille equation

to be valid (uniform pore size (Section 3.3.2)). Alternatively, a significant reduct¡on in the

hydraulic conductiv¡ty at high density can be ¡nterpreted as evidence that there are fewer

structured water layers which can be acl¡vated for participation ¡n the advective

transportation.

The comparisons between experimental and theoretical hydraulic conductivities in Figure

8.1 raise two major questions. The first relates to reasons lor the apparent inability of

either equation to accurately predict the hydraulic conductivity of illitic clay tested at high

hydraulic gradienÌs. The second quest¡on has to do with the significance of the two

parallel lines representing the hydraulic conductiv¡ty above and below the transitional

gradient for each specimen, Whatever was the cause of the devial¡on of the advective

flow behaviour measured at high hydraulic gradients, ¡1 is ev¡dent that at lower applied

gradients there is a reduction in the llux through these specimens. This could be

accounted for mathemalically by assuming that the porosity available lor flow decreased

when the hydraulic gradient decreased.

Values of hydraulic conduct¡v¡ty predicted using the Poiseuille or the Kozeny-Carman

equations show relationships that parallel but considerably under-estimate the hydraulic

conductivities measured at elevated grad¡enls. The equations produce values that are
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respectively about one-half order and one order of magn¡tude lower than the laboralory

values. However, at gradients below the trans¡tional gradients, lhe measured hydraulíc

conductivities came close to predictions from the Poiseuille equation. The significance of

these differences in the measured hydraulic conductivity with changing hydraulic gradient

is discussed below.

The hydraulic conductiv¡ty observed at high gradient, for all but the lowest porosity

(highesl density) specimen can be described by the poiseuille equation if it is assumed

that the pore radius (2d) was I water layers wider than was calculated using the material

parameters delermined for the specimen. The reason for the ditference between the

Poiseuille prediction and lhat measured in the laboratory is uncertain. The porosimetry

studies discussed in section 4.2.3 identified the presence ol non-uniform pores and

perhaps large pore channels dominate ihe hydraulic propert¡es of the system. This would

be consistent with the fact that the illitic clay studied is not composed of individual clay

platelets but of micro-peds, each consisting of many clay platelets. As a result, the actual

surface area present and available to influence water structu¡e and movement is lower

than ¡ndicated by the specific surface Area (sJ parameter. A lower effective surface

(s"n), means that the average pore-radius (r/ increases, as will the hydraulic conductivity

predicted for a given clay density. ln such a situat¡on it would be expected that the

hydraulic conduct¡v¡ty measured would be much higher than the predictions of ihe

Poiseuille or Kozeny-carman equations. Figure 8.1 and rable 8.2 suggest that this was

indeed the case.

The difference between hydraulic conductiv¡t¡es measured at hydraulic gradients above

and below the transitional gradient for each specimen seems to be independent of
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porosity. The previous paragraph showed that the Poiseuille equation permiiled

estimation of the reduction in the average diameter of channels participating in flow at low

hydraulic glad¡ents. This change in etfeclive pore diameter can be interpreted in th¡ee

ways.

i) Flow at high hydraulic gradients is actually occurring through pores which are 8

water layers larger lhan was predicted using the material properties available from

laboratory testing.

ii) Shearing of previously bonded or structured water increases lhe available pore

radii by about 8 water layers. These layers, once mobilized for flow, would continue to

participate in advective llow unless the hydraulic gradient decreased to less than the

transit¡onal gradient, at which time they would again become unavailable for flow. At this

stage the available radii are approx¡mately equal to those calculaled from surface area

and moisture content measurements.

iii) The change in hydraulic conductivity results not from a change in the effective

radius of the pores conducting flow, but from the act¡vation of pores which had not

previously participated in the flow process. lf the maiority of flow measured at low

hydraulic gradient occurs through lhe macro-pores w¡lh¡n the specimen, then a number

of micro-pores and the water layers present between some of lhe clay platelels might not

be active in the transportalion process. This could be the result of a higher water viscosity

due to some limited structuring in response to the surface charge on lhe clay particles,

or to a higher surface tension in these regions resulting from the narrow pore openings.

Under these conditions, changes in flow behaviour need not involve shearing of highly

structured water. However, as lhe hydraulic gradient meets and exceeds the transitional

grad¡ent, this previously occluded or non-conductive porosity becomes available for flow,

resulling in a higher llux and apparently higher hydraulic conductivity. These passages
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would close for llow once the gradients decreased to less than the lransitional grad¡ent,

This may provide a reversible mechanism to explain the observed changes in flow with

changing hydraulic gradient.

When the hydraulic conductivity of these illitic clays is considered in conjunction with the

thermal expansion results in Chapter 5, it seems that the third explanalion in the previous

paragraph can provide a likely mechanism to account for change in hydraulic conducliv¡ty

with changes in hydraulic gradient. lt will be remembered that the thermal expansion tests

indicated there was litlle structured water present in the illitic clay specimens which had

an average d-spacing which ranged from 1 2 to 28 water layers. The presence of as many

as 4 structured water layers (as indicated by the results of hydraulic conductiviÇ), would

lherefore represent lrom 15o/o (lowest dens¡ty specimen), to 33% (highest density

specimen) of the total porosity of the clay. G¡ven that the accuracy of the thermal

expansion measurements is app¡oximately 10% of the total expansion measured at 90oC

(Section 5.2), ¡t is not surprising that the thermal expansion testing might fail to identify

a change in lhe water structure of the low density clays. lce has a thermal expansion Íate

of approximately 7% ol that of bulk wafer (Michel, 1978). lf the water associated w¡th the

particle surfaces is assumed to be ice-like in its structure and thermal expansion

behaviour, it is possible that the lowest density materials might show no clear deviat¡on

between the predicted and measured thermal expansion of the water component, as these

deviations would fall w¡thin the limits of system accuracy. However, denser clays should

have exhibited measured thermal expansion bshav¡our which differed from thal of bulk

water, thereby prov¡ding an indicalion that the water layers closest to the surface had a

ditferent structure than that of bulk water. Even the presence of water having a'broken

down ice struclure" as described in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 should have resulted in somê
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measurable change in the lhermal expans¡on behaviour of dense illite - water specimens.

These thermal expansion findings, together with those of hydraulic conductivity

measurements provide a strong argument for an explanalion that there is little or no

structured water present in the illitic clay. The observed changes in hydraulic conductivity

with increased hydraulic gradienl are therefore most likely the result of changes in the

number of pores act¡ve in the flow process, and not from a change in the size of the pores

caused by shearing of structured pore fluid.

8.1.2 Poroslty Parameters in Bentonite and Bentonite - Sand Systems

ln the same manner used in section 8.1.1 for illilic clay specimens, the measured

advective flow through benlonite-based materials has been compared to predictions

provided by the Poiseuille and Kozeny-carman equat¡ons, and ultimately to the results of

the thermal expansion tests presented in Chapter S.

Table 8.3 compares the results of the laboratory tests discussed previously in section 7,4

with the predictions from the Poiseuille and Kozeny-carman equations. Furlher data were

added from literature sources (Appendix D) to extend the range of porosities available for

comparison. This enlarged data base for bentonite-based materials provides a good basis

for analyzing advective flow behaviour under high hydraulic gradients. As in the preceding

analysis for illitic specimens, the results were first plotted in a semiJog format presenting

total porosity versus hydraulic conduct¡v¡ty (Figure 8.2a). The wider range of porosities

examined for bentonitic materials made it possible to also plot this data in log-log space

(Figure 8.2b). ln addition to the predict¡ons of the poiseuille and Kozeny-Carman
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equations and the experimental dala points, the regression line through the laboratory

data was determined. The combination of semi-log and log-log graphs provides a good

basis for examining the role of porosity in controlling hydraulic conductiv¡ty.

In Figure 8.2, there are four sets of laboratory data plotted. These dafa sels are;

i) The hydraulic conductivity measured for clay specimens at hydraulic gradients
above the trans¡tional gradient (high gradient).

ii) The hydraulic conductivity measured for sand-clay specimens tested at high
hydraulic grad¡ents.

iii) Literature derived data for specimens tested at high gradients.

iv) The hydraulic conductivity of specimens tested at hydraulic gradients lowerthan
the transit¡onal gradient (low gradient).

Using the lotal porosity versus hydraulic conduct¡v¡ty data ¡n F¡gure 8.2 as the basis for

comparison, the theoretical influence of water adsorbed on the particle surfaces can be

examined. Figures 8.3a and 8.3b plot the same data as was presented in Figure 8.2,

excepting that a single layer of water was assumed lo be fixed on the surface of each clay

particle and that th¡s resulted in a reduct¡on in the total porosity of the specimen. This

reduced porosity is known as the effective porosity (n"n). Also presented in Figures 8.3a,b

is the best-fit line through the data, providing an excellent means of determin¡ng the

appropriateness ol using an efiêctive porosity parameter in prediction of advective llow

through these materials. These different melhods of plotting the same data allow

examination of the potential etfect of a structured layer of water on lhe hydraulic behaviour

of bentonile-based specimens.
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The hydraulic conduclivity of these bentonile materials clearly increased as thê porosity

increased (Figure 8.2). Data obtained in this research and those collected from the

l¡terature all follow the same general trend, but exh¡bit a considerable degree of scatter

(the standard deviation of the hydraulic conduclivity data in F¡gure 8.2 is apploximately

one order of magnitude). This scatter does not seem to be related to any intr¡nsic

ditference in the bentonites examined (Dixon and Miller, 1 995), and so must represent the

limitations of the techniques used, or random variations in lhe microstrucÌure of lhe

specimens. Comparison of the data wilh predictions of the Poiseuille and Kozeny-Carman

equations show that desp¡le many contrary opinions in the l¡terature, both the Poiseuille

and Kozeny-Carman equations actually predicted the hydraulic conductiv¡ty of bentonite

clays and clay-sand militures reasonably well, The Kozeny-Carman equalion is somewhat

less accurate, especially at higher density, but slill falls w¡thin the general scatter of the

data. Given the need for a conserval¡ve means of predicting the advective llow of water

through clay barriers, use the Poiseuille equation seems more appropr¡ate. This will

provide somewhat higher estimates for k at a given porosity. Most of the available data

lie below the line produced by the equation. Both these equat¡ons can reasonably be

used in low dens¡ty materials.
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Table 8'3 Galculation of Hydraulic conductivity of Bentonite using the Poiseuille and Kozeny-carman Equations

Density

(kg/m1

Surface area of bentonite= TSO,oOO mrlkg
Densitv of bentonite= 2e4o k¡trna

Porosity

of benton¡te= 2840 kg/m3

5s0

590

660

Effective
Porosity

0.806

700

o.792

760

0.768

790

0.600

Surface
Area

(m"/m1

o.754

790

0.682

o.732

800

o-644

o.722

890

4.1x 1 o8

o.622

Pore
Radius

(m)

o.722

930

4.4x103

0.s90

o.71A

Water Viscos¡ty= 0.001 kg/s/m

960

s.Ox1Oô

Using n

Potential

o.s74

o.687

960

5.3)(106

1 .Oxf o€

Poiseuille

(rnls¡

o.s74

0.673

990

8.6(1o€

5.7x1OB

0.418

0.662

1010

6.7x10'e

5.9x1oo

0.520

0.662

5.5x10rt

k
Koz.-Gar.

(nr/s)

5.9x103

5.8x10'e

0.498

0.651

4.&l ont

4.&l o¡

0.981 mzls'?

6.O(1OB

o.442

0.644

2.&l orr

4.4x10'Ê

6.7x1Oa

o.4a2

9.Ox1O't'¿

2.ù10'11

k
Measured

(nr's¡

4-4x1O'ø

7.Ox1Oo

o.466

6.9(1 o r2

1 .ôxi 0'

4.*f o€

7.ù1Ú

0.455

4.5x10n2

1 .3xi 0¡

7.ã'106

3.3x10'e

6.6x1o"'?

3.ô(10-t2

I .3x10'"

2.9l(10-Ê

Pore
Radius

(m)

7.4x'lÚ

5.&xl Ot¡

2.611o'12

1 .S(10'11

2-7x1o-e

7.6x1Oo

4.O(10n2

2.ù10'12

Using neff

8.1xl0-rz

2-7x1O'Þ

2-Xjù12

5.7x1O-€

7.4x1O'12

Po¡seu¡lle

(m/s)

6.ùf on2

2.5x10'e

2-4x1O¡2

4.8xl 04

2-1x10.12

5.8x1Oi'¿

2-4x1O'o

8.4x10r2

3.7x10'e

1 .3x1O-tz

5.8x10-r'z

k
Koz.-Car

(rn/s)

I .6x1 0''

6.ã101'?

f .lx 1 0-t2

3.1x10'e

5.ûx1or2

1.2l<10¡t

2.5x1o e

3.9x1Onz

9.4x 1 o 
13

4.6x1orz

7.O(10 t2

2.3x10-e

9.4x10"3

3.9x1 O¡'¿

2.6X10n'z

5.&10n2

2.&104

l.Oxl Ont

g.â1ot3

1.9(1 On'?

3.5x10'r2
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2-4x10.12

2.ã'10s

7.4x10't3

2.9x1 0+

1 .1xf 0't2

2.6K101¡

1.6x10'o

8.&l o 13

2.9x10.12

1.4x10€

5.0)(10'13

5.7x 1 0¡ 3

2.7x1O'12

1 .3x10'o

l.ù1or

4.7x1 013

1 .5x1On'?

t.&104

4.7x 1 0i3

1 -ù10-12

1 .à( 1 O's

4.4x10n3

9.5x10n3

1.lx10¡

2.4x10.I3

9.5x10n3

I .gxl o-t3

7.&1015

I .5xl on3

6.8x10n3

l.5x1O't3

1 .3x1or3

1 .1x 1 0'13



Table 8.3(cont¡nued) calculation of Hydraulic conductivily of Benton¡le us¡ng the Poiseuille and Kozeny carman Equations

Density

(ks/m1

1060

Porosity
n

1060

1090

o.627

Effeclive
Porosity

neff

1120

o.627

1f30

0.616

1150

o.229

0.606

Surface
Area

(m"/m1

1170

o.428

0.602

1 180

o.412

0.s95

1180

8.(kt 06

0.396

Pore
Radius

(m)

0.588

8.Ox1o8

1190

0.390

0.58s

8.2K106

1200

Usinq n

0.379

o_582

2.lx1Oo

8.4x1oô

1250

Poiseuille
(rn/s)

0.369

o.404

2

8.5x I 06

1260

.1x

0.363

o.577

2.tx

o.e

1300

8-611o3

0.363

3.&10r2

0.560

1.&

8.8x1oo

1300

o€

k
Koz.-Car

(nt/s)

o.240

3.ù10-t2

0.556

1 .&(10's

1 320

o-e

8.9xl d

0.352

3-à.1fJ'12

o.542

1.7xf o'o

8.ô(f Oo

0.325

5.9x1ûr3

2.8,z.1O't2

o.542

l.ü10'0

8.9x1Oo

k
Measured

(rnls)

0.320

5-gx1on3

2.7x1o42

0.535

1.6x10'e

9.(X106

5.2(10r3

0.299

2-4x1Ul¿

1-6Kl o€

9.4x 1o3

5.ox1o 12

4-5x l ûr3

0.2s9

2-ùJ0.l2

7.ô(10-1o

9-5x1oB

Pore
Rad¡us

(m)

5.ûxl O 
13

4.3xl o 13

o.288

2-1\1o'12

1.5x1ûa

9.8(1Oo

1.^

4.(Xl O'ir

Using neff

2.1x1o'12

'I .4x 1 Oe

9.8x10ô

3.7xf oro

3.ô(f O'1r

1 .3x

0tt

3.4x10¡3

1 .3x10'e

Poiseu¡lle
(trús)

9.9x1Og

9.4x10r0

3.5x10 t3

1 .6x

o'12

2.ox1O'l'?

I .à10'€

8.6x1oro

7.9x

3.5x10r5

0-t2

1 .6xl o'12

Lãl0-€

I -1x10't3

7.&(l o-to

1.1x

5.5x1 o ra

k
Koz.-Car

(nds)

0t"

f .5x'l o 1¿

1.k10's

4.9x1O¡3

7.6X1ono

1 .6X1 on3

0t"

3.X

1.3x10'12

4.(}Kl O'13

7.1x1o'ro

4.4x10 r3

2.6x

on"

1 .3x1 O 
12

6.8x10't6

3.3K10n3

6.7x10''o

I .9xl on3

2.5x

1.à10'r2

0t3

8.o(10"'4

6.4x10i0

3.1x10 13

8.8xf or3

2.1x

0n"

6.ô(f 0"'

2.D(10't3

7.1x10''o

1.ù1013

2

o-r 
3

.1x

5.4x10-r4

2.3x10-r'?

3.5x10no
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7.7x1cÍ13

1 .$(10'r3

0t"

5.o(l on4

2.ã.10t2

4.$(1o 13

6.(kl oto

4-4x1o'14

2.X

5.1x1O-to

2.&(f o 13

3.8x10n4

4.4x

ot3

5.o(10"o

3-gx1 01'?

3.6x10n4

4.4x10 to

1 .9x

0'

3.6(10n1

1.

4.4xl0nt

ot"

7.1x 1 0-16

1 .â(10"r3

4.1x10 io

ot"

3.1x10'r{

9.1x10'ra

2.ù.1ù1n

9.1xf 0'r'

2.ox1o-r1

7.&l 0n'

I .5l(l on1

I .5x1Ora

I .3(1on'l



Table 8'3 (continued) calculation of Hydraulic conductiv¡ty of Benton¡te using the poiseuille and Kozeny-carman Equations

Density

(ks/m1

13s0

Po¡osity

1460

Benlonite

0.525

1030

Effect¡ve
Porosity

0.486

1 040

- Sand

1120

o.272

0.296

I 180

Surface
Area

(m'¿/m1

o.212

o.45A

1220

0.367

1220

1.0x1oo

o-225

0.356

Pore
Badius

(m)

1240

1-ixf 0e

0.309

0.367

1280

0.193

0.367

Using n

1340

1.lxl0'e

7.7x106

0.189

Poiseuille
(nr/s)

0.378

1 340

8.6X10 'o

7.8(1OB

0.203

0.321

1340

8.4x106

0.189

0.353

LO(10'12

5.4x1o-io

t 360

8-gx1O¡

o.207

k
Koz.-Gar.

(nr/s)

o.324

6.5x10't3

1430

1 .1x 1 0'e

9.4

o.212

o.454

6.9x10'ro

9.à

o8

0.175

0.446

1.7x10n3

6.â(,l0-to

l.1xl o-t3

9.*

k
Measured

(nds)

oô

0.138

o.324

f.1x10t3

6-9x1On3

6.$(l O 
io

9.6x1 oo

oô

0.28f

2.4x7 o'1'

6.3{10'o

1.o(10e

o.272

2-b<1ù13

2.0x1013

1.&(10r1

6.5x10ro

f .O(1Oo

0.138

Pore
Radius

(m)

1.5x10¡3

I.lxf0t3

2.ã.10'13

4.9x1Ono

l.Oxl oe

Using neff

3.9x101'

2.*.10'13

5.4x10 to

1 .Ol(1oe

4.5x10n3

3.7x10'ro

3.ô(l o"

2.5x10n3

4.&10'to

l.fxloe

Poiseuille
(rnls¡

6.ùl on3

3.9x1Or'

2.5x10i2

8.3x10'ro

1.ãf o't 3

2.9x10-r3

7.9x1o-r3

I .¿(1013

7.9x'l O 
ro

3.8x1O'1o

6.1x1O-ta

2.9(1 o t3

4.ox10'r'

f .ãf on3

4.5x10to

k
Koz.-Car

(t¡r/s)

2.*10'11

5.7x1Ono

5.1x1 O 
13

2.Ox1O 11

5.lx l or3

2.9x1Oro

2.9x1Or3

2.b(1or¡

4.6x1û'3

g-gKl orE

8.4x10rj

4.flxl or1

2.ù101o

2.0x1 O 
r{

1.1x10-r3

3-7xi oi6

2.8:(1û10

I .3K1o 13

1 .3x1 O 
t3

8.*1on'

2.5x10"o

2.X10"'

2-6x1ûr'

7.6t1or'

6.5x10ns

2.&l ono
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2.s(10n3

1.9(10-r¡

1 -gx 1 o'11

2.1x10'1'

2.8x1 O 
1o

2.3K1o1'

3.2x1(I13

3.5x 1 or5

2.1x10'to

1.&K10'r'

8.9K10'r'

3.lx10-rs

2.5xl0n'

1.611ono

I .2(l O 
t3

3.&(1016

2.6¡<1 o 1'

3.9(l o to

3.ox1o'16

1.S(10n1

3.$(l oro

4.lx10-tó

5.7x1 015

1.5x101o

4.$(1 o 16

7.1x10'i'

2.lx10't6

6.1x1O-ta

g.&l ons

5.*1or6

1 .lx1O'ta

9.9x1oi5

8.7x t 0'16



Comparison of the hydraul¡c conductiv¡ty measured to that predicted for systems having

even one fixed water layer present inappropriate (Figure 8.3). Even a single fayer of

adsorbed water caused a signilicant departure of the predicted flow from that actually

measured. This infers that all the pore water is involved in the advective flow process.

The plot of the hydraulic conductiv¡ty measured at low applied hydraulic gradient for those

specimens showing a transitional gradient shows a weak trend towards fitting lhe

predictions where one adsorbed water layer was assumed to be present on the surface

of clay particles during tesling at low hydraullc gradients (Figure 8.3). The data collected

for specimens having a transit¡onal gradient best fits the Kozeny-carman equation where

a single water layer is assumed to be present on the surface of the relalively low density

(high n"n), specimens.

Explanations similar to those provided for the hydraulic behaviour of illile specimens can

again be applied to interpreling the behaviour of bentonite-based specimens.

i) Flow is actually occurring through pores which are slightly larger than predicted

using the material properties available from laboratory tesÌing.

ii) shearing of previously bonded or structured water ¡ncreases available pore radii

by 1 water layer in specimens having a clay densiÇ less than approximately 0.75 Mgim3.

This increased pore size, once mobilized for flow, would continue to participate in

advective flow unless the hydraulic gradient decreased to less lhan the transitional

gradient, al which time it would again become unavailable for flow.

i¡i) The change in hydraulic conductivity resulls not from a change in the etfect¡ve

radius of the pores conducting flow, but from the activation of pores which had not
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previously participated in the flow process. lf the majority of flow measured at low

hydraulic grad¡ent occurs through the macro-pores within the specimen, then a number

of micro-pores and the water layers present between some of the clay plalelets mlght not

be active in the transportation process. This could be the result of a higher water viscosity

due to some limited structuring in response to the surface charge on the clay part¡cles,

or to a higher surface tension in these regions resulting from the narrow pore openings.

Under these conditions, changes in flow behaviour need not involve shearing of highly

structured water. However, as the hydraulic gradient meets and exceeds the transitional

gradient, this previously occluded or non-conductive porosity becomes available for flow,

resulting in a higher flux and apparently higher hydraulic conductivity. These passages

would close for flow once gradients again decreased to less than the lransitional gradient.

ln an effort to better understand the hydraulic behaviour of the benton¡te specimens, data

obtained lrom thermal expansion testing (Chapter S) was re-examined. These data

indicated that there should be a considerable quant¡ty of structured and therefore less

mobile pore waler associated w¡th bentonites having low compacted density. At lower

densities larger distances exist between the individual platelets, and the largest possible

degree of structure could be developed in the pore water. As has been discussed in

Section 2.3.5, it is possible that higher density materials may actually have little or no

structuring of the pore water. The data presented in Figure 5.5 showed that at densities

lower than approx¡mately 0.75 Mg/m3, the thermal expansion of the pore fluid was much

less than that of Íree water. However, by the time a density of 1.05 Mg/m3 was achieved

the thermal expansion behaviour of the pore fluid was much more l¡ke that of free water.

This agrees with the f indings of the laboratory measurements of hydraulic conductivity.

The only region where a gradient-dependent change in hydraulic conductivity was clearly
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present in bentonite specimens was for clay densities less than approximately 0.75 Mg/m3.

At higher densities there was generally no influence ol hydraulic gradient on hydraulic

conductivity. The hydraulic conductivity of these specimens remained at a consistently

low level throughout testing.

lnvest¡gations of both the thermal expansion and hydraulic behaviour of bentonite

specimens lound that leatures which can be attributed to a "struclured" waler component

are only detectable in low density systems (clay densities <0.75 Mg/m3). At higher

densities, the behaviour of the pore fluid cannot be distinguished from that of "normal"

water. There are a several explanations lor these observalions.

1) The presence of large quantities of dissolved salts in lhe bentonites, compared

with those present in lhe illitic clays, has resulted in the disruption or prevention of water

structuring in specimens with densities exceeding approximately O.7S Mg/m.. This

concept was discussed in Section 2.3.5 where the presence of mobile cat¡ons in the pore

fluid of relatively dense systems could result in the system behaving as a porous med¡um

in which ideal Newtonian fluid flow occurs (Oster and Low, 1963). The concept also

allows the same mater¡als to contain considerable quant¡ties of structuÍed water at lower

densities, which might well then show the presence of transil¡onal gradients as a greate¡.

quantity of the structured pore fluid is sheared and takes part in the adveclive flow

process.

2) The Poiseuille and Kozeny-Carman equations assume that the particles and

pores which constilute the specimens are uniform. However, the parlicle size and

porosimetry data presented in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.3 respectively, and the calculations

presented in Appendix C, show clearly that these assumptions are at best approximate.

The average pore diameter measured for Na-bentonite at I.2 Mg/m3 density was
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approximately 1Snm (Figure 4.6). ln comparison, the pore diameier calculated using the

particle surface areas to est¡mate the thickness of water associated wilh each face

(Equation 3.9) and thereby determine the spacing between parallel platelets, produced

predicted pore diameters (2d) of 3nm. lt is therefore possible that the hydraulic

conduclivity measured at high applied hydraulic grad¡ents is the result of water being

channelled through a limited number of larger pores. The ¡emainder of the spec¡men

would be composed of particles hav¡ng one or more layers of water adsorbed to their

surface and small, normally non-conductive pores between the micro-peds. Only at a

combination of low density and elevated hydraulic gradient would a portion of the

previously immobilized water become available for participation in advective flow.

8.2 Summary of Results of Advect¡ve Flow Measurêmenls and Analyses

Measurement of the advective flow properties of illite and benton¡te clays provides

evidence that a port¡on of the pore space of low clay density systems is occupied by

structured or normally non-conductive water. This structured or non-conductive water can

be mob¡lized for flow by exceeding the transitional gradient for the specimen. At higher

densities in bentonite specimens and possibly very dense illites, there is an apparent lack

of non-conductive pore space, or else cationic disruplion of the structured water

component has occurred. The measurements of advect¡ve flow through bentonite clays

produced hydraulic conductivities that were equal to or higher lhan those predicted using

either the Poiseuille or Kozeny-Carman equations. This is attributed to the presence ol

a number of interconnected macro-pores with dimensions significantly larger than avsrage
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pore sizes. These channels act as preferential flow paths and so lhe flux through the

specimen in a given time exceeds that predicted using conventional equat¡ons.

Three potent¡al mechanisms have been identified which can be used to account for the

observed porosity versus hydraulic conductivity relationships, in particular the presence

of lransit¡onal grad¡ents in low-density specimens have been tentatively explained. Dala

generated by this project, when combined w¡th those available from the literature allow the

determinaìion of a quantitative relationship between total porosity (or clay density), and

the flux which can be expected to pass through the specimen in a given time. Chapter

9 summarizes the significance of this relationship 10 the prediction of advective flow

through dense bentonite-based barrier materials.
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CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

9.1 Conclusions

This research project has examined a number of parameters which may have an influence

on the advective transport of water thlough dense clays. A number of mater¡als were

carefully characterized, and the influences of water structuring, temperature, density, PoIe

fluid composition, back pressure, bacterial act¡v¡ty, ¡nitial degree of saturation, and

hydraulic gradient have all been examined. These parameters have all been reported to

potentially influence mass transport through clay barriers and so the magnitude of these

influences has been established for densely compacted barriers which have a high clay

content. Most importantly, the su¡tability of conventional flow equations lor describing

advective lransport has been determined, The detailed results ofthese studies have been

presented in the preceding chapters and so are not reproduced here. A brief summary

of the key findings of this project ¡s provided below.

The principal conclusions which can be drawn from lhe research are:

1. The Darcian llow equalion can be used to predict advective flow through dense

illitic and benton¡tic clays. Conventionally defined threshold or crit¡cal gradients do not

appear to exist in lhese materials. Hence, advective flow will occur to some degree in all

clay materials.

2. lllilic and low density (<0.75 Mg/m1, benton¡tic specimens have one or more

transit¡onal gradients present. These gradients represent shifts in the locat¡on of the

Darcian flow line in plots of log (flux) versus log (hydraulic gradient), and hence a change

in the hydraulic conduclivity k. lt is importanl to know the localion of these shifts before
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trying to predict advective flow in these materials using data generated at hydraulic

gradienls significantly different than will be encounterêd in pract¡ce. These transitions may

represent shearing of structured waler or else the opening up of porosity unavailable for

advective flow at low hydraulic grad¡ents.

3. Under the testing condit¡ons in this project, baclerial action does not appear to

afiect advective llow through the compacted bentonite or sand-bentonite malerials that

have been studied.

4. Backpressure, initial degree of saturation, pore fluid saiinity, changes in hydraulic

gradient and changes in flow direction have no etfect on the ultimate advective llow

behaviour of saturated bentonite-based materials having an etfective clay dry density

greater than approximately I .0 Mg/m3.

5. Despile the limitations of convent¡onal flow equalions, a well characterized

bentonite clay material, or a sand-clay mixture containing at least 25"/o by weight of

bentonite clay can have its adveclive flow predicted relalively accurately us¡ng the

Poiseuille equation for flow through a tubular pore channel. The Kozeny-Carman equal¡on

is less accurate in its predictions, especially at higher densities.

6. Adveclive flow appears to occur through a limited number of ¡nterconnected

macropores, as indicated by the ability of the Poiseuille equation to predlct the hydraulic

conduct¡vity of these mater¡als. The size and distr¡bution of these pores will control the

quantity of and rate at which contaminants will move across clay barriers.

7. Only lllites and low densiÇ (high porosity) bentonites showed any influence of

hydraulic gradient on the hydraulic conduciivity. Likewise only low density bentonites

showed any afiect of pore fluid salinity on the measured hydraulic conductiv¡ties.
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These findings have significance to the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management

Program as they identify the env¡ronmental parameters which are most likely to influence

advect¡ve flow through clay barriers. The role of groundwater salinity, initial degree of

saturation, pore water pressure, bacterial act¡vity and applied hydraulic gradients have

all been determined to be of little significance to the ultimate hydraulic properties of

densely compacted bentonite clays and sand-clay materials. ltems identified as being

potentially significant to advective transportalion are clay density and pore-size distr¡but¡on.

Further studies are being undertaken at Atomic Energy of Canada Limited's Whiteshell

Laboratories to prov¡de more comprehensive information on the bacterial activ¡ty.

Changes in advective flow behaviour in low density systems have the potential to

influence mass transport ¡n specific rsg¡ons of a disposal facility (such as the upper backfill

(uppermost regions in the tunnels)). Hydraulic conductivity changes of as much as one

order of magnitude were observed in low density bentonites as well in illitic clays. These

changes in hydraulic conductivity must be taken into account when contaminant release

models are used to predict lhe performance of the vault seal¡ng components.

9.2 Suggestions For Future Research

This research has louched on a number of issues associated w¡th advective transporl

through dense clays. As there has been little previous work done on advective flow

through such materials where low hydraulic gradienls are present, this research has lett

a number of issues unresolved and awaiting future invesl¡gation. Among the areas which

warrant fulure investigation are the following five potenlial projects.
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1. The size and number of interconnected macropores present in densely compacted

bentonite-based bar¡iers remains to be determined, These pores will control the ability

of contaminants to move through and ullimately escape through clay barriers. A

comprehensive study to establish the role of pore structure on advect¡ve transport would

permit this issue 1o be resolved and lead to a bette¡ est¡mation of the ability to isolate

contaminants,

2, Pore size and degree of pore interconnection will also control the ability of bacteria

to enter the barrier. The growth of bacteria on the surface of a clay barrier has the

potential to affect the contaminant transpo¡.tation process. Bacteria are capable of

entering into pores and either mov¡ng through the interconnected macropores of a clay,

or forming a biofilm on the surface of compacted clay-based barriers, Such a film can

result in a plugging of the pores and generat¡on of a sealing layer of bacterial materials,

This sort of test¡ng could be conducted by introducing a species of bacteria which is not

present in a specimen (by use of a sterilized specimen) and monitoring the advect¡ve flow

through the specimen. At the same time lhe presence of the specially introduced

organism could be monitored on the other end of the specimen. This would permit the

influence of bacteria on advective flow to be monitored as well as the ability of these

organisms to pass through the compacted clay.

3) The thermal expansion characteristics of the clay-water systems were examined

only briefly in this research proiect, A more comprehensive set of tests which could be

conducted on clay-water systems and such tests might be better able to establish the

relationship between specimen density and quantity of structured water. This work could

allow a better correlation to be established between specimen density and the presence
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and magn¡tude of transitional gradients in clays. lt may be possible to accomplish this

using the technique adopted for this research projeci or to use newer Magnetic

Resonance lmaging (MRl) technology which has been developed in the past few years.

An MRI technique if usable would allow d¡rect measu¡ement of the bound water layers and

hopefully quantify the relationship between clay density and water structure.

4\ This project has identified the presence of transitional gradienls in low density

bentonites. Furlher detailed testing of the influence of hydraulic gradient on lhe hydraulic

conductiviÇ of low density specimens may permit a clearer relationship between density

and the magnitude of the trans¡tional gradients of bentonites. This could allow for the

development of a more conclusive model to be developed for the structure of water

associated with clay particles.

5) Based on the models for water structure and mobilization for flow adopted in this

research, a specimen which exhibits a transitional gradient when percolated with

deionized water should lose this trans¡tion under conditions of saline permeant. This

would be due to the suppression of the diffuse double layers and generat¡on of a larger

and unchanging porosity for flow, such tests would require a very carefully controlled

series of hydraulic conductivity test¡ng over a very long duration to clearly establish such

a relationship. lt is possible that such an undertaking would not be feasible given the

limitations of current laboratory technology.
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R Squarod
No. of Ob6orvet¡on5

Xcæficj€r1t(sl s.3¡lE-13
$darolcæL ¡rs3E-14

Mld Oradisft eso to 12oo)
R6gr€6sioñ output

Conrl¡nl
s-ld Er of Y Ed
R SquarBd

Xoæfrc¡srìt(!) 1.70E-13
S-td Erfof Cæt 1.24Ê-1¡l

o
2.53E-10

0.9511
I
3

High GÌadlonl (>10@)
R€gr6rloñ Output:

Conslânt 3.OSE-1O
SEErofYEl 1.888-10
R Squar€d O.SO19
No ofoba€ ãtlons 4
D€OrsofFmodom 2

Xco€mclont(t 6.25E-13
Sùd Err df Cool 6E-l¡

Mld Oradbrn C¿so b 1200)
Rogrsslion OutF :

Constârt €.21E-11
Sìtd Er ofY Est ?.97E-11
R Squârod 0.e719
No. ofobgaÌvÃllonÊ 7
DôgßGofFrsodom s

Xcosficisnl(ll 2.0/Ê.-t3
SìtdErrofco€f. 3.5oE-1¿l

Hlgh GÌrd¡oltl
Rsgr€allon Output

Comiarn t35E-1o
Sld EnofY E6t 5.53E-1O
R Squsrsd oa4¡P
ib. olobôoruallom 5
Doglt6ofFß€dom 3

Xcæfic¡€nt(r' ô19Ê12
S'tdErrolcGL 1.5¡lE-12

Rogr6sloñ oliput
Collltant 6.44E-r2
S-dErrofYEd Z(ÞE-t'l
Rsqu¡r€d O.A52O
llo. olob6orvstldÌ! lO
D.g¡eolF€€doí¡ A

Xcælhnt(!) 2.68E-12
Std Erlol CæL 3.e5E¡3

Lorv orad¡6r't (¿(Þ)
k ! 7,3.-ra ñì/s

o
2.90E-1t

o,o441
7
6

Hlgh Gradlort
Regr6don O'4tn

Cor¡lt¡nt 0
Sld Er olY Elt 5.3¿E-10
R Squar€d O.A@
l¡o. olobcsvdlonr 5
Dsors6ofFrscdom a

Xc@ficloít6l 7.æe-12
Std EÍol C61 5.71E-13

LolvGrdl€rl
Fsgrs63loo oúput

Co?úlrn o
Srd EÍoIYEd 6.71E-11
R SqtÞ €d 04511
llo. ofob6orvstidrs lO
OogrsofFß€dorn A

X Coffidorn6l 2.æE-12
Sld Enotcæf 2.078-13



APPENDIXÀ3 (Conthu€d): HYDBAULIC PROPERÎÊS OF BENTONTTE SpECtMENs

rr¡fs@ rryoEurc 
'nÌol¡v'liÍþ Grad¡ont Vollñ

BARCGO1C Oonsity.O.76 Mg/m3
Tsst Dural¡o¡ 27,/1 1ß2 to 25,D6/9¿

907.0 13.37 2.AlA 1.10E-11 A.A2E-13
129'1.5 13.57 2.00A 2.258-11 1.66E-t2
16?7.0 t,17 2.A6A 4.05E-12 5.65E-t3
2301.3 19.19 3.5e0 3.09E-11 z.(XlE-tz
2491.3 3€.76 4.0t3 A3E-11 2.t4E-12
2643,5 07.09 4,9e3 2.07E-t0 2.13E-12
2023.3 '176.36 7.529 /t13E-10 2.34E-12
3091.3 æ.2 A.4f4 1.A28-10 2.67E-12
3AKl.3 e.AO A.961 l.AAE-lt t.9E-12
3667.9 10.(Þ A.963 2.13E-l.t 2.11E-12
5035.6 1.6 A.e8A 4.03E-12 LOSE-l3

tnÍow outttotv Orjttow Ot¡tlow
nü k VolurÞ Fl(x k

N\¡

BARCOo4B Oenrity.O.79 Mg/m3
T.Gt Düdon æ/D1/Þ to lo/b3/s2

't@¡[6 t.63 0.o't5 2.65E-11 l.ñtE-t1
1267.9 2.(X {.(X5 2.17811 1.06E-t1
160¿l.0 e.s8 {.1¡15 Z75E-11 AO9E-12
1723.5 A.97 0.070 Z30E-11 A.23E-12
18æ.¡t 7.6S 0.535 5.SE-11 ZæE-12
2W.g 2Aü 1.195 2.!2E-lO €./r9E-12
22ñ.ø Om 0.530 -t.36E-12
2221.ø 0.q¡ 0.515 2.728-12

2.460 1.(EE-11 7.78-13
2.5¡15 2.35E-11 1.73E-12
2.710 2.13E-11 2.97e-12
3.9É5 3.9tE-lt 2.(XE-t2
3.S50 8.61E-l1 2.22E-12
5.130 2.3E-tO 2,37E-12
za95 4.56E-10 2.59E- t2
8.6¡10 1.678-10 2.45E-12
t.90O 2.0¡lE-11 2.6E-12
LOæ 2.13E-11 2.1 t E-.t2
4.965 -1.1E-12 -25Ê-13

High crãd¡6nt Dala
Hograsslon Or.iput:

Constâñt o
StdÊrolYEl 1.34E-t1
R Squârod Ogg12
No. of Ob6odrt¡on l5
Dsgßes ofF €€dom 11

Xcoofficlert(s) 2.&e-12
Sld Erof Cosl a.378-14

Ro€rs!6ion Oriput
coñst nt o
S.td EfrofYEd 5.04E-12
R Squar€d 0.61¡15
No. olobdsÌvadoîr 7
Osgr$olFrEodom 6

Xcosfficioñ(t t.loE-l2
S:tdErrolcool 2.'J1Ê-13

Fograrlon Odput
Conrtfft O
Sld E fotY€* 5.71E-12
R Squârâd 0.9931
l{o. ofobqoñetbm A
Dâgr¡o3olFl€€dom 7

Xcosfrclorìt(s) A4tE-12
S-td Er ol CooL 1.05E-13

LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSES

Rogrt3slon Oritput:
coßtânt -5.48-12
S:td ErofY Elt t.33E-11
R Squarcd 09919
No. ofotlsorvatlons 15
D€gr€slolFÞ€dom 13

Xooomcbnt(s) 2.468-12
Sld Erof Coof. 6.17E-14

RsgrBslon O'nput
Constant -7,21E-12
S¡d ErolYElt 5.5¿E-12
Rsquar€d 0.7133
No. ofob6€rvstlonr 7
D6grtolotFrs€dom 5

Xcæffcbrn(s) 1.79E-12
Std Elrol coof. 5.osE{3

R.er6llon Oúglt
Corr3lârt
S1d Er¡ofY Ed
R Sql'arud

Dcgr€6 ol F €€dom

Xcælficbn(d
S-Ë Er. of CosL

2.51Ê-12
179Ê-12

o 9940
a
6

a25E-12
2.63E-13



APPENDIXA3 (cor{lnl.þ4: HYDBAULIG PROPER.IIES oF BEN-rONITE SPECIMENS

'llrþ Gradlsnt VolunÞ Flr4 k Vohrrþ FÌÀ k

BARCG4BB Dsn!ily.o.79Ms,/m3
Tsl DufdÌon 10/oo/92 to ozb9/93

1026.4 e.:,¡| -1.050 f.138-11 7.4É8-.12 2.620 &13Ê-t1 0.53E_12
1505.7 4.06 -1.285 4.158-11 8.53E-.12 3.235 3.15E-l'l 6.4AÊ-12
1093.3 a.86 .O.@0 5.72E-I t.10E-11 3.695 tTtE-lt 1.17E-11
22!,2.2 19.07 {.920 6.00E-11 3.t9E-12 ¡t.710 1.14E-lO 5.9€E-t2
26Ðe.6 4266 1.965 3.52E-rO 7.39E-12 7.320 3.(XlË-10 63sEn2
3062.5 00.9¡1 6.0@ 4.39E-10 4.e4E-12 12.330 4.@E-10 ¡t.68-12
35í2.A 30.5t 10¡t15 2,25E-tO 5.03E-12 14.eO 2.22E]-10 5.778-12
3995.2 11,25 E715 -1E-lt €.1E¡3 t5.34O ¡1.45E-11 3.95E-i2
€74.9 1?.0',t 13,950 15.265 2.57E-11 2.1¡tE_12
5094.7 3.4it 15.905 -29Ê-11 -2.3E-rl 15.1q) -4.0?E-11 -1.¡tE-.t1
5464.9 2.86 1¡t.820 -Z€E-11 -2.7E-t1 !4.¿195 -262E-11 -2.7E-11
d)5e.0 ô5a 14.065 A29E-12 1.41E-12 t3.&t5 -t.76E-1t -2.7E-12
6467.4 9.06 r3.7¿r5 -1.2E-10 -1.3Ê-1t 13.635 0.6¡tÊ-12 A.54E-13
7091.2 14.5e t3.€r5 9.94E-12 6.æE-!3 13.050 2.41€-!.t 1,65E-12
7151.9 l¿l.Gl 13.9'lO 1.17E-11 8.11E-13 13.890 1.3¿E-11 g.tsE-to
wt4.g 28.@ 15.310 1.15Ê-10 3.sOE-12 15.01lo 1.35E-10 4.69E_12
667e.9 O.@ 13.515 -1.5E-10 1¿1.475 -1.1eE-10
æ57.1 120.69 29.370 9.62E-10 7.63E-12 2A.735 A.OOE-1o 6.9E-12

BARCGoID Oomity.O.æMg/m^3
Tolt Dufaüon 13111lg2- l1l l2Jg1

10161.7 {42.59 €O.¡ttO -4,18E-10 2.9¡tE-12
't0569.0 -236.36 35.1q) -224E-10 3.OôE:12
110211 -¡t56.æ ¡1.S25 -1.54E€ 3.3€Ê12
11?17,0 -72126' -¿tô315 -2.308€ 3.1AE-12
11¡@,2 -.¡CA.O7 -52.&15 -2.22€{9 3,15E-12
't16'¿3.0 -&t9.3¡t -50.968 -310E{t9 3.glE-'tz
t€64.5 -4Ì40 -17,065 -1.¿r2E-10 3.52E-12
t¿r697.0 -4t.¿to -16.16Ít 3.76E-10 -9.3Ê-t?
lf,44t.O 699.56 2.410 2.908{9 4.268-12
15472.0 6?6.e0 4123 335E{Xt 4.95E-12
16æ.0 4At.A4 1A006 1.95E{!g 3.96E-12
163rf.0 37t.76 2¡t.@5 1.55E{g ¿t.10E-1?
17¡læ.0 e3rzGs 52345 a.¡ErE{¡A 4.72E-12
101G.5 9.æ 52410 7.35E{1 7.36Ê-12

N\¡
N

R€gßss¡on Output:
Constert o
StdErrofYEd 4.16E-11
R Squå¡ed O.Ag23
No. ofobûêrval¡on! 35
D6grE6ofFrs€dom U

x cGñcl6nt(3)
Sid Er õl cæl

6.?2E-12
3.CE{3

Re0r6r¡on Outprit:
conrtaÍt €.378-1t
std Er of Y EÍ e€E-lt
R Sqursd 0935¿
No. dolr:|olvallonr 35
OEgÞolofFß€dom 33

Xcætrc¡ont(r) 7.11Ê-12
Std E rofcoon 3.27Ê-13

B6gr6llon Olaput

Std Elr of Y Eü
R Squarod

O€grs ol Fr€odorn

Xco€mdorn(s) 3.erE-12
StfErrofCosf 2.æE-13

o
4.26E- tO

0'€65¡1291
11
t3

Rsgl€Gllon oulput
Conltû'i 3.25E-.to
Std Er olY Elt 2.78-10
F Squâr€d O.æ711n
No. ofobo€Ìvdlom 1.
D€grcofFß€dom 12

Xco€mcloÌt(û) 3.c2E-t2
StdErrofcôof. 1.20E-13



APPENDIXA3 (contlnusdl: HYDRAUUC PnoPERnES OFBENTONITESPEdMENS

Þap6æ ñyor&rc rn¡ow uutÍow uunow uufow
ItryE Grad¡ent Volr'lE FIL( k \rolulE FtL( I

BÁRCG02D2 Dsnsity<¡.69M9/m3
Tost Durdion 11/11/92 b10Fæþ3

1S23.0 2.æ 0.455 2.¡t5E-t0 L(xlE"lo
2143.0 4.05 1.6¡t5 3,28E-10 6.75E-11
2145.0 9.90 3.7¡tO 3.23Ê10 3.26E-ll
2761.0 19'22 4.e20 3.1AÊ-10 1.65E-'11

BÂFCGO3B t¡onslty{.qt Mg/¡na
T63t Durâtlon o9/12lþ1 þ tA/b3/92

@3.3 0.(Þ 0.650 2.57Ê-11 0
1307.1 1.51 1.655 1.4AE-11 LS|E-12't391.5 1.5! 1.5s' 2.13E-11 1.¿t2E-11
1579.2 ô43 2.025 6.9tE-11 1.07€-11
1603.2 ô43 2.065 ô46E-11 lE-ll
1060.0 0.2a 2.5a5 a.5¿E-11 1.æE-11
1æ7.9 0.2A 2.6'15 7.59E-11 9.17E-12
2241.6 16.43 4.195 1.75E-lO 1.048-11

BÁRCGO2E Den5ity{).96 Mg/m^3
Tost Duretloñ 't9/1 1/s2 to os/D¡ty'go

275.0 1.4 t¡t.g| /t.66E-11 3.33E-',t1
8s3.S 1.20 19.825 3.52E-tl 2.æE-11

ltot.a o20 le.g¡to 2.95Ê-12 1.4aE-11
!q¡9.0 5/0.20 23.395 1.29E{9 23AE-12
't710.s 540.20 2A.9t5 1.34E:{9 2.¡tgE-12
2241.5 æ1.@ 36.8?5 6.10E-10 2.11E-12
2281.s 294.m 36.8?5 7.50E-10 2.5€E-r2
25¿1.0 tse.(x) 36.20 3€E-10 2.57E-12

BAFCG@C Doßity{.96 Mg/dt3
16l Oûd¡on 2216/æ to l lrt l./92

N\¡

{.54O 4.¡tE-10 1.85E-10
1.195 ¿t.17E-10 A.59E-11
¡t.740 4.6E-10 465E-11
7.065 6.13E-10 3.19E-11

R6gt€aslon outPuÈ
Constar¡t o
Std Er¡ ofY Êst 2.sGE-10
R Squarod
No. õfobagrvdlons 4
DogrÊGofFl€sdorn 3

Xcæffc¡ont(s) 3.01E-11
Std Erof Cæf. 1.158-11

R6gr€s5lon Oulput:
Coßtart O
Sad EÍolY El 4.688-12
R Squãr€d O.gg21
No. olobosrvatioß 7
DogrÉ6ofFßodom 6

953.3
973.3

1122.5
t245.3
1722.1
2&.6
2æ.7

LINEAR FESBESSION ANALYSES

2.6t
2.4t)
9.2

1A34
6.?7
ù2.17
9.03

2.915 0 0 -2.4)5 Z00E-12 2.95E-12
2.96 â.38-12 L7E-12 -2.350 t.tlE-ll ,1.63E-12
2.9@ 1.3tE-12 t.¡t2E{3 -2.315 5.7tE-12 6.27E-13
2.Ao5 1.2E-t2 6.5ítE-ra +.2æ t99E-12 3.268-13
3.025. 1.1E-11 e30E-t3 -2.2t0 O.@E-rz 1.73E-13
3.510 2.¿ßÊ-11 2.648-13 -2.0?11 2.64E-11 2.87E-13
3.65 etsE-lz 0.0?E-13 -2.16 4.a7E-12 5.SE-13

Xcosficlsnl(6) 1.@E-11
Std Erof Cæt 2.oBE-13

RsgrEs8lon Output
Conslã¡t 3.018-10
Sld ErrofY El 3.66E-l l
R Squarod 0.4867
ilo, ofoboorvdtion! 1
D€græ3 of F¡€€dom

XcooficlerÍ(s) 1.12E-t1
Srd FJr of Coof 2.e,4,E-12

Regr6slon Oulput
Constant 1E-12
Std Enof Y Est s.@En2
F Squarod 0.9922
No ofobô6ruotlont 7
D€gr€€3olFÞ€dom 5

Xco€ficlont(!) l.OlEn'l
Sld Errofcoot 4.01E¡3

RsgrúÈìdl Oúput:Rsgrsr6ldl Output:
Coßtsnt O
S-td EnolYEd t73E-11
R SqtlÂr€d 0.9014
t¡o. otobs€rvdions 5
OcgrÉ6 ol FrE€dorñ a

X Cæffc¡od(d 2.&E-12
StdEnolcæL 6.4stE-t¡t

RsgrÊ8sloñ Oúpùt
CoGtrnt
Sld En ol Y El
R Squdod

Os0ræ of F$€dorn

Xcæficint(d 2.s5E-13
Sitd E¡r of C@1. 3.6E-1¡l

Const!¡l
std Er of Y Elt
R sq@red

x co€mcl6n(s,
S1d Err ol Coof

o
4.GE-r2

o4347
7
6

-5.958-t2
6.618-t 1

0.9014
5
3

Rogralrlon Oúput
Cqlstanû -1.57E-'t2
S:td EÍ ofY Ed /t.23E-t2
Rsquarcd 0.e515
t¡o. ofobtorv¡tiolt8 7
fbgr€GolFr€€ddn 5

Xcoelfidont(s) 2.01E-13
Sld EÍol Côel s.2¡tE-la

2.43e-12
l.RtE-l3



APP€NDIX A3 (CoT iñwd: HYDRAULIC PROPER]]ES OF BENÎONITE SPECIMENS

Elãp6€d Hydr¡,.i¡c lñfow lnflow lnlow
rñ GEdi6nt VoluÍb FI(tr k

BARCGo2BB t)6ß¡tyÐ.99M9y'm3
T63t Ouration 1711 1/92 to 21l3/e4

350.2 4.06 {.970 -2.62E-lO
1149.0 90.¿t5 {.860 {.()7E-11
'1415.5 2171.G1 2.555 &,14E-10 3.æE-13
1559.1 16A9.75 4.006 6.*rElO 3.74E-13
't724.0 9515.25 ¡t.?15 2.60E¡0 2,72E-13
lg€a.a 642.79 5.130 9.54E-11 1.49E-13
2396.0 6A297 5.935 1.23E-lO 1.7tE-13
2757.0 361.16 5.930 €.17E-12
3()6a.a 353.05 5.e10 €.38E-11
350€.S 151.27 5.t00 n.14E-10
4722.3 0.OO 0.650 -2.70E¡O
51æ.2 0.OO €.065 3.6?E-fO
5363.4 667.39 3.355 1.23E-tO 1.87Ê-13
5060.1 523.¡A -¡.170 4.07Ê11
6¿O4t 15¿5.01 .O.OO5 7.66E-10 5.q2E-13
704iro æ5.95 4.715 z.$EnO 3.13E-t3
06@.0 nla.30 6.030 €.?lEno 2.71E-12
fJ1A7.1 -5!t.79 4.574 -2.05E-10 3.¡l¡tE-12

1ù211.6 -2æ..74 {.16? 3.57E-10 1.36E{2
10670e -395.9t -3.ø¡ -¡1.52E-10 1.14E¡?
11075.1 -764.53 €.9{r7 -7.86E-lO 1.(XlE¡2
11459.1 -1179.4¡l -12.7@ -1.@E@ 9.24En3
'1722.9 -1561.26 -14.3@ -1.30E{9 0.9rE-13

BARcco?D Dãnslt.l.ol MCri3
Tslt D'¡allon l2lo6fse þ 2410¡æ

l6Ít.o 1.4 33¡15 -l.rtE-lo -',lE-|o €.250
250.0 1.6 2.425 -I.OOE¡O -1.2E-10 €.795
4t1.5 2.1 456 -2.70E-10 -1.3E-lO {.275
753.0 2.6 2.605 ¿.æE-10 {AElt -10.465
124.4 5.1 2.5¡lO -s./4E-l l -l.SEll -10.455
1412.5 5.2 1.9l) -1.54E-10 3E-11 -11.*n
15A5.2 9.6 ',1.?65 -l.7ÐE-',lo -1.0E-11 -12.125
't82o.¡t 10.o 0270 -1.c8Ê-10 -1.7E-11 n3.105
191ê¡t 10.2 {.195 -1.S5E¡O -1.9E-11 -13.560

21æ.6 10.7 -1.370 -f.7oE-lo -o.tE-12 -14.8?0
2751.A 6,1.0 -3.,196 -t.4¡)E-10 -2.3E-12 -1ô¡l¡15

t\){Þ

Oultow OúlloYr Oúnow
Volumo FltI k

Consta¡l
stdErofYEi
R Squar€d

D6gl€o3 of Fr€€dom

X cætrcbnt(sl
Std Er of coof

Roglsss¡on Output:

LINEAB REGRESSION ANALYSES

o
2.eE- to
o69@

23
22

t@E{3
6.&¿E-1¡

-1.52E-10 €.6E-11
-2.63E-10 -1.7E-',to
-2.9GE-10 -1.¡lE-1O
€.22E-10 -1.2E-lO
-1.17E-10 -2.3E-11
-t.?28-10 -2.3E-11
-1.35E¡0 -1.¡t€-11
-1.0¡tE-10 -1.0E-11
-1.¡t2E-10 -1.4E-t',l
-1.07E-10 -18-11
€76E-11 -1.6E¡2

R€grs3slon Output:
Constûrt '2,&lE-1o
Std ErofY Eú 9.32E-11
R Squårod 0.9700
No, ofobcorvatìonr 23
D€grÊssofFr€€dom 21

Xcosficlent(s) 6.o1E-13
Sld E rolcosL 2.31E-14

Râgr68lon oLúput
Conlle¡t {.goE-lo
sldErofYE6l 5.79En1
Rsquår€d o.1STf
No. of Oborvdlorìa n
Dsgr$ofFrssdorn m

Xcosficloít(r) 1.¡16Ê-12

Std Erof Cæf. z54E-'13



APPENDIXA3 (Cort¡nu€dl: HYDRAUUC PROFEFTIES OF BENIDNITE SPÊGMENS

Ènpceo ryofaurc tmow tnlow rÌnow utmow outltow oúnd
ÎirÞ Gradlert \lolrjllþ Fl(Ã t \rolurE FlrÃ ¡

BARCGsA Osrì3ily - 1.01 Mg/m3
Tsst Durat¡oñ 1al02/91 ¡o 03,b6/81

7U.17 zfJ.ø ¿t.930 ¡t.g1E-10 2.36E-11
l@4.33 21.1 7.705 /t518-10 2.11E-11
1176.25 23.3 9.455 4.45E-tO 1.91E-11
1316.25 22.5 1O.7gS 3.158-10 l.¡lE-l1
'1604.25 21.4 12.665 2.23E-',to t.O5E-11
19¡tO. t7 20.¡t 1¡t.265 1.91E-10 93AE-12
2207.ß 15.O 146?0 t,86E-10 l.3E-',t',|
2544.50 14.3 16.295 2.27E-tO 1.59E-tl

SHC75 tÞndty.1.So,¡.03 Mg/r¡3
T6!t Dûalion1110/€4 to 2 l/b l/È5

e48 666 o.ts 5.1E-10 7.70E-13
l@t æ3¡ 3.155 2.0Ê09 5.91€-13
raar¿ 1Nl 5.505 2.4E@ 4.748-13
2W eO20 €.Ol 3.9E{Xl 4.6-rE-13
26!6 16656 9.01 7.5E€ 4.51E-13
29a1 16656 10.12 7.6E{9 ¡t.53E-13
3056 9326 10.52 2.9EG 3./û7E-13
315? 500 10.5I¡ 7.6E-10 1.5rEn2

RBML1-P2 D€nJty .l.49/1.04 Mg/m3

694A 242-s OO70 1.4ÊtO 5.95E-13
7@O 505.6 0A70 3.3E-10 ô53E-13
7116 4T'A 0.A50 3.6E-10 Z6sE-13
7W 455.0 1.170 4.3E-10 &5€E-13
7177 ¡titg.t 1.330 t.4E-10 3.rtE-13
7nn 7u.6 1.920 5.9E{O 0.20E-13
795€ 1034.3 2.270 6.eEnO 6.65É-13
a126 1@4.A 2.610 7.OE-10 6.8¡lE-13
8?95 1015.3 2.960 6.7E:10 6.6¡tE-t3
o& 950.3 3.370 6.5Ê-10 ô81E-13
0a19 æ6.7 3.e45 6.2E-10 ô65E-',t3
æ€a 910.0 4.215 5.68{0 6.13E-t3
926 8A5.5 4.550 t7E-10 6.1¡3E-t3
9¡t69 9¿9.ß 5.010 6.OE-10 6.¡t6E-13
9613 @.2 5.215 5.3E¡O 59alE-13

1@12 16qt.3 6.370 0.6E-10 â13E-',t3

N
-J

Rsgr€ssion Outpr.¡t:

Cor¡rtrît
Std Ell ofY Est
R Sq(lsrêd
i¡o. ol Obssrvatlons

Xcoêñclon(!) 1.61E-11
Std Err of Co€f. 1.86E-12

Fegrt3sion O'npú:
Coßiãr¡t O

s1dEfrofYEst ¡l3¡lE-to
R Squârâd o.9?5ãql
No.olobaorvdloß O

Dogrso3ofFroodom 7

Xccmdont(s) 1.118-13
Std Errof Cæf. 1.6E-14

8â916d0î Output
Coßtânl O

StdErolYEst 6.6Í¡E-1t
R Squar€d O.O7O l57¡l
No. ofob6oruatloß 15
O6orælofFm€dom 14

XcæmcrglúF) 6.6¡lE-13
S'td Errof Cæl 2.13E-14

Calqjâlâd I lncpt.
ME¡ I ln pt(el r Sìtd.Dsvn.) 1@.O
Minimun llîcDt lat I Sìd. Dovn. nq¡.o

0
t.o6E-10

o2g9l
6
f

Rogr€s'lon OUIFlt:
Coßtâr -l.f)6Ê-lo
Std ErdlYElt 1.13E-1O
R Squlr€d 031e7
No. ofobc€wãtbru B
Dogrb6ofFr€€dom 6

XcoofrdontlÐ 2.133E-11
Sld EÍofoo€l 1.27E-11

RôgrËsloñ O'rtPlJt
Coelt.rìt 2.74E-1o
Std Er of YE l ¡1.24Ê{0
Rsquar€d O.e7€695
llo. ofobsoÌvdloß s
DogÉs6ofFrsodoñ 6

Xoosficlsn(s) 4.2sÊ-13
s.td Errofoo€f. 2.5E-14

Rsgr6slon Oúpú:
Cmrtant 128-11
Sitd EnofY EC 6.07E-11
Rsquarod 0.470€¿15
No. ofobssrvd¡on! 'ls
Dsgrs€. ol Frdom 't3

Xoosmcbn$) 6.5En3
S:ldErrolooef 6.94E-14

Calcdd€d I lncÎt.
M¡x I lncpt(aû 1 S-d.Dsvn.)
Minlmtm I lncÎ¿ (aû r Std. Oovn.,



APPENDIXAS (Contlnu€d)ì HYDRAUUC PROPERTIES OF SENTON|ÌE SPEOMENS

ÈßP6e ñyoraurlc irmow
ÎnË Grâdbnl Volurß Rla
lHrs) (ù (cc) ft'ì/s)

BÁRCGO1BB tlonsity-1.06Mph3
Tssting Durãr¡on 1o/æ/9 to 26/1Cü92

10?8.9 0.30 -1.185 -36E-11 -4.¡tE{2
1321.6 16.12 -1.65{¡ -7.3E-t1 -¡.5E-12
1495.6 16.04 -1.995 3.5En1 -2.2E-12
1945.4 23.54 -2.265 -3.9E-11 -1.7E-12
2429.1 41.(n ,2.4:n -1.6E-11 €.8E-13
2639.7 6{t.83 +.280 ttÊ-1l Z31E-.13
2972.6 69.&t -2.6'10 -2.2E-11 A2E-13

r oü ounow oúnow outltow
k Volt'rE Flr-d k

Itrú31 lccl ftÍ,lsl Lrtsì

N
-J
cÀ

0.665 3.94E-12 4.74E-13
0.7¡t5 4.eE¡2 3.05E-13
0.925 5.¡t1E-12 33AE-13
1.050 2.6E-11 1.11E-12
1.730 4.63E-11 1.13E-12
1.970 6.6E-1t 9.¡t5E-13
2.555 7,rfE-'t1't.11E-12

BARCG4D2 Þ.ßiv,l.Oo Melrn3
Tost Ol.falloî O4/10¡Ði' to OZDZS4

199.1 7æ.gl 't.705 ¡t.@E-10 ô11E-13
270.0 @4.63 2.625 ¡l.O¡lE-lo /¡.AaE¡3
358.7 733.23 3.550 ¡t.1E-10 55eE-13
5æ.7 6C8.79 4.Oæ 3.07E-10 4.59E-13
910.5 6¡19.(P 6.650 1.52E-10 2.34E-13

11@.6 9T2.27 7.810 ¡t.¡l2E¡0 ¡t.55E¡3
1414.6 tm.24 12.æ5 ¡¡.47E-10 4.47E-13
15104 1206.69 !4.535 ôa5E-10 5.60E-13
1702.6 1¿06.61 17.660 6.33E-lO 525E-13
22m.3 2æ.71 te.345 1.17E-tO ¡t.13E-13
25103 124.q) 10.975 ¡t.SE-ll 3.978-13
243[9 læ.55 10.¡m 0.13E-1 1 6.@E-13
3a|5r8.6 17(}.4' ãIO45 t.s¡tE-to e.(ÞE-13

FúËr¡ôn Fôæôd lhrôúh Zró

¡lydlåullc Gr¡d{ont >20
Fogr€rsloñ Output

coÉtâ'{
Std En olY Est
R Squãrêd

D€gr€6 of Fr€€dom

Xooeficlênt(!) 1.05E-'12
Sld Errofcosf 1.9TE-11

tìydraul¡c Gãdlsnt ¿o
Rogrs33ioñ oúput:

colr!tlnt
Std Er of Y Elt
F Squarsd

XcoofrcloÌìt(s) 3.3SlE-13
Std Errolcool 3.65E-14

UNEAR REGRESSION ANALYSES

o.aes 4.108-10 t29E-13
1.735 G86E-10 8.29E-13
2.935 5.3¿E-10 Z25E-13
¡t.215 2.A7E-10 4.3E'13
3.755 2.æE-10 3.2E-t3
3.8/t5 33AE-10 3.¡t7E:13
0.1¡t5 5.AE-10 5.8Ê-13
0.470 6.17E-10 5.1tE-13

'It./t50 4.olE:to 3.3ítE-13
l¡1.78O 2.æE-1O 9.26E-13
16.550 3.04E-1t 2.¡!tE-t3
19.070 2.2tE-10 t.66E-12
2¡.5¡L5

o
5.33E-12

0.e44!t
4
3

t¡ô (.ÀklÉ¡ñt ñ^ ÞøiRektñ I ¡.o

HydrÃullc Gradlonl >20
RogÞlslon oúput

Coßlsnt 4./tOE-12
StdErofYE{ 6.128-12
R Sq'.¡ersd 0.9516
No ofobsewãûlons 4
DogÞ€lofFrÞ€dom 2

XcooficlontG) 9.70E-13
SldErofcoef. 1.55E-'13

ltydrdl¡c orÊd¡6nt 40
Rogredoî Oliput

Corbtant 2.63E{2
Sld E r olY Est 3.62E-13
R Sq6r€d 0.e042
No. ofobû6lvallon! 3
Þ€OlE6oIFr€€dorn I

Xcosfficisnt(s) 1.5rE-13
StdErrofco6f 5.70E-1¡t

RsgrÊ!3lon oúpú:
coîrtqfi -e.51E{2
Sld Err ofY Est 7.26E-11
R Squârâd O.BsOo
No ofob6orvatiolE 13
D€0r6ofFr€€dom tl
Xcæmc¡6ñt(5) 5.10E-13
Sld E.of Cosf. 5,408-1,1

Fogrs!3ion oúput:
ColEtant O

Sìtd Er ofY ESt 6.SGE-11
R Squârêd O.OOsg

No. olob66rualloß 13
Dâgr€GolFrs€dom 12

Xco€mclont(r) 5.01E-13
S-tdErrolcoof. 2.51E-14

o
0.0¡tE-13

-o.3411
3
2



APPENDIX A3 (Contlnæd): HYDRAUUC PRoPERIES oF BENToNITE SPECIMENS

ÌiÍÞ GÌadisln VolurÞ

BAFCG4A D€ßity-l.os Mgh^3
Tost Duratlon 03/0793 to 21112193

300.1 -4t5A 1.065 €.07E¡O 1.078-11
1491.5 10.35 1.795 0
235.0 2.A 2.435 5.51E-11 2.20E-11
950. t 3.30 3.115 Z60E-11 2.258{1

2315.0 t9.73 2.030 5.01E-tl 2.54E-1?
2635.3 6.09 9155 1.51E{O 2.44E-1',1
326¡t.5 to4.el t3.67() A.03E-10 8.¡l¿lE-12

3619.3 71.57 1A.54t¡ Z10E-10 e.92Ê-12
374A.5 41a.2A 21.t39 4.73E-@ t,138-11
3€35.3 362.36 27,199 4.27E{9 1.14E-11
3079.5 ',t',t4.qz 30.091 1.57Ê@ 13AE-11
¡t1æ.0 21¡t.70 æ.774 z.@e'{lf) g,7E-12

3A0.1 47.56 1.065 5.O7E'|O ',t.O7E-1r

ssoMcll ooßlty-r.7a¡.12 Mgy'm3

1r@ 15A3 o.1 6.9E-10 4.3SE-13
't5æ 3166 3.06 ?.',tE{Þ d¡l¡rÊ-13
2075 1719 6.5 4.OE€ A.34E-13
zqn 7911 9.5¡t5 6.OE{¡9 e.64E-13
2950 t5¡æ9 11.435 1.284 7.71E]-13

UBL1ls Dsrì5lty-r.lz Mg,/m3
T6d Drrdont4/os¡go þ 1s/07þ1

3717.5 601 tO20 8.2rE-10 1.378-12
55æ.3 573 9.e55 9.52E-10 1.66En2
6075.8 696 11.7€¡¡ 1.23Ê-æ 1.ZE-12
65€0.3 1217 11.7æ 1.O4EG 1.51E{2
6915.3 2720 10.1A5 3.Tze{,ft l-37Ê-12
7269.4 43O lO.94O 7.AaE-1O 1.8¿E_12

73æ.5 250 rg.fFo 1.57--1l, 1.77Ê-12
7&.9 229 t9.165 ¡lg7E-lo 2.17E-12
7fll7.1 l¡r3 19.615 3.45E-10 2.41E-12
a73.6 r{rs z).(xo 1.3E-10 1.19E-12
9597.7 57 2fl.2ü 1.15E¡O 201E-12
1(P45.5 36 20.3a'O 6.55E-11 1.&|E 12

N
-¡\¡

¡.¡to5 -5.a6E-10 t.23E{1
3.725 €.7¡ûE-11 9.418-12
-t.155 0
0.630 3.¡l'lE-tl l.OlE-11
ô't95 1.23EnO 6.23E-12
e.125 0

18.730 9.7s8-r0 9.31Ê12
16.175 5.30E-10 Z27E-12
22.2/5 A.49E-|O 1.t98-11
25.æ5 5.558€ 1.33E-11
2A.1(Ë 51',1E-09 1.41E-l1
æ.650 t.46E{t9 1.2AE-11
35.7¡0 1.91E€ 0.918{2
-t¡./r{¡6 5.66E-10 1.23E-11

Rogress¡on output
Coßtãnt O

SldErofYEl 3.12Eno
R Squâr€d 0.97Ù2
No. ofobsslvation6 21
Dstr€d5ofFs€dom 23

Xco6ffcisnt(5) 1.2E-11
Sìtd Errof Coel 3.54E-13

1.535 Z16E-10 1.19E-12
s.¿ld! Z@E-10 1.24E-12
6.S10 1.(ÞE{Þ 1.56E-12
8.¡t10 1.7tE{9 1.¡FE-12

12,¡150 3.3ítE{ft 1.23E-1?
12.a45 4.58Ê-10 1.07E-12
13.0æ 3.37E-lO 1.31E-12
130¡t5 7.1E{1 3.1E-13
13.ã¡5 1.63E-10 1.t¡tE-12
13.ãX) t()7E-11,1.65E-13
12.€fÞ €.16E-rl -1.¿lE-l2
't2.s5

Rogrs3r¡on OLûFlt
Conltânt O

std ErolYEld 4.46E-10
R Squsrod OSoOATSO
No. slob6srv¡tlons 5
Dsgrs6ofFlr€dom I

Xcooffclsnt(s) 7.9E-13
StdErofco6f 2.6E-14

FogrËsbn OúpJt
CorEtrnt 0
S1d ErrolYEd 1.56E-10
Rsquâr6d 0.9752441
No. ofobcoûstixìr æ
D6gr€6ofF€€dom æ

Xco€ficff(!) 1.35E-12
std E rôt coêf. 3.¡t2E:1¡t

Rsgroælm Ortput
Constant -1.17Eno
SldE¡rofYEü 3.04E{O
Rsquarcd 0.9729
No. olobssrvdlons 24
D€0rÊ6olF€cdo.n æ.

Xoosfrclont(!) 1.24E-11
Std Er ol coof.

Rogr6slon Oüip|lt
coßtâlrt
Sìtd ErofY Est
F Squercd

XC@ñd6rnG) 0.12Ê¡3
Std Endfcôôl 4-rE-14

-2.3¿E-10
5.3lE-l0

0.4900423
5
3

RsgrEsion Oúput
CorEtant ¡l@E-ll
StdErotYEd 1.56E-10
RS$lã¡€d 0.97620¡l
No. otobco aÍon! 23
DeglÞGofFlo€dorn 21

Xco6 cloñt(s) 1.3?E-12
Std Errolco€f {/aE-la



APPENDIXÀ3 (Cofihæd): HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES oF BEN]DNITE SPECIMENS

qd+Þ@ nyorqoE rnnø uunolf uutfow ouílow
Ïms GÞdl€nt VolunÞ Flr¡ k Votrirns nt!( k

MlcGogA D6n!tty.1.r 3 Mg/m3
Tost Durat¡on 06/10€,/91 to 09/1 1/92

€44-2 16A.56 5.125 2.73E-10 1.6?E-12
9¿0Z6 It3.8ô 5.240 1.73E-10 .1.5¿E-12

6172 92 5.25 1.32EtO 1.4itE-12
6Alfl.9 /4.13 5290 8.17E11 1.7E{2
7@.7 ê4.17 5.635 1.@Ê-10 1.5AE-12
0020.6 29.æ. 5.675 3.76Ê-l t .1.26E-12

a52re 29.43 5.935 6.7€E-11 2.3E12
9123.6 19.49 s.ACÐ 3.OeE-11 1.5AEn2

BÁRCGo5E Oeñ!ity.1. t5 Mg/m3
Tor Durdloñ ¿t¿b4fæ to osô8/94

1356.6 0.AO 3.185 -4.5E-11 -t2E-11't453.¡t O.4 3.t60 -tE-lt -2.3E-11
to3e.1 2.19 2.060 -5E-1.t -2.3E-11
213r.O 1.04 2.625 -3,6E-11 -t.gEnl
37¡10.6 0.95 1.096 -tlE-ll €.6E-12
2909.0 4.O4 t.965 A.11E-r2 2_OlE-12
411lo.5 15.61 0.690 2.55E-11 1.6<lE-t2
1e4.s 41.U 2.7S5 C.6E-11 1.¡t5E-12
4a12,1 43.60 2.Am 2.97E-11 6.OE-13
5052.3 07.63 5.170 3.59E{O ¡t.tE-t2
6?53.1 t73.60 11.6€5 1.37E-tO 7.068-13
6@4.4 26e.42 14.A40 2.3E-tO A.59E-13
to41.2 249.45 1ô155 2.aÊ10 e.6tE-13
71A4.2 26.36 17.12.1 2.748-10 1.31E]-12
7&1.2 471.13 10.7t5 4.A?E-10 t.(¡2E-12
756.9 5€2.06 20.1(Þ 4.93ElO A.46E-13
7fa'7 t2æ.73 25.270 0.6E-10 6.67E-13
aloza 1272.30 3',t.555 A.æE-10 ZOIE-13
8264.1 1292.84 35.140 A.7tE-10 6.74E-13
ø7fa.1 æ1.71 40.65 4.75E-10 6.gtE-13

10717.6 832.64 æ.¿[E 7.36E-tO S.O4E-13
10795.1 1t¡34.',t0 33.7æ 6.8G8¡O 6.63E-13
9115.9 -193.æ 30.lf) -2.9E-10 1.¡r6E-1?
9572.6 3r5.q) 3A.425 -t.7E-10 5.41E-13
9740.6 -39r.@ 36.0e5 6.2E-tO 1.6E-12
æ3C.t 354.t¡t 35.135 €.7E-lO r.@E-12

to11a.9 {543¿ 330q) .3.9E-10 t.(EE-12
lcl8l.6 -1369.C(l 31.5¿0 -1.¿{E€ LS6Ê-13
10424.1 -f34ô¡t3 29.6-fO -1E@ 7,76E-13

N{
æ

B6gr6sìon Output
condant o
SdErolYE3t 1.1Ë-11
R Squar6d OgA1t296
No. otobss¡vallons o
Ooûr€s3olFrÊ€dom 7

Xco€ffclont(s) 1.s7E-12
Std E rofco6l 4.5€E-14

Rogfl6slon Oúput
Coìíârn O.OO
Sld ErofY Est 1.23E-10
R Squårsd 0.94{â1
No. of Obû6n atlonr 29
D€ercssofFl€€dom 2A

Xoosfic¡€rÍ(s) 7.91E-13
9dEnolcoâl 3.s¿E-14

LINEAF BEGRESSION ÁMLYSES

RsgrÉslon Output
Constant 2.6,E-12
Std ErolYEst 1.10Êt1
R Squrrcd 0.9415t9
No. ofob66 ãt¡or|! O
O€el€esotFß€dom 6

Xoooficlont(s) l.s5E-12
Std Er¡ of Cool. 8.64E-14

Fsgr6slorl O(¡Sn
Conltlnt -3.31 E- t t
S:td Erl ofY Elt 1.2tE-10
R Squefed Oes(X)
l,¡o. ofobd€wallon! 29
D€grcGolFÞodom 27

Xcoeficbrn(s) o.GlE-!3
Std Erfolcosl 3.s¡lE-14



APPËND|XA3 (ContinLþdt: HYDRAUUC PROPEFTIES oFBÊl.l-foNllÉSPECIMENS

tiap6êo ¡lyofalJrc rrmow uttrnow uunow.t¡ño Gradlont Volurþ FlrÃ k VoluÍÞ FlrÀ k

URL Dsnslty-l.l7 Mprñ3
T€l Durat¡on ù9/O¡üX to 3o/b9/g{

?621 3e50.00 S.315 4.2tE€ LO9E-12
uo.a 3072.a9 10.gao 4.GtE{xr l.(xE-12

1295.3 t902.69 13.290 2.03E€ 1.07E-12
't¡t¡t0.3 1806.76 14.120 1.S88{9 1.0€E-12
1630.6 A29.Ot 1¡t.7@ 1.(EE{9 1.20E-12

. 't966.6 076.90 15.7tO 1.05E{9 ',t.l9E:12
2580.6 æe.?8 17.qn 3.¿l5E¡0 1.@E-12
z8ilo.o 1/19.45 17.1?0 1.03E¡O 1.22E¡2
3358.6 0t.4A 17.370 1.148-10 1.7tE:12
4190.6 41.8A t7.590 ø.17E-11 2.@E-12

SÂRCOoTE Don!1ty.1.18 MEm3
Tsst D(¡€l¡on 14/10/93 to 2sD794

42e.5 o'57 0.OlO -2.65E-10
66A.5 0.71 -1.135 -2.85E¡O
7AA.0 o.S5 -1.720 3.OlE-lO

1@4.A 2.00 -2.725 €.00E-lO
126e.4 l.fx -2.Tr5 -1.11E-11
1628.3 4.91 -3.S5 -2.57E-10
2to9.o 124 5.010 -2.41E:10
2541.2 12.æ -2310 -2.21E-10
3116.5 29.0¡t €.245 -7.3¿E-11
352¡.5 2m-dt -t-zd¡ -t.satE-l I
378€.3 314.76 -10.(X5 -?./tOE-11
4220.3 61â60 €.655 6.2eE¡ l
4ft6.1 13At80 -7.@ 3.@E-10
¡tst91.o -1419.3¿ -tO.5t5 S.€OE-tO
53¿t9.3 -1¡t'to.g7 -t3.ZtO 3.¡!tE{O
580¡t.3 -Ze.8g -1A.255 -6.23E{O
6ÍXt¿z -3€0.94 ¿2.585 -5.O4E¡O
6612.3 71t3.23 ¿3.t¡4t -1.56E11

N-ì\Õ

-1.8¡to €.06E-t0
3.67ÍÌ -¡1.¡t6E-lO
-4.290 -3.10E-tO
-5.095 €.17E-tO
-5.055 -1.26E-10
-7.3G5 -2.90E- tO
€.790 ¿.59E-10

-1',t.615 €.39E-10
-13.a15 -2.21E-l0
-14.4{t5 -1.21E{O
-1¿t.79O -¡l.sOE-ll
-11.270 7.31Ê-11
-12.350 3.7rE-10
-10.135 €.e6EnO
-23.2¡15 {.57E-10
-27.555 -5.8',tE-l0
-31.715 -4.7¡ElO
€1.655 2.29E-11

S-td Er olY Est
R squâr€d

D€grs6 of Fr€€dom

Xcoofrcl€ntF) 1.0€E-12
Std Erof Coôt 1.148-11

Rogr6!¡on Output:

Rsgrs3slon Oulpr.¡t:
Constant O

Sld E¡rolY Elt 2.6ÊE-lo
R Squorc.l 0,2233446
No. ofobsoryatlon6 36
D€gr€€5 ofFr€€dom 35

Xco6mcront(s) 4.55E-r3
S_tdErrofcoof. 6.73E-14

o
a.9E-11
0.9967

10
I

R6grtssion Oüput:
Cdltart 6.37E-11
Sd EÌr olY ftt 7.96E-11
R Sq'rer€d 0.9976
No. ofobsorvetionr 10
Dogls6ofFlEcdom 6

Xcæftcl€nt(s) 1.6E-12
std Érfolco€f l.alÊ-l¡l

RogrEllon OUIFlt:
Corìõtant -2.468-10
S1d ElfofYEd 0.36E-11
Rsquarcd 0.9234605
No. olobsglvdon8 36
Osgr€€solF€€dom 3¡l

Xcoelñclonl(s) 4.35E-13
Std Errol cæf. 2.1s8-l¡l



APPENOIXA3 (CoÌÍinLþO: HYDFAULIC PROPERTIES OF BENTONIIE SPECIMENS

BARCGOSE Dsnsity.t.lo Mglh3
Tæt Durãtion 06/0192 to 29¡04/s

949.A -2.9€ 2.660 -2.3E-11 7.7AE-12
1211.ø 20.00 2.755 6.15E-11 3.07E-12
1596.0 5.29 2.810 8.36E-11 1.58E-1r
2123.1 15.10 2.705 6.07E-11 4.O2E-12. 2129.1 15.10 2.755 2.718-11 1.AE-12
2æ7.6 21.71 2.980 1.738-10 6.09E-12
280S1.6 10.30 3.205 1.10E-10 1.13E-1',1
e2ø.3 ¡1.13 3.¡160 1.15E{O 2.70E-11
3731.7 3.08 3.360 3.7eEn2 1.23En2
4165.0 72.12 3.565 2.51E-10 3.¡tOE-12
4263.1 72.31 3.505 2.¡l5E¡O 3.39E-12
45(D.0 1lo6i¡ 3.6(E 1.,{58-10 1.31E-12
1æ1.1 11o,Tt 3.635 1.25E-10 1.13E{2
5æ5.3 226.35 4. t/t5 4.19E-10 t.O5E-12
5291.7 ¡r57.@ a.?ss 8.¡r5E-10 r.A5E-12
5qxr.7 457.12 5.005 t35En0 1.17Ê¡2

N 593O.7 10.40 5.310 3.04E-10 2.9E-11
æ ao53.s 14.01 5.6a0 7.03E-t1 5.29E-12o 71ras -E.fþ 8.625 -r.28-1o z.¡r¡rE-rl

Erâp8€o Ìlyorau¡Þ ¡nnow urllllow uu[roY,
llûÞ Gr6disnl VoluÍþ FIrr( k VolutÞ FIL( k

s50Mc15

ltæ 15€O
1600 3161
2r(p 4741
26Íx) 7W
2950 15æ4
3t25 31600
3t75 7&

Dons¡ty-1.7t1.18 Mg/m3

o.oe5
1,215
4.095
5.505
6.725
2555
7.915

RBMLH2 Osmlty-1.64/1.19 MCm3
Ts6t ùrdbn 21l@/09 to 07,!6¡90

72f2 36A.ô 0.69) 1.59E-10 ¡1.3¿E-13
tw 6<xt.1 0.925 31¿lE-10 4.SE-13
r¡66 S7.O ?.125 Z6É-tO 2./AE-13
78Êt ¡0572.9 2.415 4.67E-'lO 1.9E-13
0341 5',t47.5 4.465 g.5lE-10 l.O5E-13
os{re 5!&1.7 ¡t.960 1.13E€ 2.rSÉ-',t3
0845 5144.5 5.015 A71É10 1.q¡E-13
925t| 514?.5 6.075 9.@E-10 1,?58-13
9472 5æô1 7.4fX) 9.13E-rO 1.79E-13
5¡t 6190.6 0.305 1.3E{Xl 2.1 E-13
$5¿ 6075.6 A.A95 t.12E{Þ 1.44E-13

1@19 6115.6 9.¡lS 1.22E€ 1.99E-13

AllDãûa
Regßss¡on Output:

Cor¡stert o
Std ErrolYEf 1.15E{o
R Squârêd o.7TÐ
No. ofot¡lro¡val¡oß 19
tÞgr€ssofFl€€dom 10

Xcoeficlontþ) 1.59E-12
stdErrofCæl 1.6?E-13

7.¡tE-lo ¡t.67E-13
0.7Ê-10 2.75E-13
t.3E{9 2.7¡tE-13
z.zEgÐ 2.72E-13
5.6E{ft 3.5¿En3
o.aE{g 2.79E-t3
1.7E{9 2.208-13

Ro€r6slon Output:
coñrtent 6.26E-11
Std Err olY Est 1.04E-lo
R Squâr6d 0.793!l
No, olob6orvetions 19
D€0r€6ofFr€€dom 17

R6gr€6slon Outprf:
Conat¡nt o
Std Err of Y Est 4.sE{o
R Squar€d 0.9733329
No. olob6ôruatlonû 7
D6grb6olFrË6dom 6

X Cæfident(s) 2.æE-13
Sld Enof Cæl 13aÊ-1¡l

Rsgr6sion O'nptit
Conrlârlt O
Std EÌrofY E8t 1.11E-'to
Rsquù€d 0.89t1123
No. ofoborvdon! 12
D.gr€6 ol Frs€dorn 11

Xcæffclc.rtG) 1.948-13
Std Enolcæí 6.7E-ls

0.o5€
0.613
t.o¡ts
1.4q¡
1.OO
2.2m

Xoo€frclent(s) 1.39E{2
StdEfrolcæf. 1-7?E-13

7!¿E-10 1.48-13
7.7AE-!O 1.53E-13
1.(ÞEì€ 1.@E-13
9.æE-10 l.GtE{3
e.@E:lO l.¡17Ê¡3

Roor6sloñ Orfput
ConltÂnl 4.35E{1
S:tdErofYEl 5.¡l2E¡o
R Squar€d 0.973441
No ofob6ñalloÍ! 7
DâgftGofFßodorn 5

Xcoomc¡srn(8) 2.ø78-13
Srd E rolcoof 2.12E-14

RâglEsrloñ OúF¿
Coost¡rt 1.558-10
S-tdEnofYEl 9.¡l9E-11
Rsquarud 0.S?93063
l{o. olobd€rvdiom 12
Dãgr6olFlEcdo.n 10

Xcogmdsr(8} l.slE-l3
SrdErrofooef 1./ÉtE-14



APPENDIXÂ3 (CorùnLrd): HYDRAULIC PROPER.IIES OF BENIoN|TESPEC|MENS

ïÌns cradisnt VoluÍÉ Fl(X k VoturE Ftu( k

URL125 Oensity-l.2o Mglm^3
Tsr DrJrutlon 14þ5,rbo to 1 5rb7r'01
1916.50 562 S.915 4.96E-10 A.A3E-13 2.36Ð 2.16ÊtO 3.04E_13
2709.@ 539 1t.015 4.8AE-10 9.04E-13 2.965 2.A1E-10 5.21E-13
3405.00 7A 12-375 7.e6E-.lO 1.06E-12 3.190
asaz.oe 71¡t 14.915 7.æE-10 1.@E-12 2.99p
æ29.25 a@ 16.745 A47E-10 9.398-13 3.310 3.35E-10 3.2Ên3
5925.75 10€e t8.6t 9.oE-10 g.o6E-t3 4.100 6.138-10 t67E-.t3
8153,75 2AAO ?2.06 2.48{S 8.3¡lE-13 6.435 2.14E{O Z/K}E-13
6574.æ 2æ2 22.9 2.65€{€ 9.29E-13 2215 2.¡t2Ê{!t 0.49E_13
6717.25 ¡l?15 2¡1.36 3.558{9 e.¡KlÊn3 A.465 3.15E{9 7.¡t6E-13
6770.75 æ75 21.875 3.31E{9 9.OtE-13 A.975 3.30E_09 0.9€En3
6885.5A 731 24.635 4.æE-10 5.5¿E-.t3 9.tð5 6.99E_10 9.57E-.t3
705¡t.50 731 24.æ5 5.96E-10 0.16E-13 8.420 ¡[A3E-10 6.61E_t3
1077.ù2 600 2¡1.Þ7 6.74E-lO 9.91E-13 S.4SS ¡t.s4E-10 Z2ZÊ13
7t50.67 525 25.12 5.73E-10 1.O9En?
7413.67 256 25.4Í!5 2.96E-10 .t.16E-12
q)6?.oo 2@. 26.U 2E-.tO 9.9E-13
4469.43 155 26.3¿t5 A.A9E-11 5.82E-13
892150 76 26.5?5 9.AlE-11 1.29E-12
es9z67 56 26.76 4.39E¡1 ¿e5E-13

102¡t5.54 3A 26.æ 3,t6E-11 0.3¡tE-13

Næ

063 766 0.A
t3la 15e 3.1
2t5¡l ææ 9.3
3o1¿. 3æt 12.?

Denrlty.'r.23 M9lm3

DWtOO.42

t3q) &l3 0.3
34æ qX¡ 0.75
5ooo 1610 2.1
5{t 32t5 6.1
75æ 48?5 9.1

4.4EnO 5.6AE-13
r.1E-(xt 6.92E-13
1.5E{9 ô53E¡3
1.9E{9 6.10É-t3

Rogß$ion Oúpr4:
Conslant o
Std EÍofY Elt 1.75E-lO
R Squer€d 0.9757061
No. olobs6ruatlonr 31
D€grÊos ol F¡€€dom 30

XcEfficisrìt(s) a33E-13
SldErrolcool 1.71E-1¡l

fbn¡ity-l.22 Melm3

1.9E-10 3.æE-13
2.0Ê¡O 2.50E-t3
6.eEno 4.æE-13
't.oE{g 3.10Ê-13
't.5E!@ 3.10E-13

Rsgß6slon Oúput
coßl6nt -2.21E-11
StdErofYEl 1.7eE:1O
R Squârod 0.gz59l
l.lo. ofobgervat¡ons 31
Dogr€es olFrÊodom 2s

Xcoefrcbfn(s) 8.¿l2E-13
Sld Elrolco€f 2.$E-11

Hsgrssslon Output:
Cor6tãrìt o
StdErotYEl Z64E-11
R Squarod 0.S46697
No. ofobssrvdloru 4
D€erÉ€! ol Fr€€dom 3

Xoætrclorn(s) 6.33Ê-13
Std E rof Co€f 1.æE-14

RsgrEs¡on OuFrt
Comrân O
Std ÉrolYEn 4.71E,11
Rsqur€d O.gGg25O4
No. olob6srwtiru s
D€0lE6olFr€6dorñ 1

Xcæñcbrt(3) 3.17E-13
SldE rolCo6f. 1.59Ena

Rogr6sloñ Olrtput
Coßtant 3E-11
SìtdErofYEt 9.2E-11
R Squârâd 0.æ51947
tlo. ol ObasrvdlúB 1
D6gr€GofFl€cdñr 2

Xcosmcl.nt(!) 6,198:'t3
Std Er ot CÕf 5.37E-1¡t

RsgrËllon Or.tPlrt
ConrtâÍt 3.47E-t1
S'tdErÌofYEd 1.æE-10
R Squrred 0.0?0e110
llo. ofobo€lvâtioñr 5
D€grsolFr€dorn 3

Xooomcl€nt(r) 3.07E-13
Sld Ér. ofooof 3.o7E-'t4



APPENDIXAa (Contlnlrsd): HYDRAULIC PRoPERTIES oFBENToNITESPECIMENS

frþ Gladieñt VoluÍÈ

SHCsO aka S5()MC17 Dêßity=1.72l1.24 Mg,lm3
75O 1593 0.085 Z2E-10 4.5¡lE-13

1ar50 3t86 t.6 9.0E-10 2.04E-13
2070 4ns 3.5 1.48€ 2.87E-13
2620 796¡t 5.2 2.4E{9 2.89E-13
31?5 31855 7.4 A.1E{9 2.54E-13
3200 7964 7.7 z.zEi{lf, ?.728-13

47A 7.7 t.5E-10 3.058-13
2950 15gZ? 6.5 6.5E{9 ¡l.O9E-13

C5O.2Oì rD D6nsity.1.T2 /l.24 Mg/m3
To5t our¡l¡on (1285 to 01/86

't300 16€() 2.5 1.9E{g 1.11E-12
3150 0410 17 7.5E{S 4.94E-r3
¡t100 16a¿o 20 1.4E-OA 4.20E-r3
6?0(¡ 65

EARCG@D Oeßlty.'r.25Mg/m3
Tost û'j'ation 2,1/03/æ lo 2sl0794

a63.5 0.61 {.930 {.gE{t -t.4E¡O
1342.3 t.69 -1.120 -2.2E-10 -t.2E-tO
't679.0 O.æ -1.175 -28-10
25t9.6 42.12 €.610 -1.7E-10 -¡lE{2
2øfø.2 1ø7.70 3.605 -1.1E¡O -5.6E-13
3166.3 154.01 -1.1(Þ n.lEno 6.9E-13
3¡X15.2 769.21 -¡t.O6S 3.70E-11 4.9',tE-14
364ô4 757.A1 -¡lOæ 1.2/E-11 2.3¡lE-14
39¿.¡t 7¿0.30 €.015 2.rlÉ-lt a56E{¡l
41t).7 75¿.01 3.755 1.GrE¡l 2.51Ë{¡l
4Æ.3 1372.f5 -2.8?O l.æE-',to 1.35En3
4611.3 131e.25 -2.¡175 l.glE:lo 1.24E-13
/91A7 136¡t.æ -1.8it5 1.46E-10 l.O7E-13
5350.9 -49.97 €.090 -1.7E-10 3.32E-12
5¡t9¡t.9 417.45 -3./¡a|5 -9.7E{1 -2.3E-13
&7.1 -272.4 -4.8¡E -2.2E-10 7.SE-13
6334.3 n?2.35 4.1¡l{t -1.9E¡O 1.4¿E-12
7171.2 &6.37 -0205 -2.,(E-10 Z35E-13
Tts¡-s 574.17 -12.170 -31E-10 a.65E-13
a4{8.2 €1.q) -15.5æ -3E-lO 47tE-13
9'196.0 -13417.2¡l -21.125 -44Ê10 3.56E-13
g'1gß-O ú1.27 -19.450 6.318-11 9.24E-l/¡

10tg€.2 56.27 -19-220 4.(XE-11 6.@E-1¡l

N
æ
l.)

Rsgr€sslon Oltput:
Coßtânl O

StdEnofYEl o.4E- lo
Rsquarcd 0.9169Í)33
i¡o. ofobs€rvatlons 0
fr€gr€6 ot Fre€dom 7

Xcæftclerltfs) 2.eGE{3
S:!d Er of cæt 2.22E-14

RogrËslon output:
Constar¡t O

std ErofY E5t 5.078-10
R Squâr€d O.AS27O73

No, ofotEêrvãtlon! 3
D€gr€€solFr€€dom 2

Xc@ffid6ntþ) 0.37E{3
Sld Enofcoof. 2.698-14

n.6ao -2.@E-10 €.3E-10
-3.210 -1.e3E-10 -lE-lO
-1.15() ¿.@E-10
€.3¡15 -1.39E-10 -3.3E-12
-2.260 -1.1sE-lO 6.1E-t3
-2.755 €.76E-1t -5.7E-t3
-2.805 3.¡l7E-11 ¿1.51E-l¡l
-2.510 4.0¡tÉ-11 t3QE-1¡
-2.@ 2.278-11 2.æE-11
-2.3€O 2.41E-t1 3.2E-14
-1.575 t-s¡E-lO l.l3E-t3
-1.145 1.¿KlE-10 1.@E-13
{./t70 1.59E-10 1.16E13
-1.q) .5.17E-11 1.(xlE-l2
-1.5¡r5 -2.5¿E-11 {E-1¡l
3.5rO -2.13Ê-10 7.slE-r3
-5./195 -1.r¿E-10 1.45E-t2
€.560 -2.t2E-10 6.5E-13

-11.275 ¿.SE-10 4.¡r4E-13
-1¡t.4¡to -2.90E-10 4.OE-13
-20.135 <.69Ê10 g51E-13
-2o.150 2.64E-11 ¡11,ûE-14
-zLdrt 3.16E-tt 53gE-1a

Rogr€.slon Oúput
Coßtant 2.97e-1O
Sld ErolYEst s.72E-10
R Squer€d 0.923161
l'{o. ofob6oÌvat¡ons A

tlogr€€s of FrÊ€dom 6

Xco6ffclont(3) 2.7E-13
S:tdEíofooôl 3.19En4

Rogrorslon Output:
Constañl O

stdErfofYE3t 1.47E-10
R Squû€d 0.1007
No. ofobcêÌvãtion! ¡t6

D60r¡6ofFrc€dorn ¿15

Xco6mc¡on(s) 1.6ÍlE-13
Std Err ol Coof. 3.05E-14

R6grss3bn OúÊ.it:

S-td Err ofY Est
R Sqtl8rod

Xcosficlon(3) 7.07En3
S_td Eroloosl 2.6€E-14

Rogr6s¡on output
Conõtùt -1.51E-10
Sld Err oIY Est 3.38-11
R Squarêd 0.86{)1
No. of obaÊrvdons 46
tÞgr$of FrE€dom 44

Xco€mcied(s) 2.378-13
S-ldErrofco€f 7.3E-15

6.6AE¡O
2.07E-rO
0.99e044

3
,|



APPENDIX A3 (CorÍlnu6d): HYDRAULIC PRoPERIES OF BENTON|IE SPEqMENS

lirþ Gladisnt VduÍþ Fll.( k Voft.nE FttI k

lDcoN Dsnsity=1.26 MOlm3
lost our¡tlon 26/05¡t89 to 20þ3/90

1271.5 365 5.205 2.64E-10 Z24E-t3
1460.5 æ2 5.365 2.6AE-IO A32E-13
17T¿.5 390 5.575 2.22E-10 5.5eE-13
2@t.5 250 5.7¿rO 1.56E-lO 6.2¡tÊ-13
2192.1 10€O 6.475 ¡t.3¿E-10 3.A7E-13
266{).5 1æ2 6.8@ 5.46E-lO 5.?9E-13
5492.0 ¡t9t2 10.4q) 3.8AE{9 Z78E-13
5611.A €50 11.7/tO 3.A6EO9 ZS6E-f3 o.6a5 a43E.@ 7.07E-13
57AO.A 433t 13,475 3.46E{p ZAoE-13 2.1qt 3.07E€ ZoAE-Í3
5052.9 5376 14.195 4.6?E{9 0.59E-13 2.723 3.59E€ ô6€É-13
6t40.0 4ô44 17.495 3.99E{9 A.24E-13 5.505 3.29Ê{9 6.79E-t3
æ41.o 3230 19.315 2.658{9 &2E-13 7.122 2.22Ê{Ð 6.a.tE-13
6't0O.A 2116 21.7û l.6OE{9 O.4E-13 9.137 1.¡l7E{f, 6.04E-13
1p4.A 1791 22.Tt5 t.54E{9 0.62E-13 9.995 1.23E{9 ô€9E-13
7119.5 861 23.105 0.5AE-10 9.97E{3 10.1Þ7 4.AarE-rO s.srE-r3

N
@(,) srsÂva6o/4)

5¿A
l(m
1161
1gù2
2520
2A56
Ð72
3¿16
g136

350¡t

352
1750
2640
4&
0@

17600
352@
17600
8800
Q7

Dsnsity.r.e6/1.28 Mg/m3

o03
1.25
3.75
6.75
9.25

'to
17,3
1A.5
19.5
15.7

1.7EnO 4.e6E-t3
4.OE-10 2.24E-t3
5.4E-10 2.0¡lE¡3
6.9E-10 1.57En3
'1.2E.@ r.41E-l3
2.3E4 1,3E-',t3
4.5E{9 1.278-13
2.ZE-(E 1.278-13
1.1E{)9 t.27E-13
1.7E-tO 3.26E-13

R€grÉ!¡on Outpul:
Coßtart O
Std EÌr olY Est 1.79E¡O
R Sq@rod O98A$9¡l
No. ofobce?vdions 15
D€grc€5olFr€€dom 14

Xooomcion(s) o11E{3
SÌd Errolco6l 1.58n4

Grad¡6rf >ÎqX)

Rsgr6s¡on Output
Constant
Std EÍofY E l
R squarcd

Xcosffcinn(s) 1.29E-13
S-tdErrofcoof. 2.63E-15

RogÞss¡on OúFrt:
Constant €.OGEnl
Std EtY ofY Est 1.75E-10
Rsqusrsd O.9A978Oo
No. õfobâflatìons 15
Dêgr6€sofFÞ€dom J3

Xoooffc¡€nt(s) 0.34E-13
Std Erof Cæl 2.35E-14

o
1.19E-10
o.ss2360

o
7

Rogr6don Oúput
Constañt l.sE-lo
S1d Er of Y Elt 6.07E-1 1

Rsquar€d O.SgOZeg3
No. otobssrvãtion! A
Dogr€6olFEcdom 6

Xco€ffc¡ont(d l.22E-13
StdErrofCæl 2.oGE-15



APPENDIXA3 (Cornh'¡d): HYDRAULIC PBoPERIES oF BENTONITE SPECIMENS

ÎÌn€ Gradis¡t VolurÞ

BAR13O D6nsliy-1.3o Mg/m3
T€l Durstlon 04/Þ6¡90 to 2olþ5þ1
1363.?5 9¿11.5 18.305 3.41E-lO 4.O5En3
153¿.3¡| 049.7 10.865 ¿1.¡l,lE-10 5.23E13
26A4.50 A14.0 22.3q) 3.56E-10 4.34E-13
31(xr.oo 11¡to2 23.535 3.468-10 3.GlE-13
318e.æ t333.9 24.(xl5 4-2lE-10 3.16E-13
3700.25 10A4.4 25.S9¡ 4.(¡2E-10 A60E-13
3964.17 1323.7 26.395 3.5E-10 2.BtE-13
4124.8 1242.2 26.805 3.51E-10 2.83E-13
494A.50 t323.7 29.105 3.9¡lE-10 2.97E-13
4,4?0.9) 186¡¡.0 30.995 5.07E-10 3.158-13
5700.f) 25420 32.3æ 7.24E{O 2.068-13
59@.25 ?725.4 33.6(I' A.5E-10 3.12E-',13
æ11.12 5197.3 34.9æ 1.5AE-@ aO5E-13
61¡tO.æ 5520.6 36.090 1.65E-@ 2.9€E-13
6'452.A AS.5 36.790 2.07E-10 3.42E-',13

6310.17 to,€.¡l 37.030 3.BtE-tO 3.¡r9E-13
66,t5.42 E¡7.6 32170 1.97E-10 ¡1.96E{3
690A.50 367.0 37.545 2.¡r2E¡O ô6E-13
010€.67 1m.9 3A.265 6.æE-11 6.76En3
o5€o.33 56.1 3A405 4.A4E-11 A.63En3

UFL135 Dsmity-l.3l Mglma
T6l Durdion ta,/05¡æ lo 1 5/þ7el
3357.50 310 6.415 2.21É-10 7.21E-13
3@3.25 60t 6.A70 3.75E-10 6.25Ê-13
4û29.03 s¡t¡t 7.155 3.q3E-10 t57Ê-13
¡t533.75 4q¡ 2575 2.7AE-10 5.OE-13
5@5.50 114¿. A33o Ê¡16Ê-10 5.65E-13
54S¡.75 1ot2 0.920 5.35E-fO ¡l.ggE-13
55A9.25 1@ 9.110 4.06E-10 4,72E-13
610.0¡1 1¿7 9.¡¡æ 2.47E-10 2.O1E-13
65¡t9.67 169 10.375 7.¡lOE-10 4.37E-13
6645.42 2æ1 tO.7eS 1.03Eõ 6.49E-13
('t17.25 231e 11.115 1.6Í|E<F 7,0¡lE{3
6æ.75 1(50 11.555 ¡1.72E-10 4.46E-13
7¿¿45.50 A10 12.@O ¡1.338-10 5.29E-13
7413.75 81 12.1Q 2.OlE-10 C93E-13
æ6?.00 212 12.355 1.04E-10 4.glE-13
e733.5A 130 12.535 l.OlE¡O Z31E-',13
9573.67 56 12.765 f.218-11 1.2øE-12
1@41.æ æ 12.æ5 .532e-11 1.67E-12

Næ5

o.oq)
o.oq)
o5g 2.?2E-10 2.728-13
1.3t5 3.3!tE-lO 2.96E-t3
1.6¡t5 4.21E:10 316E-13
2.355 2.14E-10 1.958-13
2.675 3.lAE-',rO 2.¿r1E{3
2.905 3.S5E-10 a18E-13
¡t150 2.gtE-10 2.14E-13
t626 5.6AE-10 3.05E-13
7.109 6.23E-tO 2.¡t5E-13
a.21A 8.4AE-10 3.1t8-13
9.363',t.24E{9 2.3çrE-13

't0.2æ l.3¡tE{xt 2.4E-13
to.e63 2-3E-1O2.73E-t3
10.g¡t¡t
11.æ€ 2.5En0 6.3E-13
1t.34A 1.22E-10 a33E-13
11.63:| 3.57E{1 3.54E-13
1f-t26 3.6atE-n 6.¡tE-13

Rsgt6slon Output:
Coîltarìt O

S1dErofYEt 9.4E-11
R Squar€d 0.S449643
No. ofobgrvat¡oß 37
O€grÞ€s ofFrÊ€dom 36

Xccfic¡ent(!) 2.alE-13
StdErrofcool z11En5

-0.450 3.AOE-10 3.¡AE-13
.o.G) 4.1E-10 3.A3É-13
0.020 2.56E-10 2.¿r{rE-13
0.270 3.A5E-10 3.t3E-13
0.830 4.A5E-10 2.06E-13
1.Ot) 1.17E€ 4.158-13
1.2@ 1.04E{Xl 4.478-13
r.¡t$ ¡t.64E-10 4.39E-13
t-aG 2.66E-lO 3.2ßE-t3
1.Aæ 1.29EnO ¡[¡r5E-13

1.950 l.æE¡O Z8?E{3
1.086 4.2rE-fl 7.¿KtE-13
t.8æ 1.5E-11 4.7E-13

Rsgrassloî oúput
Conrlanl 6.19E{ l
Std ErofY Est 4.4{lEn I
R Squâr€d 0.956¡145¿
No. ofob6ow¡iloll! 37
OogrcGaofFrE€dom 35

Xco€trclsnt(s) 2.6Ê13
StdErrofcool. a3aE-Ís

R6gr6slon Output
Cofttart 0
S-Ë E rofY Est 1,79E-10
R Sq6r€d 0.ql24566
No. ofobowst¡ons 31
OogrB€3ofFr€€dom 30

Xcæftdent(s) 4.@E-13
Sld Erfof Cæf. 2.6E-14

Rogr€ldon OulÊÌ
ConstÂl ¿.71E-11
Sùd ErrofY E t LOIE-1o
R Squar€d 0.434073
No. ofobo€rvatonr 3l
DogrsaofFr€€dom 2s

Xoooficlont(5) 4.9sE-13
Sld Errol Co€f 4.13En4



APPENDIX^3 (Conlinæd): HYDRAULIG PRoPERT¡ES OF BENTONITE SPECTMENS

ÈlaÞso ñyoraurlc rnllow hltow tnrow (JuÛow oultow ounoy,
mm Gladiont VoftrrË FlLr k Volums nu( k

Mlccæa Dons¡ty-'t .33 MgÍÍ3
Tsst Duratlon oô/o€,/91 þ ozt uæ

5329.5 121.97 5.1€O 43AE-10 3.59E-12
63:¡0.9 40.39 5.670 t.æE-10 4.7Ë-'t2
6690.3 3€.61 5.475 't.7¡E-10 4.5eE-t2
7297.7 2t11 ô050 0.51E-t1 3.358-12
7321.6 25.44 6.050 1.01Ê-tO 3.AeE-12
7631.7 12.12 6.065 3.62E-11 2.99E-12
799'r.O 4.44 6.005 1.63E-1t 3,67Ê-12
846a.5 4.72 6.115 3.66E-t1 ¡t.2E-12
0634.5 80.70 6.255 334E-10 4.13En2
4164.7 12.12 t790 t6AE-1r 4.69E-12
9737.1 A6? 5.045 2.76E-1',t 4.t7El2

10146.2 20.re 5.A40 1.@E-10 5.35E{2

SSB4OA 10/lo,l89 lo ro/4r'go
Doßly-l.34 Mg/r¡3

569.7 56.5 3.t75 ZtlE-ll ',t.26E-12
11¿t7.5 1311.0 4.215 4.52E-10 3.45E-13
1313.7 2604.e 4.615 7.09Ë¡0 2.9sEn3
1416.0 2599.6 4.4¡O ZO5E-10 2.71E-13
17¡16.0 2350.? 5.3A0 6.74E-10 2.07E-13
'r9¡ro.5 23¿r{r.B 5.7æ 6.07E-10 2.93E{3
?346.¡t 34A5.3 ôgto 9.7E-t0 2.78En3
25æ.5 3440.5 4.075 4.5¡lE-10 2.4AEl3
2753.7 3111,7 A4æ O.3',tE-10 2.¡KE-t3
3425.e 33A3.O 10.115 6.1eE-10 2.¡r2E-13
35æ.7 3370.2 tO525 o.5E-10 2.52€-t3
4æ7.e 332A.6 11.7¡lo 0.12E-10 2.¡t4€-13

SSOMCOT Dsßlty.l.86¡.34 Mg/m3
Tol Or./rgtbñ 'l5/1O/44 to 21/l)1/85

't1q) 1660 O.O¡l 2.9E-10 1.7¡lE-13
'r@o 3<l2o 1.5 €.eE-10 2.6'¿E:',t3
zrq) 49€O 2.A 1.1E{¡9 2.3E-',t3
2m a305 >¡t.4 1.6E€ 1.9tE¡3
2W 16610 >5 3.98@ 2.3sE-13
3ræ æ22O 16 7.5E{g 2.æE-t3
32@ e305 >6.2 ',t.7E{tg 2.(fE-13

N
@

FsgßGsioñ Oulpr.¡t
o

SldEÍolYEl 2.OAE-11
R Squ€rsd 0.9744419
No. ofobaâÌvãtio.rs 12

D€grÉ6ofFßGdom 1l

Xcætrdsnl(s) 3.eoE-12
Sld Erofcool 1.28En3

UNEAR REGBESSION ANALYSÊS

o130
O.e/rc
LOm

4.Si€E-rO 1.36E-13
7.OE-IO 2.318¡3

Rogrslrlon Oúput
conltañt o
Std Er ofY Êst 7.vz5-11
R Squâr6d 0.7æø772
No. ofobgsrdionr ll
Dsgr€æofFrc€dom 10

Xcocfrclort(s) 2.63E-13
StdErrofcæf Z17E-15

B€gresslon Output:
Conrtent 1.08E-11
Sìtd Erl õf Y El 2.@Ê-11
R Squârod O.97A5a7B
No. olobgervatlons 12
D€gr€€3ofFr€€dom 10

Xcooficl6nt(!) 3.72E-12
SËErofCo€l 1.748-13

Rsgr€s3ion Orrput
cond¡ni
S-td ElÌ ofY Erl
R Squ3r6d

Xcæñciorn(r) 2.31E-13

Regßssion outÈn:
Consta¡l 2.36E-10
stdÉnofYEf ¡t.53E-11
R Squdrod 0.890226¡¡
No ofobs€walions 1l
DêgrËclolFr€€dom I

Xcosftciorfþ) 1.05E-'13
StdEr.olcoel. 2.6E-1¡l

o
1.72 E{O
0.995312

7
5

fþgr6sbn Oúpr¡t:
Comtâît
Sld Er ofY Ed
R Squar€d

Dc€ra6 ol F €€dorn

Xcæficbrr(d 2.36E-13



APPENDIX 4,3 (conllnwd): HYDMULIC PRoPERT|ES OF AENIoNITE SPECIMENS

Elâp('êd tlydlat lc lnnow lnllow lnllow OrJlnow Ollflou Olllflow
'timo GrEd¡snt VoluÍÞ Fft.ü k Volurp Flr.x k

SISAVB¿sfts Oon!ity.l.34Mg/m3
Tol Durãûion 26/09/ô4 lo 29/ot/e5

1010 1550 1.5 5,AE-10 3.73Ê-13
1477 31æ 3.7 l.¿lE.oo 4.3€E-13
2æ5 /Û650 ô2 1.5E{Xl 3.2E-13
252e TtÐ e.5 2.68{9 33E-T3
3000 15500 10.5 5.2E{9 3.36E-13
3216 310q) 15.7 9.5E{Xt 3.07E-13
3i160 't55@ 16.9 toË{9 3.2En3
3456 7750 126 2.3E{9 3E-13
362¡l ¿rô0 127 l3EnO 2.70E-13

BAR115 O€nsny-'t.3s Molm3
Tã61 Dur¡tlon o¡V06/so ùo 2alb5/þr
1171.50 A7.9 13.270 1.23E-10 1.¡tE-12
134225 1059.2 ',t5.615 3.15E-10 2.gOE{3
1532.33 901.5 ls.ggs g87E-10 3.e4E-13
2780.50 9æ.7 19.025 321E-10 3.41E-13
3212.17 1555.1 8.46 2.39E-10 1.53E-13
g¡56.33 1101.O 20.510 1.58E-t0 1.¿r4E-13
3€6025 1548.1 22.265 4.64E-10 3E-13
1191.@ 1417.7 23.370 3.AOE-10 2.AlE-t3
4@t.50 1519.3 23.925 3.83É-10 2.å9E-13
sæ¡t.oo 15¡f7.2 25.840 3.52E-t0 2.?8E-13
5,3€€.3¡1 2212.4 27.075 427E-10 1.93E-t3
573¿.¡t2 2033.1 20.255 

'TAE-1o 
2.05E-13

5955.25 32¡tO.1 29.105 5.Z¡E-!0 1.7AE-13
6@1.00 6106.2 2S.rÆ 1.41E€ 2.3E-13
6140.q¡ 6466.7 30.gAO 1.41E{t9 2.tAE-13
628,1.0€ 469.5 31.11) 1.æE-10 2.048-13
6Ala. t7 12ü.6 31.550 2.¡t5E{O 2.038-13
67€a.42 172.0 31.74 1.10E-10 2.3¡lE-13
oloe6'r lta.3 31.735 3.O',tEll 2.55E-13
a50a.3¡t 65.7 3',t.045 t36E-11 €.16E-13

Nø
0\

o.(no
o.o0(¡
o.o@
0.2¡to 2.¡t4E-10 2.68-13
'1.325 4.(FE-10 2.61E-13
'L095 4.æE-tO 3.668-13
3.285 4.@E-10 2.59E-13
¡1.505 3.A4E-10 2.71E-t3
4.025 3.41E-10 2.258-13
6.565 3E-10 1.95E-13
7.535 5.01E-10 2.27E-t3
8.55r'5 3.æE-10 1.æE{3
s./[5 5.26E-10 1.6?E-13
LO25 l.ßE{e 1.69E-13

10.715 r.G¡E{p 1.59E:t3
'to.æo 1.78E-lo 1.&¡E-t3
tr.2æ 2.66E-tO 2.2Ê13
It.Gx) 0.61E-l1 1.8¿E-13
11.m 2.87E-11 2.1ritE-13
t1.6 4.S2E-lr 7.a9E-t3

Constånt
Std En ol Y Est
R Squarcd
No. ol Obloflalion!

X co6mc¡âÌrtþ)
Std Errol Côof.

sHc25

1142
15q
2164
2672
grla
ææ
3t(Þ

Bogr€ss¡on OUIFlt

Donsity - 1.s5/1.36 Mg/m3

314 0.45
3137 o-54 2.O5Et1 6.5E-15
4705 o.5A ?.ZfElt 5.9E-15
7â/t1 0.6¿ 7.2tE-lt e.2E-t5
7O4l 2.37 ¡t.38{O 5.58-1¿l

156¡Kl 1.1 Z2EiO 4.6E-14
3136at 2.Ot 3.21E{t9 1.OE-t3

LINFJR REGRESSION ANALYSES

o
2.1E{O

0.9950405
0
o

Rogrs3s¡on outFI:
Constont O
Std ËnofYEst 1.OGE-10
R Squâr€d oogal61o
No. ofobssrvãtion! 36
0€erÊ6olFr€€doñ 35

X co€fic¡âÌ'tþ) 2.@Ê-13
Sld Enofooâl 6.9eE-15

tl5É-13
5.25En5

R€grÉslon Oúput
Coßtant
std Er olY El
B Squâr€d
No of Obgervallons

Xco€ficlont(!) 3.07E-13
Std Errofcoof 7.t¿e-15

1.49E-10
1.92E-l0

0.9963552
a
f

Fsgrs63lon output
ConstÂlrt 6.63E-11
Std EnofYEl 9.74E- l l
R Sqlarsd 0.916s:¿
No. ofobssrvations 36
Dogr€e! of Fßodorn U

Xcoomc¡6n(r) 1.03E{3
SldEr¡ôlc@l t/¡2E-ls

Rsgr6s¡on oúpû
CorEtårn 0
SldÊrrofYEn 5.05E-t0
Rsqrrar€d O.0íX}3Z3¡|
iúo. olobo€Ìwl¡orË 6
DogrE6oIFßcdom 5

Xcosñd€rn(s) €.rlE-14
StdE'lolcoof. 1.36E-14

Fegr6slon Output
CorEtarf
Std ErÌ ofY Erl
R Squsr€d

Dêgß6 ol Frsodorn

Xcæffint(s) 1.1¡lE-13
Std Eñolcæf. 1.3€E-14

'5.æE-10
3.2¡tE-f0
0.9453(X

6



APPENDIXAs (Cont¡T'u€d): HYDRÂt.ILIC PROPERTIES OFBENTONITESPrcIMENS

llrþ Grediont \rolurþ Fl(Ã k VolurE Fl(Ã k
tHE) O fcd (n/sì tír/5) {cd {rúsl lrì/s) R6or6s¡on ForcÊd fhroì"Eh Z.ro ¡¡o Cor6t?¡nt3 (,l Roor€.slon Llns

Buñ6rRBMLHo5 Density'1.f€/1.22Mglrn3
Tost Durdion 2/y09y'90 þ 31/',1o/94

1141.3 10.06 -2.955 -1.4E-10 -1.¡tE-11

1U7.7 2o'@ -5.495 -1.9E{O -9.4E-12

2441.1 37.95 5.240 1.llE-11 2.92E-13
26¡rA.6 36.53 6.330 -3.0E-11 -1E-12
3017.1 57.12 {.9A5 €.5E-11 -1.5E-12
32ú.2 83.63 -7.2q) 6.28-11 4.6E{3
s6t6.3 s4.4 -7.525 -4.AE-11 -5E13
4',t69.2 630.96 €.075 2.36E-10 3.74E-13
¡t696.2 1203.70 -a970 5.07E-10 a95E-13
5032.0 -73.U -¡l5¿O €.4E-11 1,28E-12
5A2s.2 €6.e1 -5.5',15 -Z4E-11 2.O1En2
6552.7 -599.20 'S.oq) 3.3E-10 5.5OE 13
6976.2 €67.q9 -12.570 -5.4EnO 5.6?E-13
728a.2 €9e39 ¡5.330 -5.4EnO t¡KE-13
752e.3 1229'10 -12.510 6.5E{O 5.29E-13
aooa.g 547.0íl €.845 3.07E-10 5.6?E-13

N o2@.2 5AO.7A -4.935 3.(nEnO 5.2E-13
@ a6m 2 im67 4.7¡to 3.tGE-11 3l4E-13
{ 9gsz.2 263a.oz -z.zso 1.45E{g s.szE-13

BåRCGÐ( oonlity.l 46 Mg,/m3
Tsst Drodoo olo4/91 - 17/11,19a

'looo.o €4a.oo ¡1.060 6.44E-'lo 1,¡l9E-13
1362.0 21¡l¡1.æ 4.41U¡ 3.638-10 ',1.6€En3

1507.0 2052.æ 4.6q) 3¡5E-10 1.64E-13
2350.0 978.00 5.0æ 2.O4EiO 2.OAE-13
265r.0 37r@ 5.16Ð 1.12E¡O 3E-13
3401.0 64.@ 6.4q) 4.83E-11 Zl€-13
5417.0 47.60 6.0¡(¡ tÀ3E-11 1.25E-12

i.475 _2.648:-tO ¿.6E-11 Regrs53ton OutFn: Rogrsss¡on Oúput
€.94O -1.91E-lO €.5En2 Constsnt O Con6tant _7(EE-11

-9.530 O SidEnofYBt 1.15E-10 StdErofYEd 9.4E_11

-9.915 -1.0,ûE-10 ¿.8E-12 R Squar€d 0935e R Squâr€d O95O'l

-10.515 -G11E-11 -l.tEnz No. ol Obsoruãtion! 37 No ofob66rudioß 37

-10.755 €E¡l €.5E{3 D€gr€s! ofFtoGdom 36 Cl€gr€€' ol Frc€dom 35

{1.115 -7.61E-11 €.1E-13
-11.19s 1.76E-10 27sE-13 Xco€ficlont(s) t12E-13 Xooofrc¡ont(s) t37E-13
€.515 3.3€E-10 2.63E'13 sH Errof Coof. 2?2811 sùd Errof Co€f 1.eE-14

€.070 -1.02E-10 1.39E-',12
-to.ol5 -7.24E-t',t 1.s7E-12
-1¡t.1¡t5 {.23E-10 5.39E-13
-t6.025 -4.A68-10 t@E-13
-1&375 -4.e78{O ¡¡.90E-13

¡6.075 6.1tE-10 497Ë-13
-14.260 3.laEno 5.€3E-13
-13.355 2.91E-tO 5E-13
-t3.005 4.7E-11 4.67E-13
5-1(E r.51E{9 5.7¡tE-13

RBI'o1

6æ
æ4

115¿
14€A
18?4
te4¡l

@
1699
3¡XÞ
6/96

'r6989
33978

Dentity. l.86fi .4:l Mg/rn3

z7
3.4
1.1
6.6

11.2
'l¡1.6

1.4E-10 2.(!E-13
1.7E-tO 1.00É-t3
a.1E-10 t.ã)E-13
a.0E-10 1.30E-'13
2.OE€ 1.20E-13
4.1E@ 1.20E-13

Rogre6lion Oulput
Coñltant
std Err of Y El
R squa¡€d

D€gr€e5 of FÞ€dom

Xco€mcbn(r) 1.548-13
StdErrofcoôl 4.26E-15

FogrËslon OütFÎ
Corì3tâÍt O

stdEÌrolYEr ¡l.1sE-11

F Squared oqÞ2?5
No. otobs€rvdbr6 6
D6grsofFÌs€dom s

Xco€frcbnß) 1.2E-13

o
4.14E-11

0.95r,
7
6

Rsgrssslon Output:
Conda¡t 5.6?E-11
Std ErofY Elt 1.17E{1
Rsquarsd 0.9975
¡¡o. oloboorvdlom 7
D€gr€€5otFrc€dom 5

Xcoãmd6¡t(s) 1.q¡E-13
StdErrofcoof. 3.07E-15

Fsgr6slon OUpd:
Coûst¡rt 2.1E-11
Sld En of Y El 1.?28-1 1

Rsquar€d o.essæ66
tlo. ol Oborvatldls 6
DsgrE€.otFßdtom 1

xcæñcbfn(s) r.19E-13



APP€NDIX À3 (Cont¡nu€d): HYDRAULIC PROPERT|ES OF BENTONITE SPECIMENS

Elaps€d ñyofaurc ìnfow rnrory r ow utlllow uutllow (JL¡mot

ïrrþ Gradiont Voftrrìo FIro( k Volume Flu( k

SC10o.2e D€nsity=1,¿(6 Mg/m3
Tsst Durat¡on ol/04/a5 þ 2qO1,/86

1639 1.06 2.7E-10 1.6¡tE-13
3276 2.5 5.OEiO 1.76E¡3
0194 4.6 t.2E{9 1.43E-13
163A9 t3 2.4E{9 1.¡t5E-13

O'IHER MISC, DATA

DWNASO.S Ooralty-O.so Mg/m3
334 ZSE-Oo 2,37E-1!
796 1.2E{O 1.t)E-11

15C2 1.6E{A 1.G¡E-',tt
3104 2.1E.@ 6.72E-12
4776 2.4E.OA 4.96E"12

l\)æ
æ DwNABo.os

20¡t
330
u1

1684
3(l76
50et

DWNABO.s
3S
795

15€O
31AO
1770

Donslty{.7l Mg/m3
¡t.58€ 2.21E{1
5.9E@ 1.758-11
o.5E€ 1.(pE-t1
2.1E{A 1.21E-l1
!.sEO 4.41E-',t2

Dâmity4.82 Mg/m3
r.3E{¡O 3.1¡lE-11
6.AE{Ð 8.608-12
2.OE{O 1.25E-ll
't.5E€ ¡t.60E-t2
2.184 a-¡/Ê-12

R6gr6slon O'Ìpln:
Conlt8nt o
Sld Er olY Est 6.44E-11
Rsquâr€d 0.æ51631
No. õlob6ervatlons 4
Dogr€e5ofF€€dom 3

xcæficlsnt(t 1.¡l6E-13
Std Errof cæf. 3.47E¡5

9.36E€ 1.18E-11
1.27E{0 AE-12
!.09E{A 5.84E-12
2.01E]{€ 1.28-12

NR
3.798{9 1.12E-11
4.3E{Þ 5.1E-12

9.36E{9 5.55E-12
1.10E-(F 3.5E-12
1.4¡E8 2.O¡E'-12

1.06E$ 2.66E-11
3.74E€ 4,7Ê-12
r,15Ee 7.23E-12
1.3E€ ¡t 1E{2

t.5€Êæ 3.31E-12

Regrols¡on Output:
Constant 6.44E-11
std Êr of Y Est 5.63E-1 1

R Squarôd o.s975{$a
t¡o. olobssrvetions 4
D€gr€BolFr€€dom 2

Xoooffclortß) 1.4E¡3
Std Erolooof 4.91E-'15



APPENDIXÀ3 (Coffhu€d: HYDBAULIC PROPËRNES OF BENÎONITE SPECIMENS

esfq@ ñyoßurc rrmcr uurotv ot¡fow
litno Gradisnt VoLrm FlLr k VolrÍro Fltr I

sc50.3a
640

1590
3196

sc50.20D
6¡Xt
799

1594

DW50.20W
1019
169ft
8495

sc50.20
't705
3409
5455

Donlity.o.o4 McmS
3.4 3.4Ê.OA 5.23E-t l
7.6 9.1E{e 5.6AE-11

3¿.1 1.1E{7 3.35E-'t r

Density-l.15 Me/m3
0.9 6.gE-10 1.OOE-12
1.A 4.6E-10 5.77Ê-13
2.A 1.1E{9 6.57813

Donsity.l.2e Mg/m3
1.6 ¿7E-10 Z54E-t3
3.6 e.2E-10 4.&rE-13
6.9 2.4E{9 2.A7E-13

D6nr¡tF1 .26 Mg/m3
5.5 1.4E{9 A.@€-13

23.7 2.7Ê49 7.A1E]-13
¡to 3.1E{Þ t73E-13

LINEAR RreRESSION AMLYSES



APPENDIX B

REGRESSION ANALYSIS: DEFINITIONS

Definitions as given by Borland (1993) and put into the context they are used in this project

Constant: The y-axis intercept of the rêgrêssion. For Darcian flow this value is zero in a
hydraulic flux versus hydraulic gradient plot.

Deorees of Freedom IDFì: The number of observations mlnus the numberof independent values
being computed by the regression. For Darcian flow where the Flux interc€pt must be zero:

DF = # Observations - # of Hydraulic Gradients tested
For analyses where the regression lines are not forced through the or¡gin:

DF = # Observations - (# Hydraulic Gradients tested + 1)

Standard Error of Y Estimate: The est¡mated standard error of the y values (Flux). lt repr€senls
the deviation of the observed y values from the values of the linEar combinations:

C + p'x, + ... + p¡* + error (8.1)

Where C is the y-intercept (llux), otherwise known as the constant; p is the x-coefficient or slope
of the regression line (hydraulic conductiv¡ty in a llux-hydraulic gradient plot) and B is the average
of the flux observations (average of y values)

The standard error is computêd using the square root of the Sum of the Squares (SSE) divided
by the Degrees of Freedom. The SSE is defined as:

SSE = C + p'x, +...+ Fèr-y (8.2)

The standard error of Y eslimate is a measure of how closely the data conforms to the ideal
regression line proiected through it.

R-Souared or Variance: A statistic that shows the strength of the relationshlp between the
independent and dependent variables. To calculate the R Squared value the parameters SSE,
SSR and SST are required. SSE is as defined in Equation 8.2. SSR and SST are respect¡vely;

SSR = sum of squares of (C + p,xl + ... + p¿* - B) (8.3)

SST = sum of squares of (y - B) (8.4)

R-Squared for a regression forced through the origin is defined as;

R-Squared= 1- (SSE/SSÐ (8.5)



For analyses where the y-intercept is calculated, SST = SSR + SSE, ther€fore R-Squared is;

R-Squared = SSR / SST (8.6)

X-Coetficientls): These are the coefficients Ar, ..., A* of the independent (x) variables in the
model. ln this study these are the set hydraulic gradients.

Standard Error of Coefficient: An estimate of the coetficients (the An values in th€ Anx" terms).
This estimate assumes that i) the model is valid and ii) The observed values' deviations from the
model is attr¡butable to a Gaussian distribution of errors.

Each coefficient should be interprêted as the given x-value (Hydraulic Gradient) plus or minus lhe
conesponding standard error of that coefficient. lt is this range which is referred to in Chapter
7 as the Statistical Range of Hydraulic Conductivity Values
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Appendix C2: The Kozeny-Carman Equation For Flow Through A Soil
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LIST OF SYMBOLS USED

S = Surface area per kg of soil

Sr= Surface area,/m3 of soil

S*= Wetted surface = S/(1-n)

n = Porosity = V" ly'r

V" = Volume occupied by voids within a specimen

Vr = Total specimen volume (voids and solids)

V" = Volume occupied by solids portion of a specimen

e = Void ratio = V" / V"

¡ = particle radius

rp = Pore radius = n/S, = n/(S(n-1))

y = Dry bulk density (kg/m3) = w¡ru,

v' = Mean etfective flow velocity

v = Apparent velocity = v'¡ (at i = 1.0 this is k for a unit cross-sêctional area)

v = Change in potential across specimen (erg/g) = dyne cm gm-t = 1gL¡

g = Gravitational constant, (9.81 ms'z)

L = Length of specimen

L" = Effective flow path through specimen

C" = Pore shape factor

T = Tortuosity of flow path = LJL =12

î = Fluid viscosity = 0.01002 Poise (Water at 20"C)
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Appendix C1: The Poiseuille Equation For Flow Through A Caplllary

The Poiseuille Equation in its basic form is given as:

v'=yrp'¡w/(h^L) (C-1)

a number of these parameters are physical constants; Namely,

4 = 0.01 002 Poise 1 Poise = 0.10 kgs'1m-r

I = 9'81 ms''z

^\Ir 
= 9.81 m'?s-'? (potential change across a 1m long specimen given a head of 1 m)

Hence, v' = 9.81 1 ro. / 1O.OO8016¡ = 1223.81 É 1m7s¡ (C-2)
and, v = v'n

SAMPLE SOLUTIONS OF POISEUILLE EOUATION:

Samole Solution ol Poiseuille Eouation for a ouartz sand specimen.

Quartz Sand Specimen, 70-1 40 Frac Sand: T = 1760 kg/m3, S1 = 3.96 x 1 0a m2
n = 0.336

given that pore radius, ro can be estimated using the relationship

r, = n / (S(1-n)) (M¡rchett, 1976)
rp = 0.336 / (3.96 x 101(1-0.336)) = 1.28 x 10€ m

hence, v'=1223.8 x (1.29 x 1o€)'?x 1760 = 3.52 x i0{ m/s
v = 0.336 (3.S2 x 10{ ) m/s

=1.18x10'm/s

The actual llow veloc¡ty measured for this specimen was 2.0 x 1 0{ m/s, approximately 1/20th that
predicted using the Poiseuille Equation.

The primary reason for the difficulty in using this equation lies with the need to accurately know
the total surface area (per mJ of sand. The Frac Sand cons¡dered was a 70-140 grade, that is
the diameter of the particles ranged from 0.21mm to 0.105mm. While this is a very narrow range
of size in a practical sense, it will result in a considerable range of Sr.

For example; Given, surface a[ea of a sphere = 4rÉ
volume of a sphere = 4n¡313
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Given the potent¡al range in particle radius r, the volume V, surface area s, and mass m, of the
individual particles can range from.

r = 1.05x 10{ m V = 4.85 x 10'12 m3 s = 1.39x 10'7 m2 m = 1.29x lo€ kg
¡ = 5.25 x 10€ m V = 6.06 x 10'13 m3 s = 3.46 x 10€ m2 m = 1.61 x 10€ kg

The total number of spheres #, and the surface area (S) present in a 1m3 specimen having a dry
bulk density of 1760 kg/m3 will range from

r=1.05x10{m #=1.32x1011 S=1.66x10'm2
r=5.25x10€m #= 1.25x101'? S =3.96x10am2

This will prov¡de a final solution for the Poiseuille equat¡on which gives an estimated flow velocity
v'range of 3.5x10{to 8.5x10< m/s. The presence of even asmall number of finer particles can
therefore cause a very signilicant reduction in the hydraulic conductiv¡ty p[edicted using th¡s
relationship.

The Poiseuille €quation is clearly limited in its ability to accurately predict the hydraulic
conductiv¡ty of even ideal spherical granular media. When finer and non-spherical materials such
as clays are considered the assumptions inherent in this equation become even more signlficant,
Once again of primary importance in the surface area ol the particles and the assumption that
particl€s are spherical (they are not).

' Samole Solulion of Poiseuille Eouation for an lllitic Clav Soecimen.

Specimen, LH|O2B T = 1930 kg/m3, S, = 3.96x 104 m2 n = 0.336
Given average particle diameter = 7 x 10€ m then r = 3.5 x 10{m.

, lndividual Part¡cle Volume = 5.39 x 1 0'16 m3 Particle Surlace Area = S.13 x 1 0'11 m2

¡ Particle Mass = S.39 x 10-16 X 2750 = 1.48 x 10'1, kg
i # Particles = 1930/1.48x 10'12 = t.30x1015 Total Surface Area = 6.67 x 10a m2

I ,, = n/ (Sr(1-n)) r, =.336/(6.67x 101(.664)) = 7.6x 10€ m
a

; v' = 1223.6 x 1930x (7.6 x lO€)'? = 1.79x 10{ m/s
i
ì' v = 0.336x 1.79x 1O{ = g¡E|{l'lfug
: This compares to a measured v of 9¡!5!¡Qfu/Ê

, lf however, lhe surface area of the clay is taken to be that measured as the specific surface area
the results obtained change considerably.

1

Where S = 60 m'?/g 160000 m'?lko)
:

Sr=1.16x104m2
i ro = .336(1 .16 x 1 08 (.664)) = 4.36 x 1 O€ m

v'= 1223.6 x 1930 x (4.36x 10€)'? = 1.03x 1O'lt m/s
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v = .336 x 1.03 x 10-11 m./s = 9@.¡gþ
The k actually measured was = Þqi-gtlgþ

' Where S = 45 m'?lg (45OOO m2lkol

, S'= 8.69x107m'?
,, tp = .336/(8.69 x 10? (.664)) = S.8 x 10€ m

j " = 1229.6 x 1930 x (5.8 x 1O€), = 7.94x 10'11 m/s

v = .336x 7.96x 10'11 m/s = ¿.[!!þC
The k actually measured was = 9¡!!¿¡|,'1[þ¿C

Samole Solution of Poiseuille Eouation for a Bentonite Clay Soecimen.

BARCGoSE 1= 1150 kg/m3, n = O.sgs

r Given average particle diameter = 4x 10€ m then r = 2x 1O€m., lndividual Particle Volume = 3.35 x 1 0'17 m3 Particle Surface Area = 5.Og x 10'rr m2
I Particle Mass = 3.3S x 10'17 X2A4O= 9.s1 x loi1 kg
: # Particles = 1150/9.51 x 10'14 = 1.21 x10r5 Total Surface Area = 6.09 x 10s m2

:

However, as w¡th the illitic clay, the diflerence between the calculated surface area and that
measured is considerable. For a bentonite the specific surface area is approximately 75O m2lg
(7.5 x 10s m27kg¡ or 8.63 x 108 m2lm3 of specimen.

Using the calculated surface area,

j rr= n/ (Sr(1-n)) ro=.595/(6.09x i 05(.405)) = 2.41 x i0€m

j n = 1223.6 x 1150x (2.41 x 10€)'? = 8.17x 104 m/s

I v=0.336x1.79x.l0{=f¡1¡¿jJIbA

i ttris compares to a measured v of 2.9-@,
i
:

: lf however, the surface area ol the clay is taken to be that measured as the specific surface area' the results obtained change considerably.

WhereS=750m'?/g

' Sr = 8'63 x 108 m'?

tp = .595/(8.63 x 108 (0.405)) = 1.7 x 10€ m

v'= 1223.6 x 1150 x (1 .7 x 1Oa)'? = 4.07 x 10-12 m/s

v = .5e5 x 4.07 x 10'12 m/s = ?4ÅJ.9hlÊ,
The measured k lorthis specimen was Zj9.]!j|,']g:b/þ
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Appendix C2: The Kozeny.Carman Equat¡on For Flow Through A Soll

From the Poiseuille equation a number of modifications have been made to try and make the
, equation produce results which are more representative of the flow which occurs through a
, porous medium. The development of this equation is taken from Yong and Warkentin (1975).

: From the Poiseuille equation

;,: v' = 1 ro'¿ aV / (8îÅL) (C-3)
:

i p"r".eters which account for factors such as pore shape (CJ and the tortuosity of the flow path
: (T) were introduced to the Poiseuille equation.
.

v' = C" y rr'? a\P / (rlÅL) (C-4)

and since v'= v/n it is possible to simplify the equalion.

j

, u'=vÅL"/n^L = vT/n (C-5)

i v=v'n/T (C-6)

, where, r, = n / (Sr(l-n)) (C-7)

and substituting from C-5, C-6 and C-7

v=nv'/ T = ntC"TÁV/Sr'?(1-n)'?Tï^L (C-8)

j using the effect¡ve flow path aL. instead of ÁL to describe the potential gradient

l

: u=nv'/T = nt c" T Áq,' / sr'?(l -nF rnaL" (c-9)

: v = n" C" ? a\Ir / Srr(1-n)r.f4ÂL (C-j O)

j

I Since v=ki, and ¡lÍ/^L = i = ¿h/Àx

k = C" T n3 / (îfsr'?(1-nF) (c-1 i)
' As with the Poiseuille equat¡on, a number of lhese parameters can be assumed to be constants.
.

These constants include;
: C" = 0.4, î = 0.0101 Poise (O.OOI 01 kg m-l s'1) T = !2.

equation C-l I can then be simplifed to:

k=200Tn.¡1srr11-n¡2¡
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SAMPLE SOLUTIONS OF KOZENY.CARMAN EOUATION

Samole Solution ol Kozeny-Carman Eoualion for a Quarü Sand Soecimen.

Quartz Sand Specimen, 70-140 Frac Sand: 1= 1760 kg/m3, S, = 3.96 x 104 m2
n = 0.336

k = 200 x 1760 x (.336)3 / ((3.96 x 101)'? (0.664)1

= Lgg.ðl$¡¡ls
The actual k measured for this specimen was ?.9g!9fu8

Samole Solution of Kozeny-Carman Eouation for an lllitic Clav Soecimen.

Specimen, LH|o2B T = 1930 kg/m', S = 6.0x 107 m'?lMg (Sr= 1.16x 101, n = 0.336

k = 200 x t930 x (.336)3/ ((1.16 x 101r(0.664)1
= z.+z x lot" nls

The actual k measured for this specimen was 5.3 x 1O11 m/s

ì Sample Solution of Kozeny-Carman Equation lor a Bentonite Clay Soecimen.

: B¡RCGOSE 1= 11s0 kg/m", S = 7.5x 10s m?Mg (Sr = 8.63 x 10s m), n = 0,595

¡ k = 200x 1150x (0.595)3/ ((8.63x 101r(0.40s)1
ì = 3.97 x 10'13 m/sì 

-

ìr The actual k measured for this specimen was Zr9.I.].9j.EA
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APPEI{DIX D: SULMARY OF LTTERATURE DATA USED
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APPENDIX D (Continued): SUMMARY OF LTTERATURE DATA USED
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APPENDIX D (Continued): SUMMARY OF UTERATURE DATA USED
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1.18-12
1.3E-12
1.28-12
1.18-12
1.48-12
7.5E-13
3.7E-13
9.0E-14
6.0E-14
6.0E-14
4.5E-14
3.0E-13
3.0E-14
7.08-15
7.0E-15
1.9E-f2
2.4Ê-12
1.6E-12
3.9E-12
3.9E-13
1.0E-12
4.6E-13
1.6E-12
1.2E-12
1.6E-12
9.48-13
3.0E-13
1.7E-12
2.28-12
5.0E-13
5.6E-12
2.9E-12
a aÊ_lt

ÞPCUllIG
Þr .ft 

'.+

CETCO-CS
BHB
BHB
BHB
BHB
BHB
BHB

WB-EG2OO
wB-EG200
wB-8G200
WB-EG2OO
wB-EGz00
WB.EG2OO
WB.EG2OO
WB-EG2OO

Ml-Ash
Ml-Ash
MI-CG
MI-CG
MX{O

oETCO-CS2(
BGES

BHB-¡t04
MI.FJ

Ml-FS200
WB-UNTR
TilP-CS

RAPI
RSS

ACCMXEo
HK.AS
lot-Kt

25-200
25-200
20-170
¿t-l50

150-1250
15{}15(n
150'T500
l sGl5{X)
150-15(X)
150-15ü)
15G1500

150-15(X)
15(}.1500
¿IYLÃfTIì

I'IJVY
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
nnw



APPENDIX D (Corìtinued): SUMMARY OF LTTERATURE DATA USED

Jhurr, urrPuut. uiarir
)ixon, unpubl. data
)ixon, unpubl. data
)kon, unpubl. data
)ixon, unpubl. data
)ixon, unpubl. data
)ixon, unpubl. data
)ixon, unpubl. data
)kon, unpubl. data
)ixon, unpubl. data
)ixon, unpubl, data
)kon, unpubl. data
)kon, unpubl. data
)ixon, unpubl. data
)ixon, unpubl. data
)kon, unpubl. data
)ixon, unpubl. data
)ixon, unpubl, data
)ixon, unpubl, data
)lxon, unpubl. data
)ixon, unpubl. data
ì?Y.rñ rññrrhl .lqtq

7t
Clav

u)o

.tat

100
100
1æ
50
1m
25
50
1m
l(x)
50
5()
1m
f)
50
100
100
50
50
50
1æ
o1

vty
l-lancíh¡

t.tv
0.5

o.71
1.2

1.73
1.33
1.92
1.86
1.14
1.18
1.44
1./18

1.¿16

1.64
't.71
0.85
1.26
1.58
1.3

1.67
1.24
lo

\,laY

0.5
o.71
1.2

1.2A
1.33
1.05
1.¡tf¡
1.14
1.18
0.99
1.03
1.¡16

1.1s
1.26
0.85
1.26
1.13
0.87
1.21
1.24
ln3

r(,fq5lry

o.824
0.750
o.577
0.391
0.532
o.324
0.3¿t5
0.599
0.585
0.493
o.479
0.¿186

o.423
0.398
0.701
0.556
o.41'l
o.g2
o.412
0.563
n all

r esrrng

35G5000
200-5000
800-¡1000
1020€600

¡160

680€¡l{no
6803¡t000
750-1500
850-5100
7604560
7804700

160G16000
1800

170G5500
600-3s00
1600€100

17æ
15m

1s00-3æ0
17æ

1sfL3*rOO

s.oE-12
4.4E-12
6.3E-13
l.5E-13
1.sE-12
3.8E-13
1.2E-13
3.1E-12
8.5E-13
5.0E-13
2.4Ê-12

1.5E-13
6.6E-13
7.0E-13
5.8E-11
2.68-12
2.68-11
l.3E-11
7.2E-13
6.0E-13
ß 1F-11

ùPr,çrrc
Þrodrlr*

Sask
Sask
Sask
Sask
Sask
Sask
Sask
Sask
Sask
Sask
Sask
Sask
Sask
Sask
Sask
Sask
Sask
Sask
Sask
Sask
Gocl¿

DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW
DDW

sqsss
SCSSS
SCSSS
scsss
scsss
SCSSS
scsss
scsss
scsss
sasss


